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volunteer authors.  No representation or warranty is made concerning the application of 
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Resources and Environmental Law.  She received the Note Award from the Journal in 
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University in Cleveland, Ohio. He was assistant professor of orthopedic surgery at the 
University of Kentucky College of Medicine from 1994-1995.  Dr. Stephens is certified by 
the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery. In April 2018, he was appointed to the 
Bureau of Workers’ Compensation Medical Advisory Committee.  He has given many 
presentations at local, regional, national, and international meetings. Dr. Stephens also 
has published multiple articles in peer-reviewed journals such as Spine, Journal of Clinical 
Pathology, Journal of Surgical Oncology, and Journal of Spinal Disorders. He is a member 
of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons.   
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Bobby Ferreri is managing partner at Ferreri Partners, PLLC in Louisville.  After gaining 
distinction as a member of the American Inn of Court at the Brandeis School of Law, Mr. 
Ferreri was admitted to the Kentucky Bar in 2004.  Following his admittance, he has spent 
his career in workers' compensation litigation, economic development and entrepreneurial 
advisory roles.  In addition to his law degree, Mr. Ferreri holds a B.S. in finance and 
marketing from Miami University and a Masters of Business Administration from the 
University of Louisville where he graduated with distinction.  He is a member of the 
Kentucky Bar Association, Leadership Louisville, Greater Louisville, Inc., and currently 
serves as Chair-elect of the KBA Workers' Compensation Law Section. 
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premier workers’ compensation defense firms.  He received his B.A. from Transylvania 
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received his B.S., cum laude, from Murray State University and his J.D. from the Northern 
Kentucky University Salmon P. Chase College of Law. Mr. Reaves is a member of the 
Kentucky Workers' Association, Kentucky Workers’ Compensation Education Association, 
and the National Organization of Social Security Claimants’ Representatives.  He is also 
a member of the Kentucky Bar Association and serves as Chair-Elect of its Workers' 
Compensation Law Section. 
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bachelor’s degree and Master of Arts from the University of Kentucky and her J.D. from 
the University of Kentucky College of Law, where she was Articles Editor of the Journal of 
Mineral Law & Policy.  Prior to earning her law degree, Ms. Gilbert was an instructor in the 
Department of English at the University of Kentucky and worked as a writer for GTE 
Service Corporation and Carole Pettit Public Relations Associates in Lexington.  She was 
also a legal writing instructor at the University of Kentucky College of Law from 1991-1998.  
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She serves as a member of the planning committee for the University of Kentucky College 
of Law’s Biennial Workers’ Compensation Institute and group leader for the College’s 
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worked as an associate attorney with Richardson, Barber & Williamson, PSC from 2012-
2014 and served as an intern for U.S. Senior Judge William O. Bertelsman in 2012.  She 
is a member of the Kentucky Justice Association and the Kentucky Bar Association and 
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HOUSE BILL 2 
REFORMS WE CAN LIVE WITH OR LET'S FIGHT IT OUT IN COURT 

Timothy J. Wilson 

 
 
 
I. MEDICALS 
 

A. KRS 342.020 – 15-Year Cap on Medicals – Lifetime 
 

1. Lifetime medicals for total disability. 
 
2. Lifetime medicals for amputation or partial amputation of arm, hand, 

leg or foot or the loss of hearing or the enucleation of an eye or loss 
of teeth. 

 
B. All Other Claims – 15 Years (780 weeks) 
 

1. Notice required 754 weeks after the injury or last exposure. 
 
2. Commissioner required to give notice in writing or to last known 

email address (see Proposed Regulations). 
 
3. The Claimant and the employer and medical payment obligor shall 

notify DWC in writing of a change in physical mailing address or 
email address when they become aware of such change. 
(Proposed). 

 
C. Procedure for Filing and Resolution for Continuation of Medical Benefits 

(Proposed) 
 

1. No sooner than 75 days prior to the last day of the 780 weeks and 
no later than the last day of the 780 week period. 

 
2. The employee "shall" receive a continuation of benefits (three-

prong test). 
 

a. Timely application. 
 
b. Employee demonstrates that continued medical treatment 

is reasonably necessary and related to the work injury or 
occupational disease. 

 
c. ALJ determines that continued benefits are reasonably 

necessary and related to the work injury or occupational 
disease. 

 
d. The language "may" was changed to "shall" after the final 

senate hearing. 
 

  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47613
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e. Procedure for filing for extension (see Proposed 
Regulations). 

 
f. Failure of a favorable ALJ ruling or failure to file for 

extension: "medical treatment shall be deemed to be 
unrelated to the work injury and the employer's obligation to 
pay medicals shall cease permanently." 

 
g. How are pro se applications handled? 
 
h. What does "deemed" mean? 
 
i. Is City of Frankfort v. Rogers, 765 S.W.2d 579 (Ky. App. 

1988) alive? 
 
D. What is the Practical Effect of HB 2? 
 

1. HB 2 sponsor stated only five percent of injured workers still using 
medicals at 15 years. 

 
2. DWC statistics indicate at 19 years, 20 percent of injured workers 

still use medicals, 34 percent at eight years, 39 percent at five 
years, and 72 percent at one year. 

 
3. Excluding totals, amputations and extensions, little effect on actual 

cost savings. 
 
E. KRS 342.035(8)(c) – Treatment Guidelines and Drug Formulary 
 

1. ODG easy to follow. 
 
2. Physicians can game the system once they receive training. 
 
3. Drug Formulary regulations implemented as emergency 

regulations. 
 
4. Final Hearing – February 27, 2019. 

 
II. REOPENINGS 
 

A. KRS 342.125(3) amended to eliminate loopholes. 
 
B. Four (4) years from "original" award or order. 

 
III. CUMULATIVE TRAUMA 
 

KRS 342.185(1)(3): 
 
A. Notice must be given within two (2) years when employee notified by a 

physician of work-related condition. 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47614
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47616
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
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B. Claim must be filed within two (2) years of notice, not to exceed five (5) 
years from date of last exposure. 

 
IV. SETTLEMENTS 
 

KRS 342.265(3) allows a half (½) point interest discount for volunteering to lump 
sum awards of $40.00 or less. 
 
A. This is to encourage settlements. 
 
B. Significant discussion about making this mandatory. 

 
V. OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE BENEFITS (Issue Being Discussed in Another 

Presentation) 
 

Things to Consider: 
 
A. No UK or UL physician is a Board Certified pulmonary specialist and "B” 

reader. 
 
B. At the time of this writing, only two (2) physicians are part of the program: 

Dr. Broudy and Dr. Westerfield. 
 
C. Qualifying physicians in Kentucky nearing retirement. 
 
D. Black eye for the coal industry. 
 
E. Evidence of complicated pneumoconiosis increasing dramatically. 
 
F. Plaintiff's attorney must file spirometric study or pay one-half (½) cost of 

.316 examinations. 
 
VI. NEW CAUSES OF ACTION 
 

KRS 342.316(4)(c) – Allows for firefighters to recover for firefighting-related 
cancers. (See KRS 61.315(11)(b)) 
 

• Becomes part of 20-year SOL section. 
 
VII. ATTORNEYS FEES 
 

A. KRS 342.320 – Allows an $18,000 maximum fee for plaintiff's and defense 
attorneys. Plaintiff's attorneys can charge 20 percent of the first $25,000, 
15 percent of the next $25,000, and 10 percent of any remaining benefits 
up to the maximum of $18,000. 

 
B. Do defense attorneys have to file fee petitions? 

 
VIII. INTOXICATION DEFENSES 
 

KRS 342.610(4) – It is presumed in the presence of an illegal or non-prescribed 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47618
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=45819
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47622
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
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substance as measured by a scientifically reliable test that could cause a 
disturbance of mental or physical capacity, that liability shall not apply to the injury, 
occupational disease or death to the employee. 
 

A. Seems to indicate you must use blood test. 
 

B. What is an illegal substance? 
 
C. What is a scientifically reliable test? 
 
D. What can cause a disturbance of mental or physical capacity? 
 
E. Are there national standards? 
 
F. Presumptions are just that, presumptions. 

 
IX. INDEMNITY BENEFITS 
 

KRS 342.730(1): 
 
A. 110 percent of the state average weekly wage for TTD or PTO. 
 
B. Not more than 82.5 percent of the state average weekly wage for PPD. 
 
C. KRS 342.730(4) increase benefits to age 70 or a minimum of four years’ 

benefits. 
 

D. KRS 342.730(4) – Applies to spouses and dependents up until the 
employee/decedent's 70th birthday. 

 

X. RETROACTIVITY 
 

KRS 342.990 Section 20 Retroactivity: 
 

A. Section 1 – Medical Benefits; 3 – Interest; Section 12 – Subrogation – 
Enactment Date. 

 

B. Section 2 – UR, Treatment Guidelines, Drug Guidelines; Section 4 – 
Reopening; and Section 5 Cumulative Trauma – Remedial and shall apply 
to all claims irrespective of date of injury or last exposure and fully and 
finally adjudicated claims not applicable. 

 
C. Section 13(4) Age Limitations – Retroactive and prospectively for all 

injuries after 12-12-96 which have not been fully and finally adjudicated or 
are in the appellate process or for which the time to file an appeal has not 
elapsed. (See Holcim v. Swinford, No. 2018-CA-00041-WC, 2018 WL 
4261757 (Ky. App. Sept. 7, 2018), attached) 

 

XI. 2019 LEGISLATION 
 

A. BR 163 – Eliminates "B" Reader Requirements 
  

B. BR 140 – PTSD Claims with No Physical Injury for First Responders 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47630
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/19RS/prefiled/BR163.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/19RS/prefiled/BR140.htm
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LABOR CABINET 
Department of Workers' Claims 
(New Administrative Regulation) 

 
803 KAR 025:290 Continuation of Medical Benefits. 
 
RELATES TO: KRS 342.0011(13), 342.020. 
STATUTORY AUTHORITY: KRS 342.020, 342.260, 342.265, 342.270, 342.275. 
NECESSITY, FUNCTION, AND CONFORMITY: KRS 342.260(1) requires the 
commissioner to promulgate administrative regulations necessary to carry on the work of 
the department and the work of administrative law judges so long as those administrative 
regulations are consistent with KRS Chapter 342 or KRS Chapter 13A. KRS 342.020(1) 
provides an employer shall pay for the cure and relief from the effects of an injury or 
occupational disease as required at the time of injury and thereafter for the length of time 
set forth in KRS 342.020. KRS 342.020(3) sets forth the length of time for which the 
employer is responsible for payment and provides an employee shall receive a 
continuation of the benefits provided in KRS 342.020 beyond the stated length of time if 
certain criteria are met. KRS 342.020(3) further provides the department shall, 754 weeks 
from the date of injury or last exposure, notify the employee of the right to file an application 
for continuation of the benefits provided in KRS 342.020. This administrative regulation 
applies to the benefits provided in KRS 342.020 and for which the employer's responsibility 
for payment is limited to 780 weeks. This administrative regulation establishes the process 
by which the department will notify the employee of the right to file an application to 
continue the benefits provided by KRS 342.020, the method by which the employee is to 
make application, and the process by which an administrative law judge will determine 
and order a continuation of benefits for an additional time beyond the original period. 
 
Section 1. Definitions. 
(1) "Benefit Review Conference" means a benefit review conference as described in 803 
KAR 25:010, Section 13. 
(2) "Commissioner" means the commissioner charged in KRS 342.228 to administer the 
department and whose duties are stated in KRS 342.230. 
(3) "Department" means the governmental entity whose responsibilities are provided in 
KRS 342.228. 
(4) "Notice" means a communication from the commissioner or his designee advising a 
claimant of the right to file an application to extend the employer's liability for payment of 
benefits beyond the 780-week limitation provided in KRS 342.020(3). 
(5) "Notice of Filing of Application" means a document that alerts the parties to a claim 
that an application to extend the employer's obligation for payment of benefits beyond the 
780-week period has been filed, assigns the matter to an administrative law judge, and 
provides a Litigation Management System access number to those parties. 
(6) "Week" means seven (7) consecutive days; the day of injury or date of last exposure 
shall not be included when computing the 780-week period for which the employer has 
the obligation to pay the benefits specified in KRS 342.020. 
 
Section 2. Notice; Duty to Inform the Department of Workers' Claims of Change of 
Address. 
(1) 754 weeks from the date of injury or last exposure, the commissioner shall advise the 
claimant in writing of the right to file an application for the continuation of medical benefits. 
Notice shall be mailed by first class mail to the claimant's last known address as reflected 
in the department's Litigation Management System. Notice shall also be sent electronically 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47659
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47613
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47613
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=43317
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47618
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47619
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32460
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=43317
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/chapter.aspx?id=38914
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/chapter.aspx?id=37084
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47613
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to the last email address provided by the claimant to the department. The day of injury or 
date of last exposure shall not be included when computing the 754-week period; when 
the last day of the 754-week period falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or state holiday, the 
notice shall be generated the next day which is not a Saturday, Sunday, or state holiday. 
(2) Subsequent to the entry of an award or approval of a settlement agreement in which 
medical benefits are either awarded or not waived, the claimant shall notify the department 
in writing in a format prescribed by the commissioner of any change in physical mailing 
address and email address within thirty (30) days of such change of address. 
(3) Subsequent to the entry of an award or approval of a settlement agreement in which 
medical benefits are either awarded or not waived, the employer and medical payment 
obliger shall notify the department in writing in a format prescribed by the commissioner 
of any change in the claimant's physical mailing address or email address of which it, or 
its agents, become aware. Such notice shall be given within thirty (30) days of the date 
the employer, medical payment obliger or any agent thereof becomes aware of a change 
in the claimant's address. 
 
Section 3. Procedure for Filing and Resolution of Applications for Continuation of Medical 
Benefits. 
(1) The claimant shall file an application for continuation of medical benefits on the form 
prescribed by the commissioner no sooner than seventy-five (75) days prior to the last day 
of the 780-week period from the date of injury or last exposure and no later than the last 
day of the 780-week period from the date of injury or last exposure. 
(2) (a) With the application for continuation of medical benefits the claimant shall file 
a medical report on the form prescribed by the commissioner. The medical report shall 
include: 
1.  A description of the injury or occupational disease for which medical benefits were 
awarded or approved and for which an application for continuation of medical benefits is 
being filed; 
2.  A medical opinion that asserts continued medical treatment is reasonably necessary, 
related to the work injury or occupational disease, and explains the basis for that opinion; 
and 
3.  A general description of the medical treatment that may reasonably be expected. 
(b) With the application for continuation of medical benefits and the medical report the 
claimant shall file a newly executed Form 106. 
(3) A medical provider shall be entitled to charge a fee not to exceed $100 for preparing 
the report described in subsection (2). The fee shall be paid by the claimant. 
(4) Filing an application for continuation of medical benefits shall stay termination of the 
employer's obligation to pay the benefits pursuant to KRS 342.020(3)(a) pending 
resolution of the application. 
(5) Following the filing of an application for continuation of medical benefits, the 
commissioner shall issue a Notice of Filing of Application that shall: 
(a) Be mailed to the claimant and employer, and, when applicable, one (1) of the following 
payment obligors: the employer's insurance carrier, self-insured group, uninsured 
employers fund, guaranty fund, or other payment obliger; 
(b) Provide the parties a Litigation Management System access code; and 
(c) Assign the matter to an administrative law judge. 
(6)(a) Within sixty (60) days of the date of the Notice of Filing Application, the defendant 
shall file a Notice of denial or acceptance of the application. 
(b) If the defendant accepts the application for continuation of medical benefits, the 
administrative law judge shall issue an order granting the extension of medical benefits 
beyond 780 weeks from the date of injury or last exposure. Acceptance of the application 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47613
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for continuation of medical benefits shall not be deemed an admission of compensability 
as to any specific medical treatment beyond 780 weeks from the date of injury or last 
exposure. The defendant retains the right to file a motion to reopen pursuant to 803 KAR 
25:010, Section 6(5), and 803 KAR 25:012, Section 1(6) in order to assert a medical 
dispute to challenge compensability of specific medical treatment; 
(c) If the defendant denies the application for continuation of medical benefits, it may file 
a medical report with the denial. The medical report shall include the following: 
1.  A description of the injury that is the basis of the claim; and 
2. A medical opinion asserting continued medical treatment is not reasonably necessary, 
not related to the work injury or occupational disease, and explaining the basis for that 
opinion. 
(d) At the conclusion of the sixty (60) day period provided in paragraph (a) of this 
subsection in which the defendant is to file its denial or acceptance of the application, the 
claimant shall have fifteen (15) days in which to file additional medical evidence in rebuttal 
to the evidence filed by the defendant; 
(e) If the defendant fails to timely file its denial of the application, the administrative law 
judge shall issue an order granting the extension of medical benefits beyond 780 weeks 
from the date of injury or last exposure. 
(7) (a) If the defendant files a denial of the application, the administrative law judge 
shall schedule a telephonic Benefit Review Conference to be held within twenty (20) days 
of the conclusion of the claimant's rebuttal period provided in subsection (6)(d) of this 
section. 
(b) The telephonic Benefit Review Conference shall be an informal proceeding. 
(c) A transcript of the telephonic Benefit Review Conference shall not be made. 
(d) All parties and representatives participating in the telephonic Benefit Review 
Conference shall have authority to immediately resolve disputed issues and enter into a 
binding settlement agreement with respect to the application. 
(e) If at the conclusion of the Benefit Review Conference the parties have not reached an 
agreement on all issues, the administrative law judge shall: 
1. Prepare a final Benefit Review Conference memorandum and order, which identifies all 
contested issues; and 
2. Schedule a formal hearing unless the formal hearing is waived by the parties. 
(8) The claimant shall have the burden of proof to demonstrate continued medical 
treatment is reasonably necessary and related to the work injury or occupational disease. 
(9) Within sixty (60) days following conclusion of the formal hearing or order waiving the 
formal hearing, the administrative law judge shall issue an award, order or decision, which 
shall include a statement of findings of fact and conclusions of law. 
(10) An order granting a continuation of benefits beyond 780 weeks shall not include an 
award of any specific medical treatment identified in the medical report submitted in 
support of the application. 
(11) If applicable, a party shall file a petition for reconsideration within fourteen (14) days 
of the filing of the decision, order or award of the administrative law judge in accordance 
with the procedures set out in 803 KAR 25:010, Section 20. 
(12) Pursuant to KRS 342.285(1), the decision of the administrative law judge shall be 
subject to review by the Workers' Compensation Board in accordance with the procedures 
set out in 803 KAR 25:010, Section 22. 
 
Section 4. Incorporation by Reference. (1) The following material is incorporated by 
reference: 
(a) "Application for Continuation of Medical Benefits, Form CMB-APP-1", 8/18; 
(b) "Medical Report in Support of Continuation of Medical Benefits, Form CMB-APP-2", 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
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8/18; 
(c) "Change of Address, Form CMB-ADD-3", 8/18. 
(2) This material may be inspected, copied, or obtained, subject to applicable copyright 
law, at the Department of Workers' Claims, 657 Chamberlin Avenue, Frankfort, Kentucky 
40601, Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
 
This is to certify that the commissioner has reviewed and recommended this administrative 
regulation prior to its adoption, as required by KRS 342.260. 
 
ROBERT L. SWISHER, Commissioner  
APPROVED BY AGENCY: November 28, 2018 
FILED WITH LRC: November 28, 2018 at 3 p.m. 
PUBLIC HEARING AND PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD: A public hearing on this 
administrative regulation shall be held on January 22, 2019, at 1:00 p.m. (EDT) at the 
offices of the Department of Workers' Claims, Prevention Park, 657 Chamberlin Avenue, 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601. Individuals interested in being heard at this hearing shall notify 
this agency in writing of their intent to attend no later than five (5) workdays prior to the 
hearing. If no notification of intent to attend the hearing is received by that date, the hearing 
may be cancelled. This hearing is open to the public. Any person who wishes to be heard 
will be given an opportunity to comment on the proposed administrative regulation. A 
transcript of the public hearing will not be made unless a written request for a transcript is 
made. If you do not wish to be heard at the public hearing, you may submit written 
comments on the proposed administrative regulation. Written comments shall be accepted 
through January 31, 2019. Send written notification of intent to be heard at the public 
hearing or written comments on the proposed administrative regulation to the contact 
person 
CONTACT PERSON:  B. Dale Hamblin, Jr., Assistant General Counsel, Workers' Claims 
Legal Division, Prevention Park, 657 Chamberlin Avenue, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601, 
phone (502) 782-4404, fax (502) 564-0681, email dale.hamblin@ky.gov. 
 

REGULATORY IMPACT ANALYSIS AND TIERING STATEMENT 
 
Contact person: B. Dale Hamblin, Jr. 
(1) Provide a brief summary of: 
(a) What this administrative regulation does: This administrative regulation provides the 
process by which a claimant will be notified of the right to apply for continuation of benefits 
beyond a 780-week period and the steps required to make that application. 
(b) The necessity of this administrative regulation: Pursuant to KRS 342.020, the 
commissioner is required to notify a claimant of his right to apply for continuation of 
benefits beyond a 780-week period and the steps required to make that application. 
(c) How this administrative regulation conforms to the content of the authorizing statutes: 
KRS 342.020 requires the commissioner to notify a claimant of his right to apply for 
continuation of benefits beyond a 780-week period and the steps required to make that 
application; this administrative regulation provides that process. 
(d) How this administrative regulation currently assists or will assist in the effective 
administration of the statutes: KRS 342.020 provides an employer is responsible for 
payment of the benefits provided in that statute for a period of 780 weeks; however, an 
injured employee may apply to extend the employer's period of payment responsibility 
beyond that period. Upon demonstrating that treatment beyond the 780-week period is 
reasonably necessary and related to the work injury, the employee is entitled to payment 
of benefits beyond the 780-week period. This administrative regulation provides guidance 

mailto:dale.hamblin@ky.gov
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47613
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47613
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to the employee and employer with respect to that process. 
(2) If this is an amendment to an existing administrative regulation, provide a brief 
summary of: 
(a) How the amendment will change this existing administrative regulation: N/A 
(b) The necessity of the amendment to this administrative regulation: N/A 
(c) How the amendment conforms to the content of the authorizing statutes: N/A 
(d) How the amendment will assist in the effective administration of the statutes: N/A 
(3) List the type and number of individuals, businesses, organizations, or state and local 
governments affected by this administrative regulation: All injured employees, physicians 
and medical providers providing services to injured workers pursuant to KRS Chapter 342, 
insurance carriers, self-insurance groups, self-insured employers, insured employers, and 
third party administrators. 
(4) Provide an analysis of how the entities identified in question (3) will be impacted by 
either the implementation of this administrative regulation, if new, or by the change, if it is 
an amendment, including: 
(a) List the actions that each of the regulated entities identified in question (3) will have to 
take to comply with this administrative regulation or amendment: Employees desiring to 
extend the employer's responsibility for payment beyond 780 weeks from the date of injury 
or last exposure will have to properly apply to extend those benefits; employers will have 
to either accept or challenge the extension of their period of payment responsibility. The 
other parties will not have to take affirmative steps to comply with this administrative 
regulation. 
(b) In complying with this administrative regulation or amendment, how much will it cost 
each of the entities identified in question (3): The cost of completing the medical report 
cannot exceed $100. The cost to the payment obligors cannot be ascertained until 
treatment is sought and provided to the injured employee. 
(c) As a result of compliance, what benefits will accrue to the entities identified in question 
(3): Employers will be able to identify those claims for which they no longer have a 
payment obligation and those claims for which they retain payment responsibility after 780 
weeks. Injured employees will be able to receive benefits for work related injuries for 
longer than 780 weeks if it appears additional benefits are reasonably necessary. 
(5) Provide an estimate of how much it will cost the administrative body to implement this 
administrative regulation: 
(a) Initially: None 
(b) On a continuing basis: The cost associated with this administrative regulation is the 
cost of printing and mailing a written notice to each injured employee who was awarded 
the benefits provided in KRS 342.020, or who entered into an approved agreement which 
included those benefits, on or after July 14, 2018. This cost will first be incurred 754 weeks 
after July 14, 2018. 
(6) What is the source of the funding to be used for the implementation and enforcement 
of this administrative regulation: The Department of Workers' Claims normal budget is the 
source of funding. 
(7) Provide an assessment of whether an increase in fees or funding will be necessary to 
implement this administrative regulation, if new, or by the change if it is an amendment: 
No increase in fees or funding to implement this administrative regulation. 
(8) State whether or not this administrative regulation established any fees or directly or 
indirectly increased any fees: This administrative regulation does not establish or increase 
any fees. 
(9) TIERING: Is tiering applied? Tiering is not applied; the regulation applies to all parties 
equally. 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/chapter.aspx?id=38914
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FISCAL NOTE ON STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
 
1.  What units, parts or divisions of state or local government (including cities, counties, 
fire departments, or school districts) will be impacted by this administrative regulation? 
The Department of Workers' Claims and all parts of government with employees. 
2.  Identify each state or federal statute or federal regulation that requires or authorizes 
the action taken by the administrative regulation. KRS 342.020, 342.260, 342.265, 
342.270, 342.275. 
3.  Estimate the effect of this administrative regulation on the expenditures and revenues 
of a state or local government agency (including cities, counties, fire departments, or 
school districts) for the first full year the administrative regulation is to be in effect. As an 
employer, there may be some increased costs for medical services. It is impossible to 
estimate without knowing the specific medical services that will be required by injured 
employees after 780 weeks of benefits. 
(a) How much revenue will this administrative regulation generate for the state or local 
government (including cities, counties, fire departments, or school districts) for the first 
year? No revenue will be generated. 
(b) How much revenue will this administrative regulation generate for the state or local 
government (including cities, counties, fire departments, or school districts) for subsequent 
years? No revenue will be generated. 
(c) How much will it cost to administer this program for the first year? The cost associated 
with this administrative regulation is the cost of printing and mailing a written notice to 
each injured employee who was awarded the benefits provided in KRS 342.020 or who 
entered into an approved agreement which included those benefits on or after July 14, 
2018. It is not possible to estimate the cost associated with administering this regulation 
for the first year until July 14, 2019. 
(d) How much will it cost to administer this program for subsequent years? It is not possible 
to estimate the costs at this time because the first of those costs will not be incurred until 
754 weeks after July 14, 2018. 
Note: If specific dollar estimates cannot be determined, provide a brief narrative to explain 
the fiscal impact of the administrative regulation. 
Revenues(+/-): 
Expenditures(+/-): 
Other Explanation: The cost associated with this administrative regulation is the cost of 
printing and mailing a written notice to each injured employee who was awarded the 
benefits provided in KRS 342.020 or who entered into an approved agreement which 
included those benefits on or after July 14, 2018. The first of those written notices will not 
be generated until 754 weeks after July 14, 2018. 
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STATEMENT OF EMERGENCY 
803 KAR 25:270E 

 
 

(1) Nature of the emergency: 
 
This emergency administrative regulation must be placed in effect in order to meet 

the requirement place[sic] on the Commissioner of the Department of Workers' Claims by 

HB 2. The Commissioner was required to develop or adopt a pharmaceutical formulary 

for medications prescribed for the cure of and relief from the effects of a work injury or 

occupational disease and promulgate administrative regulations to implement the 

developed or adopted pharmaceutical formulary on or before December 31, 2018. 

(2) Why an ordinary administrative regulation is not sufficient: 
 
An ordinary administrative regulation is not sufficient because it will not be in effect 

within the time limit imposed by HB 2. This emergency administrative regulation will be 

replaced by an ordinary administrative regulation. This emergency administrative 

regulation is identical to the ordinary administrative regulation. 

 

 
 
 

          
       
    MATTHEW G. BEVIN, GOVERNOR           DATE 
  

                  
    
   ROBERT L. SWISHER, COMMISSIONER DATE 
   DEPARTMENT OF WORKERS’ CLAIMS 
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2019 LEGISLATION 

 
 

BR163 19RS 
WWW Version 

 
The hyperlink to a bill draft that precedes a summary contains the most recent version 
(Introduced/GA/Enacted) of the bill. If the session has ended, the hyperlink contains the 
latest version of the bill at the time of sine die adjournment. Note that the summary pertains 
to the bill as introduced, which is often different from the most recent version. 
 
BR 163 – A. Hatton, R. Goforth 
 
AN ACT relating to workers' compensation. 
Amend KRS 342.315 to eliminate the requirement that physicians contracting with the 
commissioner to perform evaluations in occupational disease claims be "B" readers who 
are licensed in Kentucky and are board-certified pulmonary specialists; amend KRS 
342.316 to allow the commissioner to select a physician or medical facility for referral in 
occupational disease claims and eliminate the requirement that such physicians be "B" 
readers who are licensed in Kentucky and are board-certified pulmonary specialists; 
amend KRS 342.794 to delete the definition of "board-certified pulmonary specialist" and 
eliminate the requirement that physicians on the list of qualified "B" readers maintained by 
the commissioner include only those licensed in Kentucky and board-certified pulmonary 
specialists. 
 
Nov 19, 2018 – Prefiled by the sponsor(s). 
 

 
BR140 19RS 

WWW Version 
The hyperlink to a bill draft that precedes a summary contains the most recent version 
(Introduced/GA/Enacted) of the bill. If the session has ended, the hyperlink contains the 
latest version of the bill at the time of sine die adjournment. Note that the summary pertains 
to the bill as introduced, which is often different from the most recent version. 
 
BR 140 – J. Jenkins, M. Cantrell 
 
AN ACT relating to workers' compensation for first responders. 
Amend KRS 342.0011 to clarify definition of "injury" to include psychological injuries for 
certain employees; create a new section of KRS Chapter 342 to set out when the 
psychological injuries are valid workers' compensation claims when no physical injury 
exists. 
 
Sep 24, 2018 – Prefiled by the sponsor(s). 
  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/19RS/prefiled/BR163.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/recorddocuments/bill/19RS/BR163/bill.pdf
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RENDERED SEPTEMBER 7, 2018; 10:00 A.M. 

TO BE PUBLISHED 
 

Commonwealth of Kentucky 
 

Court of Appeals 
 

NO. 2018-CA-000414-WC 
 
 
LAFARGE HOLCIM        APPELLANT 
 
 
 
 
        PETITION FOR REVIEW OF A DECISION 
v.   OF THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD  
        ACTION NO. WC-16-90245 
 
 
 
JAMES SWINFORD; HON. GREG HARVEY,  
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE; 
AND WORKERS' COMPENSATION  
BOARD OF KENTUCKY       APPELLEES 
 
 

OPINION  
AFFIRMING 

 
        ** ** ** ** ** 
 
BEFORE: CLAYTON, CHIEF JUDGE; KRAMER AND NICKELL, JUDGES. 
 
CLAYTON, CHIEF JUDGE: Lafarge Holcim (Lafarge) appeals from an opinion of the 
Workers' Compensation Board which affirmed in part and reversed in part an order of the 
Administrative Law Judge (ALJ). The Board affirmed an award of permanent partial 
disability (PPD) benefits to James Swinford, a former Lafarge employee who suffered a 
workplace injury while operating a bulldozer, and reversed the ALJ's determination that 
the benefits were subject to the "tier down" provision of the 1994 version of Kentucky 
Revised Statutes (KRS) 342.730(4). Having reviewed the record and applicable law, we 
affirm. 
 
The claimant in this case, James Swinford, has a sixth-grade education and no vocational 
training. He started working for Lafarge's predecessor in 1973. Since 2010, his primary 
job was operating a bulldozer on twelve-hour shifts, five days per week. At the time of his 
injury, he was seventy-five years of age. 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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At some time in the 1990s, Swinford underwent surgery on his cervical spine to address 
nerve damage in his hands.  The surgery did not provide any significant improvement in 
symptoms in his neck and upper extremities and he continued to experience tingling and 
numbness in both hands. 
 
On March 10, 2016, the bulldozer Swinford was operating slid forty to seventy feet down 
an embankment. Swinford was wearing a seatbelt at the time of the accident. He had to 
wait for approximately seven hours in the cab of the bulldozer before help arrived. During 
that time, he ate his lunch and napped. When he woke up, he felt a "crick" in the right side 
of his neck. 
 
Following the accident, Swinford was taken to the hospital by ambulance and later 
consulted his family physician, Dr. William Barnes. He received physical therapy but it 
provided no relief. Dr. Barnes referred him to Dr. K. Brandon Strenge, an orthopedic 
surgeon. Dr. Strenge ordered an MRI and prescribed Tramadol, a pain medication.  He 
referred Swinford to Dr. J. T. Ruxer, a doctor of osteopathic medicine, for pain 
management. Dr. Ruxer recommended injections and indicated that Swinford might need 
surgery. 
 
Swinford continued to experience pain in his neck and right arm as well as numbness. He 
was released to work without restrictions in May 2016, but when he attempted to return to 
work at Lafarge, his employment was terminated. According to Swinford, his condition 
continues to worsen and his pain medication has been increased. He does not believe he 
will be able to return to work as a bulldozer operator due to his neck pain. 
 
Swinford filed a Form 101 Application for Resolution of Injury Claim alleging that he 
sustained multiple upper extremity injuries and a neck injury as a result of the bulldozer 
accident. 
 
Swinford testified that the cervical surgery in the 1990s provided little relief. He continued 
to experience numbness in his right hand, but it did not interfere with his ability to work, 
and he did not seek any treatment for his neck until after the March 10, 2016 accident. 
 
Medical evidence was offered by Dr. Strenge, Dr. Ruxer, and Dr. Robert Weiss, a 
neurosurgeon who served as the Independent Medical Examiner (IME). Office records 
from Baptist Occupational Medicine for the two months following the accident were also 
introduced. 
 
Dr. Strenge acknowledged Swinford's prior cervical surgery in the 1990s but observed that 
Swinford had been able to work without restrictions or limitations for many years following 
that surgery. The MRI showed that Swinford suffers from a T1-T2 disc herniation causing 
mild central and foraminal stenosis. Dr. Strenge ultimately diagnosed Swinford with T1-T2 
disc herniation caused by the bulldozer accident, which exacerbated his neck pain and 
caused worsening of right arm numbness and a new onset of right triceps weakness. He 
assigned a 15% impairment rating. 
 
Dr. Ruxer described Swinford's condition as a worsening of preexisting neck and right 
arm pain, although he noted that Swinford had been working without restrictions until the 
accident. He recommended pain medication and some cervical medial branch blocks on 
the right side. 
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The IME, Dr. Weiss, found degenerative changes in the cervical spine and cervical 
spondylosis typical of a male of Swinford's age but no evidence of a surgical lesion or disc 
herniation. He did find Swinford's current symptoms to be related to the work injury and 
did not recommend Swinford return to operating heavy equipment.  He did not believe 
surgery or any further treatment was necessary and gave no impairment rating. 
 
The ALJ found that Swinford had sustained a work-related injury in the bulldozer accident. 
The ALJ relied upon Swinford's own testimony, which he found to be credible, and upon 
the opinions of Dr. Strenge and Dr. Ruxer. The ALJ did not find a pre-existing impairment 
relating to Swinford's condition and awarded PPD benefits based on the 15% impairment 
rating assigned by Dr. Strenge for as long as Swinford was eligible to receive them "in 
accordance with KRS 342.730(4) and applicable case law." The version of KRS 
342.730(4) then in effect terminated workers' compensation income benefits for 
employees who qualified for old-age Social Security retirement benefits. 
 
Swinford and Lafarge filed petitions for reconsideration raising multiple issues. The ALJ 
issued two subsequent orders neither of which altered his finding regarding the absence 
of a pre-existing impairment and the award of PPD benefits. The first order, dated 
November 3, 2017, amended his ruling regarding the application of KRS 342.730(4) in 
light of a Kentucky Supreme Court opinion which had just held the subsection to be 
unconstitutional. The ALJ ordered that the duration of the award should be 425 weeks. In 
the second order, entered on November 7, 2017, he ordered instead the application of a 
prior version of KRS 342.730(4) dating from 1994. The Board subsequently affirmed the 
ALJ's finding that Swinford did not have a pre-existing active impairment but reversed the 
ALJ's ruling that a prior version of KRS 342.730(4) was applicable to Swinford's case. This 
appeal by Lafarge followed. 
 
Our standard of review requires us to show considerable deference to the ALJ and to the 
Board. "The ALJ, as the finder of fact, and not the reviewing court, has the sole authority 
to determine the quality, character, and substance of the evidence." Square D Co. v. 
Tipton, 862 S.W.2d 308, 309 (Ky. 1993) (citing Paramount Foods, Inc. v. Burkhardt, 695 
S.W.2d 418 (Ky. 1985)). Because the decision of the fact-finder in this case favored 
Swinford, the person with the burden of proof, "his only burden on appeal is to show that 
there was some evidence of substance to support the finding, meaning evidence which 
would permit a fact-finder to reasonably find as it did." Special Fund v. Francis, 708 S.W.2d 
641, 643 (Ky. 1986). Our role in reviewing the decision of the Board "is to correct the Board 
only where the Court perceives the Board has overlooked or misconstrued controlling 
statutes or precedent, or committed an error in assessing the evidence so flagrant as to 
cause gross injustice." Western Baptist Hosp. v. Kelly, 827 S.W.2d 685, 687-88 (Ky. 
1992). 
 
Lafarge argues that the Board erred in upholding the ALJ's finding that Swinford did not 
have a pre-existing active impairment and in relying on Dr. Strenge's 15% impairment 
rating in awarding PPD benefits. In Lafarge's view, Swinford's prior neck surgery and 
subsequent treatment with pain medication constituted a pre-existing and active disability 
not resulting from the bulldozer accident and consequently not compensable. 
 
"To be characterized as active, an underlying pre-existing condition must be symptomatic 
and impairment ratable pursuant to the AMA Guidelines immediately prior to the 
occurrence of the work-related injury. Moreover, the burden of proving the existence of a 
pre-existing condition falls upon the employer." Finley v. DBM Techs., 217 S.W.3d 261, 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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265 (Ky. App. 2007) (emphasis in original) (citing Wolf Creek Collieries v. Crum, 673 
S.W.2d 735, 736 (Ky. App. 1984). 
 
Lafarge points to the fact that Swinford's previous cervical fusion is an impairment ratable 
condition under the AMA Guides, and Swinford's admission the fusion did not alter his 
symptoms and he continued to take medication for ongoing nerve pain in the upper 
extremities for ten to fifteen years preceding the date of the bulldozer accident. Lafarge 
argues that Dr. Strenge did not account for or address this situation and urges us to rely 
instead on Dr. Weiss's opinion that Swinford's ongoing problems related back to his prior 
cervical surgery. 
 
In finding that Swinford's condition was not symptomatic prior to the accident, the ALJ 
relied on Swinford's own testimony that he worked twelve-hour shifts, five days per week 
prior to the accident and had no trouble getting in and out of the bulldozer or operating its 
controls. The ALJ concluded: 
 

Because the right arm weakness was not actively disabling prior to the 
incident the ALJ declines to find pre-existing active impairment as it 
pertains to that condition. Similarly, with regard to the disc herniation at T1-
T2 and resulting triceps weakness there is no evidence that condition was 
symptomatic and ratable immediately prior to the bulldozer accident[.] 
Therefore the ALJ does not believe there is any pre-existing active 
impairment here and relies upon Dr. Strenge's rating of 15%. 

 
The Board affirmed the ALJ's analysis, also emphasizing the fact that Swinford had been 
able to continue working for Lafarge for many years following the cervical surgery as 
evidence that there was no active impairment. The Board also noted that none of the 
medical experts, including Dr. Weiss, assessed a pre-existing active impairment. 
 
We agree with the Board's analysis. The ALJ was not compelled to accept the opinion of 
Dr. Weiss, and acted well within his powers in relying on the opinion of Dr. Strenge and 
on Swinford's own testimony. "As fact-finder, an ALJ may reject any testimony and believe 
or disbelieve various parts of the evidence, regardless of whether it comes from the same 
witness or the same party's total proof." Ford Motor Co. v. Jobe, 544 S.W.3d 628, 631-32 
(Ky. 2018) (quoting Abel Verdon Const. v. Rivera, 348 S.W.3d 749, 753-54 (Ky. 2011) 
(footnotes omitted)). There was no medical testimony that Swinford had a ratable 
preexisting impairment and no evidence that any symptoms experienced by Swinford 
following the surgery had any effect whatsoever on his ability to perform his job. 
 
Lafarge's next argument concerns the effect of KRS 342.730(4) on the duration of 
Swinford's PPD benefits. "[T]he law in effect on the date of injury or last injurious exposure 
is deemed to control ... an employer's obligations. with regard to any claim arising out of 
and in the course of the employment." Hale v. CDR Operations, Inc., 474 S.W.3d 129, 137 
(Ky. 2015) (quoting Magic Coal Co. v. Fox, 19 S.W.3d 88, 93 (Ky. 2000)). On the date of 
Swinford's injury, March 10, 2016, KRS 342.730(4) provided that all workers' 
compensation benefits would "terminate as of the date upon which the employee qualifies 
for normal old-age Social Security retirement benefits ... or two (2) years after the 
employee's injury or last exposure, whichever last occurs." KRS 342.730(4). This version 
of the statute came into effect in 1996. 
 
  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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The Kentucky Supreme Court subsequently ruled that the disparate treatment of older 
workers under this provision violated their equal protection rights. Parker v. Webster Cty. 
Coal, LLC (Dotiki Mine), 529 S.W.3d 759, 770 (Ky. 2017), reh 'g denied (Nov. 2, 2017).  
Swinford argued, in reliance on Parker, that his award of PPD should extend for the full 
425 weeks as provided in KRS 342.730(1)(d) rather than the shorter period imposed under 
KRS 342.730(4). 
 
The ALJ ultimately ruled that the version of KRS 342.730(4) in effect before 1996 should 
apply to Swinford's benefits and found that he was subject to its "tier down" provision, 
which states: 
 

If the injury or last exposure occurs prior to the employee's sixty-fifth 
birthday, any income benefits awarded under KRS 342.750, 342.316, 
342.732, or this section shall be reduced by ten percent (10%) beginning 
at age sixty-five (65) and by ten percent (10%) each year thereafter until 
and including age seventy (70). Income benefits shall not be reduced 
beyond the employee's seventieth birthday[.] 

 
The Board agreed with the ALJ that the 1996 version of KRS 342.730(4) was no longer 
applicable but reversed the ALJ's use of the "tier down" provision, holding that the plain 
language of the 1994 version of the statute did not apply to Swinford who was already 
seventy-five years of age at the time of the accident. 
 
In its appellate brief, Lafarge acknowledged the effect of Parker but argued that currently 
proposed legislation pending before the Kentucky General Assembly might lead to further 
amendment of KRS 342.730.  During the pendency of this appeal, the General Assembly 
did pass an amended version of KRS 342.730 which became effective on July 14, 2018. 
Subsection (4) now provides in relevant part as follows: "All income benefits payable 
pursuant to this chapter shall terminate as of the date upon which the employee reaches 
the age of seventy (70), or four (4) years after the employee's injury or last exposure, 
whichever last occurs." KRS 342.730(4). 
 
The issue is whether this provision applies retroactively to limit the duration of Swinford's 
PPD benefits to four years following the injury. Generally, "[n]o statute shall be construed 
to be retroactive, unless expressly so declared." KRS 446.080(3). The Legislative 
Research Commission Note appended to the amended statute reports the following 
statements which are contained in the text of Chapter 40 of House Bill 2: 
 

This statute [KRS 342.730] was amended in Section 13 of 2018 Ky. Acts 
ch. 40. Subsection (2) of Section 20 of that Act reads, "Sections 2, 4, and 
5 and subsection (7) of Section 13 of this Act are remedial and shall apply 
to all claims irrespective of the date of injury or last exposure, provided that, 
as applied to any fully and finally adjudicated claim, the amount of 
indemnity ordered or awarded shall not be reduced and the duration of 
medical benefits shall not be limited in any way." Subsection (3) of Section 
20 of that Act reads, "Subsection (4) of Section 13 of this Act shall apply 
prospectively and retroactively to all claims:  (a) For which the date of injury 
or date of last exposure occurred on or after December 12, 1996; and (b) 
That have not been fully and finally adjudicated, or are in the appellate 
process, or for which time to file an appeal has not lapsed, as of the 
effective date of this Act [July 14, 2018]." 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32550
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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Although the Note is evidence the legislature considered making the statutory amendment 
of subsection (4) retroactive, this language was not included in the final version of the 
statute.  "[T]he plain meaning of the statutory language is presumed to be what the 
legislature intended, and if the meaning is plain, then the court cannot base its 
interpretation on any other method or source." Commonwealth v. Ford, 543 S.W.3d 579, 
581 (Ky. App. 2018) (quoting Revenue Cabinet v. O'Daniel, 153 S.W.3d 815, 819 (Ky. 
2005)). Under the circumstances, the amended statute does not apply retroactively to limit 
the duration of Swinford's benefits. This interpretation is in keeping with the general 
principle that when a statutory amendment affects "the level of income benefits payable 
for a worker's occupational disability, the [Kentucky Supreme] Court has consistently 
determined that the amendment was substantive in nature and that the law on the date of 
injury... controls." Schmidtv. S. Cent. Bell, 340 S.W.3d 591, 595 (Ky. App. 2011) (quoting 
Spurlin v. Adkins, 940 S.W.2d 900, 901 (Ky. 1997)). We see no reason that this principle 
should not also apply when the duration of a worker's benefits is affected. 
 
"It is a fundamental principle that a statute may be valid in one part and invalid in another 
part, and if the invalid part is severable from the rest, the part which is valid may be 
sustained." Democratic Party of Kentucky v. Graham, 976 S.W.2d 423, 437 (Ky. 1998), 
as modified (Oct. 15, 1998) (citation omitted); see also KRS 446.090 ("It shall be 
considered that it is the intent of the General Assembly, in enacting any statute, that if any 
part of the statute be held unconstitutional the remaining parts shall remain in force, unless 
the statute provides otherwise, or unless the remaining parts are so essentially and 
inseparably connected with and dependent upon the unconstitutional part that it is 
apparent that the General Assembly would not have enacted the remaining parts without 
the unconstitutional part, or unless the remaining parts, standing alone, are incomplete 
and incapable of being executed in accordance with the intent of the General Assembly."). 
 
The version of KRS 342.730 in effect at the time of Swinford's injury included the 
unconstitutional provision in subsection (4). Because the remainder of the statute is valid 
and can be executed without subsection (4), the duration of Swinford's benefits is 
controlled by KRS 342.730(1)(d), which specifies a compensable period of 425 weeks for 
PPD benefits of 50% or less. This provision of the statute has remained unchanged since 
1996. 
 
In light of the foregoing, we affirm the opinion of the Board as to the award of PPD benefits 
based upon a 15% impairment rating and the absence of a pre-existing active impairment; 
affirm its holding that the ALJ's application of the 1994 version of KRS 342.730(4) 
containing the "tier down" provision was erroneous; and affirm the Board insofar as the 
PPD benefits must be awarded in accordance with KRS 342.730(1)(d). 
 
 
ALL CONCUR. 
 
BRIEF FOR APPELLANT:     BRIEF FOR APPELLEE  
        JAMES SWINFORD: 
 
Douglas A. U' Sellis       Charles A. Tveite 
Louisville, Kentucky      Paducah, Kentucky 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=19398
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
COURT OF APPEALS 

CLAIM NO. 2017-CA-001694-WC 
 
 

 
DINA WOOD        APPELLANT 
 
VS.         NOTICE OF APPEAL 
 
 
METALSA AUTOMOTIVE USA;       
DANA CORP.; 
HON. ROBERT L. SWISHER, FORMER CALJ;  
HON. DOUGLAS W. GOTT, CALJ;  
ATTORNEY GENERAL, ANDY  BESHEAR;  
and WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD   APPELLEES 
 

* * * * * * * 
 

Notice is hereby given that the Appellant in this proceeding, hereby appeals to the 

Supreme Court of Kentucky the Opinion from the Court of Appeals dated November 30, 

2018. 

The name of the Appellees against whom this appeal is taken are Metalsa 

Automotive USA and Dana Corporation, Appellees in the original action, and 

Administrative Law Judges, Hon. Robert L. Swisher, former CALJ and Hon. Douglas W. 

Gott, CALJ, Attorney General Andy Beshear and the Workers' Compensation Board, 

pursuant to KRS Chapter 342 and the Administrative Regulations. 

 
      Respectfully submitted, 
 
      Wayne C. Daub            

      Counsel for Appellant 
      600 West Main Street – Suite 300 
      Louisville, Kentucky 40202 
      502 / 589-6190 
      wdaub@600mainlaw.com 
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
COURT OF APPEALS 

CLAIM NO.  2017-CA-001694-WC 
 
 
DANA CORPORATION        CROSS-APPELLANT/APPELLEE 
 
    NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL 
 
DINA WOOD,            CROSS-APPELLEE(S) 
METALSA, 
HON. ROBERT L. SWISHER, CALJ (FORMER) 
HON. DOUGLAS GOTT, CALJ  
ATTORNEY GENERAL ANDY BESHEAR  
WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD 
 

* * * * * 
Notice is hereby given that the Cross-Appellant/Appellee in this proceeding, Dana 

Corporation, hereby cross-appeals to the Supreme Court of Kentucky the Opinion of the 

Court of Appeals dated November 30, 2018. The name(s) of the Cross-Appellee's against 

whom this appeal is taken are Dina Wood, represented by Wayne Daub, Esq.; Metalsa 

Automotive USA, represented by Michael Neal, Esq., Hon. Robert L. Swisher, CALJ 

(Former), Hon. Douglas Gott, CALJ, Attorney General Andy Beshear and the Kentucky 

Workers' Compensation Board. 

     Respectfully submitted, 

     Stanley S. Dawson                

      Stanley S. Dawson 
      FULTON, DEVLIN & POWERS, LLC 
      1315 Herr Lane, Suite 210 
      Louisville, KY 40222 
      Phone (502) 813-7804 
      Counsel for Cross-Appellant/Appellee,  
      Dana Corporation 
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Commonwealth of Kentucky 
 

Court of Appeals 
 
 

NO. 2018-CA-000687-WC 
 
 
UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE     APPELLANT 
 
 
v.        PETITION FOR REVIEW OF A DECISION 
   OF THE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION BOARD 
       ACTION NO. WC-15-82022 
 
 
CELESTINE LANIER; HON. DOUGLAS W. GOTT,    APPELLEES 
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE; AND THE  
WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD 
 
 

OPINION 
AFFIRMING IN PART, REVERSING IN PART,  

AND REMANDING 
 

** ** ** ** ** 
 
BEFORE: COMBS, D. LAMBERT AND SMALLWOOD, JUDGES. 
 
SMALLWOOD, JUDGE: The University of Louisville appeals an award of the Workers' 
Compensation Board (hereinafter referred to as the Board) which awarded Celestine 
Lanier 425 weeks of permanent partial disability benefits. Appellant argues that Lanier 
was only entitled to receive benefits for two years. Effective on July 14, 2018. KRS 
342.730(4) was revised and now provides in relevant part, that "[a]ll income benefits 
payable pursuant to this chapter shall terminate as of the date upon which the employee 
reaches the age of seventy (70), or four (4) years after the employee's injury or last 
exposure, whichever last occurs." The Legislative Research Commission's note that  
accompanies the statute states that KRS 342.730(4) 

 
shall apply prospectively and retroactively to all claims: (a) For which the 
date of injury or date of last exposure occurred on or after December 12, 
1996; and (b) That have not been fully and finally adjudicated, or are in the 
appellate process, or for which time to file an appeal has not lapsed, as of 
the effective date of this Act. 
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The claim before us is still in the appellate process; therefore, the new version of KRS 
342.730(4) applies. 

 
Based on the foregoing, we affirm the Board's finding as to jurisdiction, but reverse 

and remand as to the end date for Lanier's benefits. On remand, the Board shall direct the 
administrative law judge to determine a proper end date for Lanier's benefits pursuant to 
the new version of KRS 342.730(4). 
 
ALL CONCUR. 
 
BRIEF FOR APPELLANT:    BRIEF FOR APPELLEE 
       CELESTINE LANIER: 
 
Jeremy D. McGraw      Wayne C. Daub 
Louisville, Kentucky     Louisville, Kentucky 
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HON. DOUGLAS W. GOTT, CALJ; 
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* * * * * * * 
 
 
 

Notice is hereby given that the Appellant in this proceeding, hereby appeals to the 

Supreme Court of Kentucky the Opinion from the Court of Appeals dated November 30, 

2018. 

The name of the Appellees against whom this appeal is taken are University of 

Louisville, the Appellee in the original action, and Administrative Law Judge, Hon. Douglas 

W. Gott, CALJ, Attorney General Andy Beshear and the Workers' Compensation Board, 

pursuant to KRS Chapter 342 and the Administrative Regulations. 

      Respectfully submitted, 
 

Wayne C. Daub                

WAYNE C. DAUB 
Counsel for Appellant 
600 West Main Street – Suite 300 
Louisville, Kentucky 40202 
502 / 589-6190 
wdaub@600mainlaw.com  
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Commonwealth of Kentucky 
 

Court of Appeals 
 

NO. 2017-CA-001694-WC 
 
DINA WOOD        APPELLANT 
 
 
 
   PETITION FOR REVIEW OF A DECISION 
v.       OF THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD  
              ACTION NO. WC-10-84731 
 
 
 
METALSA AUTOMOTIVE USA;  
DANA CORPORATION; 
HON. ROBERT L. SWISHER, FORMER  
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE;  
HON. DOUGLAS W. GOTT, CHIEF  
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE; AND 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD        APPELLEES 
 
 
AND 

NO. 2017-CA-001732-WC 
AND 

CROSS-APPEAL NO. 2017-CA-001836-WC 
 
 
DANA CORPORATION        APPELLANT/CROSS-APPELLEE 
 
 
   PETITION FOR REVIEW OF A DECISION 
v.        OF THE WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD 
    ACTION NO. WC-10-8473 
 
 
DINA WOOD; METALSA  
AUTOMOTIVE USA; HON.  
ROBERT L. SWISHER, FORMER  
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW  
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COMPENSATION BOARD   APPELLEES/CROSS-APPELLANTS 
 
 

OPINION 
AFFIRMING 

 
** ** ** ** ** 

 
BEFORE: KRAMER, J. LAMBERT, AND TAYLOR, JUDGES. 
 
TAYLOR, JUDGE: Dina Wood petitions (Appeal No. 2017-CA-001694-WC) and Dana 
Corporation cross-petitions (Cross-Appeal No. 2017-CA-001836-WC) this Court to review 
a September 29, 2017, Opinion of the Workers' Compensation Board affirming in part, 
vacating in part, and remanding an opinion of the administrative law judge (ALJ) 
dismissing Wood's claim for benefits arising from cumulative trauma injuries. Dana 
Corporation also petitions (Appeal No. 2017- CA-001732-WC) this Court to review the 
September 29, 2017, Opinion of the Board. We affirm. 
 
Wood began employment with Dana Corporation in 1996 at its plant located in 
Elizabethtown, Kentucky. On March 8, 2010, Metalsa Automotive USA purchased the 
plant, and Wood continued her employment with Metalsa as her employer. 
 
In September 2014 and October 2014, Wood filed applications for workers' compensation 
benefits. Therein, Wood claimed to have suffered two cumulative trauma injuries to her 
right arm, left wrist, neck, cervical spine and shoulders allegedly manifesting on December 
9, 2008 and October 22, 2012. Both employers, Dana Corporation and Metalsa, disputed 
Wood's claim of cumulative injuries. 
 
Following a hearing, the ALJ issued an Opinion and Order dismissing Wood's claim as to 
the alleged December 9, 2008, cumulative injury. The ALJ determined that the statute of 
limitations set forth in Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) 342.185 barred the claim. And, 
as to the alleged cumulative injury of October 22, 2012, the ALJ concluded that Wood 
failed to demonstrate that she suffered a distant cumulative trauma injury that manifested 
on that date. 
 
Wood then petitioned the Board to review the ALJ's Opinion and Order. By Opinion 
entered September 29, 2017, the Board affirmed in part, vacated in part, and remanded 
to the ALJ. The Board affirmed the ALJ's decision that Wood failed to prove the October 
22, 2012, cumulative injury. However, as to the cumulative trauma injury that allegedly 
occurred on December 9, 2008, the Board concluded that the statute of limitations was 
triggered when Wood was advised by a physician that her cumulative trauma injury was 
work related. The Board observed that December 9, 2008, was a random date, apparently 
inferred by the ALJ from the evidence, that bore no relation to the triggering date for the 
statute of limitations. The Board remanded for the ALJ to make a determination of the 
manifestation date of December 9, 2008, cumulative trauma injury and whether the statute 
of limitations barred the claim. 
 
Wood then petitioned this Court to review the Board's Opinion, and Dana Corporation filed 
a cross-petition and petition. While these petitions were pending in this Court, the statute 
of limitations (KRS 342.185) was amended in 2018 by the General Assembly. As a result, 
Dana Corporation filed a motion for consideration of supplemental authority and a motion 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
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for leave to file supplemental petitions.  By Order entered May 31, 2018, the Court of 
Appeals granted the motions and ordered the parties to file supplemental briefs. The 
parties filed supplemental briefs on the narrow issues of whether the 2018 amendments 
to KRS 342.185 retroactively applied to Wood's cumulative trauma claims and if so, 
whether the claims were barred under the 2018 amended version of KRS 342.185. 
 
We shall initially address Wood's petition for review (2017-CA-001694-WC) and then 
simultaneously address Dana Corporation's petition for review (2017-CA-001732-WC) 
and cross-petition for review (2017-CA-001836-WC). Lastly, this opinion will address the 
issues raised in supplemental briefs concerning the retroactivity of the 2018 amendment 
to KRS 342.185. 
 
Our review of the Board's Opinion is limited to whether "the Board has overlooked or 
misconstrued controlling statutes or precedent, or committed an error in assessing the 
evidence so flagrant as to cause gross injustice." W. Baptist Hospital v. Kelly, 827 S.W.2d 
685, 687-88 (Ky. 1992). In so doing, we must necessarily review the opinion of the ALJ. 
When the ALJ's opinion is adverse to the claimant, the claimant must demonstrate that 
the evidence compels a finding in his favor in order to prevail. Wolf Creek Collieries v. 
Crum, 673 S.W.2d 735, 736 (Ky. App. 1984). And, the ALJ is the ultimate fact-finder and 
possesses the sole discretion to judge the credibility of the evidence. Ingersoll-Rand v. 
Edwards, 28 S.W.3d 867, 869 (Ky. App. 2000). 
 

APPEAL NO. 2017-CA-001694-WC 
 
Wood contends that the ALJ erroneously concluded that she failed to "carr[y] her burden 
in proving that she sustained an injury which became manifest on [October 22, 2012]." 
Wood's Brief at 18. In her brief, Wood quotes from the ALJ's opinion and then presents 
the following argument consisting of five sentences: 
 

The [k]ey here was the date of October 17, 2012. The Claimant's date of 
injury used was actually October 22, 2012, the date of the surgery. If the 
ALJ was looking at October 17, 2012, then perhaps his Opinion could be 
correct, although Claimant would dispute that.  Clearly, his Opinion as of 
October 22, 2012[,] is incorrect because a harmful objective change 
occurred on that date, surgery, and clearly another further manifestation of 
her injury/disability. Accordingly, the ALJ erred in finding that the Claimant 
had not sustained an "injury" as a result of her employment with Metalsa. 

 
Wood's Brief at 21. Wood failed to cite this Court to any statutory law or common law to 
support this argument. And, she otherwise failed to advance a legally cogent argument 
regarding this issue. The date of October 22, 2012, was simply the date of Wood's upper 
extremity surgery. Consequently, Wood has not set forth a persuasive argument and has 
not demonstrated that the ALJ and the Board erred. 
 
Wood next maintains that "payment of TTD [temporary total disability] benefits and 
medical benefits for the period from October 22, 2012[,] to July 9, 2013[,] acts as a bar to 
the statute of limitations." Wood's Brief at 21. Wood's argument comprises a mere two 
sentences in the brief. In the very next sentence, Wood "acknowledges that this position 
is contrary to current case law." Wood's Brief at 21. As an intermediate appellate court, 
we are bound to follow Kentucky Supreme Court precedent. Rules of the Supreme Court 
1.030(8)(a). The Supreme Court has held that an injury claim cannot be revived by a 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
https://govt.westlaw.com/kyrules/Document/NA6334FD0A91C11DA8F5EE32367A250AE?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://govt.westlaw.com/kyrules/Document/NA6334FD0A91C11DA8F5EE32367A250AE?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
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payment of benefits after the limitation period expired. Holbrook v. Lexmark Int'l Group, 
Inc., 65 S.W.3d 908, 913-14 (Ky. 2001). We, thus, conclude that no error occurred. 
 

APPEAL NO. 2017-CA-001732-WC 
AND 

CROSS-APPEAL NO. 2017-CA-001836-WC 
 
Dana Corporation initially maintains that the Board erroneously vacated and remanded 
the ALJ's conclusion that the statute of limitations set forth in KRS 342.185(1) barred 
Wood's cumulative injury claim that allegedly manifested on December 9, 2008. Dana 
Corporation contends that the ALJ properly inferred from the evidence that Wood was 
advised by a physician concerning the work-relatedness of her cumulative trauma injury 
in 2006. Additionally, Dana Corporation argues that substantial evidence supports the 
ALJ's finding that Wood's injury became "manifest" on December 9, 2008. As a result, 
Dana Corporation asserts that the statute of limitations was plainly triggered by at least 
December 9, 2008, and expired on December 9, 2010.  Dana Corporation believes the 
Board erred by vacating the ALJ's opinion so concluding. 
 
KRS 342.185(1)1 provides for a two-year period of limitations that begins to run upon the 
date of the work-related accident causing the injury. As to a cumulative trauma injury, the 
Kentucky Supreme Court recognizes that these are "gradual injuries [that] often occur 
imperceptibly" over a period of time. American Printing House/or the Blind v. Brown, 142 
S.W.3d 145, 148 (Ky. 2004). As a gradual injury, the date of such injury for notice and for 
statute of limitations purposes is when the claimant was informed by a medical 
professional that she suffered from a work-related cumulative injury. Id.; Hill v. Sextet 
Mining Corp., 65 S.W.3d 503, 507 (Ky. 2001). 
 
In vacating the ALJ based upon the statute of limitations, the Board reasoned: 
 

In the March 30, 2017, Opinion and Order, CALJ [Chief Administrative Law 
Judge] Swisher determined that despite "almost no evidence" addressing 
the date of manifestation for Wood's alleged cumulative trauma injury claim 
of December 9, 2008, he inferred Wood was informed her alleged 
December 9, 2008, cumulative trauma injuries were work-related "no later 
than 2006" when she treated with Drs. [Thomas] Harter and [Thad] 
Jackson. Later in the Opinion and Order, CALJ Swisher reiterates Wood 
"has known since at least 2006 that her symptoms are work-related." This 
determination is inconsistent with the law pertaining to a claimant's 
obligation to provide notice and the clocking of the statute of limitations in 
cumulative trauma injury claims. In cumulative trauma injuries, "the 
obligation to provide notice arises and the statute of limitations does not 
begin to run until a claimant is advised by a physician that he has a work-
related condition." Consol of Kentucky [v. Goodgame, 479 S.W.3d 78 (Ky. 
2015)] at 82. ([E]mphasis added[.]) In other words, CALJ Swisher cannot 
infer Wood was informed her alleged December 9, 2008, cumulative 

                                                
1  In Appeal No. 2017-CA-001732-WC and Cross-Appeal No. 2017-CA-001836-WC, we are 

concerned with the pre-amended version of Kentucky Revised Statutes (KRS) 342.185.  We shall 
address the retroactivity of the 2018 amended version of KRS 342.185 subsequently in this 
Opinion. 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
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trauma injury is work-related "no later than 2006" without evidentiary 
support. 
 
Further, a worker is not required to self-diagnose the cause of a harmful 
change as being a work-related cumulative trauma injury. See American 
Printing House for the Blind v. Brown, 142 S.W.3d 145 (Ky. 2004); Hill v. 
Sextet Mining Corp., 65 S.W.3d 503 (Ky. 2001). The fact that Wood 
"answered in the affirmative to the question 'is this a work-related injury?"' 
when she was seen at Workwell on December 19, 2008, is irrelevant to an 
analysis regarding the date of manifestation of a cumulative trauma injury. 
The fact that Wood was receiving treatment for her injuries did not create 
an obligation to notify her employer of a work-related injury and file a 
Workers' Compensation claim. Rather, a physician must diagnose the 
condition and its workrelatedness before the requirement to provide due 
and timely notice and the statute of limitations are triggered. 

 
Board's Opinion at 27-29. We agree with the Board's erudite analysis. Our Supreme Court 
has observed that a claimant may give notice to the employer of a suspected cumulative 
trauma injury caused by work; nevertheless, the statute of limitations is not triggered until 
a physician informs claimant that the cumulative trauma injury was work related: 
 

It is undisputed that the claimant sustained work-related trauma and that 
harmful changes from the trauma were symptomatic on June 5, 2000. 
Therefore, she sustained an injury as defined by KRS 342.0011(1) 
although Chapter 342's notice and limitations provisions were not triggered 
until she received a medical diagnosis in January, 2001. See Hill v. Sextet 
Mining Corp., supra. As the Court of Appeals noted, nothing prohibits a 
worker who thinks she has sustained a work-related gradual injury from 
reporting it to her employer before the law requires her to do so, and 
nothing prevents her from reporting an injury that she thinks is work-related 
before a physician confirms her suspicion. Once informed that a work-
related injury is alleged, an employer has certain obligations under KRS 
342.038 and KRS 342.040. Likewise, notice of an allegation that a 
compensable injury occurred on a particular date gives rise to certain 
contractual obligations on the part of the carrier who covered the 
employer's liability on that date. If the allegation is contested, it is the 
worker's burden to pursue and prove a claim. 

 
Brown, 142 S.W.3d at 148-49. Therefore, we do not believe the Board erred in vacating 
and remanding for a determination of the manifestation date of the December 9, 2008, 
injury and application of the statute of limitations. 
 
We view any remaining contentions of error to be moot or without merit.2 
 

2018 Amendment to KRS 342.185 
 
In its supplemental brief, Dana Corporation argues that the 2018 amendment to KRS 

                                                
2 Dana Corporation filed a protective cross-appeal (20l8-CA-001836-WC). As we affirmed Appeal 
No. 2017-CA-001694-WC, the issue raised in the protective cross-appeal is rendered moot. 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47659
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32380
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32380
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47615
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
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342.185 should be retroactively applied to this case. If retroactively applied, Dana 
Corporation points out that KRS 342.185(3) contains a five-year statute of repose in a 
cumulative trauma injury claim and requires the claimant to file a claim within five years of 
the date of her last injurious exposure. Dana Corporation maintains that December 9, 
2008, was Wood's last injurious date of exposure; however, Wood failed to file her claim 
within five years of such date. For this reason, Dana Corporation asserts that Wood's 
cumulative injury claim is barred by the 2018 amended version of KRS 342.185. 
 
As amended in 2018, KRS 342.185 provides, in relevant part: 
 

(3) The right to compensation under this chapter resulting from work-
related exposure to cumulative trauma injury shall be barred unless notice 
of the cumulative trauma injury is given within two (2) years from the date 
the employee is told by a physician that the cumulative trauma injury is 
work-related. An application for adjustment of claim for compensation with 
respect to the injury shall have been made with the department within two 
(2) years after the employee is told by a physician that the cumulative 
trauma injury is work-related. However, the right to compensation for any 
cumulative trauma injury shall be forever barred, unless an application for 
adjustment of claim is filed with the commissioner within five (5) years after 
the last injurious exposure to the cumulative trauma. 

 
As to the retroactive application of KRS 342.185(3), the Legislative Research Commission 
(LRC) included Notes to KRS 342.185. The Notes quoted legislative language that KRS 
342.185(3) is "remedial and shall apply to all claims irrespective of the date of injury or 
last exposure, provided that, as applied to any fully and finally adjudicated claim, the 
amount of indemnity ordered or awarded shall not be reduced and the duration of medical 
benefits shall not be limited in any way." KRS 342.185 LRC Notes. 
 
In this case, Wood filed her claims for workers' compensation benefits in September 2014 
and October 2014. And, the ALJ rendered his opinion on March 30, 2017. The Board's 
Opinion affirming in part, vacating in part, and remanding was entered on September 29, 
2017. KRS 342.185 was amended effective July 14, 2018, while these appeals were 
pending before the Court of Appeals. 
 
The LRC Notes appendage to KRS 342.185 reflect the intent of the General Assembly 
that the 2018 statutory amendment of KRS 342.185 be retroactively applied in some 
cases. Although ambiguous, the legislature stated, as reflected in the Notes, that the 2018 
amendment: 
 

[S]hall apply to all claims irrespective of the date of injury or last exposure, 
provided that, as applied to any fully and finally adjudicated claim, the 
amount of indemnity ordered or awarded shall not be reduced and the 
duration of medical benefits shall not be limited in anyway. 

 
Based on our review of the statute, it appears that the legislature did not define the term 
"fully and finally adjudicated claim." It is, however, clear that the General Assembly did not 
intend to reduce or limit the amount of indemnity or medical benefits awarded to a 
claimant. As the "primary purpose of the Workers' Compensation Act is to aid injured or 
deceased workers," any ambiguous language in the statute must be interpreted 
consistently with such "beneficent purpose." Ky. Uninsured Employers' Fund v. Hoskins, 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
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449 S.W.3d 753, 762 (Ky. 2014) (citations omitted). Therefore, we do not view the 
retroactivity language contained in the LRC Notes to KRS 342.185 so broadly as to 
mandate that KRS 342.185 be retroactively applied to this case. 
 
We view any remaining contentions as moot. 
 
In sum, we cannot conclude that the Board misconstrued the law or erred in assessing the 
evidence as concerns either appeal. 
 
For the foregoing reasons, the Opinion of the Workers' Compensation Board is affirmed. 
 
ALL CONCUR. 
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VOLUNTARY INTOXICATION 
Lori V. Daniel 

 
 
 
I. OLD LAW VS. NEW LAW 
 

We are all familiar with the voluntary intoxication defense as it existed from the 
time of the 1996 law changes to July 2018.  (The pre-1996 version of the law 
referenced intoxication but did not specifically state that it had to be voluntary in 
nature).  After 1996, however, the law has specified that the intoxication must be 
voluntary, and defined the term under KRS 501.010 as “…intoxication caused by 
substances which the defendant knowingly introduces into his body, the tendency 
of which to cause intoxication he knows or ought to know, unless he introduces 
them pursuant to medical advice or under such duress as would afford a defense 
to a charge of crime.” In order to successfully present this defense, it must also be 
shown that the intoxication itself was the proximate cause of the injury or death. 
 
The 2018 version of the law appears to be a marked departure from the old 
standard.  (I say appears to be, because we have yet to see how this will look after 
the appellate courts put their spin on it).  The new provision states as follows under 
KRS 342.610(4): “If an employee voluntarily introduced an illegal, nonprescribed 
substance or substances in amounts in excess of prescribed amounts into his or 
her body detected in the blood, as measured by a scientifically reliable test, that 
could cause a disturbance of mental or physical capacities, it shall be presumed 
that the illegal, nonprescribed substance or substances in amounts in excess of 
prescribed amounts caused the injury, occupational disease, or death to the 
employee.”    

 
II. THE (HOPEFULLY) POSITIVE PARTS 
 

The goals most readily apparent are to discourage workplace intoxication, and to 
avoid rewarding people who are injured as a result of their own misbehavior. As a 
practical matter, I don’t know that the change will work any better than the laws 
already in place.  The second part, however, is much more achievable.   
 
Under the old law, it was required that not only must the voluntary intoxication be 
proven, it must also be the proximate cause of the injury or death.  With alcohol, 
of course, there is a level beyond which intoxication is presumed.  With other 
substances (legal or otherwise), there isn’t an established threshold to establish 
intoxication, and the odds that there will ever be such a threshold for prescription 
medications, etc. is unlikely.  It is possible that at some point in the future, a level 
for marijuana intoxication may be set, but I don’t expect to ever see a chart with 
intoxication cutoffs for cocaine or heroin.  For this reason, creating a presumption 
of intoxication would seem to be the most practical solution. 
 
There are also a few positive things from the Plaintiff’s side.  Although there is a 
presumption of intoxication, it may be rebutted. Perhaps the biggest up-side, 
however, is that the new statute sets a specific manner of testing – it must be 
present in the bloodstream.  The law as previously written would appear to have 
opened the door for urine testing, or even hair samples.  At least as far as this 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=19650
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
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portion of the statute is concerned, the legislature provided a single specific 
method for measuring the presence of the illicit substance.   

 
III. THE (POSSIBLY) NEGATIVE PARTS 
 

Since we are only six months in, what constitutes the negative parts is a good 
question.  It appears on the surface that this statute will be a boon to employers.  
However, when you re-read the statute, a few questions come to mind.  Playing 
Devil’s advocate here: 
 
A. Is Alcohol Intoxication No Longer an Affirmative Defense under This 

Statute? 
 

The earlier versions of the statute did not state that the substance had to 
be illegal – only that it cause intoxication (and since 1996, voluntary 
intoxication).  Now, however, the substance that causes the intoxication is 
either illegal and nonprescribed, or in excess of prescribed amounts.  
Alcohol is obviously legal, and if any physician is prescribing alcohol 
consumption, it would surely be the exception rather than the rule.   
 
The ironic thing about this omission is that it would seem that alcohol is the 
most obvious of substances that is capable of being “detected in the blood, 
as measured by a scientifically reliable test, that could cause a disturbance 
of mental or physical capacities” but since it is neither illegal nor prescribed, 
what is the impact?  Does that make alcohol intoxication simply a safety 
violation? I can’t help but think that it was not the legislature’s intent to 
decriminalize alcohol intoxication, but this is obviously something that the 
courts will have to work out.   

 
B. How Would Intoxication Cause an Occupational Disease?   
 

If we assume that the employee was high on drugs, how would this be the 
cause of an occupational disease?  As the statute is written, the causation 
of an occupational disease is presumed to be causally related to the 
intoxicating substance.  Unless the intoxication is a regular and recurrent 
thing, it appears unlikely that this presumption would ever apply.  Since it 
is a rebuttable presumption, the odds that this will ever come into play are 
pretty small, but it bears watching.   
 
**As a footnote, I recall discussing what appeared to be the plain language 
of a statute with Dwight Lovan once when he was Commissioner. (This was 
a situation in which a client was determined to do something because it 
was what the statute said, even though it was clearly not the way it was 
applied).  His advice was to the effect that a statute was interpreted as 
written unless it would cause a ridiculous result.  It is my hope that neither 
of these drafting issues actually create case law, but we all know it is a 
possibility.    
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IV. THE UNEXPECTED – WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG? 
 

Kentucky doesn’t seem to pay strict attention to what is going on at the federal 
level when enacting statutes, and vice versa.  (Spoiler alert:  it doesn’t appear that 
the feds are overly concerned with what concerns Kentucky.)   
 
In 2016, OSHA took a hardline stance with regard to post-incident drug testing.  
Couched in terms of “anti-retaliation,” OSHA proclaimed that using incentive 
programs to penalize workers for reporting work-related injuries or illnesses and 
conducting post-incident drug testing without a reasonable possibility that 
employee drug use could have contributed to the reported injury or illness 
constitutes unlawful retaliation under OSHA.  At first blush, this makes sense. Drug 
testing shouldn’t be used to penalize workers who are suffering from work-related 
injuries or illnesses. The question, however, is how you interpret the term 
“reasonable possibility.”  Does that mean that the employee has to have bloodshot 
eyes, or be staggering? Or does it mean that the employer’s first thought is “a 
person would have to be stoned to do something that stupid?” The vaguely 
threatening tone of the original memorandum basically left this up in the air.   
 
After dealing with the fallout for two years, OSHA apparently woke up and figured 
out that the focus of their agency was Occupational Safety and Health.  This 
revelation led to the next obvious conclusion – that perhaps discouraging 
employers from drug testing was a bad idea, since it is generally unsafe to have 
people who are impaired in the workplace. On October 11, 2018, in an effort to 
remedy this problem, OSHA sent a memorandum to its Regional Administrators 
that clarified its position. The memorandum stated that “29 C.F.R. Section 
1904.35(b)(1)(iv) does not prohibit workplace safety incentive programs or post-
accident drug testing. The Department believes that many employers who 
implement safety incentive programs and/or conduct post-incident drug testing do 
so to promote workplace safety and health.  In addition, evidence that the employer 
consistently enforces legitimate work rules (whether or not an injury or illness is 
reported) would demonstrate that the employer is serious about creating a culture 
of safety, not just the appearance of reducing rates.  Action taken under a safety 
incentive program or post-incident drug testing policy would only violate 29 C.F.R. 
Section 1904.35(b)(1)(iv) if the employer took action to penalize an employee for 
reporting a work-related injury or illness rather than for the legitimate purpose of 
promoting workplace safety and health.” (See attached memorandum.) 
 
First, let’s look at incentive programs.  Assume there is an incentive program that 
rewards workers for reporting near-misses or safety hazards.  According to OSHA, 
this sort of positive reinforcement is always permissible. What happens if the 
employees are rewarded with a prize or bonus at the end of an injury free month, 
or managers are incentivized by evaluating and giving bonuses based on their 
work unit’s lack of injuries?  Here again, such programs are permissible, so long 
as they are not implemented in a manner that discourages reporting.   
 
Finally, if an employer takes a negative action against an employee under a rate-
based incentive program, (such as withholding a prize or bonus because of a 
reported injury), OSHA would not cite the employer for retaliation as long as the 
employer had implemented adequate precautions that reassured employees that 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
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they were free to report an injury or illness. So what sort of precautions are 
adequate?  These include: 
 
1) An incentive program that rewards employees for identifying unsafe 

conditions in the workplace; 
 
2) A training program for all employees to reinforce reporting rights and 

responsibilities, and emphasize the employer’s non-retaliation policy; and 
 
3) A mechanism for accurately evaluating employees’ willingness to report 

injuries and illnesses.   
 
OSHA has further conceded that most workplace drug testing is permissible.  Here 
are some examples:   
 
1) Random drug testing; 
 
2) Drug testing unrelated to the reporting of a work-related injury or illness; 
 
3) Drug testing under a state workers’ compensation law;  
 
4) Drug testing under federal law such as a U.S. Department of Transportation 

rule; and finally – 
 
5) Drug testing to evaluate the root cause of a workplace incident that harmed 

or could have harmed the employees.  If the employer chooses this option, 
he or she should test all employees whose conduct could have contributed 
to the incident, not just employees who reported injuries.   

 
As it stands, the best course for employers is to make any post-injury drug testing 
part of a larger health and safety policy, and to even-handedly enforce the testing 
policy. If the testing is performed simply to harass and intimidate an employee who 
has potentially suffered a work-related injury, then it is likely to raise a red flag (if it 
walks like a duck and talks like a duck, it probably isn’t a goldfish). There are now 
a few teeth in the voluntary intoxication defense, and there is a basis for raising 
the defense in some cases where it wouldn’t have been viable in the past.   
 
For employees, while it is helpful to know your rights, telling your employer that it 
is against the law to have you take a drug test following a work injury is both 
inaccurate and likely to put you under a microscope (yes, I actually got this phone 
call from an employer).  Nothing raises an employer’s suspicions quicker than an 
employee who professes to have a near-encyclopedic knowledge of a small blurb 
contained in the Code of Federal Regulations.  Only in very rare instances would 
this not be the sign of someone who has had up close and personal interaction 
with workplace intoxication.   
 
What is everyone seeing in practice?  Any cases in which the voluntary intoxication 
statute has become an issue since the July 2018 law change? 
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Standard Interpretations 
/ Clarification of OSHA's Position on Workplace Safety Incentive Programs and Post-
Incident Drug Testing Under 29 C.F.R. §1904.35(b)(1)(iv) 
 
▪ Standard Number: 1904.35(b)(1)(iv) 
 

OSHA requirements are set by statute, standards and regulations. Our interpretation 
letters explain these requirements and how they apply to particular circumstances, but 
they cannot create additional employer obligations. This letter constitutes OSHA’s 
interpretation of the requirements discussed. Note that our enforcement guidance may be 
affected by changes to OSHA rules. Also, from time to time we update our guidance in 
response to new information. To keep apprised of such developments, you can consult 
OSHA’s website at http://www.osha.gov. 

 
October 11, 2018 
 
MEMORANDUM FOR: 
REGIONAL ADMINISTRATORS  
STATE DESIGNEES 
 
THROUGH: 
AMANDA EDENS 
Director 
Technical Support and Emergency Management 
 
FRANCIS YEBESI 
Acting Director 
Whistleblower Protection Programs 
 
FROM: 
KIM STILLE 
Acting Director  
Enforcement Programs 
 
SUBJECT: 
Clarification of OSHA’s Position on Workplace Safety Incentive Programs and Post-
Incident Drug Testing Under 29 C.F.R. §1904.35(b)(1)(iv) 
 
On May 12, 2016, OSHA published a final rule that, among other things, amended 29 
C.F.R. §1904.35 to add a provision prohibiting employers from retaliating against 
employees for reporting work-related injuries or illnesses. See 29 C.F.R. 
§1904.35(b)(1)(iv). In the preamble to the final rule and post-promulgation interpretive 
documents, OSHA discussed how the final rule could apply to action taken under 
workplace safety incentive programs and post-incident drug testing policies. 
 
The purpose of this memorandum is to clarify the Department’s position that 29 
C.F.R. §1904.35(b)(1)(iv) does not prohibit workplace safety incentive programs or 
post-incident drug testing. The Department believes that many employers who 
implement safety incentive programs and/or conduct post-incident drug testing do so to 
promote workplace safety and health. In addition, evidence that the employer consistently 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
http://www.osha.gov/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
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enforces legitimate work rules (whether or not an injury or illness is reported) would 
demonstrate that the employer is serious about creating a culture of safety, not just the 
appearance of reducing rates. Action taken under a safety incentive program or post-
incident drug testing policy would only violate 29 C.F.R. §1904.35(b)(1)(iv) if the employer 
took the action to penalize an employee for reporting a work-related injury or illness rather 
than for the legitimate purpose of promoting workplace safety and health. 
 
Incentive programs can be an important tool to promote workplace safety and 
health. One type of incentive program rewards workers for reporting near-misses or 
hazards, and encourages involvement in a safety and health management system. 
Positive action taken under this type of program is always permissible under 
§1904.35(b)(1)(iv). Another type of incentive program is rate-based and focuses on 
reducing the number of reported injuries and illnesses. This type of program typically 
rewards employees with a prize or bonus at the end of an injury-free month or evaluates 
managers based on their work unit’s lack of injuries.  Rate-based incentive programs are 
also permissible under §1904.35(b)(1)(iv) as long as they are not implemented in a 
manner that discourages reporting. Thus, if an employer takes a negative action against 
an employee under a rate-based incentive program, such as withholding a prize or bonus 
because of a reported injury, OSHA would not cite the employer under §1904.35(b)(1)(iv) 
as long as the employer has implemented adequate precautions to ensure that employees 
feel free to report an injury or illness. 
 
A statement that employees are encouraged to report and will not face retaliation for 
reporting may not, by itself, be adequate to ensure that employees actually feel free to 
report, particularly when the consequence for reporting will be a lost opportunity to receive 
a substantial reward. An employer could avoid any inadvertent deterrent effects of a rate-
based incentive program by taking positive steps to create a workplace culture that 
emphasizes safety, not just rates. For example, any inadvertent deterrent effect of a rate-
based incentive program on employee reporting would likely be counterbalanced if the 
employer also implements elements such as: 
 

▪ an incentive program that rewards employees for identifying unsafe conditions in 
the workplace; 

▪ a training program for all employees to reinforce reporting rights and 
responsibilities and emphasizes the employer’s non-retaliation policy; 

▪ a mechanism for accurately evaluating employees’ willingness to report injuries 
and illnesses. 

 
In addition, most instances of workplace drug testing are permissible under 
§1904.35(b)(1)(iv). Examples of permissible drug testing include: 
 

▪ Random drug testing. 
▪ Drug testing unrelated to the reporting of a work-related injury or illness.  
▪ Drug testing under a state workers’ compensation law. 
▪ Drug testing under other federal law, such as a U.S. Department of Transportation 

rule. 
▪ Drug testing to evaluate the root cause of a workplace incident that harmed or 

could have harmed employees. If the employer chooses to use drug testing to 
investigate the incident, the employer should test all employees whose conduct 
could have contributed to the incident, not just employees who reported injuries. 

 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1904.35
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To the extent any other OSHA interpretive documents could be construed as inconsistent 
with the interpretive position articulated here, this memorandum supersedes them. This 
includes: 
 

▪ A Memorandum from Dorothy Dougherty to the OSHA Regional Administrators 
entitled “Interpretation of 1904.35(b)(1)(i) and (iv)” (October 19, 2016) (Appendix 
A); 

▪ Guidance on OSHA’s website, available at https://www.osha.gov/recordkeeping/ 
modernization_guidance.html (issued October 19, 2016) (Appendix B); 

▪ A Memorandum from Dorothy Dougherty to the OSHA Regional Administrators 
and State Designees entitled “Interim Enforcement Procedures for New 
Recordkeeping Requirements Under 29 CFR 1904.35” (November 10, 2016) 
(Appendix C); and 

▪ A Memorandum from Dorothy Dougherty to the OSHA Regional Administrators 
and State Designees entitled “Interim Investigation Procedures for Section 29 
C.F.R. 1904.35(b)(1)(iv)” (November 10, 2016) (Appendix D). 

 
Staff in the Directorate of Enforcement Programs (DEP), the Directorate of Whistleblower 
Protection Programs, and the Directorate of Technical Support and Emergency 
Management shall take appropriate action with respect to the above-listed documents to 
ensure that they are consistent with this memorandum. 
 
Regional Administrators shall enforce 29 C.F.R. §1904.35(b)(1)(iv) in a manner consistent 
with this memorandum and shall consult DEP before issuing any citations under this 
provision related to workplace safety incentive programs or post-incident drug testing.  
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EFFECTIVE DEPOSITION STRATEGIES 
Lyn Douglas Powers 

 
 
Once you have developed your strategy for proving or defending the claim: 
 
I. IDENTIFY WITNESSES 
 

A. What are the Issues to be Decided by the ALJ? 
 

1. Issues of fact: lay witnesses. 
 
2. Issues that require expert testimony: medical expert witnesses. 
 

a. Are the doctor's treatment notes or the doctor's report 
enough? 

 
b. Is there anything to gain by going forward with a deposition? 

 
B. What Party has the Burden of Proof on Each of the Issues? 
 
C. Is a Deposition Necessary to Meet Your Burden of Proof or is It Necessary 

to Rebut Evidence Filed by the Other Party? 
 

• Important to consider when determining when or if the deposition will 
be needed. 

 
D. Is the Planned Witness Necessary and Credible? 
 

1. Necessary – without this witness can you prove your client's claim 
or defense? 

 
2. Credible – Credibility is determined by: 
 

a. Who they are: Does the witness have the necessary 
expertise or first-hand knowledge of relevant facts? 

 
b. What they say: Does the witness have something to say that 

is helpful and believable, i.e. not totally inconsistent with 
reality and all of the other evidence in the record? 

 
c. Demeanor: Is the witness combative, non-responsive, a 

known "hired gun"? 
 
II. DIRECT EXAMINATION OF WITNESS NEEDED TO PROVE CLAIM OR 

DEFENSE 
 

Direct examinations should let the witness be the center of 
attention. The lawyer should conduct the examination so that he 
does not detract from his witness. After all, a witness will be 
believed and remembered because of the manner and content of 
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his testimony, not because the questions asked were so brilliant. 
(Trial Techniques, 4th Edition by Thomas A. Mauet, p. 73). 

 
A. Have a Point to Make & Make It 
 

1. What testimony do you need from the witness? 
 
2. Generally, ask direct, open-ended questions about the facts/issues 

you need this witness to address. 
 

a. Think about the sequence of your questions. Introduce the 
witness – who is he/she? 

 
b. Set the stage for why the witness has been called to testify 

– witnessed the accident, treated the claimant, conducted 
an IME, etc. 

 
c. Set the stage for why the witness should be believed. 
 
d. Think about how the question and answer will read on a 

transcript. 
 
e. Think about how you might quote the question and answer 

in a brief. 
 
f. Think about how you might quote the question and answer 

when questioning other witnesses or at the Final Hearing. 
 
g. On direct, it may be more effective to ask leading questions 

as to preliminary matters that are not in dispute (i.e. date of 
accident, claimant's date of birth, etc.). 

 
B. Prepare, but Not Too Much 
 

1. Know the facts of the claim. 
 
2. Know the applicable law. 
 
3. Know the evidence already filed by the parties. 
 
4. Outline your questions. 
 

a. But BEWARE the temptation not to listen to the witness' 
answers!! 

 
b. The witness may answer several of your questions in 

response to one question. It's helpful to you, the witness and 
opposing counsel if you listen and are aware. 

 
c. The witness may say something totally different than what 

was previously communicated to you. It's helpful to you and 
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your client if you catch the answer during the deposition so 
that you can attempt to rehabilitate (if bad) or expand upon 
(if good). 

 
d. The witness may offer favorable testimony that you weren't 

prepared to receive. It's helpful to you and your client if you 
hear it during the deposition and have a chance to expand 
upon the testimony. 

 
C. Ask Questions – Don't Testify or Blather on and on about Stuff 
 

1. Use lengthy hypotheticals sparingly. Such questions are often 
difficult for witnesses to follow. 

 
2. Use simple language, when possible. 

 
D. Although a Noted Pitfall of the Inexperienced Litigator, It’s Important to 

Remember Two Direct Examination Mistakes 
 

Inexperienced trial lawyers often make two interrelated 
mistakes. On the one hand, they elicit too much unimportant 
testimony. On the other hand, they spend too little time on 
the crucial part of what the witness has to offer. (Mauet, p. 
74). 

 
III. CROSS-EXAMINATION OF HOSTILE WITNESSES 
 

Cross-examination is in part the art of slowly making mountains out of molehills. 
(Mauet, p. 225). 

 
A. Should You Conduct Cross-examination? 
 

1. Has the witness testified in a manner that hurts your client's claim 
or defense? If not, don't poke the bear! 

 
2. Is the witness believable? 
 
3. Cost-benefit analysis: Is there anything the witness might say on 

cross that could do any more damage to your client's claim or 
defense? Can you make any points on cross? 

 
B. Have a Point (or maybe two) to Make and Make It 
 

1. As a general rule, avoid the temptation to cover a lot of ground with 
a hostile witness. Focus on as few points as possible. 

 
2. Begin with your strongest point. 
 
3. Don't ask questions that do nothing more than underscore the direct 

examination testimony that was helpful to the other party. 
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4. Do ask questions that underscore the direct examination testimony 
that was helpful to your client's claim or defense. 

 
C. Prepare, as Best You Can 
 

Not knowing what the witness will say on direct can make preparation 
difficult. In workers' compensation claims, however, the parties can 
generally anticipate what a witness called to testify on direct will likely say. 

 
1. Know the facts, law & evidence. 
 
2. Know and appreciate the weaknesses of the other party's theory of 

the claim or defense. 
 
3. Know and appreciate the weaknesses of your client's claim or 

defense. 
 
4. Can/will the witness offer any testimony that supports your client's 

claim or defense? 
 
D. Ask Questions 
 

The problem is always recognizing what that last question you shouldn't 
ask is, before you inadvertently ask it. (Mauet, p. 224). 

 
1. Three lines of cross-examination: 
 

a. What has/will the witness admit that will be favorable to your 
client's claim or defense? 

 
b. What might the witness admit that will be favorable to your 

client's claim or defense? 
 
c. What has the witness said or done that might be used for 

impeachment? 
 
2. Lead, lead, lead, lead, lead & lead some more. 
 

a. A leading question is one that suggests the answer and is 
the basic form you should use for cross-examination. 
(Mauet, p. 224). 

 
b. Know the likely answer to the question before you ask it. 

 
3. Don't argue with the witness. 
 
4. Don't ask the witness to explain. 
 

• Why give the other party the opportunity to get more good 
testimony from his/her witness? 
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5. Keep it brief. 
 
6. Control the witness as much as possible. 
 

a. Make statements of facts with which the witness must 
agree. 

 
b. Make each of your planned points with series of short, 

precise questions. 
 

i. Ask as many short and direct questions with which 
the witness must agree to position the witness so 
that he/she must agree with the ultimate point you 
want to make. 

 
ii. Easiest to do if the questions are posed such that 

they illicit "yes" or "no" answers. 
 
c. Require specific answers, if possible. 
 

• If the witness says "this," have him/her identify "this" (i.e. 
lockout/tag-out procedure). Don't leave ambiguity to 
allow "wiggle room" or confusion at the hearing. 

 
d. Obtain favorable admissions before you attempt 

impeachment. 
 
7. Consider how you ask a question that will prevent a witness from 

diminishing or increasing the impact of evidence. 
 

Example: treatment notes show claimant went on vacation to Grand 
Canyon two weeks after knee surgery, received an excellent result 
from surgery, and was able to do an extensive amount of walking 
while on vacation. 

 
a. Ask questions to get the claimant to agree the doctor was a 

good doctor. 
 
b. Ask questions to get the claimant to agree that he/she has 

no reason to believe that the doctor's records are 
inaccurate. 

 
c. Ask questions to get the claimant to agree that he told his 

doctor everything about his condition. 
 
d. Then, confirm the vacation. The rest can be tied up neatly 

in your brief to the ALJ. 
 

8. Sequence of questioning may be the key to your effective cross 
examination. 
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IV. ARGUE YOUR THEORY OF THE CASE 
 

If done correctly, deposition testimony should give a party evidence needed to 
support the claims or defenses that can then be woven into a picture of what did 
(or did not) happen at work. 

 
V. APPENDIX 
 

A. Roberts v. Estep, 845 S.W.2d 544 (Ky. 1993) 
 

• Can Defense attorney make ex parte contact with the treating doctor 
prior to cross-examination? 

 
B. Shoney's v. Lewis, 875 S.W.2d 514 (Ky. 1994) 
 

1. K-Mart Corp. v. Helton, 894 S.W.2d 630 (Ky. 1995). 
 
2. Can Plaintiff’s attorney make ex parte contact with employees of 

Defendant-Employer? 
 
C. Kingery v. Sumitomo Electric Wiring, 481 S.W.3d 492 (Ky. 2015) 
 

• Does the claim or defense require witness testimony and, if so, what 
kind? 
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ROBERTS V. ESTEP 
845 S.W.2d 544 (Ky. 1993) 

 
 

No. 92-SC-481-WC 
 

Supreme Court of Kentucky 
 

January 21, 1993 
 
 
Rickey D. Bailey, Manchester, for appellant.  
 
David L. Murphy, Louisville, for appellee Estep. 
 
David Randall Allen, Cathy Utley Costelle, Labor Cabinet, –  Special Fund, Louisville, for 
appellee Special Fund. 
 

OPINION OF THE COURT 
 
Following a complete review of the record and the briefs filed in the above-styled appeal, 
we affirm the decision of the Court of Appeals upholding the Workers' Compensation 
Board. After careful consideration, we adopt the opinion of the Workers' Compensation 
Board in this case.  
 

BEFORE: ANGELUCCI, Chairman, and GREATHOUSE, Board Member. 
 

ANGELUCCI, Chairman. Hershel Roberts ("Roberts") appeals from an 
Opinion and Order rendered August 4, 1989 by Administrative Law Judge 
Thomas Shewmaker ("ALJ"). The ALJ concluded that Roberts' myocardial 
infarction was not caused by activities at work, and he therefore dismissed 
Roberts' claim. On appeal, Roberts contends that the ALJ's conclusion was 
not based on substantial evidence and that the ALJ used an incorrect 
standard in denying the claim. He also argues that there was an improper 
ex parte contact between counsel for Carter Estep, the last employer, and 
a treating physician, but this issue was neither listed on the prehearing 
order nor addressed at the December 8, 1988 hearing. Carter Estep has 
requested sanctions pursuant to KRS 342.310 and Woolum v. Woolum, 
Ky. App., 684 S.W.2d 20 (1984). 
 
Roberts was born on August 21, 1937 and has an eighth grade education 
with no vocational training. He testified that he has been a coal truck driver 
all of his adult life and that he had worked for Carter Estep for approximately 
a year prior to the incident in question. None of Roberts' jobs involved truck 
maintenance or loading, and he admitted that he had to do hauling over 
rough roads. Roberts smoked approximately a pack-and-a-half of 
cigarettes per day prior to his first heart attack and he continued to smoke 
approximately a pack per day following this incident. He denied any 
treatment for high blood pressure prior to the attack or any family history of 
high blood pressure or heart problems. The Board notes, however, that Dr. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32470
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Moises Langub, a family physician, received a history that he or perhaps 
someone in his family did have a heart attack. 
 
The first attack occurred on March 22, 1988. Roberts testified that he was 
doing his normal job which involved driving a ten-wheeler between 
Stansbury and Manchester. Around 11 a.m., however, he received 
instructions to go to Perry County and haul auger coal. Roberts testified 
that this involved short hauls over very rough road close to the edge of a 
mountain and that it was very warm in the truck that day. Around 4 p.m., 
Roberts developed a burning sensation in his chest. He went home for a 
little while before going to a hospital, and he was subsequently transferred 
to the University of Kentucky Medical Center. Roberts underwent 
angioplasty in late March and underwent another surgical procedure in 
October 1988. He has never returned to work since the initial attack and 
does not feel that he could drive a coal truck. 
 
Dr. Jonathan L. Elion, a cardiologist at U.K., first saw Roberts in June 1988 
and also reviewed records of Roberts' previous treatment. On March 28, 
1988, Roberts' left anterior descending artery had complete blockage in its 
mid-portion, and an angioplasty was performed to open up the vessel. A 
repeat catheterization in June 1988 only showed minor irregularities. In his 
initial Form 107, Dr. Elion noted that: 
 

After reviewing Mr. Roberts' chart, history, and tests, it does 
seem likely that there was a preexisting condition (coronary 
artery disease), and it is in the realm of reasonable medical 
probability that the stress and strain, exertion, and 
environmental factors related to his driving a truck over 
rough roads in the heat was a triggering factor in his heart 
attack. (emphasis, original). 

 
Upon cross-examination, however, Dr. Elion admitted that he had no first-
hand knowledge of the environmental conditions, the condition of the road, 
or the physical or emotional stress imposed by driving a truck. He therefore 
provided the following, more detailed, testimony concerning causation: 
 

There exists the possibility that a patient with an underlying 
condition such as coronary artery disease may have a 
myocardial infarction precipitated by severe exertion, 
emotional stresses, or physiologic stresses such as 
prolonged exposure to extreme heat. Under normal 
circumstances, however, I would not think that the activities 
involved in driving a truck make that the most likely scenario. 
As I am not a lawyer, I am unfamiliar with all the nuances of 
legal jargon such as 'within the realm of reasonable medical 
probability.' I have interpreted this to mean 'is it possible?', 
in which case my answer is 'yes.' If, however, this 
expression is intended to ask 'is that the most likely 
interpretation?', then my answer would have to be 'no'.  
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Dr. David Booth, a cardiologist, first saw Roberts on October 16, 1988 after 
an electrocardiogram was consistent with acute anteroseptual infarction. 
Roberts was initially treated with a nitroglycerin drip and medication, and 
he underwent bypass surgery on October 21, 1988. Dr. Booth also noted 
that Roberts had continued to smoke following his first attack. While Dr. 
Booth admitted that truck driving could have been a factor in the first attack, 
the subsequent attack was most likely caused by restenosis, which is an 
adverse bodily reaction to the angioplasty. He also said that smoking was 
a definite factor. 
 
Dr. Langub examined Roberts on November 16, 1988 at Roberts' 
attorney's request and received complaints of chest pain. Roberts was also 
wheezing, and Dr. Langub referred him to a cardiologist. He concluded that 
Roberts' job on March 22, 1988 was a contributing factor to the initial attack, 
even though this was the same type of driving he had done for a long time. 
 
Dr. John E. Myers, Jr., who specializes in internal medicine, examined 
Roberts on July 22, 1988 at Carter Estep's request. While he found Roberts 
to have a 60% impairment to his body as a whole because of the heart 
problems, Dr. Myers concluded that the attack was not related to his 
employment. 
 
The ALJ reviewed this evidence and made the following finding: 
 

5. As typical, there is conflicting evidence presented by the 
plaintiff and the defendants as to the causation of the 
claimant's heart attack. As in all heart attack cases the 
totality of the circumstances must be reviewed in order to 
determine if there is a causal relationship between the 
claimant's work activity and the heart attack, Moore v. 
Square D Company, Ky., 518 S.W.2d 781 (1974), Hudson 
v. Owens, Ky., 439 S.W.2d 565 (1969). The mere 
occurrence of a heart attack while at work alone is 
insufficient to establish a causal link between the onset of 
the harmful change and one's work, Pierce v. Kentucky 
Galvanizing Co., Inc., Ky. App., 606 S.W.2d 165 (1980). 
Heart attack cases represent a separate class of injury and 
necessitate careful scrutiny of evidence on a case by case 
basis. In the present claim, the plaintiff advanced the theory 
that the stress and strain imposed upon Mr. Roberts as the 
result of a different type of haul than he had been 
customarily confronted, greatly attributed to the onset of this 
individual's heart attack. This is further reinforced with the 
location of the haul on a mountain side and also that this 
was the individual's first heart attack. The defendant-
employer counters this position with the observation that Mr. 
Roberts was not engaged in substantial arduous labor. The 
plaintiff was a truck driver who was not required to load his 
truck nor perform any maintenance duty whatsoever. 
Rather, he merely drove the truck from the loading site to 
the dumping site which was a short distance. This required 
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him to shift gears, steer the truck and to avoid holes in the 
road and the dumping site. As to the advancement of 
substantial stress imposed as the result of the particular job, 
it is felt that there was no substantial increase in the stress 
that Mr. Roberts would experience on this job site than he 
would from other trucking duties. Obviously there are very 
stressful relationships in the operation of any large motor 
vehicle which the claimant has faced throughout his career 
as a truck driver. Finally, it is noted that the claimant's 
condition results from the blockage of the left anterior 
descending artery. Based upon the testimony of Dr. Myers 
and the testimony of Dr. Elion, the claimant's physical 
activity on March 22, 1988, did not cause the internal 
breakdown. Mr. Roberts' work was coincidental with his 
heart attack. 

 
Roberts' first argument is that there is "no evidence in the record upon 
which the Judge could find against the petitioner." The ALJ, however, 
specifically noted that he relied upon the testimony of Drs. Elion and Myers. 
While Dr. Elion initially reported that the work was a factor, he later 
explained that this was a mere possibility and was not the most likely 
scenario. Dr. Myers diagnosed arteriosclerotic heart disease, but 
specifically reported that this was not related to his work activity. It is well 
established that the ALJ, as fact-finder, has the authority to believe part of 
the evidence and disbelieve other parts, even if it came from the witness or 
the same adversary party's total proof. Caudill v. Maloney's Discount 
Stores, Ky., 560 S.W.2d 15 (1977). As long as the ALJ's determination is 
suggested by any evidence of substance, it cannot be said that the record 
compels a different result. Special Fund v. Francis, Ky., 708 S.W.2d 641 
(1986). Here, the ALJ was within his authority in basing this determination 
of the testimony of Drs. Elion and Myers, since the ALJ, and not the 
appellate Board, has the authority to determine the quality, character and 
substance of the evidence. Paramount Foods, Inc. v. Burkhardt, Ky., 695 
S.W.2d 418 (1985). 
 
The next argument is that the ALJ used the wrong standard of review. In 
heart attack cases, the medical evidence should be considered, not as 
determinative, but as part of the totality of the circumstances before an 
opinion should be reached as to causation. Moore v. Square D Company, 
Ky., 518 S.W.2d 781 (1974) and Hudson v. Owens, supra. As the ALJ 
pointed out, however, the fact that the attack occurred at work does not, in 
and of itself, require a finding of work relatedness. Pierce v. Kentucky 
Galvanizing Company, supra. Here, in addition to the evidence from Drs. 
Elion and Myers, the ALJ noted Roberts' arguments concerning the strain 
and stress of the job as well as Roberts' own description of his job activities 
and the fact that he had performed such jobs for the entirety of his work 
life. Therefore, it cannot be said that the ALJ did not consider all the 
evidence before reaching a decision. 

 
Finally, Roberts contends that "[t]he defendant/employer made an 
improper contact on an ex parte basis with petitioner's treating physician, 
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and as such any testimony from that physician thereafter should be 
stricken." While alleging that "[i]t is quite clear that this is the law," Roberts 
has not directed the Board to any Kentucky authority to support this. His 
reliance on Petrillo v. Syntex Laboratories, Inc., 148 III.App.3d 581, 102 
Ill.Dec. 172, 499 N.E.2d 952 (1986), appeal denied, 113 Ill.2d 584, 106 
Ill.Dec. 55,505 N.E.2d 361 (1987), cert. denied, 483 U.S. 1007, 107 S.Ct. 
3232, 97 L.Ed.2d 738 (1987) and Wenninger v. Muesing, 307 Minn. 405, 
240 N.W.2d 333 (1976) is totally misplaced as both Illinois and Minnesota 
have statutes forbidding such contacts. In addition, there was a specific 
court order against such contact in the Illinois case. Kentucky has no such 
statute and we find nothing in the record to show that Carter Estep's 
counsel violated any order issued by the ALJ. 
 
Additionally, as noted above, this issue was neither listed as a contested 
issue on the prehearing order nor raised at the hearing itself. 803 KAR 
25:011 Sec. 8(6) limits discussion to those contested issues which are 
contained on the prehearing order. Since this issue was not properly raised 
before the ALJ, the Board cannot address it on appeal. 
 
Carter Estep has requested sanctions pursuant to KRS 342.310. While we 
find no merit in this appeal, the matter of sanctions should also be 
dismissed. It is readily conceivable that Roberts was acting in good faith in 
contesting this decision of the Administrative Law Judge, and therefore 
sanctions should not lie. 
 
Accordingly, the Opinion and Order of the Administrative Law Judge is 
therefore AFFIRMED, and the appeal is DISMISSED. 

 
GREATHOUSE, Member, CONCURRING. 
 
Regarding appellee Carter Estep's continued request for sanctions 
pursuant to KRS 342.310, we would point out that as this appeal has 
progressed from the Board level, it has become far less conceivable that 
claimant Roberts was acting in good faith in contesting the decision of the 
Court of Appeals affirming the opinion of the Board. This appeal comes 
dangerously close to contravening KRS 342.310 for lacking reasonable 
grounds. See also, Western Baptist Hospital v. Kelly, Ky., 827 S.W.2d 685 
(1992). Viewing the merits of this appeal as marginal at best, we refrain 
from imposing any sanction but remind all litigants of our commitment to 
fulfilling the intent of the Act to afford an expeditious outcome of workers' 
compensation claims. 

 
All concur. 
  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32470
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32470
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32470
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SHONEY’S INC. V. LEWIS 
875 S.W.2d 514 (Ky. 1994) 

 
 
 

No. 93-SC-214-MR. 
 

Supreme Court of Kentucky January 31, 1994 
 

Reconsideration Denied May 26, 1994. 
 
Richard S. Cleary, Jeffrey A. Savarise, Greenebaum, Doll & McDonald, Louisville, Charles 
E. English, Sr., Paul Gliatta, English, Lucas, Priest & Owsley, Bowling Green, for 
appellant. 
 
Dale Golden, Rudloff, Golden & Evans, Bowling Green, for real party in interest.  
 
Thomas R. Lewis, Judge, Warren Circuit Court, Division One, pro se. 
 

OPINION OF THE COURT BY JUSTICE LAMBERT AND ORDER REVERSING 
 
The motion of appellants, Shoney's, Inc. and Shoney's, Inc. d/b/a Lee's Famous Recipe 
Chicken, for a Writ of Mandamus was denied, without opinion, in an original action in the 
Kentucky Court of Appeals. Pursuant to CR 76.36(7)(a), this appeal is as a matter of right. 
 
This litigation involves allegations of sexual harassment brought by the Real Party in 
Interest, Roxanne Herr, against Shoney's, Lee's, and Mohammed Boka, an employee of 
Lee's. Prior to commencement of the underlying litigation, on September 21, 1992, Herr's 
counsel contacted Lee's Senior Vice-President of Human Resources concerning the 
complaint of sexual harassment. In this conversation, Herr's counsel was informed that 
Lee's would be represented by counsel and was given the name of such counsel. On 
September 29, 1992, Herr's counsel spoke with Lee's counsel by telephone about the 
possibilities of a pre-litigation settlement. This conversation was confirmed by Lee's 
counsel in a letter dated October 1, 1992, which detailed the actions his "client" had taken. 
Subsequent to these conversations and correspondence, Herr's counsel met with and 
procured sworn statements from two of Lee's employees, a general manager and a relief 
manager, without consent from or notice to Lee's counsel. The statements concerned the 
facts and circumstances of the underlying case. 
 
On October 26, 1992, Herr, represented by the same counsel, filed her complaint for 
sexual harassment. Lee's moved to disqualify Herr's counsel and his law firm from the 
case alleging a violation of SCR 3.130, Rule 4.2, which prohibits communication with a 
person represented by counsel. Without opinion, the Warren Circuit Court declined to 
disqualify counsel and denied the request to prohibit use of the sworn statement. Lee's 
sought a Writ of Mandamus in the Court of Appeals to require Judge Lewis to disqualify 
Herr's counsel for violating the rule against ex parte contacts with parties known to be 
represented by counsel, and to suppress the written statements obtained. Lee's seeks to 
reverse the Court of Appeals' denial of relief and obtain an order directing the Warren 
Circuit Court to disqualify Herr's counsel and to suppress the evidence obtained by the ex 
parte communication. 
 

https://govt.westlaw.com/kyrules/Document/NB4E08B90FEC511DD9232D04CBBF8A1A7?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
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SCR 3.130, Rule 4.2 Communication with Person Represented by Counsel, provides: 
 

In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject 
of the representation with a party the lawyer knows to be represented by 
another lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other 
lawyer or is authorized by law to do so. 

 
Id. At the trial court hearing on the disqualification, Herr's counsel made the following 
admissions: (1) that prior to litigation, he was advised that Lee's would be represented by 
the law firm of Greenebaum, Doll & McDonald (hereinafter "Greenebaum"); (2) that he 
took written statements from two of Lee's senior managerial employees, without consent 
of or notice to Greenebaum; (3) that the statements were "very important ... super 
important" to Herr's case; and (4) that he had also taken a "stack" of written statements 
from other Lee's employee's.[sic] From this, there is no doubt that the statements "were 
about the subject of the representation" as provided in SCR 3.130, Rule 4.2. 
 
We turn now to whether Lee's managerial employees were represented parties for 
purposes of the rule. The comment to the rule provides, in pertinent part, as follows: 
 

[2] In the case of an organization, this Rule prohibits communications by a 
lawyer for one party concerning the matter in representation with persons 
having a managerial responsibility on behalf of the organization, and with 
any other persons whose act or omission in connection with that matter 
may be imputed to the organization for purposes of civil or criminal liability 
or whose statement may constitute an admission on the part of the 
organization. (Emphasis added.) 

 
SCR 3.130, Rule 4.2, comment 2. The managerial employees herein are precisely within 
the group of persons provided for in the comment. It is undisputed that they were of senior 
managerial rank and such fact allows for no conclusion other than the applicability of the 
rule. 
 
Finally, we must decide whether SCR 3.130, Rule 4.2, applies both before and after formal 
proceedings have begun. For this we turn to the plain language of the rule which is without 
any requirement of a formal proceeding. When an attorney represents a party in a specific 
matter, that attorney may not communicate with any other represented party about the 
matter without the consent of opposing counsel. While SCR 3.130, Rule 4.2, comment 1, 
provides that it does not apply to communications with parties concerning other matters, 
here it is conceded that the communication was about the underlying case. Both sides rely 
on United States v. Jamil, 546 F.Supp. 646 (E.D.N.Y.1982) rev'd on other grounds, 707 
F.2d 638 (2d Cir. 1983). In Jamil, an individual retained an attorney after having been 
made aware that he was a target of a grand jury investigation and that an indictment was 
imminent. The United States subsequently used a wired informant to obtain a statement 
from the defendant. The U.S. District Court addressed the issue of whether the rule 
corresponding to our Rule 4.2 applied prior to an indictment and held that when a person 
retains counsel to protect him during an investigation, the person becomes a "represented 
party" for purposes of the ethical prohibition on ex parte contacts. 
 
Pursuant to SCR 3.530, the Kentucky Bar Association has adopted Formal Ethics 
Opinions. In Opinion KBA E-65, the Association addressed the question we face today.  It 
answered that "A lawyer should not in any way communicate upon the subject of 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.530.pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/Ethics_Opinions/kba_e-065.pdf
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controversy with a party represented by counsel ... but should deal only with his counsel." 
See Canon 9, Canons of Professional Ethics. The American Bar Association has opined 
"It is clear that Canon 9 is to be construed literally and does not allow a communication 
with an opposing party, without the consent of his counsel, though his purpose be merely 
to investigate the facts."  Accordingly, we hold that the communication between Herr's 
counsel and Lee's managerial employees was improper. 
 
We must now consider the appropriate remedy. Lee's contends disqualification of the 
Herr's counsel is required and cites many Kentucky Bar Association disciplinary actions 
in support of this position. While there appears to be no direct Kentucky authority on 
Motions to Disqualify counsel nor on the remedy therefore, other jurisdiction[sic] have 
disqualified counsel in similar situations. 
 
In Papanicolaou v. Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A., 720 F.Supp. 1080 (S.D.N.Y. 1989), the 
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, under its version of Rule 
4.2, disqualified the defendant's law firm because a partner had discussed the merits of 
the case with the plaintiff outside the presence of the plaintiff's counsel. Noting that the 
firm in question had expended thousands of hours of work on the case, the District Court 
nevertheless found it had an obligation "to disqualify the offending counsel when the 
integrity of the adversarial process is at stake." It continued, "a trial judge should primarily 
assess the possibility of prejudice at trial that might result from the attorney's unethical 
act" with any doubt "to be resolved in favor of disqualification." Id. at 1083. See also 
Shelton v. Hess, 599 F.Supp. 905 (S.D. Tex. 1984). Herr's counsel relies on W.T. Grant 
Co. v. Haines, 531 F.2d 671 (2d Cir. 1976), where the United States Court of Appeals for 
the Second Circuit refused to disqualify an attorney who interrogated a defendant-
employee moments after filing a complaint. W.T. Grant is distinguishable from the case at 
bar in that the defendant-employee was not represented by counsel at the time of the 
interrogation. Id. at 675. Here, the witnesses interrogated were high level employees of a 
represented party, a fact of which Herr's counsel was fully aware. We conclude that the 
trial court erred in failing to order disqualification of Herr's counsel and that the Court of 
Appeals erred in failing to grant a writ of mandamus. 
 
With respect to the statements wrongfully obtained, the only satisfactory remedy is 
suppression. In Bender v. Eaton, Ky., 343 S.W.2d 799 (1961), the plaintiff was ordered by 
the court to produce certain medical reports. The plaintiff sought a writ of prohibition to 
prevent enforcement of the order. The Court of Appeals agreed. In granting prohibition, 
the court held that "once the information is furnished it cannot be recalled." Id. at 802. It 
opined that if evidence is improperly discovered a later objection may be unavailing and 
the harm complete. In the present case, if the improperly obtained statements are not 
suppressed, they may acquire an independent significance, such that irreparable 
prejudice may result. In Papanicolaou v. Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A., 720 F.Supp. 1080 
(S.D.N.Y. 1989), it appears to have been taken for granted that suppression of the 
statements was the appropriate remedy for such a violation. Following its detailed 
discussion of the facts and law with respect to disqualification and concluding that it was 
necessary, the Papanicolaou Court ordered various depositions deleted from the record. 
 
We recognize that disqualification of a party's counsel and suppression of information 
obtained by that counsel is a drastic remedy and the decisions of the courts below reflect 
a proper reticence. Nevertheless, in circumstances such as these, with the integrity of the 
adversarial process is[sic] at stake, we must make every effort to prevent harm to the civil 
justice system. 
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For the foregoing reasons, we reverse the Court of Appeals and remand this cause to the 
Warren Circuit Court with directions to enter an order disqualifying Dale Golden and the 
firm of Rudloff, Golden & Evans from further participation in this litigation. The trial court 
shall further require said attorneys to disclose to Lee's counsel the identity of all persons 
from whom such statements were taken and refrain from any further disclosure of the 
substance of the statements in question. 
 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
 
STEPHENS, C.J., and REYNOLDS and SPAIN, JJ., concur. 
 
WINTERSHEIMER, J., concurs in result only. 
 
LEIBSON, J., dissents by separate opinion in which STUMBO, J., joins. LEIBSON, 
Justice, dissenting. 
 
Respectfully, I dissent. 
 
The Kentucky Rules of Civil Procedure and the Kentucky Rules of Evidence specify the 
rules related to discovery and to the admission and exclusion of evidence. None of these 
rules authorize suppression of statements taken from employee witnesses by an adverse 
party, even if some of the employees happen to function in some type of managerial 
capacity. If the statements taken here from managerial employees related to factual 
observations rather than to matters covered by the attorney/client privilege or by the work 
product rule, they were not protected by CR 26.02 or any other Civil Rule. On the contrary, 
at this stage of this litigation we should assume that use of the statements will be confined 
to factual matters bearing on the plaintiff's allegations of misconduct, matters within the 
scope of discovery and not privileged: that the statements will be used only as authorized 
by the Kentucky Rules of Evidence. We should assume that the trial court will be quite 
capable of using its authority to keep out privileged matters and inadmissible evidence, as 
the rules require, without our interceding by writ of prohibition or mandamus. 
 
The question here is purely one of ethical violation, and the appropriate remedy. No 
Kentucky authority suggests disqualifying a party's attorney and suppressing any and all 
use of the evidence he has obtained is an appropriate remedy in present circumstances. 
Certainly Rule 4.2 of the Rules of Professional Conduct, which we have adopted in SCR 
3.130, does not so provide. 
 
A lawsuit is a search for the truth, and this legal principle is too important to sacrifice to 
the particular ethical violation charged here. This legal principle should be the overriding 
consideration in deciding whether suppression of the evidence contained in the 
statements obtained from Shoney's employees is the appropriate remedy for the ethical 
violation the Majority believes has occurred here. 
 
We must consider very carefully in deciding when the interest at stake justifies 
suppressing the truth. As Justice Scott Reed so aptly put it in Nazareth Literary & 
Benevolent Inst. v. Stephenson, Ky., 503 S.W.2d 177 (1973), in considering questions of 
this nature we must first ask, "wherein the public interest lies." When should the court craft 
a rule creating a privilege where none exists, a privilege which will be used to suppress 
evidence of the truth? The interest of justice lies in keeping such privileges few in number 
and carefully scrutinized, taking care to construe suppression to apply only where 

https://govt.westlaw.com/kyrules/Document/N85A3DA10A91B11DA8F5EE32367A250AE?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
https://www.kybar.org/page/SCR3#Professional%20Conduct%20Rules
https://www.kybar.org/page/SCR3#Professional%20Conduct%20Rules
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essential to protect some interest more important than a just determination of the pending 
case according to the true facts. Protecting Shoney's corporate interests against 
statements freely given by their employees about relevant facts is not such an interest. 
 

Elsewhere in SCR 3.130, where appropriate, as where a client insists on presenting false 
testimony, the duties of a lawyer in conducting the litigation are specifically provided. Here, 
even were we to assume that Roxanne Herr's counsel should be disqualified in this case 
because he violated an ethical rule pertaining to the management of the case, certainly 
the remedy further provided to Shoney's, entirely suppressing any use of the statements 
in the present litigation, is a draconian remedy. It is made up entirely of whole cloth and it 
serves only to prevent rather than assist in discovery of the truth. 
 

Bender v. Eaton, Ky., 343 S.W.2d 799 (1961), cited in the Majority Opinion, does not 
address the present facts. It involved providing a writ of prohibition to prevent a trial court 
from enforcing an unauthorized order compelling discovery. Once the trial court forced the 
party complaining to submit to the discovery sought, the genie was out of the bottle. Here 
the opposite situation obtains. Discovery from Shoney's employees has been already 
freely obtained; in a manner the Majority concludes unethical, but nevertheless one 
forbidden by no law or rule of legal procedure. The genie is already out of the bottle, and 
no rule authorizes suppressing factual information already obtained. 
 

The obvious remedy of a party aggrieved by the unethical conduct of a lawyer is to 
complain to the Kentucky Bar Association, a complaint which, if appropriate, will be 
followed by punishment of the lawyer commensurate with the seriousness of his 
misconduct. In this case, instead of punishing the lawyer, we are punishing the client, 
presumably innocent of any wrongdoing in this affair. Worse yet, we are punishing the 
judicial process by suppressing evidence otherwise admissible in the search for the truth. 
 

The attorney who took the statements questions whether there was really an ethical 
violation here. Certainly, when employed, a competent attorney investigates his client's 
case before filing suit to avoid, if possible, filing a frivolous lawsuit. Should communicating 
with Shoney's corporate counsel about a potential claim while continuing the investigation, 
in itself, foreclose the right to further investigate the facts before filing suit? We seem to 
have so concluded in this case, painting with a broad brush where fine lines are called for. 
Whether there was any impropriety here, and if so, exactly what was inappropriate and 
what was not, is quite unclear. While the questions of impropriety raised here are matters 
which may be as reasons to deprive the client, Herr, of the benefit of evidence obtained in 
the investigation of her case. Suppressing statements counsel obtained is not justified so 
long as the information obtained involved neither privileged material, nor proof of 
deceptive, false or misleading conduct so significantly tainting the integrity of the 
statements as to destroy their evidentiary value. 
 

So far as this record shows, before obtaining the statements, Herr's counsel made 
appropriate disclosures to Shoney's employees regarding his representation and the 
nature of the investigation. In such circumstances, as both the trial court and the Court of 
Appeals correctly perceived, the record presented no reason for taking the action 
Shoney's demanded, disqualifying Herr's lawyer and suppressing any use of the 
statements he obtained. The reasons for the remedy imposed here exist only in the 
imagination of Shoney's counsel. Shoney's has succeeded in using this Court to turn what 
is (if anything) a quarrel over ethics into a defense to this action. 
 
STUMBO, J., joins this dissent. 

https://www.kybar.org/page/SCR3#Professional%20Conduct%20Rules
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WINTERSHEIMER, Justice. 
 
This appeal is from a decision of the Court of Appeals which denied the appellants' petition 
for a writ of mandamus or prohibition. Appellants had sought a writ of prohibition or 
mandamus ordering the Bell Circuit Court to strike the deposition of Mike Pittman, loss 
prevention manager at the Middlesboro K-Mart and refusing to disqualify attorney Jeff 
Helton for violation of SCR 3.130, Rule 4.2, for taking the statement of a managerial 
employee of K-Mart without notice. 
 
The issues we will consider are whether a writ of mandamus is appropriate, whether the 
taking of the statement was improper and what, if anything, is an appropriate remedy. 
 
This matter arises from claims of slander, assault and false imprisonment. Norris and 
others were apprehended by K-Mart security personnel and accused of shoplifting. Norris 
retained Helton as counsel and the criminal charges were dismissed. Four days after the 
dismissal, Helton took the recorded statement of a K-Mart employee. That employee was 
subsequently terminated from employment for unrelated reasons. 
 
After a civil complaint was filed, Helton took a deposition of the former employee over 
objection. During a hearing on K-Mart's motion to strike and disqualify, Helton argued that 
the statement was taken as a means of marshalling a defense to the criminal charges. He 
suggested that because the County Attorney was actually bringing the charges, the 
County Attorney was representing K-Mart. The County Attorney acknowledges that it has 
an "open discovery" policy which allows counsel to interview any and all witnesses 
involved in a criminal prosecution. 
 
K-Mart sought relief pursuant to CR 76.36 which was denied by the Court of Appeals. 
Irreparable harm not subject to correction by appeal is now claimed. 
 
The appellants argue that Shoney's, Inc. v. Lewis, Ky., 875 S.W.2d 514 (1994), is directly 
on point. They claim that attorney Helton intended to further his prospects of civil litigation 
by securing the statement and unlike Shoney's, did not notify any higher authority at the 
K-Mart Corporation of that intention. 
 
A writ of mandamus is an extraordinary remedy and will issue only when a court is acting 
outside of its jurisdictional limits or when an immediate and inevitable irreparable harm, 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
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great injustice or absence of a remedy by appeal exists. Bock v. Graves, Ky., 804 S.W.2d 
6 (1991). The Court of Appeals found that the trial judge did not violate his discretion in 
overruling the motion to strike the deposition and to disqualify counsel. We find nothing 
within the record to require this Court to find otherwise. 
 
Although K-Mart is a large national chain of retail stores it did nothing to indicate to the 
plaintiffs counsel that its employee was represented by counsel. The employee, under 
orders from his supervisor, contacted the plaintiff in an effort to 'smooth over' the situation. 
He was informed that she had retained counsel. He then voluntarily met with counsel and 
gave a statement concerning the events at the store. The communication was not a 
communication with a party who was represented in the matter. 
 
This situation is markedly different from that in Shoney's, supra. In that case, the attorney 
knew that the management employees who were interviewed were represented by 
company provided attorneys. Helton was never contacted by counsel for K-Mart or any of 
its representatives until almost a year after the interview took place. He did not violate 
SCR 3.130, Rule 4.2. 
 
The Court of Appeals correctly observed that the continued representation of an individual 
after the conclusion of a proceeding is not necessarily presumed and that the passage of 
time may be a reasonable ground to believe that a person is no longer represented by a 
particular lawyer. Rule 4.2 is not intended to prohibit all direct contact in such 
circumstances. Here counsel for plaintiffs had reasonable grounds to believe that the 
petitioners were not represented by counsel when he took the Pittman statement. In 
considering the fact that no contact was made by an attorney on behalf of K-Mart until 
more than one year after the incident which gave rise to this action and almost one year 
after plaintiffs' counsel took the statement, we believe that the communication with the K-
Mart employee was not with a party the attorney knew was represented by another 
attorney in the matter. As noted by the Court of Appeals, this fact is sufficient to distinguish 
this case from Shoney's, supra. 
 
We hold that the Writ of Mandamus was not an appropriate remedy, and we need not 
address the remaining issues in this case. The decision of the Court of Appeals upholding 
the trial judge's overruling of the motion to strike the deposition and to disqualify counsel 
is affirmed. 
 
All concur. 
  

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.2).pdf
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OPINION OF THE COURT BY JUSTICE NOBLE. Abramson, Cunningham and Venters, 
JJ., concur. Minton, C.J., dissents by separate opinion in which Barber and Keller, JJ., 
join. 
 

OPINION 
 
NOBLE, J. 
 
The Appellant, Sheila Woosley Kingery, was injured in 1989 as a result of her employment 
with the Appellee, Sumitomo Electric Wiring, and was awarded workers' compensation 
benefits, including lifetime medical benefits for treatment of the injury. In 2012, Sumitomo 
challenged the continuing compensability of her treatment, claiming both that currently 
prescribed drugs were not reasonable and necessary treatments of Kingery's present 
complaints and also that such complaints were not causally related to the 1989 work injury. 
The Administrative Law Judge found that the treatment was compensable. The Workers' 
Compensation Board affirmed, but the Court of Appeals reversed. On appeal to this Court, 
we affirm the Court of Appeals. 
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I. Background 
 
In the fall of 1989, Sheila Woosley Kingery developed a repetitive-use injury during her 
employment with Sumitomo Electric Wiring. Kingery testified that her job there required 
her to reach overhead to hang coils of wire on pegs. She hung about three coils per 
minute. She testified that she had to strain to loop the coils around the pegs because of 
her height (she is four feet, eight inches tall). She had worked for Sumitomo for about one 
month when she developed pain in her neck and upper back. 
 
After she filed a workers' compensation claim, ALJ Dwight T. Lovan awarded benefits, 
including future medical benefits, for "a cervical and thoracic spine strain or sprain 
superimposed upon pre-existing degenerative changes." ALJ Lovan further found that the 
occupational impact of Kingery's injury was minimal and that the effects of the injury did 
not prevent her from returning to her work activities with Sumitomo, "with the possible 
exception of the one job she did hanging subassemblies" as that activity had led to the 
work injury. 
 
Thereafter, Kingery returned to work for Sumitomo and was assigned to a seated position 
inspecting wire connectors. But, she testified, because this still involved "moving back and 
forth a lot" while her neck and back were "messed up," she only did this for about two 
hours before she stopped working for Sumitomo altogether. She testified that she 
subsequently had one other job with another employer involving counting and packaging 
items into boxes, which she quit after only a few months because she "couldn't do it either." 
She has not worked since. 
 
On February 15, 2012, Sumitomo filed this medical-fee dispute to contest the 
reasonableness and necessity of the treatment being provided by Kingery's treating 
physician, Dr. Todd Douglas, as well as the relatedness of that treatment to the 1989 work 
injury. Specifically, Sumitomo contested the compensability of Kingery's use of Lorcet,[1] 
Skelaxin,[2] Xanax,[3] and Celexa,[4] which Dr. Douglas was prescribing at the time of 
filing of this medical dispute. But after this dispute was filed, Dr. Douglas stopped treating 
Kingery for the alleged effects of her work injury (while continuing to provide treatment for 
her other unrelated medical concerns).[5] The parties and the ALJ, however, agreed to 
proceed with resolving the dispute as filed as if the medications at issue were still being 
prescribed by Dr. Douglas. Sumitomo also agreed to assist Kingery in finding a new 
physician to take over her treatment. 
 
In support of its medical dispute, Sumitomo filed the evaluation report of Dr. David 
Randolph,[6] who evaluated Kingery at Sumitomo's request on December 29, 2011. He 
also testified via deposition on August 27, 2012. Based on the history Kingery provided, 
his review of the available medical records, and his own physical examination of Kingery, 
Dr. Randolph concluded that her current subjective complaints of pain are unrelated to the 
mild sprain or strain injury caused by her work for Sumitomo in 1989 and that the drugs 
being prescribed are not reasonable and necessary to treat those complaints, whatever 
their cause. 
 
Aside from Dr. Randolph's report and deposition, the post-award medical evidence in this 
case is quite sparse. The record contains two treatment notes from Dr. Douglas, dated 
February 1 and February 29, 2012, which were her final two visits with him related to the 
work injury. Dr. Randolph also reviewed and summarized in his report more than 50 
medical records documenting Kingery's treatment with Dr. Douglas from 1999 through 
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2011. According to those notes, Dr. Douglas's treatment had been directed, in relevant 
part, toward Kingery's complaints of pain – in her low, middle, and upper back, and neck 
– as well as stress, anxiety, and depression. This treatment exclusively involved 
prescribing various narcotics and other drugs. No objective abnormalities are noted. 
 
Kingery filed no medical evidence to rebut Dr. Randolph's opinions. Instead, she testified 
about her original work injury, work history, medical history, and current medical condition. 
As noted above, she testified that she has been unable to work over the past two decades 
due to her medical condition. She testified that pain in her neck and upper back has 
persisted and worsened since her 1989 work injury and that it now involves everything 
from her low back, to her mid-back and ribs, and up to her neck. She confirmed that she 
has never had surgery for her complaints and that surgery has never been recommended. 
She testified that her low-back pain first began as a result of a fall in 2011, and she 
disputed the accuracy of Dr. Douglas's treatment notes prior to 2011 referencing low-back 
pain as her primary complaint. She testified that the drugs prescribed by Dr. Douglas 
would dull the pain, but that it never completely went away. 
 
Despite the absence of any medical evidence to the contrary, the ALJ disregarded Dr. 
Randolph's opinions and instead relied solely on Kingery's lay testimony to find that her 
current complaints were related to the 1989 work injury and that the drugs being 
prescribed for those complaints were reasonable and necessary. 
 
Sumitomo filed a petition for reconsideration, arguing that it was inappropriate for the ALJ 
to disregard the only expert medical evidence in the record – the report and testimony of 
Dr. Randolph – in favor of Kingery's lay testimony. The ALJ overruled the petition, and the 
Board affirmed. 
 
Sumitomo appealed to the Court of Appeals, which reversed, holding that Kingery had 
failed to produce medical evidence to sustain her burden of proving that the treatment by 
Dr. Douglas was causally related to her 1989 work injury or a condition caused by it. More 
specifically, the Court of Appeals concluded that, under the circumstances, the medical 
cause of Kingery's complaints of pain would not be apparent to a lay person and, thus, 
that it was impermissible for the ALJ to disregard the medical evidence in favor of Kingery's 
lay testimony to find that her current condition and complaints of pain were medically 
caused by the 1989 work injury. 
 
Kingery now appeals that decision as a matter of right. Additional facts will be developed 
as necessary in the discussion below. 
 
II. Analysis 
 
Kingery argues that the Court of Appeals was incorrect in concluding that she had the 
burden of proving that her current complaints were causally related to the 1989 work injury, 
and that there was substantial evidence to support the ALJ's finding that her current 
complaints are causally related to her work injury. However, this Court affirms the Court 
of Appeals because we believe that the evidence compelled a finding in favor of Sumitomo 
on the compensability of the disputed treatment, whether or not it had the burden of proof 
on that issue. Thus, we do not reach the question whether Kingery or Sumitomo had the 
burden of proof on causation.  
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It is well-settled that the ALJ, as fact-finder, has the" sole authority to determine the quality, 
character, and substance of the evidence." Square D Co. v. Tipton, 862 S.W.2d 308, 309 
(Ky. 1993). And " [w]here ... the medical evidence is conflicting, the question of which 
evidence to believe is the exclusive province of the ALJ." Id. The problem here, though, is 
that there was no conflicting medical evidence in the record. Rather, the only medical 
evidence that was before the ALJ supported Sumitomo's position on the primary issue of 
medical causation of Kingery's current complaints. The ALJ, however, chose to disbelieve 
the uncontroverted medical evidence to find in favor of Kingery. 
 
But, as the Court of Appeals noted, ALJs are not permitted to rely on lay testimony, 
personal experience, and inference to make findings that directly conflict with the medical 
evidence, except in limited situations, such as matters involving observable causation. 
Mengel v. Hawaiian-Tropic Northwest and Central Distributors, Inc., 618 S.W.2d 184, 187 
(Ky. App. 1981). In other words, "when the question is one properly within the province of 
medical experts, the [ALJ] is not justified in disregarding the medical evidence." Id. 
 
First, none of the decision-makers below analyzed the compensability of the Xanax and 
Celexa separately from that of the Lorcet and Skelaxin, although Dr. Randolph did so in 
his report and deposition testimony. These two pairs of drugs present distinct issues 
because the latter treat physical ailments (which are what Kingery's original work injury 
involved) while the former treat psychological concerns (which her work injury did not 
involve). 
 
After scrutinizing the record for substantial evidence relating Kingery's use of Xanax and 
Celexa to the 1989 work injury, it is apparent that there is none. Dr. Douglas, her former 
treating physician, stated in his most recent treatment note that Kingery was taking those 
drugs because she was" [n]ot ... able to work, and decreased income causes her a lot of 
stress." 
 
But her present inability to work cannot be related to her 1989 work injury because, as 
ALJ Lovan found in the original opinion and award, the work-related injury did not prevent 
her from returning to her employment with Sumitomo (or any other employment for that 
matter). Any present stress or anxiety she might experience as a result of not working, 
then, is necessarily unrelated to her work injury. Indeed, the original opinion and award 
includes an express finding that any alleged psychological concerns were not the result of 
the work injury. Any medical expenses related to relieving such symptoms are thus non-
compensable. Accordingly, Sumitomo cannot be obligated to pay for Kingery's use of 
Xanax and Celexa. 
 
Next, with respect to the Lorcet and Skelaxin, there can be no doubt that the medical 
cause of Kingery's subjective complaints of pain for which these drugs were being 
prescribed (as well as the reasonableness and necessity of those drugs to treat such 
complaints) is a question properly within the province of medical expert opinion. Mengel, 
618 S.W.2d at 187. Therefore, the ALJ was not justified in disregarding the medical 
evidence in favor of Kingery's lay testimony. Id. 
 
Kingery's original work-related injury to her neck and upper back occurred in November 
1989, more than twenty-one years before Sumitomo filed this medical-fee dispute. By all 
accounts it was a mild sprain or strain injury that was caused by repetitively reaching 
overhead to hang coils of wire on pegs for a period of weeks. 
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In the intervening years, however, she developed a multitude of worsening health 
concerns – including morbid obesity,[7] insulin-dependent diabetes, high blood pressure, 
congestive heart failure, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma, 
manic depression and anxiety with history of suicide attempts, and gastroesophageal 
reflux disease – requiring extensive clinical interventions and regular pharmacological 
treatment. Substantial, objective medical evidence demonstrated the existence of these 
conditions. 
 
On the other hand, there was no objective medical evidence of any physiological condition 
that can explain Kingery's present complaints of neck and back pain. And Dr. Randolph 
opined that such" medically unexplained symptoms" most certainly cannot be attributed 
to the mild, repetitive-use, soft-tissue strain she experienced during her one month of 
employment with Sumitomo over two decades ago. 
 
Kingery testified that much, if not all, of her ongoing and progressively worsening issues 
are effectively the result of deconditioning due to her claimed inability to work (or walk, or 
sit, or stand, for extended periods), which she attributed to her 1989 work injury. Assuming 
she is correct that her present issues are the result of inactivity and deconditioning, they 
are necessarily unrelated to her work injury for the same reason that her psychological 
issues and treatment are non-workrelated: because the findings in the original opinion 
and award were that the injury resulted in only minimal occupational restriction and did not 
prevent her from working. She never reopened the original award to seek additional 
impairment for a worsening of her condition, and thus she is bound by the original award's 
findings. Kingery's failure to work – and the deconditioning that unavoidably accompanied 
her idleness – cannot be attributed to the 1989 injury. It instead stems from her own choice 
not to work, despite her having had the ability to do so in 1989, and to remain inactive. 
 
And this is where Dr. Randolph's expert opinion comes into play. According to Dr. 
Randolph, Kingery's current medically unexplained symptoms – i.e., unverifiable 
complaints of pain and related magnifications of symptoms, such as universally-restricted 
range of motion and inconsistent strength-testing results – bear no physiological 
relationship to the mild workplace strain she experienced in 1989. As Dr. Randolph put it, 
" there is absolutely nothing [in the mechanism of injury described by Kingery] that would 
fit the pattern of subjective complaints lasting more than 20 years.... There is nothing in 
published medical literature that would indicate an explanation for these subjective 
complaints lasting for 23 years." Instead, Dr. Randolph opined that the "significant 
unrelated medical comorbid states," principally her morbid obesity, are the actual source 
of her ongoing subjective complaints. Given the time frame and extraneous health issues 
involved, the medical causation of Kingery's current complaints was necessarily within the 
province of medical expertise. See Mengel, 618 S.W.2d at 187. 
 
Additionally, Dr. Randolph's opinions with respect to the reasonableness and necessity of 
Kingery's use of each of the drugs were also based on sound medical science and 
reasoning and were well within the sole province of medical expert opinion. He aptly noted 
the substantial dangers and health risks attendant to use of these drugs, both individually 
and collectively with the multitude of drugs Kingery was being prescribed for her many 
other unrelated complaints and clinical conditions. As to the opioid (Lorcet) and muscle 
relaxant (Skelaxin) in particular, he contrasted the substantial risks the narcotic drugs 
posed with their lack of long-term efficacy in treating chronic benign pain (a fact that is 
borne out here by Kingery's persistent, or even worsening, and migrating complaints). And 
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as Dr. Randolph noted, such views are widely accepted in the medical community and 
supported by a significant body of peer-reviewed medical literature. 
 
Yet, in Kingery's view, all that uncontroverted medical evidence can be tossed aside, 
without any countervailing evidence supporting the decision to do so, because the ALJ 
decided to simply disbelieve that proof. The ALJ gave two bases for disbelieving Dr. 
Randolph's expert medical opinions, neither of which hold up under scrutiny. 
 
First, the ALJ found that Dr. Randolph's testimony lacked credibility and was unreasonable 
because he recommended "no treatment at all for her work-related condition." This finding 
is not supported by the record. 
 
Contrary to the ALJ's finding, Dr. Randolph did recommend treatment for Kingery 
specifically geared toward alleviation of her subjective chronic pain (despite believing that 
such complaints were not related to the two-decade-old strain injury). In addition to 
significant intervention for her many unrelated problems, he believed that the best 
treatment for Kingery would be to stop taking the drugs – drugs that had not only proven 
ineffective in treating her long-term chronic pain, but were in all likelihood at least partly to 
blame for the worsening, migrating complaints – and that she commit to a home exercise 
program directed at the true source of the vast majority of her problems (i.e., her morbid 
obesity and deconditioning from inactivity). Though this fell short of a recommendation of 
pharmacological or surgical intervention, it is not a recommendation of no treatment at all. 
 
And, rather than casting doubt on the credibility of those recommendations, Kingery's 
testimony corroborates them. Again, she admitted that her difficulties are ever-present, 
despite all pharmacological interventions. And, she claims her problems have worsened 
and migrated all over her torso. Dr. Randolph's recommendations account for these 
concerns and reflect, in his expert medical opinion, the reality that her drug regimen has 
not only been unsuccessful in treating her complaints, but is also likely to blame, at least 
in part, for the progression of her worsening state of health. There is simply no other 
reasonable medical explanation for why Kingery would still be complaining, after over 
twenty years, of pain related to a past sprain or strain injury, at least not in the record. 
 
And the second dubious basis provided by the ALJ for rejecting Dr. Randolph's opinions 
– the doctor's purported "skeptic[ism] that [Kingery's] original injury was related to her work 
for [Sumitomo]," which was unreasonable because "[t]his  issue  has long been settled 
since ALJ Lovan found her injury to be work related in 1992" – is also  unsupported  in the  
record.  Upon careful review of Dr. Randolph's evaluation report, as well as the transcript 
of his deposition testimony, it is clear that nowhere in either source of testimony did Dr. 
Randolph state that he was skeptical that Kingery's work with Sumitomo caused the 
original work injury. He did state that he believed her present complaints of pain were 
unrelated to the 1989 injury, but that is a far cry from claiming the original injury was not 
related to her work for Sumitomo. 
 
At most, Dr. Randolph's testimony indicates that he was hesitant to provide a diagnosis 
for what occurred in November 1989. But that was an entirely reasonable response 
because, as Dr. Randolph explained, there was a notable absence of contemporaneous 
medical records documenting the injury at that time. Nonetheless, despite that difficulty, 
Dr. Randolph concluded: "based on what I found from her and what she told me and what 
the records showed, realizing that nothing was contemporaneous with that event, I would 
say that she had some kind of a cervical sprain/strain injury." Far from demonstrating 
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skepticism of the original work injury, Dr. Randolph agreed, albeit cautiously, that Kingery 
had a neck or upper-back injury in 1989. This was consistent with the work injury originally 
found by ALJ Lovan. 
 
It is thus clear that the current ALJ rejected the uncontroverted medical opinions, at best, 
based on a misreading of the record. In any event, the ALJ's findings in this respect were 
not based on substantial evidence and were insufficient to justify rejection of the medical 
evidence in this case. 
 
Of course, that is not to say that reasonable medical minds could not disagree with Dr. 
Randolph's conclusions. After all, the human body is perhaps the most complex system 
known to humankind, so very little will ever garner unanimous consensus among medical 
professionals and experts. But this is exactly why our legal system requires reliable expert 
proof on issues such as medical causation and the necessity of medical treatment when 
they would not be apparent to a layperson. It does so because this is the only way to 
reasonably ensure that the fact-finder answers those questions reasonably, rather than 
arbitrarily. 
 
Such questions are solely within the province of medical experts who are equipped with 
the proper education and experience to enable them to provide reliable answers within a 
reasonable degree of medical probability. We cannot accept ignoring uncontroverted 
medical evidence in favor of unreliable lay testimony and the ALJs' own proclivities and 
experience when determining such medical issues. That is not substantial evidence. 
 
And it would not have required much medical evidence to support the ALJ's decision to 
disregard Dr. Randolph's opinions here. Some contrary report from Kingery's treating 
physician, for example, likely would have sufficed. 
 
But that is not what occurred here. Indeed, nearly the opposite happened: Dr. Douglas 
proactively declined to continue treating Kingery for her alleged work-related complaints 
when he became aware that the compensability of the treatment he was providing for 
those complaints was being questioned (while continuing to see her for her other, 
unrelated medical problems). Even Kingery's treating physician was unwilling to opine that 
the drugs he was prescribing were reasonable and necessary to treat her complaints 
resulting from the 1989 work injury. 
 
In the end, our rationale is slightly different than that of the Court of Appeals, but of course 
"an appellate court may affirm a lower court's decision on other grounds as long as the 
lower court reached the correct result." Emberlon v. GMRI, Inc., 299 S.W.3d 565, 576 (Ky. 
2009). Whether or not the employer had the burden of proof, under the circumstances of 
this case, the evidence compels a finding that the treatment at issue is not compensable. 
See Wagoner v. Smith, 530 S.W.2d 368, 369 (Ky. 1975) ("In order to reverse the findings 
of the board unfavorable to the claimant and upon which he had the burden of proof the 
test is whether the evidence compelled a finding in his favor."). Upon careful review of the 
entire record, it is clear that the ALJ's decision to wholly reject the uncontroverted medical 
evidence introduced by Sumitomo in favor of Kingery's lay testimony, and thereby find that 
Kingery's use of Xanax, Celexa, Lorcet, and Skelaxin is reasonable and necessary and 
related to the 1989 work injury, was not based on substantial evidence. 
 
The questions in this medical dispute were undeniably those which should fall within the 
sole province of expert medical opinion. When all the medical evidence on such a question 
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points to one conclusion, the ALJ acts outside the immense discretion she otherwise 
typically enjoys when she rejects that evidence in favor of lay testimony to reach a contrary 
conclusion without sufficient justification for doing so. 
 
Ill. Conclusion 
 
For the reasons explained above, this Court finds that the evidence compelled finding the 
treatment at issue in this medical dispute non-compensable. Accordingly, this Court 
affirms the Court of Appeals' reversal of the Workers' Compensation Board and 
Administrative Law Judge. 
 
Abramson, Cunningham and Venters, JJ., concur. Minton, C.J., dissents by separate 
opinion in which Barber and Keller, JJ., join. 
 
DISSENT 
 
MINTON, C.J., DISSENTING: I respectfully dissent. 
 
The majority opinion's analysis exceeds the proper scope of appellate review by engaging 
in a wide-ranging reweighing of the proof, usurping the role of the ALJ. Our task is simply 
to "address new or novel questions of statutory construction, or to reconsider precedent 
when such appears necessary, or to review a question of constitutional magnitude."[8] 
And this case presents none of those challenges. 
 
Its statements to the contrary notwithstanding, the majority follows the misguided direction 
taken by the majority of the Court of Appeals panel, which – as the dissenting judge on 
that panel aptly observed – placed the burden of proof on Kingery, despite the fact that 
Sumitomo was the party seeking to reopen the claim to contest medical bills. On a motion 
to reopen, "[t]he party responsible for paying post-award medical expenses has the burden 
of contesting a particular expense by filing a timely motion to reopen and proving it to be 
non-compensable."[9] 
 
Sumitomo filed its motion to dispute Kingery's medical bills and supported it with a report 
from Dr. Randolph, who opined that Kingery's current impairments were not related to the 
original work-related injury. In response, Kingery did not submit medical evidence but 
testified that she has experienced pain ever since the work-related injury and that Dr. 
Douglas's treatment had given her some relief. 
 
As the fact-finder, the ALJ had sole authority to determine the weight, credibility, 
substance, and inferences to be drawn from the evidence.[10] And the ALJ has the 
discretion to choose from conflicting evidence which evidence she finds more persuasive. 
 
The ALJ disbelieved Dr. Randolph's report, finding it fundamentally flawed because the 
doctor rejected out of hand the fact that Kingery sustained a work-related injury – a matter 
that has been the law of this case since 1992. Unlike the lay evidence rejected in 
Mengel[11] – the case cited by the majority – Kingery was capable of rebutting Sumitomo's 
motion by testifying about the pain she experienced since the work-related injury. And the 
ALJ did not abuse her discretion in finding Kingery credible. 
 
Because the ALJ. rejected the proof offered by Sumitomo and Sumitomo had the burden 
of showing Kingery's medical treatment was not related to the work-related injury, the ALJ 
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did not err by denying Sumitomo's motion. I would reverse the decision of the Court of 
Appeals and reinstate the ALJ's decision. 
 
Barber and Keller, JJ., join. 
 
Notes: 
[1] Lorcet 10/650 is a combination medication containing the narcotic pain reliever 
hydrocodone and the non-narcotic pain reliever acetaminophen. 
[2] Skelaxin is the trade name for the generic drug metaxalone and is used to treat muscle 
spasms. 
[3] Xanax is the trade name for the generic drug alprazolam, which is a benzodiazepine 
commonly used to treat anxiety and panic disorders. 
[4] Celexa is the trade name for the generic drug citalopram, which is an antidepressant 
in a group of drugs called selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRls). 
[5] Indeed, in his final visit note regarding the treatment at issue, Dr. Douglas documented 
that he had "recommended that [Kingery] consider getting another opinion from a 
specialist, as she may lose her Worker's Comp coverage soon," and that such a specialist 
"[m]ay be able to help better with her pain." 
[6] Dr. Randolph is board-certified in occupational medicine. At the time of his deposition, 
he testified that he was also close to obtaining his PhD in epidemiology and biostatistics. 
[7] At her deposition, Kingery testified she weighed about 270 pounds. According to Dr. 
Randolph, this gave her a body mass index (BMI) of about 60; and BMls in excess of 30 
are generally considered obese. 
[8] Western Baptist Hospital v. Kelly, 827 S.W.2d 685, 687-88, 39 4 Ky. L. Summary 54 
(Ky. 1992).  
[9] Crawford & Co. v. Wright, 284 S.W.3d 136, 140 (Ky. 2009) (citing Mitee Enterprises v. 
Yates, 865 S.W.2d 654 (Ky. 1993) (holding that the burden of contesting a post-award 
medical expense in a timely manner and proving that it is non-compensable is on the 
employer). 
[10] Paramount Foods, Inc v. Burkhardt, 695 S.W.2d 418, 419 (Ky. 1985). 
[11] Mengel, 618 S.W.2d 184. 
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ETHICAL ISSUES THAT ARISE IN MEDICAL FEE DISPUTES 
PRO SE PARTIES, DIMINISHED CAPACITY AND MORE 

Outline prepared by Bonnie Hoskins, Esq. 
Presentation by Denise M. Davidson, Esq.  

 
 

 
I. CASE SCENARIOS FOR DISCUSSION 
 

A. Claimant is a 70-year-old man who has been receiving worker's 
compensation benefits since he sustained an injury which resulted in a 
below the knee amputation of his right leg 35 years ago. The carrier has 
paid for a new prosthesis approximately every five years since the original 
injury. 

 
In recent years the claimant has begun to feel unstable on his prosthesis 
and has tried three different prosthetic limbs over a period of three years at 
a cost of approximately $100,000. Each time, he has returned stating that 
the prosthesis is unsuitable and that he need something more stable. This 
prompted the provider to recommend a myoelectric prosthetic leg which 
uses computerized technology to stabilize the limb. The carrier approved 
this and prepaid for the device to be manufactured to the Claimant's 
specific needs at an additional cost of $35,000. Upon attempting to use the 
prosthesis, the claimant became extremely agitated because he believed 
that the government has been listening in on his conversations through a 
microchip in the device. 
 
The claimant returned to the prosthetist and became belligerent with staff 
members. He demanded that they refer him to a new prosthetist who will 
"build" him a leg that does not spy on him. The staff called law-enforcement 
to have him removed from the premises. However, since it is apparent that 
the claimant is suffering from diminished capacity, the staff member reports 
this to the insurance claims manager. 
 
Unsure of his responsibility to a claimant who appears to be suffering from 
diminished capacity, the claims examiner forwards the claim to defense 
counsel to file a medical fee dispute so that all issues could be heard by an 
administrative law judge. 

 
Questions for Discussion:  
 
1. What ethical issues are raised? 
 
2. What are the responsibilities of the claims examiner, the defense 

attorney, the ALJ, the Plaintiff's attorney, if one is involved? 
 

B. The claims examiner receives a new file for consideration for a medical fee 
dispute. The claimant sustained injuries 15 years ago when he fell, 
breaking both ankles. The claim settled for a lump sum payment of $80,000 
for all claims for income and vocational rehabilitation benefits with medical 
to remain open. The claimant filed a prior medical fee dispute requesting 
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that the insurance carrier be required to build him a new one-story house 
so that he would not have to walk up and down stairs. This dispute was 
resolved in favor of the carrier when the ALJ found that while she would 
approve modifications to an existing home she would not require the carrier 
to build a new home to a claimant's specifications. Since that time, medical 
payments have remained stable at approximately $3,000 per year, with 
medications and other passive modalities of treatment. 

 
Issues arise when a provider requests physical therapy for the back, which 
has not previously been part of the claim. A medical fee dispute is filed. 
Recognizing the potential for settlement, the claims examiner schedules 
mediation and offers the claimant $100,000 paid in a lump sum of which 
$56,000 will be paid to a professional medical management company per 
the MSA analysis and the remaining $44,000 will be paid directly to the 
claimant for non-Medicare medical. 
 
The claimant states that he wants a judge to hear his side. The attorney for 
the defendant believes that mediation would be beneficial and schedules 
mediation. All parties, including the claims examiner, appear in person. The 
claimant is unrepresented. 
 
At the outset, it becomes obvious that the claimant does not understand 
anything about his own case, the outcome of the prior litigation, or the 
purpose of the mediation. When the mediator urges him to make a 
counteroffer to the $100,000 offered by the carrier, he offers $900 million. 
 
When the mediator attempts to explain that this offer would not be in 
keeping with the value of his claim or with any worker's compensation claim 
ever, he becomes angry, threatening to sue all parties present in federal 
court. It finally becomes clear that the claimant is still trying to be made 
whole from the original claim and has no interest whatsoever in resolving 
the medical aspect of his case. When the Medicare Set Aside is mentioned, 
he threatens to report the parties to the federal government for trying to 
cheat Medicare. He reports that his case was settled without his consent 
or understanding and repeatedly requests that the mediator advise him as 
to how he can file litigation against his prior counsel. 
 
Questions for Discussion: 
 
1. What ethical issues are raised? 
 
2. What are the responsibilities of the defense attorney and the 

mediator? 
 

C. The claimant sustained a low back strain in 1980 and was awarded income 
benefits based upon a five percent impairment rating. He ultimately settled 
his claim, waiving all claims to future income benefits, rehabilitation benefits 
and right to re-open. However, he would not waive his medical benefits. He 
continued to receive prescriptions for narcotic medication for the next 36 
years. 
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Recently, his medical treatment was submitted to Utilization Review when 
it was noted that he was receiving more than twice the acceptable dosage 
of OxyContin. Attempts to work with the treating physician to reduce the 
dosage were unsuccessful and a medical fee dispute was filed. 
 
During the litigation regarding the medical fee dispute, the attorney who 
represented the claimant in the original worker's compensation claim came 
out of retirement to plead his case to the administrative law judge. The 
treating physician, who was approximately one year away from retirement, 
stated that he did not wish to be involved in the proceedings. He stated that 
the claimant was addicted to narcotic medication and attempts at weaning 
or reducing the medication had been unsuccessful. It was his professional 
opinion that the claimant was an addict and that he was better off just 
continuing on the current dosage. 
 
During a telephonic conference, the attorney for the claimant argued that 
the administrative law judge should allow the designated treating physician 
to prescribe treatment without interference. He admitted that he had not 
seen the claimant in 25 years. However, the claimant had telephoned him 
and told him that he was still in as much pain as he was in at the time of 
the original award of benefits 30 years prior. When the ALJ pointed out that 
the dosage that the claimant was receiving was more than twice the 
recommended dosage, the attorney responded that he had not reviewed 
the evidence; however, such a determination was a medical issue and that 
if the claimant and the doctor agreed that the dosage was appropriate, the 
judge should not intervene. 
 
The judge asked the claimant for his input but he would only respond, "I 
was promised lifetime medical benefits and I just want my Oxy." 
 
Questions for Discussion:  
 
1. What ethical issues are raised? 
 
2. What are the responsibilities of the claims examiner, the defense 

attorney, the ALJ, the Plaintiff's attorney? 
 

D. 1) The claimant has been regularly receiving prescription medications for 
pain, and anxiety for 25 years. Within the last 3 years, the dosage of the 
pain medication has been escalating, and the Claimant has been 
prescribed a new and very expensive psychiatric medication. The 
skyrocketing medical costs trigger a review of the file by a complex claims 
manager who schedules an IME with a psychiatrist. The Claimant does not 
cash the mileage check and does not appear for the exam. Utilization 
Review determines that these medications are not reasonable and 
necessary for treatment of the work injury, but that weaning is essential 
since there would be significant side effects if the medication were to be 
terminated without weaning, 

 
During the litigation of the Medical Fee Dispute, it is discovered that the 
attorney representing the claimant at the time of the original claim is 
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deceased and that neither the provider nor the Claimant has participated 
in any proceedings or submitted any evidence. Pleadings have been sent 
by certified mail so there is proof in the record that the Claimant and 
Provider are receiving the pleadings. The ALJ states that the evidence is 
unrebutted, and she feels that she has no choice but to find in favor of the 
Defendant. 

 
2) The Claimant settled a claim for Category 2 CWP and hearing loss in 
1995 for a lump sum payment of $20,000 from the employer and $70,000 
the CWPF paid periodically. There was no mention of medical in the 
settlement agreement. However, no medical was ever submitted to the 
carrier for payment. The carrier's file was closed in 1998 due to inactivity. 
 
The Claimant returned to work for a different coal mine and worked five 
more years before retiring in 2000. In 2012, the Claimant filed a Federal 
Black Lung Claim and presented evidence of complicated CWP with size 
B opacities. The carrier for the subsequent employer withdrew its 
controversion and began paying the Federal award together with medical 
benefits to the Claimant. In 2018, the carrier in the FBL claim learned that 
the Claimant had a prior state award and ceased all medical benefits, 
arguing that the carrier in the state award is liable for payment of medical 
benefits. The U.S. Department of Labor telephoned the carrier in the state 
claim to advise that they need to reopen their file and begin paying medical 
benefits. 
 
The Claimant is now unrepresented as his attorney in the Federal claim is 
located in Virginia and his attorney in his 1995 state claim has retired. The 
Claimant calls the Defense attorney in the state claim and asks what he 
can do to get medical benefits paid in his Federal claim. 
 
Questions for Discussion:  
 
1. What ethical issues are raised? 
 
2. What are the responsibilities of the claims examiner, both defense 

attorneys, the ALJ, the Plaintiff's attorney, if one is involved? 
 

E. The Claimant had been employed by the Defendant as a long-distance 
truck driver for approximately one month. On his first solo drive, the 
dispatcher realized that the Claimant was driving into an area where 
tornado warnings had been issued. The dispatcher attempted to reach the 
Claimant to advise him of the danger; however, he had turned off his radio 
and cell phone. It was later discovered that he had picked up a woman at 
a truck stop and had pulled off the road (without deviating from the regular 
route). 

 
A tornado struck the truck causing serious injuries to the Claimant, which 
resulted in paraplegia. The insurance carrier decided to accept the claim 
without further investigation and paid TTD and medical benefits. The 
passenger also sustained serious injuries resulting in civil litigation against 
the trucking company. It was during the depositions in the civil litigation that 
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the employer and carrier learned that the Claimant was a heroin addict, and 
that the Claimant and the passenger were doing heroin at the time the 
tornado struck the truck. Because of his drug addiction, the Claimant was 
frequently homeless. 
 
He failed to follow medical advice, as stated by his treating physician, and 
developed a wound on his hip. The treatment for this condition required 
hospitalization, and all expenses were paid by the carrier at a cost of 
approximately $200,000. When his condition was stable and he was 
discharged from the hospital, the carrier also provided for regular wound 
care follow-up and home health services to ascertain that he did not 
develop further problems. The Claimant was living with a friend who was 
also a heroin addict and was selling drugs from his home. Therefore, the 
Claimant did not wish to have home health workers enter the premises. 
Instead, he reported to a different emergency room each Friday after 
regular business hours reporting that his wound was foul smelling and that 
the carrier had denied him wound care. He would be discharged on 
Monday morning after the provider telephoned the carrier to obtain 
authorization and received a denial. The Claimant admitted that this was 
his method of caring for himself, referring to this technique as his bed and 
breakfast. 
 
The carrier denied all these medical bills for hospitalization through the ER 
for routine wound care. 
 
During the litigation, the Claimant stated that he engaged in this behavior 
for survival as he was a homeless heroin addict. 
 
Questions for Discussion:  
 
1. What ethical issues are raised? 
 
2. What are the responsibilities of the claims examiner, the defense 

attorney, the ALJ, the Plaintiff's attorney, the hospital staff? 
 
II. KENTUCKY RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 
 

A. SCR 3.130(4.3) Dealing with unrepresented person 
 

In dealing on behalf of a client with a person who is not represented by 
counsel, a lawyer shall not state or imply that the lawyer is disinterested. 
When the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that the unrepresented 
person misunderstands the lawyer's role in the matter, the lawyer shall 
make reasonable efforts to correct the misunderstanding. The lawyer shall 
not give legal advice to an unrepresented person. The lawyer may suggest 
that the unrepresented person secure counsel. 
 
HISTORY: Amended by Order 2009-05, eff. 7-15-09; adopted by Order 89 
1, eff. 1-1-90 
 

  

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.3).pdf
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SUPREME COURT COMMENTARY 
 
2009: 
(1) An unrepresented person, particularly one not experienced in dealing 
with legal matters, might assume that a lawyer Is disinterested in loyalties 
or is a disinterested authority on the law even when the lawyer represents 
a client. In order to avoid a misunderstanding, a lawyer will typically need 
to identify the lawyer's client and, where necessary, explain that the client 
has interests opposed to those of the unrepresented person. For 
misunderstandings that sometimes arise when a lawyer for an organization 
deals with an unrepresented constituent, see Rule 1.13(f). Unlike Rule 4.3 
of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct (2003), this Rule provides 
that under no circumstances shall a lawyer give legal advice to an 
unrepresented person. 
 
(2) The Rule distinguishes between situations involving unrepresented 
persons whose interests may be adverse to those of the lawyer's client and 
those in which the person's interests are not in conflict with the client’s. In 
the former situation, the possibility that the lawyer will compromise the 
unrepresented person's interests is so great that the Rule prohibits the 
giving of any advice, apart from the suggestion to obtain counsel. Whether 
the discussion of the client's position impermissibly assumes the character 
of rendering legal advice may depend on the experience and sophistication 
of the unrepresented person, as well as the setting in which the behavior 
and Comments occur. This Rule does not prohibit a lawyer from negotiating 
the terms of a transaction or settling a dispute with an unrepresented 
person. So long as the lawyer has explained that the lawyer represents an 
adverse party and is not representing the person, the lawyer may inform 
the person of the terms on which the lawyer's client will enter into an 
agreement or settle a matter, prepare documents that require the person's 
signature and explain the client's position as to the meaning of the 
document or explain the lawyer's view of the underlying legal obligations. 

 
B. SCR 3.130(1.14) Client with diminished capacity 

 
(a) When a client's capacity to make adequately considered decisions in 
connection with a representation is diminished, whether because of 
minority, age, mental impairment or for some other reason, the lawyer shall, 
as far as reasonably possible, maintain a normal client-lawyer relationship 
with the client. 
 
(b) When the lawyer reasonably believes that the client has diminished 
capacity, is at risk of substantial physical, financial or other harm unless 
action is taken and cannot adequately act in the client's own interest, the 
lawyer may take reasonably necessary protective action, including 
consulting with individuals or entities that have the ability to take action to 
protect the client and, in appropriate cases, seeking the appointment of a 
guardian ad litem, conservator or guardian. 

 
(c) Information relating to the representation of a client with diminished 
capacity is protected by Rule 1.6. When taking protective action pursuant 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.13).pdf
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct/rule_4_3_dealing_with_unrepresented_person/
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.14).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
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to paragraph (b), the lawyer is impliedly authorized under Rule 1.6(a) to 
reveal information about the client, but only to the extent reasonably 
necessary to protect the client's interests, 
 
HISTORY: Amended by Order 2009-05. eff. 7-15-09; adopted by Order 89-
1, eff. 1-1-90 
 

SUPREME COURT COMMENTARY 
 
2009: 
(1) The normal client-lawyer relationship is based on the assumption that 
the client, when properly advised and assisted, is capable of making 
decisions about important matters. When the client is a minor or suffers 
from a diminished mental capacity, however, maintaining the ordinary 
client-lawyer relationship may not be possible in all respects. In particular, 
a severely incapacitated person may have no power to make legally 
binding decisions.  Nevertheless, a client with diminished capacity often 
has the ability to understand, deliberate upon, and reach conclusions about 
matters affecting the client's own well-being. For example, children as 
young as five or six years of age, and certainly those of ten or twelve, are 
regarded as having opinions that are entitled to weight in legal proceedings 
concerning their custody. So also, it is recognized that some persons of 
advanced age can be quite capable of handling routine financial matters 
while needing special legal protection concerning major transactions. 
 
(2) The fact that a client suffers a disability does not diminish the lawyer's 
obligation to treat the client with attention and respect. Even if the person 
has a legal representative, the lawyer should as far as possible accord the 
represented person the status of client, particularly in maintaining 
communication. 
 
(3) The client may wish to have family members or other persons 
participate in discussions with the lawyer. When necessary to assist in the 
representation, the presence of such persons generally does not affect the 
applicability of the attorney-client evidentiary privilege.  Nevertheless, the 
lawyer must keep the client's interests foremost and, except for protective 
action authorized under paragraph (b), must to look to the client, and not 
family members, to make decisions on the client's behalf. 
 
(4) If a legal representative has already been appointed for the client, the 
lawyer should ordinarily look to the representative for decisions on behalf 
of the client. In matters involving a minor, whether the lawyer should look 
to the parents as natural guardians may depend on the type of proceeding 
or matter in which the lawyer is representing the minor. If the lawyer 
represents the guardian as distinct from the ward, and is aware that the 
guardian is acting adversely to the ward's Interest, the lawyer may have an 
obligation to prevent or rectify the guardian's misconduct. See Rule 1.2(d). 
 

  

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.2).pdf
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Taking Protective Action 
 
(5) If a lawyer reasonably believes that a client is at risk of substantial 
physical, financial or other harm unless action is taken, and that a normal 
client-lawyer relationship cannot be maintained as provided in paragraph 
(a) because the client lacks sufficient capacity to communicate or to make 
adequately considered decisions in connection with the representation, 
then paragraph (b) permits the lawyer to take protective measures deemed 
necessary. Such measures could include: consulting with family members, 
using a reconsideration period to permit clarification or improvement of 
circumstances, using voluntary surrogate decisionmaking tools such as 
durable powers of attorney or consulting with support groups, professional 
services, adult-protective agencies or other individuals or entitles that have 
the ability to protect the client. In taking any protective action, the lawyer 
should be guided by such factors as the wishes and values of the client to 
the extent known, the client's best interests and the goals of intruding into 
the client's decisionmaking autonomy to the least extent feasible, 
maximizing client capacities and respecting the client's family and social 
connections. 
 
(6) In determining the extent of the client's diminished capacity, the lawyer 
should consider and balance such factors as: the client's ability to articulate 
reasoning leading to a decision, variability of state of mind and ability to 
appreciate consequences of a decision; the substantive fairness of a 
decision; and the consistency of a decision with the known long-term 
commitments and values of the client. In appropriate circumstances, the 
lawyer may seek guidance from an appropriate diagnostician. 
 
(7) lf a legal representative has not been appointed, the lawyer should 
consider whether appointment of a guardian ad litem, conservator or 
guardian is necessary to protect the client's Interests. Thus, if a client with 
diminished capacity has substantial property that should be sold for the 
client's benefit, effective completion of the transaction may require 
appointment of a legal representative. In addition, rules of procedure In 
litigation sometimes provide that minors or persons with diminished 
capacity must be represented by a guardian or next friend if they do not 
have a general guardian. In many circumstances, however, appointment of 
a legal representative may be more expensive or traumatic for the client 
than circumstances in fact require. Evaluation of such circumstances is a 
matter entrusted to the professional judgment of the lawyer. In considering 
alternatives, however, the lawyer should be aware of any law that requires 
the lawyer to advocate the least restrictive action on behalf of the client. 
 
Disclosure of the Client's Condition 
 
(8) Disclosure of the client's diminished capacity could adversely affect the 
client's interests. For example, raising the question of diminished capacity 
could, in some circumstances, lead to proceedings for involuntary 
commitment. Information relating to the representation is protected by Rule 
1.6. Therefore, unless authorized to do so, the lawyer may not disclose 
such information. When taking protective action pursuant to paragraph (b), 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
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the lawyer is impliedly authorized to make the necessary disclosures, even 
when the client directs the lawyer to the contrary. Nevertheless, given the 
risks of disclosure, paragraph (c) limits what the lawyer may disclose in 
consulting with other individuals or entities or seeking the appointment of a 
legal representative. At the very least, the lawyer should determine whether 
it is likely that the person or entity consulted with will act adversely to the 
client's interests before discussing matters related to the client. The 
lawyer's position in such cases is an unavoidably difficult one. 
 
Emergency Legal Assistance 
 
(9) In an emergency where the health, safety or a financial interest of a 
person with seriously diminished capacity is threatened with imminent and 
irreparable harm, a lawyer may take legal action on behalf of such a person 
even though the person is unable to establish a client-lawyer relationship 
or to make or express considered judgments about the matter, when the 
person or another acting in good faith on that person's behalf has consulted 
with the lawyer. Even in such an emergency, however, the lawyer should 
not act unless the lawyer reasonably believes that the person has no other 
lawyer, agent or other representative available. The lawyer should take 
legal action on behalf of the person only to the extent reasonably necessary 
to maintain the status quo or otherwise avoid imminent and irreparable 
harm. A lawyer who undertakes to represent a person in such an exigent 
situation has the same duties under these Rules as the lawyer would with 
respect to a client. 
 
(10) A lawyer who acts on behalf of a person with seriously diminished 
capacity in an emergency should keep the confidences of the person as if 
dealing with a client, disclosing them only to the extent necessary to 
accomplish the intended protective action. The lawyer should disclose to 
any tribunal involved and to any other counsel involved the nature of his or 
her relationship with the person. The lawyer should take steps to regularize 
the relationship or implement other protective solutions as soon as 
possible. Normally, a lawyer would not seek compensation for such 
emergency actions taken. 

 
C. SCR 3.130(1.12) Judge, arbitrator, mediator or other third-party neutral 

 
(a) Except as stated in paragraph (d), a lawyer shall not represent anyone 
in connection with a matter in which the lawyer participated personally and 
substantially as a judge or other adjudicative officer or law clerk to such a 
person or as an arbitrator, mediator or other third-party neutral, unless all 
parties to the proceeding give informed consent, confirmed in writing. 
 
(b) A lawyer shall not negotiate for employment with any person who is 
involved as a party or as attorney for a party in a matter in which the lawyer 
Is participating personally and substantially as a judge or other adjudicative 
officer, or as an arbitrator, mediator or other third-party neutral. This rule 
does not prohibit an arbitrator, mediator, or third-part neutral from 
negotiating future cases. A lawyer serving as a law clerk to a judge or other 
adjudicative officer may negotiate for employment with a party or lawyer 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.12).pdf
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involved in a matter in which the clerk is participating personally and 
substantially, but only after the lawyer has notified the Judge or other 
adjudicative officer. 
 
(c) If a lawyer is disqualified by paragraph (a), no lawyer in a firm with which 
that lawyer is associated may knowingly undertake or continue 
representation in the matter unless: 
 
(1) the disqualified lawyer is timely screened from any participation in the 
matter and is apportioned no part of the fee therefrom; and 
 
(2) written notice is promptly given to the parties and any appropriate 
tribunal to enable them to ascertain compliance with the provisions of this 
Rule. 
 
(d) An arbitrator selected as a partisan of a party in a multimember 
arbitration panel is not prohibited from subsequently representing that 
party. 
 
HISTORY: Amended by Order 2009-05, eff. 7-15-09; adopted by Order 89-
1, eff. 1-1-90 
 

SUPREME COURT COMMENTARY 
 
2009: 
 
(1) This Rule generally parallels Rule 1.11. The term "personally and 
substantially" signifies that a judge who was a member of a multimember 
court, and thereafter left judicial office to practice law, is not prohibited from 
representing a client in a matter pending in the court, but in which the 
former Judge did not participate. So also the fact that a former judge 
exercised administrative responsibility in a court does not prevent the 
former judge from acting as a lawyer in a matter where the judge had 
previously exercised remote or incidental administrative responsibility that 
did not affect the merits. Compare the Comment to Rule 1.11. The term 
"adjudicative officer" includes such officials as Judges pro tempore, 
referees, special masters. hearing officers and other parajudicial officers, 
and also lawyers who serve as part-time Judges. Compliance Canons A(2), 
B(2) and C of the Model Code of Judicial Conduct provide that a part-time 
judge, judge pro tempore or retired judge recalled to active service, may 
not "act as a lawyer in any proceeding in which he served as a judge or in 
any other proceeding related thereto.” Although phrased differently from 
this Rule, those rules correspond in meaning. 
 
(2) Like former judges, lawyers who have served as arbitrators, mediators 
or other third-party neutrals may be asked to represent a client in a matter 
in which the lawyer participated personally and substantially. This Rule 
forbids such representation unless all of the parties to the proceedings give 
their informed consent, confirmed in writing. See Rule 1.0(e) and (b). Other 
law or codes of ethics governing third-party neutrals may impose more 
stringent standards of personal or imputed disqualification. See Rule 2.4. 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.11).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.11).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.0).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(2.4).pdf
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(3) Although lawyers who serve as third-party neutrals do not have 
information concerning the parties that is protected under Rule 1.6, they 
typically owe the parties an obligation of confidentiality under law or codes 
of ethics governing third-party neutrals. Thus, paragraph (c) provides that 
conflicts of the personally disqualified lawyer will be imputed to other 
lawyers in a law firm unless the conditions of this paragraph are met. 
 
(4) Requirements for screening procedures are stated in Rule 1.0(k). 
Paragraph (c)(1) does not prohibit the screened lawyer from receiving a 
salary or partnership share established by prior independent agreement, 
but that lawyer may not receive compensation directly related to the matter 
in which the lawyer is disqualified. 
 
(5) Notice, including a description of the screened lawyer's prior 
representation and of the screening procedures employed, generally 
should be given as soon as practicable after the need for screening 
becomes apparent. 

 
 
  

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.0).pdf
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Question 1: What is Diminished Capacity for Purposes of Rule 1.14? 
 
Answer: See Discussion on Page 2. 
 
Question 2: When a client suffers from diminished capacity, what steps should the 

lawyer take to preserve a normal attorney client relationship? 
 
Answer: See Discussion on Page 5. 
 
Question 3:  When a client suffers from diminished capacity how may a lawyer seek 

assistance from the client's family, other third parties or the courts without 
violating the duty of confidentiality under SCR 3.130(1.6)? 

 
Answer: See Discussion on Page 7. 
 
Question 4:  May a lawyer refuse to represent a client with diminished capacity, 

withdraw from such a representation after the client suffers from diminished 
capacity, or accept the termination of the representation of a client with 
diminished capacity? 

 
Answer: See Discussion on Page 8. 
 
Question 5: When may or must a lawyer representing a client with diminished capacity 

seek the appointment of a surrogate decision-maker? 
 
Answer: See Discussion on Page 9. 
 
Question 6:  When a lawyer represents a client in a criminal action and the client suffers 

from diminished capacity, what additional concerns will the lawyer have? 
Further, what responsibility does a prosecutor have if he/she has reason to 
believe the defendant suffers from diminished capacity? 

 
Answer: See Discussion on Page 10. 
 
  

The Rules of Professional Conduct are amended periodically. 
Lawyers should consult the current version of the rule and comments, 
SCR 3.130 (available at http://www.kybar.org/237), before relying on 

this opinion. 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.14).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
http://www.kybar.org/237
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Introduction 

 
This opinion addresses ethical issues that arise when a lawyer believes that his/her client 
suffers from diminished capacity within the meaning of SCR 3.130(1.14). 
 
A lawyer may need to consider whether a client's capacity to make adequately considered 
decisions is possible when the lawyer has reason to believe a client suffers from 
diminished capacity impairing his/her ability to make adequately considered decisions. 
When a client suffers from diminished capacity the lawyer must endeavor to maintain a 
normal attorney-client relationship so far as reasonably possible. If the lawyer believes the 
client's diminished capacity places the client at risk of substantial physical, financial, or 
other harm, the lawyer should consider whether it is necessary to take protective action to 
protect the client's interests. In taking protective action, the lawyer should be guided by 
the client's wishes and values, and the client's best interests. To the extent reasonably 
necessary to protect the client's interests, when taking protective action, the lawyer is 
impliedly authorized to disclose information relating to the representation that SCR 
3.130(1.6) would otherwise forbid. The lawyer should take care to ensure that any 
disclosed information will not be used against the client's interests. 
 
In order to assist the lawyer through the decision making process this Committee poses 
the following questions and analysis for the lawyer's consideration when determining the 
most appropriate course of action. 

 
1. What is Diminished Capacity for Purposes of Rule 1.14? 

 
SCR 3.130(1.14) imposes various duties upon an attorney who suspects or knows that a 
client suffers from diminished capacity. The lawyer who has reason to believe that the 
client suffers from diminished capacity should review Rule 1.14, the full text of which is as 
follows. 
 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.14).pdf
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SCR 3.130(1.14) Client with diminished capacity 
 

(a) When a client's capacity to make adequately considered decisions in 
connection with a representation is diminished, whether because of 
minority, age, mental impairment or for some other reason, the lawyer shall, 
as far as reasonably possible, maintain a normal client-lawyer relationship 
with the client. 
 
(b) When the lawyer reasonably believes that the client has diminished 
capacity, is at risk of substantial physical, financial or other harm unless 
action is taken and cannot adequately act in the client's own interest, the 
lawyer may take reasonably necessary protective action, including 
consulting with individuals or entities that have the ability to take action to 
protect the client and, in appropriate cases, seeking the appointment of a 
guardian ad litem, conservator or guardian. 
 
(c) Information relating to the representation of a client with diminished 
capacity is protected by Rule 1.6. When taking protective action pursuant 
to paragraph (b), the lawyer is impliedly authorized under Rule 1.6(a) to 
reveal information about the client, but only to the extent reasonably 
necessary to protect the client's interests. 

 
While Rule 1.14 and the Comments do not enumerate all of the causes or conditions which 
may result in a client's diminished capacity, Rule 1.14(a) indicates that a client's capacity 
may be diminished by reason of "minority, age, mental impairment or some other reason." 
Thus, any condition which appears to limit or interfere with the client's ability to make 
adequately considered decisions should be assessed by the lawyer.1 
 
A lawyer should consider the question of diminished capacity at the outset of a 
representation. As Rule 1.14(a) focuses on a client's decision-making ability "in connection 
with a representation," a lawyer's determination that a client is suffering from  diminished 
capacity can only be made in the context of a specific representation. The degree of 
capacity necessary to make adequately considered decisions depends on the nature and 
scope of a specific representation, including the complexity of the factual and legal issues. 
Moreover, in some representations, a client may be able to decide routine factual and 
legal issues, but may have diminished ability to decide major issues.2  
 
The formation of a client-lawyer relationship is a matter of contract law, and a client's 
capacity to enter into a contract presents a substantive legal issue. See SCR 3.130, 
Scope, Para. XVIII ("[F]or purposes of determining the lawyer's authority and 
responsibility, principles of substantive law external to these Rules determine whether a 
client-lawyer relationship exists."); Pete v. Anderson, 413 S.W.3d 291, 296 (Ky. 2013). If 
a lawyer believes a prospective client may not have the capacity to enter into a valid 
attorney-client contract the lawyer should consider whether the prospective client's 

                                                
1 See Ind. Ethics Op. 2-2001 (2001) (failure to ascertain client's physical and mental condition and 
evaluate client's capacity violates Rule 1.14); Or. Ethics Op. 2005-159 (2005) (a lawyer should  
"examine whether the client can give directions that the lawyer must ethically defer to the client"). 
 
2 See Rule 1.14, Comment (1). 
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interests would best be served by the establishment of a conservatorship or guardianship 
with a family member or other person whose interests are aligned with the prospective 
client.3 
 
So, at the initial stage of the representation the lawyer's first duty is to determine whether 
the client suffers from diminished capacity to the extent the client cannot legally consent 
to an attorney-client contract. Comment (6) suggests it is permissible for the lawyer to 
seek information and assistance from family members, or other interested persons4 or an 
appropriate diagnostician.5 
 
ABA Formal Opinion 96-404 (August 2, 1996) notes that limited disclosures of a lawyer's 
observations concerning a client's capacity are implicitly authorized by Rule 1.6. However, 
ABA Opinion 96-404 cautions that a lawyer must limit such disclosures to information that 
is relevant to the assessment of the client's capacity because "this narrow exception in 
Rule 1.6 does not permit the lawyer to disclose general information relating to the 
representation." A lawyer must take steps to ensure that information disclosed in 
connection with assessing the client's capacity will not be used in a manner adverse to 
the client's best interests. Thus, such information should not be disclosed to persons 
whose interests are adverse or potentially adverse to those of the client.6 
 
In a 2001 article by Charles P. Sabatino published by the ABA's Commission on Legal 
Problems of the Elderly, the author advises that, because lawyers seldom receive formal 
capacity assessment training, a lawyer may prefer to refer cases of questionable capacity 
to mental health professionals. This Committee, however, cautions that the lawyer should 
be aware of the possibility that a mental health review will show the presence of some 
level of diminished capacity in almost all older clients; thus, pursuing a capacity 

                                                
3 See Rule 1.14, Comment (7). However, as noted in ABA Formal Ethics Op. 96-404 (1996), the 
appointment of a guardian is a "serious deprivation of a client's rights and ought not be undertaken 
if other, less drastic, solutions are available." See also In re Brantley, 920 P.2d 433 (Kan. 1996) 
(lawyer disciplined for filing involuntary conservatorship proceeding without meeting personally with 
the client to determine her state of mind or understanding of financial affairs). 
 
4 See Rule 1.14, Comment (3). See also Mo. Informal Ethics Op. 990095 (1999) (a lawyer who 
believes a client shows signs of Alzheimer's disease may seek assistance from a social service 
agency); N.Y. City Ethics Op. 1997-2 (1997) (in forming conclusions about a client's capacity, a 
lawyer must take into account not only information and impressions derived from the lawyer's 
communications with the client, but also other relevant information that may reasonably be obtained 
from other sources, and the lawyer may also seek guidance from other professionals and 
concerned parties). 
 
5 See Rule 1.14, Comment (6). See also ABA Formal Ethics Op. 96-404 (1996) ("... lf a lawyer is 
unable to assess his client's ability to act or if the lawyer has doubts about the client's ability, .. , it 
is appropriate for the lawyer to seek guidance from an appropriate diagnostician, particularly when 
a disclosure of the client's condition to the court or opposing parties could have adverse 
consequences for the client."); N.D. Ethics Op. QQ.06 (2000) (a lawyer who believes a divorce 
client will accept an offer contrary to her best interests may consult with a professional to determine 
the nature and extent of the client's disability); Pa. Ethics Op. 87·214 (1988) (a lawyer who 
reasonably believes a client cannot handle her financial affairs and health care needs may seek 
court appointment of a physician to report to court on the threshold issue of her competence). 
 
6 See Rule 1.14, Comment (8). 
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assessment may lead to a course of action, perhaps a proceeding in guardianship court 
that is inappropriate. 
 
Sabatino cites a 1982 Report of the President's Commission for the Study of Ethical 
Problems in Medicine and Biomedical and Behavioral Research as stating that "Decision 
making capacity requires, to a greater or lesser degree: (1) possession of a set of values 
and goals; (2) the ability to communicate and to understand information; and (3) the ability 
to reason and to deliberate about one's choices." The client's values and goals may 
establish a benchmark against which the client's capacity can be assessed rather than by 
conventional standards held by others. Mr. Sabatino then offers four actions that a lawyer 
may find helpful to the lawyer's ultimate decision as to how to proceed. 
 

1. Interview the Client Alone – Family, friends, or caretakers commonly 
accompany older or disabled individuals to the lawyer's office. These 
significant others may play an important role in providing essential 
background information relevant to the work to be done. However, the 
ethical starting point in the client-lawyer relationship remains the 
individual's competent choice to retain the services of the lawyer and to 
decide the overall objectives of the representation. Be clear from the 
beginning who the client is and the ethical implications of that relationship 
in terms of loyalty, confidentiality, and decision making. The initial interview 
should always include a time when the lawyer and client meet alone. This 
is important not only to confirm representation and its objectives, but also 
to provide an opportunity, if needed, to assess capacity. This one-on-one 
meeting request may cause apprehension among family members, 
including the elderly client, but it is necessary to ensure that personal and 
environmental factors do not unduly influence the decision making process. 
 
2. Adjust the Interview Environment to Enhance Communication – It is 
possible that the client has a hearing loss that is mistaken for diminished 
capacity, hence, the lawyer should try to optimize the interview 
environment for the client. Specific actions may include ... speaking slowly, 
conducting the interview in a quiet and well-lit area, arranging furniture so 
as to avoid glare, and providing any necessary audio or visual amplification 
to facilitate communication and functioning. Although their cognitive 
processing may not be as fleet as that of younger persons, given more 
time, partially impaired elders may be able to understand the ramifications 
of each action under consideration. Be willing to spend extra time 
explaining the nature and consequences of options and resist the 
temptation to equate the speed of the client's ability to process information 
with level of capacity. If possible, meet with a client more than once to 
acquire a stronger sense of the client's decision making capacity. 
 
3. Know the Client's Value Framework – The standard against which 
capacity is measured is the standard set by the individual's standards of 
behavior and values, rather than conventional standards held by others. 
Without knowledge of the client's personal frame of reference, capacity 
judgments have insufficient anchor and are liable to be based on someone 
else's judgment. For the long-time client whose functioning appears to be 
slipping, the lawyer may be familiar with the client's subjective frame of 
reference. Newer clients require a more thorough inquiry. 
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4. Presume Capacity – Merely raising the issue of capacity can be hurtful 
and damaging to the individual; therefore, as the process could ultimately 
result in a major intrusion into the client's autonomy in the form of 
guardianship, the starting presumption should always be one of capacity. 

 
If the lawyer concludes, after consultation with the client and/or with the assistance of a 
mental health professional, that the client may have diminished capacity, Comment (6) to 
SCR 3.130(1.14) provides a non-exhaustive list of factors that a lawyer should "consider 
and balance" in determining the extent of the diminished capacity: the client's ability to 
articulate reasoning leading to a decision; the client's variability of state of mind; the client's 
ability to appreciate consequences of a decision; the substantive fairness of a decision; 
and the consistency of a decision with the known long-term commitments and values of 
the client. 
 
If the lawyer decides to proceed with the representation then the lawyer should consider 
the following portions of this Opinion, especially a need for the lawyer to document the 
client's condition and the lawyer's observations. See this Committee's discussion under 
Question 3 of this opinion. 
 

2. When a client suffers from diminished capacity, what steps should the lawyer 
take to preserve a normal attorney client relationship? 

 
SCR 3.130(1.14)(b), provides the following guidance. 
 

When the lawyer reasonably believes that the client has diminished 
capacity, is at risk of substantial physical, financial or other harm unless 
action is taken and cannot adequately act in the client's own interest, the 
lawyer may take reasonably necessary protective action, including 
consulting with individuals or entities that have the ability to take action to 
protect the client and, in appropriate cases, seeking the appointment of a 
guardian ad litem, conservator or guardian. 

 
Comment 5 provides additional guidance, as follows. 
 

(5) If a lawyer reasonably believes that a client is at risk of substantial 
physical, financial or other harm unless action is taken, and that a normal 
client-lawyer relationship cannot be maintained as provided in paragraph 
(a) because the client lacks sufficient capacity to communicate or to make 
adequately considered decisions in connection with the representation, 
then paragraph (b) permits the lawyer to take protective measures deemed 
necessary. Such measures could include: consulting with family members, 
using a reconsideration period to permit clarification or improvement of 
circumstances, using voluntary surrogate decision making tools such as 
durable powers of attorney or consulting with support groups, professional 
services, adultprotective agencies or other individuals or entities that have 
the ability to protect the client. In taking any protective action, the lawyer 
should be guided by such factors as the wishes and values of the client to 
the extent known, the client's best interests and the goals of intruding into 
the client's decision making autonomy to the least extent feasible, 
maximizing client capacities and respecting the client's family and social 
connections. 
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Prior to taking any steps, the lawyer should consider the allocation of authority between 
lawyer and client and in this regard SCR 3.130(1.2)(a) provides the following guidance. 
 

Subject to paragraphs (c) and (d), a lawyer shall abide by a client's 
decisions concerning the objectives of representation and, as required by 
Rule 1.4, shall consult with the client as to the means by which they are to 
be pursued. A lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as is 
impliedly authorized to carry out the representation. A lawyer shall abide 
by a client's decision whether to settle a matter. In a criminal case, the 
lawyer shall abide by the client's decision, after consultation with the 
lawyer, as to a plea to be entered, whether to waive jury trial and whether 
the client will testify. 

 
While Comment 47 to SCR 3.130(1.2) refers to SCR 3.130(1.14), it does not offer any 
additional substantive guidance. 
 
Lawyers should also be mindful of the requirements of SCR 3.130(1.4), as follows. 
 

(a) A lawyer shall: 
 
(1) promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect 
to which the client's informed consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(e), is required 
by these Rules; 
 
(2) reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the client's 
objectives are to be accomplished; 
 
(3) keep the client reasonably informed about the status of the matter; 
 
(4) promptly comply with reasonable requests for information; and  
 
(5) consult with the client about any relevant limitation on the lawyer's 
conduct when the lawyer knows that the client expects assistance not 
permitted by the Rules of Professional Conduct or other law. 
 
(b) A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to 
permit the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation. 

 
We find additional guidance in Comments (1), (2), and (6) of SCR 3.130(1.4), as follows: 
 

(1) Reasonable communication between the lawyer and the client is 
necessary for the client effectively to participate in the representation. 
 
(2) If these Rules require that a particular decision about the representation 
be made by the client, paragraph (a)(1) requires that the lawyer promptly 
consult with and secure the client's consent prior to taking action unless 
prior discussions with the client have resolved what action the client wants 

                                                
7 (4) In a case in which the client appears to be suffering diminished capacity, the lawyer's duty to 
abide by the client's decisions is to be guided by reference to Rule 1.14. 
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the lawyer to take. For example, a lawyer who receives from opposing 
counsel an offer of settlement in a civil controversy or a proffered plea 
bargain in a criminal case must promptly inform the client of its substance 
unless the client has previously communicated to the lawyer that the 
proposal will be acceptable or unacceptable or has authorized the lawyer 
to accept or to reject the offer. See Rule 1.2(a). 
 
6) Ordinarily, the information to be provided is that appropriate for a client 
who is a comprehending and responsible adult. However, fully informing 
the client according to this standard may be impracticable, for example, 
where the client is a child or suffers from diminished capacity. See Rule 
1.14. 

 
In ABA Formal Opinion 96-404 the ABA's Ethics Committee made the following 
comments. 
 

Rule 1.14 recognizes that there may be situations in which a normal client-
lawyer relationship is impaired, or, perhaps, impossible because of client 
disability.  Rule 1.14(a) requires a lawyer, ''as far as reasonably possible", 
to "maintain a normal lawyer client relationship" with a client who's[sic] 
"ability to make adequately considered decisions in connection with the 
representation is impaired." This obligation implies that the lawyer should 
continue to treat the client with attention and respect, attempt to 
communicate and discuss relevant matters, and continue as far as 
reasonably possible to take action consistent with the client's directions and 
decisions. (At page 2). 

 
As explained above, the lawyer has an affirmative obligation to try to maintain a normal 
attorney-client relationship to keep the client informed and to allow the client to make her 
own decisions insofar as possible. Further, as the representation progresses the lawyer 
is obligated to maintain communication and to regularly reassess the client's decision-
making capacity, as capacity may change and may be present for some decisions and not 
for others. 
 

3. When a client suffers from diminished capacity how may a lawyer seek 
assistance from the client's family, other third parties or the courts without 

violating the duty of confidentiality under SCR 3.130(1.6)? 
 
SCR 3.130(1.6) provides two exceptions to the basic requirement that a lawyer maintain 
a client's communications and/or actions confidential. The first exception to the 
confidentiality requirement is to prevent reasonably certain death or substantial bodily 
harm, and the second is to comply with other law or court order. A client who is threatening 
suicide or a violent act or following an illegal course of action would be within these 
exceptions; hence, the lawyer could seek assistance from an emergency responder or 
other professionals or family members without violating SCR 3.130(1.6). 
 
If the exceptions of SCR 3.130(1.6) do not apply, then SCR 3.130(1.14) provides 
additional exceptions. SCR 3.130(1.14(b)) allows for a lawyer to "take a reasonably 
necessary protective action" if the client "is at risk of substantial physical, financial, or other 
harm unless action is taken and cannot adequately act in his or her own interest". The 
action allowed, as specifically stated in the Rule, includes "consulting with individuals or 
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entities that have the ability to take action to protect the client and, in appropriate cases, 
seeking the appointment of a Guardian Ad Litem, conservator, or guardian. 
 
The Comments to the Rule, particularly Comment 5, provides that those measures would 
also include consulting with family members, support groups, adult protective services, 
other professionals (such as therapists), or using powers of attorney. Based upon the Rule 
and the Comments, it appears that all of these options are available to the lawyer if the 
lawyer believes that the client is at risk of substantial physical, financial, or other harm and 
cannot protect his or her own interests. 
 
Further, subsection (c) of SCR 3.130(1.14) allows the lawyer to reveal information that 
would otherwise be protected under SCR 3.130(1.6) if required, but "only to the extent 
reasonably necessary to protect the clients' interests." The lawyer has to walk a fine line 
and only reveal the information necessary to get the help needed and to protect the client's 
interest – but not any more information than needed. Particularly, Comment 8 to the Rule 
discusses the fact that disclosure of the client's diminished capacity could adversely affect 
the client's interests. While the lawyer is probably impliedly authorized to reveal that 
information by SCR 3.130(1.14(b)), given the risks of disclosure a lawyer should proceed 
with caution and carefully document the facts and circumstances leading to the lawyer's 
decided upon course of action. The lawyer's documentation efforts would include the 
lawyer's notes of conversations with the client, members of the client's family, mental 
health diagnosticians, and then a recording of the lawyer's own observations of the client 
would be a good place to start. Further, see "Capacity Worksheet for Lawyers," in 
Assessment of Older Adults with Diminished Capacity: A Handbook for Lawyers, by the 
ABA Commission on Law and Aging and the American Psychological Association (2005), 
The completion of a worksheet along the lines indicated in the referenced material should 
be helpful to evidence the lawyer's thought process in taking the appropriate course of 
action. 
 

4. May a lawyer refuse to represent a client with diminished capacity, withdraw 
from such a representation after the client suffers from diminished capacity, or 

accept the termination of the representation by a client with diminished capacity? 
 
Other than a lawyer's obligation under SCR 3.130(6.2) to not seek to avoid appointment 
by a tribunal to represent a person except for good cause a lawyer may accept or refuse 
representation at will; however, once the representation commences, withdrawal presents 
ethical issues under SCR 3.130(1.16) as well as SCR 3.130(1.14). 
 
In ABA Formal Opinion 96-404, the ABA Committee noted that, absent Rule 1.14, a lawyer 
whose client becomes incompetent would be acting without proper authority from the client 
and would be unable to carry out his or her responsibilities to the client. The ABA 
Committee stated that Rule 1.14 resolves this dilemma by permitting a lawyer to take 
protective action, but the Rule does not compel a lawyer to take such action and many 
lawyers are uncomfortable with doing so. The ABA Committee stated that although Rule 
1.16(b) permits a lawyer to withdraw if withdrawal can be accomplished "without material 
adverse effect on the interests of the client," the lawyer should consider whether 
withdrawal in these circumstances may leave the impaired client without help at a time 
when the client needs it most. The ABA Committee concluded that even if withdrawal 
would not have a material adverse effect on the client, the better course of action, and the 
one most likely to be consistent with Rule 1.16(b), will often be for the lawyer to continue 
to represent the client and seek appropriate protective action. 
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Several state ethics committees have agreed with the ABA Committee that withdrawal 
from the representation of a client with diminished capacity is not favored. See Vermont 
Ethics Op. 2006-1 (2006) (if a client is not competent to protect the client's own interests, 
"withdrawal should not be pursued, even if permissible"); District of Columbia Ethics Op. 
353 (2010) (a lawyer should not withdraw from representation of a client with diminished 
capacity whose surrogate decision-maker's actions create substantial risk that the client 
will lose her home; "it is difficult to imagine a circumstance under which permissive 
withdrawal causing substantial harm would be appropriate when representing a client with 
diminished capacity"). See also, Cheney v. Wells, 877 N.Y.S.2d 605 (N.Y. Surr. Ct. 2008) 
(permission to withdraw conditioned upon lawyer commencing a limited property 
guardianship proceeding for client). Cf. Michigan Informal Ethics Op. CI-882 (1983) (the 
probability that the client would have the "same difficulties with any other lawyer retained 
... does not bind the attorney to remain in a relationship which the client may have 
rendered unreasonably difficult for the attorney to continue"). 
 
In summary, a lawyer contemplating withdrawal from the representation of a client with 
diminished capacity should proceed with caution and should carefully consider whether 
taking protective action would be the better choice. 
 
Likewise, a lawyer should proceed with caution when a client with diminished capacity 
attempts to discharge the lawyer. As noted in Comment (6) to SCR 3.130(1.16), the client 
may lack legal capacity to terminate the client-lawyer relationship, and discharging the 
lawyer may be adverse to the client's interests. The Comment further notes that "[t]he 
lawyer should make special effort to help the client consider the consequences and may 
take reasonably necessary protective action as provided in Rule 1.14." See also, 
Massachusetts Ethics Op. 2004-1 (2004) (lawyer who believes discharge by elderly client 
was due to coercion by abusive adult child should ascertain client's actual wishes and may 
consult with other family members); South Carolina Ethics Op. 05 11 (2005) (lawyer asked 
by both impaired client and client's conservator to turn over client's files may seek 
appointment of a guardian or take other protective action if client believes client cannot 
act in her own interest; conservator generally cannot make personal decisions for client); 
Michigan Informal Ethics Op. CI-1055 (1984) (lawyer asked to withdraw petition by client 
assessed as incompetent by examining psychiatrist may not withdraw if withdrawal is not 
in client's interests). 
 
5. When may or must a lawyer representing a client with diminished capacity seek 

the appointment of a surrogate decision-maker? 
 
In ABA Formal Opinion 96-404, the ABA Committee advised that a lawyer may seek to 
have a guardian appointed for a client with diminished capacity, but such an appointment 
"is a serious deprivation of the client's rights and ought not be undertaken if other, less 
drastic, solutions are available." Accord, Missouri Informal Ethics Op. 960095 (1999) 
(lawyer who believes that client shows signs of Alzheimer's disease may seek 
appointment of a guardian as a last resort); Oregon Ethics Op. 2005-159 (2005) (before 
seeking appointment of a guardian, lawyer must maintain "as regular a lawyer-client 
relationship as possible and adjust representation to accommodate client's limited 
capacity"); Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers §24 cmt. b (2000) 
(appointment of a guardian "may be expensive, not feasible under the circumstances, and 
embarrassing for the client"). ABA Formal Opinion 96-404 further notes that even where 
seeking the appointment of a guardian is appropriate, a lawyer must consider whether the 
circumstances of the representation reasonably require the appointment of only a 
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guardian ad litem for pending litigation, or a guardian for the client's property and financial 
affairs but not the client's personal affairs, or a general guardianship. 
 
If a lawyer concludes that the appointment of a guardian would best serve the client's 
interests, the lawyer herself may initiate the proceedings. Rule 1.14(b); ABA Formal 
Opinion 96- 404; Nassau County (N.Y.) Ethics Op. 98-2 (1998); Cheney v. Wells, supra. 
The lawyer may not, however, represent a third party petitioning for a guardianship over 
the lawyer's client. As explained by the ABA Committee in ABA Formal Opinion 96-404, 
"[s]uch a representation would necessarily have to be regarded as 'adverse' to the client 
and prohibited by Rule 1.7(a), even if the lawyer sincerely and reasonably believes that 
such representation would be in the client's best interests, unless and until the court makes 
the necessary determination of incompetence." Accord, Virginia Ethics Op. 1769 (2003); 
Missouri Informal Ethics Op. 990048 (1996). Further, except in "the most exigent of 
circumstances," a lawyer "should not act as or seek to have himself appointed guardian" 
of a client with diminished capacity," and even in such circumstances the lawyer should 
seek only a temporary appointment and ''take appropriate steps for the appointment of a 
formal guardian, other than himself, as soon as possible." ABA Formal Opinion 96-404. 
Accord, In re Laprath, 670 N.W.2d 41 (S.D. 2003). 
 

6. When a lawyer represents a client in a criminal action and the client suffers 
from diminished capacity, what additional concerns will the lawyer have? Further, 

what responsibility does a prosecutor have if he/she has reason to believe the 
defendant suffers from diminished capacity? 

 
KRS 504.090 states that "[n]o defendant who is incompetent to stand trial shall be tried, 
convicted or sentenced so long as the incompetency continues." "Incompetency to stand 
trial" means, as a result of a mental condition, lack of capacity to appreciate the nature 
and consequences of the proceedings against one or to participate rationally in one's own 
defense." KRS 504.060. Hence, by its very definition, one who is "incompetent" is not 
rational. 
 
A defendant is presumed competent, and has the burden to establish incompetence by 
clear and convincing evidence. Cooper v. Oklahoma, 517 U.S. 348, 116 S.Ct. 2680, 134 
L.Ed.2d 498 (1996). Nevertheless, "incompetency to stand trial" is not a defense which 
may be pursued or abandoned by the defendant or counsel as a matter of strategy: 
 
First, unlike a true defense, the issue of competency is not for the defendant alone to raise; 
it can be raised by the trial court, on its motion, whenever the trial court has reason to 
believe that the defendant's competency is in question. (See KRS 504.100(1), "[i]f upon 
arraignment, or during any stage of the proceedings, the court has reasonable grounds to 
believe the defendant is incompetent to stand trial, the court shall appoint at least one (1) 
psychologist or psychiatrist to examine, treat and report on the defendant's mental 
condition;" see also Johnson v. Commonwealth, 887 S.W.2d 547 (Ky. 1994).) 
 
Second, once the issue of competency has been raised, it cannot simply be waived and 
abandoned: 
 

"[Kentucky's] statutory right to a hearing is not constitutional, and can be 
waived when there is not substantial evidence of incompetency in the 
record, because our long-standing rule is that defendants may generally 
waive statutory rights... [citations omitted]... 
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If there is substantial evidence that a defendant is competent, and thus the 
constitutional right to a hearing attaches, the trial court must conduct a 
competency hearing (at trial or retrospectively) even if both counsel and 
the defendant waive it."  Padgett v. Commonwealth, 312 S.W.3d 336 (Ky. 
2010). 

 
Finally, a person found incompetent under circumstances in which there is no substantial 
probability that he will attain competency in the foreseeable future is subject to involuntary 
hospitalization proceedings under KRS 202A or 202B. KRS 504.110(2). Thus, while an 
incompetent client may not have to withstand trial for his conduct, neither can he 
necessarily avoid some consequence for the conduct, based merely upon grounds of 
incompetency. 
 
Whether and when an attorney should raise the issue of his client's competency is 
discussed in "The Decision to Challenge the Competency of a Marginally Competent 
Client: Defense Counsel's Unavoidably Difficult Position," Ethical Problems Facing the 
Criminal Defense Lawyer: Practical Answers to Tough Questions, Uphoff, Rodney J. (both 
author of article and editor of book), 1995. Uphoff concludes that while the attorney must 
first discuss the issue fully with the defendant, "counsel frequently will be required to raise 
the competency issue," but in some cases may conclude that raising competency 
concerns will be "highly detrimental to the client's best interests," and therefore may 
decline to raise the competency issue in a manner "consistent with counsel's assessment 
of the defendant's best interests." This analysis would seem to favor raising competency 
as an issue unless the attorney can document a reason why raising the issue would be 
"highly'' detrimental.  As part of that analysis, an attorney making the decision whether to 
raise the issue of competency should be aware that in so doing he may be subjecting the 
client to examination by a mental health professional who may or may not ask questions 
about the client's charges, or which would elicit facts pertaining to the client's charges. 
The client's answers to such questions may be reported in medical records or reports 
written by the mental health professional, and eventually may be shared with the court, 
the prosecutor, or both, and depending upon the damage that such answers could do to 
the defense of a case, the "highly detrimental to the client's best interests" standard may 
be met. Clearly, though, Uphoff intends this to be a high standard, and counsel should be 
prepared to explain to an ethics tribunal his or her reasons why competency was not raised 
when the client has given a clear indication that he is laboring under diminished mental 
capacity. 
 
The ABA/BNA Lawyer's Manual on Professional Conduct is less equivocal about a 
criminal attorney's duty to raise competency as an issue: 
 

If criminal defense counsel has a good faith doubt about a client's 
competency, the lawyer has a duty to raise the issue with the court. Red 
Dog v. State, 625 A.2d 245 (Del. 1993) [discussing Rule 1.14(b)] ... As 
stated in Drope v. Missouri, 420 U.S. 162 (1975), "evidence of a 
defendant's irrational behavior, his demeanor at trial, and any prior medical 
opinion on competence to stand trial are all relevant in determining whether 
further inquiry is required, but even one of these factors standing alone 
may, in some circumstances, be sufficient." 

 
The Manual's analysis seemingly would dispose of the issue, though it cites no Kentucky 
case. 
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As to a prosecutor's responsibilities, there appears to be no clear cut rule or Kentucky 
case detailing a prosecutor's responsibility to determine if a defendant suffers from 
diminished capacity. SCR 3.130(3.8) outlines the special responsibilities of a prosecutor: 
 

(c) make timely disclosure to the defense of all evidence or information 
known to the prosecutor that tends to negate the guilt of the accused or 
mitigates the offense, and, in connection with sentencing, disclose to the 
defense and to the tribunal all unprivileged mitigating information known to 
the prosecutor, except when the prosecutor is relieved of this responsibility 
by a protective order of the tribunal. 

 
If a prosecutor has knowledge that a defendant suffers from diminished capacity, and 
believes defense counsel may not have information of same, he/she should make the 
information available to defense counsel. Such information may be considered 
exculpatory. Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963). 
 
In conclusion, an attorney who has a serious question as to whether his criminal client has 
diminished capacity to the point where his client may not be competent to stand trial is 
ethically authorized, and in fact may have a duty, to raise the issue of competency before 
the court. In so doing, the attorney should consider whether raising the issue will be highly 
detrimental to the client's legal interests. The attorney who decides to raise the issue 
should be aware that once raised, it cannot be waived, and that otherwise confidential 
information may be revealed. The attorney who decides NOT to raise the issue should be 
prepared to document why she did not raise the issue of diminished capacity/competency 
before the court, in the event a question is raised about the attorney's actions. 
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ATTACHMENT 

 
 
 
I. ISSUE: ENGAGING THE CLIENT 
 

SCR 3.130(1.16) Declining or terminating representation 
 
(a) Except as stated in paragraph (c), a lawyer shall not represent a client or, where 
representation has commenced, shall withdraw from the representation of a client 
if: 
 
(1) the representation will result in violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct 
or other law; 
 
(2) the lawyer's physical or mental condition materially impairs the lawyer's ability 
to represent the client; or 
 
(3) the lawyer is discharged. 
 
(b) Except as stated in paragraph (c), a lawyer may withdraw from representing a 
client if:  
 
(1) withdrawal can be accomplished without material adverse effect on the 
interests of the client, or; 
 
(2) the client persists in a course of action involving the lawyer's services that the 
lawyer reasonably believes is criminal or fraudulent; or 
 
(3) the client has used the lawyer's services to perpetrate a crime or fraud; or 
 
(4) the client insists upon taking action that the lawyer considers repugnant or with 
which the lawyer has a fundamental disagreement; or 
 
(5) the client fails substantially to fulfill an obligation to the lawyer regarding the 
lawyer's services and has been given reasonable warning that the lawyer will 
withdraw unless the obligation is fulfilled; or 
 
(6) the representation will result in an unreasonable financial burden on the lawyer 
or has been rendered unreasonably difficult by the client; or 
 
(7) other good cause for withdrawal exists. 
 
(c) A lawyer must comply with applicable law requiring notice to or permission of a 
tribunal when terminating a representation. When ordered to do so by a tribunal, a 
lawyer shall continue representation notwithstanding good cause for terminating 
the representation. 
 
(d) Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall take steps to the extent 
reasonably practicable to protect a client’s interests, such as giving reasonable 
notice to the client, allowing time for employment of other counsel, surrendering 
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papers and property to which the client is entitled and refunding any advance 
payment of fee or expense that has not been earned or incurred. The lawyer may 
retain papers relating to the client to the extent permitted by law. 
 

II. ISSUE: FEES 
 

A. SCR 3.130(1.5) Fees 
 

(a) A lawyer shall not make an agreement for, charge, or collect an 
unreasonable fee or an unreasonable amount for expenses.  The factors 
to be considered in determining the reasonableness of a fee include the 
following: 
 
(1) the time and labor required, the novelty and difficulty of the questions 
involved, and the skill requisite to perform the legal service properly; 
 
(2) the likelihood that the acceptance of the particular employment will 
preclude other employment by the lawyer; 
 
(3) the fee customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services; 
 
(4) the amount involved and the results obtained; 
 
(5) the time limitations imposed by the client or by the circumstances; 
 
(6) the nature and length of the professional relationship with the client; 
 
(7) the experience, reputation, and ability of the lawyer or lawyers 
performing the services; and 
 
(8) whether the fee is fixed or contingent. 
 
(b) The scope of the representation and the basis or rate of the fee and 
expenses for which the client will be responsible shall be communicated to 
the client, preferably in writing, before or within a reasonable amount of 
time after commencing the representation, except when the lawyer will 
charge a regularly represented client on the same basis or rate.  Any 
changes in the basis or rate of the fee or expenses shall also be 
communicated to the client. 
 
(c) A fee may be contingent on the outcome of the matter for which the 
service is rendered, except in a matter in which a contingent fee is 
prohibited by paragraph (d) or other law. Such a fee must meet the 
requirements of Rule 1.5(a). A contingent fee agreement shall be in a 
writing signed by the client and shall state the method by which the fee is 
to be determined, including the percentage or percentages that shall 
accrue to the lawyer in the event of settlement, trial or appeal; litigation and 
other expenses to be deducted from the recovery; and whether such 
expenses are to be deducted before or after the contingent fee is 
calculated. The agreement must clearly notify the client of any expenses 
for which the client will be liable whether or not the client is the prevailing 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.5).pdf
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party. Upon conclusion of a contingent fee matter, the lawyer shall provide 
the client with a written statement stating the outcome of the matter and, if 
there is a recovery, showing the remittance to the client and the method of 
its determination. 
 
(d) A lawyer shall not enter into an arrangement for, charge, or collect: 
 
(1) any fee in a domestic relations matter, the payment or amount of which 
is contingent upon the securing of a divorce or upon the amount of alimony, 
maintenance, support, or property settlement in lieu thereof, provided this 
does not apply to liquidated sums in arrearage; or 
 
(2) a contingent fee for representing a defendant in a criminal case. 
 
(e) A division of a fee between lawyers who are not in the same firm may 
be made only if: 
 
(1) the division is in proportion to the services performed by each lawyer, 
or, each lawyer assumes joint responsibility for the representation; 
 
(2) the client agrees to the arrangement and the agreement is confirmed in 
writing; and 
 
(3) the total fee is reasonable. 
 
(f) A fee may be designated as an advance fee. An advance fee agreement 
shall be in writing signed by the client evidencing the client’s informed 
consent, and shall state the dollar amount of the retainer, its application to 
the scope of the representation and the time frame in which the agreement 
will exist. 

 
B. Rule 1.5 Discussion 
 

The agreement between an attorney and his or her client should be in 
writing. At a minimum, the agreement should address scope, fees, costs, 
settlement, and termination. 
 
The attorney should encourage the client to ask any questions that he may 
have about the written agreement, including the scope of engagement and 
the fees to be charged. 
 
If representation is limited to a specific matter or matters, the relationship 
generally terminates when the matter has been resolved. If a lawyer has 
represented a client over a substantial period in a variety of matters, the 
client may sometimes assume that the lawyer will continue to serve on a 
continuing basis unless the lawyer gives notice to the contrary. The 
attorney should advise the client, preferably in writing, about whether the 
relationship will be ongoing so that the client will not mistakenly suppose 
the lawyer is looking after the client's affairs when the lawyer has ceased 
to do so. This is particularly true in workers' compensation claims wherein 
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the possibility of a reopening by the carrier or employer to contest medical 
expenses always looms on the horizon. 
 
If the attorney intends to represent more than one party in the same 
litigation, the attorney should evaluate whether a conflict exists or may exist 
in the future. The attorney should (i) investigate the facts before accepting 
any joint representation; (ii) provide complete disclosure of the potential 
disadvantages or adverse consequences to both clients; and (iii) obtain 
written consent from both clients. 

 
III. ISSUE: RESPONSIBILITIES DURING DISCOVERY 
 

A. SCR 3.130(3.4) Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel 
 

A lawyer shall not: 
 
(a) unlawfully obstruct another party's access to evidence or unlawfully 
alter, destroy or conceal a document or other material having potential 
evidentiary value. A lawyer shall not counsel or assist another person to do 
any such act; 
 
(b) knowingly falsify evidence, counsel or assist a witness to testify falsely, 
or offer an inducement to a witness that is prohibited by law; 
 
(c) knowingly disobey an obligation under the rules of a tribunal except for 
an open refusal based on an assertion that no valid obligation exists; 
 
(d) In pretrial procedure, make a frivolous discovery request or deliberately 
fail to make reasonably diligent effort to comply with a legally proper 
discovery request by an opposing party; 
 
(e) In trial, allude to any matter that the lawyer does not reasonably believe 
is relevant or that will not be supported by admissible evidence, assert 
personal knowledge of facts in issue except when testifying as a witness, 
or state a personal opinion as to the justness of a cause, the credibility of 
a witness, the culpability of a civil litigant or the guilt or innocence of an 
accused; or 
 
(f) Present, participate in presenting, or threaten to present criminal or 
disciplinary charges solely to obtain an advantage in any civil or criminal 
matter; or 
 
(g) request a person other than a client to refrain from voluntarily giving 
relevant information to another party unless: 
 
(1) the person is a relative or agent who supervises, directs or regularly 
consults with the client concerning the matter or has authority to obligate 
the client with respect to the matter; and 
 
(2) the lawyer reasonably believes that the person’s interests will not be 
adversely affected by refraining from giving such information. 
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1. Rule 3.4 Comment. 
 

2009: 
(1) The procedure of the adversarial system contemplates that the 
evidence in a case is to be marshalled competitively by the 
contending parties. Fair competition in the adversary system is 
secured by prohibitions against destruction or concealment of 
evidence, improperly influencing witnesses, obstructive tactics in 
discovery procedure, and the like. 
 
(2) Documents and other evidence are essential to establish a claim 
or defense. Subject to evidentiary privileges, the right of an 
opposing party, including the government, to obtain evidence 
through discovery or subpoena is an important procedural right. The 
exercise of that right can be frustrated if relevant material is altered, 
concealed or destroyed. Applicable law in many jurisdictions makes 
it an offense to destroy material for the purpose of impairing its 
availability in a pending proceeding or one whose commencement 
can be foreseen. Falsifying evidence is generally a criminal offense. 
Paragraph (a) applies to evidentiary material generally, including 
computerized information. Applicable law may permit a lawyer to 
take temporary possession of physical evidence of client crimes for 
the purpose of conducting a limited examination that will not alter or 
destroy material characteristics of the evidence. In such a case, 
applicable law may require the lawyer to turn the evidence over to 
the police or other prosecuting authority, depending on the 
circumstances. 
 
(3) With regard to paragraph (b), it is not improper to pay a witness’s 
expenses or to compensate an expert witness on terms permitted 
by law. The common law rule in most jurisdictions is that it is 
improper to pay an occurrence witness any fee for testifying and 
that it is improper to pay an expert witness a contingent fee. 
 
(4) Paragraph (g) permits a lawyer to request relatives or 
employees or other agents of a client to refrain from giving 
information to another party. Such persons may identify their 
interests with those of the client. Caveat Rules 1.13(f), 4.2, and 4.3. 
The lawyer must reasonably believe that the person’s interests will 
not be adversely affected by compliance with the request. The Rule 
does not require that the lawyer know or ascertain the person’s 
interest, but any such knowledge, communication, or other 
information available to the lawyer may suggest that such a belief 
is not reasonable. See Rule 1.0(a), (f), (h), (i), and (j). A request that 
a person refrain from giving information to prosecutors or law 
enforcement and regulatory officials will almost never be proper, 
because that person could violate the law or otherwise be adversely 
affected by a lack of cooperation with such persons, and such a 
request might involve the lawyer’s violations of other provisions of 
these Rules and other law. A request in a civil matter may or may 
not be proper under the Rule, depending upon the person’s 
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interests in the matter, if any, and upon what a lawyer would 
reasonably believe in the circumstances. 

 
2. Rule 3.4 discussion. 
 

The lawyer's job is to manage the facts and evidence as they 
actually exist. During discovery, all parties must disclose the names 
of all witnesses who are likely to have discoverable information, and 
they must disclose all relevant documents (subject to legitimately 
asserted privileges or other grounds for withholding or, when 
appropriate, subject to a protective order). The lawyer should 
explain to the client the client's and lawyer's duties and 
responsibilities during discovery. 
 
Upon receipt of a request for information, the lawyer should advise 
his client that the client has duty of reasonable inquiry and must 
examine the client's files and produce all relevant documents of 
review by the attorney. The lawyer then must review the documents 
before producing them and evaluate whether there is a legitimate 
basis for objecting to disclosure. 
 
The attorney should advise the client of the legal (and strategic) 
consequences of concealment, destruction, or delayed disclosure 
of relevant evidence or facts. In some situations, it may be 
advisable for the attorney to place his advice in writing to the client. 

 
B. SCR 3.130(3.3) Candor Toward the Tribunal 
 

(a) A lawyer shall not knowingly: 
 
(1) make a false statement of fact or law to a tribunal or fail to correct a 
false statement of material fact or law previously made to the tribunal by 
the lawyer; 
 
(2) fail to disclose to the tribunal published legal authority in the controlling 
jurisdiction known to the lawyer to be directly adverse to the position of the 
client and not disclosed by opposing counsel; or 
 
(3) offer evidence that the lawyer knows to be false. If a lawyer, the lawyer’s 
client, or a witness called by the lawyer, has offered material evidence and 
the lawyer comes to know of its falsity, the lawyer shall take reasonable 
remedial measures, including if necessary, disclosure to the tribunal. A 
lawyer may refuse to offer evidence, other than the testimony of a 
defendant in a criminal matter, that the lawyer reasonably believes is false. 
 
(b) A lawyer who represents a client in an adjudicative proceeding and who 
knows that a person intends to engage, is engaging or has engaged in 
criminal or fraudulent conduct related to the proceeding shall take 
reasonable remedial measures, including, if necessary, disclosure to the 
tribunal.  
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(c) The duties stated in paragraphs (a) and (b) continue to the conclusion 
of the proceeding, and apply even if compliance requires disclosure of 
information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6. 
 
(d) In an ex parte proceeding, a lawyer shall inform the tribunal of all 
material facts known to the lawyer which will enable the tribunal to make 
an informed decision, whether or not the facts are adverse.  

 
Rule 3.3 Discussion: 

 
The lawyer may not offer false evidence even if the client wants the 
evidence to be offered. If the client plans to testify falsely or offer false 
evidence, or if the lawyer later realizes that the client has testified falsely, 
the attorney must attempt to persuade the client not to testify falsely and/or 
to present corrected information. The attorney must speak with the client 
confidentially, advise the client of the lawyer's duty of candor, and seek the 
client's cooperation. If the client disagrees, the lawyer must take other 
reasonable remedial measures. In civil cases, the attorney may seek to 
withdraw. If withdrawal is not permitted or will not undo the effect of the 
false evidence, the lawyer may need to disclose the existence of the client's 
deception to the court or to the other party. The duties in this rule continue 
to the conclusion of the proceeding and apply even if compliance requires 
disclosures of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6, the 
confidentiality rule. 
 

C. SCR 3.130(4.1) Truthfulness in Statements to Others 
 

In the course of representing a client a lawyer: 
 
(a) shall not knowingly make a false statement of material fact or law to a 
third person; and 
 
(b) if a false statement of material fact or law has been made, shall take 
reasonable remedial measures to avoid assisting a fraudulent or criminal 
act by a client including, if necessary, disclosure of a material fact, unless 
prohibited by Rule 1.6. 

 
Rule 4.1 Comment: 

 
(1) A lawyer is required to be truthful when dealing with others on a client's 
behalf, but generally has no affirmative duty to inform an opposing party of 
relevant facts. A misrepresentation can occur if the lawyer incorporates or 
affirms a statement of another person that the lawyer knows is false. 
Misrepresentations can also occur by partially true but misleading 
statements or omissions that are the equivalent of affirmative false 
statements. For dishonest conduct that does not amount to a false 
statement or for misrepresentations by a lawyer other than in the course of 
representing a client, see Rule 8.4. 
 
(3) Under Rule 1.2(d), a lawyer is prohibited from counseling or assisting a 
client in conduct that the lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent. Paragraph 
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(b) states a specific application of the principle set forth in Rule 1.2(d) and 
addresses the situation where a client's crime or fraud takes the form of a 
lie or misrepresentation. Ordinarily a lawyer can avoid assisting in a client's 
crime or fraud by withdrawing from the representation. Nonetheless, 
sometimes a lawyer is required to take more overt measures such as giving 
notice of the fact of withdrawal, disaffirming an opinion, document, 
affirmation or the like, to prevent the lawyer’s services’ being used to further 
the client’s crime or fraud. In extreme cases, substantive law may require 
a lawyer to disclose information relating to the representation to avoid being 
deemed to have assisted the client's crime or fraud. If the lawyer can avoid 
assisting a client's crime or fraud only by disclosing this information, then 
under paragraph (b) the lawyer is required to do so, unless the disclosure 
is prohibited by Rule 1.6. [See also Rules 1.6(b), 1.13(c) and 8.4(c).] 

 
D. SCR 3.130(5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) – Supervision of Associates, Investigators, 

and Paralegals 
 

Rule 5.1 states that a lawyer having direct supervisory authority over 
another lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the other 
lawyer conforms to the Rules of Professional Conduct. A lawyer shall be 
responsible for another lawyer's violation of the Rules of Professional 
Conduct if: (1) the lawyer orders or, with knowledge of the specific conduct, 
ratifies the conduct involved; or (2) the lawyer is a partner or has 
comparable managerial authority in the law firm in which the other lawyer 
practices, or has direct supervisory authority over the other lawyer, and 
knows of the conduct at a time when its consequences can be avoided or 
mitigated but fails to take reasonable remedial action. 
 
Rule 5.2 states that a lawyer is bound by the Rules of Professional Conduct 
notwithstanding that the lawyer acted at the direction of another person. 
The rule also states that a subordinate lawyer does not violate the Rules of 
Professional Conduct if that lawyer acts in accordance with a supervisory 
lawyer's reasonable resolution of an arguable question of professional 
duty. 
 
Rule 5.3 states that, with respect to nonlawyers employed by an attorney, 
the attorney "shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the person's 
conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer." The 
attorney may be disciplined if he orders, encourages, or permits the 
impermissible conduct. 

 
IV. ISSUE: CONDUCT DURING TRIAL 
 

SCR 3.130(3.1) Meritorious Claims and Contentions 
 
A lawyer shall not knowingly bring or defend a proceeding, or assert or controvert 
an issue therein, unless there is a basis in law and fact for doing so that is not 
frivolous, which includes a good faith argument for an extension, modification or 
reversal of existing law. A lawyer for the defendant in a criminal proceeding, or the 
respondent in a proceeding that could result in incarceration, may nevertheless so 
defend the proceeding as to require that every element of the case be established. 
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https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(5.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(5.3).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(3.1).pdf
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V. ISSUE: NEGOTIATIONS AND SETTLEMENT 
 

A. SCR 3.130(1.2) Scope of Representation and Allocation of Authority 
between Client and Lawyer 

 
(a) Subject to paragraphs (c) and (d), a lawyer shall abide by a client’s 
decisions concerning the objectives of representation and, as required by 
Rule 1.4, shall consult with the client as to the means by which they are to 
be pursued.  A lawyer may take such action on behalf of the client as is 
impliedly authorized to carry out the representation.  A lawyer shall abide 
by a client’s decision whether to settle a matter.  In a criminal case, the 
lawyer shall abide by the client’s decision, after consultation with the 
lawyer, as to a plea to be entered, whether to waive jury trial and whether 
the client will testify. 
 
(b) A lawyer’s representation of a client, including representation by 
appointment, does not constitute an endorsement of the client’s political, 
economic, social or moral views or activities. 
 
(c) A lawyer may limit the scope of the representation if the limitation is 
reasonable under the circumstances and the client gives informed consent. 
 
(d) A lawyer shall not counsel a client to engage, or assist a client, in 
conduct the lawyer knows is criminal or fraudulent, but a lawyer may 
discuss the legal consequences of any proposed course of conduct with a 
client and may counsel or assist a client to make a good faith effort to 
determine the validity, scope, meaning or application of the law. 

 
B. SCR 3.130(1.4) Communication 

 
(a) A lawyer shall: 
 
(1) promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect 
to which the client’s informed consent, as defined in Rule 1.0(e), is required 
by these Rules; 
 
(2) reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the client’s 
objectives are to be accomplished; 
 
(3) keep the client reasonably informed about the status of the matter; 
 
(4) promptly comply with reasonable requests for information; and 
 
(5) consult with the client about any relevant limitation on the lawyer’s 
conduct when the lawyer knows that the client expects assistance not 
permitted by the Rules of Professional Conduct or other law. 
 
(b) A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to 
permit the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation. 

 
  

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.4).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.4).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.0).pdf
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Rule 1.4 Comment: 
 
"Adequacy of communication depends in part on the kind of advice or 
assistance involved. For example, when there is time to explain a proposal 
made in a negotiation, the lawyer should review all important provisions 
with the client before proceeding to an agreement. In litigation a lawyer 
should explain the general strategy and prospects of success and ordinarily 
should consult the client on tactics that are likely to result in significant 
expense or to injure or coerce others. On the other hand, a lawyer ordinarily 
will not be expected to describe trial or negotiation strategy in detail. The 
guiding principle is that the lawyer should fulfill reasonable client 
expectations for information consistent with the duty to act in the client's 
best interests, and the client's overall requirements as to the character of 
representation." 

 
VI. ISSUE: DEALING WITH UNREPRESENTED PERSONS 
 

A. SCR 3.130(4.3) Dealing with Unrepresented Person 
 

In dealing on behalf of a client with a person who is not represented by 
counsel, a lawyer shall not state or imply that the lawyer is disinterested.  
When the lawyer knows or reasonably should know that the unrepresented 
person misunderstands the lawyer's role in the matter, the lawyer shall 
make reasonable efforts to correct the misunderstanding. The lawyer shall 
not give legal advice to an unrepresented person. The lawyer may suggest 
that the unrepresented person secure counsel. 

 
Rule 4.3 Comment: 

 
(1) An unrepresented person, particularly one not experienced in dealing 
with legal matters, might assume that a lawyer is disinterested in loyalties 
or is a disinterested authority on the law even when the lawyer represents 
a client. In order to avoid a misunderstanding, a lawyer will typically need 
to identify the lawyer's client and, where necessary, explain that the client 
has interests opposed to those of the unrepresented person. For 
misunderstandings that sometimes arise when a lawyer for an organization 
deals with an unrepresented constituent, see Rule 1.13(f). Unlike Rule 4.3 
of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct (2003), this Rule provides 
that under no circumstances shall a lawyer give legal advice to an 
unrepresented person. 
 
(2) The Rule distinguishes between situations involving unrepresented 
persons whose interests may be adverse to those of the lawyer’s client and 
those in which the person’s interests are not in conflict with the client’s. In 
the former situation, the possibility that the lawyer will compromise the 
unrepresented person’s interests is so great that the Rule prohibits the 
giving of any advice, apart from the suggestion to obtain counsel. Whether 
the discussion of the client’s position impermissibly assumes the character 
of rendering legal advice may depend on the experience and sophistication 
of the unrepresented person, as well as the setting in which the behavior 
and Comments occur. This Rule does not prohibit a lawyer from negotiating 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.4).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.3).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.3).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.13).pdf
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/model_rules_of_professional_conduct/rule_4_3_dealing_with_unrepresented_person/
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the terms of a transaction or settling a dispute with an unrepresented 
person. So long as the lawyer has explained that the lawyer represents an 
adverse party and is not representing the person, the lawyer may inform 
the person of the terms on which the lawyer's client will enter into an 
agreement or settle a matter, prepare documents that require the person's 
signature and explain the client’s position as to the meaning of the 
document or the lawyer's view of the underlying legal obligations. 

 
B. SCR 3.130(4.4) Respect for Rights of Third Persons 
 

(a) In representing a client, a lawyer shall not use means that have no 
substantial purpose other than to embarrass, delay, or burden a third 
person, or use methods of obtaining evidence that violate the legal rights 
of such a person. 

 
VII. ISSUE: CONFIDENTIALITY 
 

SCR 3.130(1.6) Confidentiality of Information 
 
(a) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a client 
unless the client gives informed consent, the disclosure is impliedly authorized in 
order to carry out the representation, or the disclosure is permitted by paragraph 
(b).  
 
(b) A lawyer may reveal information relating to the representation of a client to the 
extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary:  
 
(1) to prevent reasonably certain death or substantial bodily harm;  
 
(2) to secure legal advice about the lawyer's compliance with these Rules; 
 
(3) to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy between 
the lawyer and the client, to establish a defense to a criminal charge or civil claim 
against the lawyer based upon conduct in which the client was involved, or to 
respond to allegations in any proceeding, including a disciplinary proceeding, 
concerning the lawyer’s representation of the client; or 
 
(4) to comply with other law or a court order. 
 
Rule 1.6 is broader than the attorney-client privilege, which is an evidentiary 
privilege that protects communications made for the purpose of obtaining legal 
advice. The duty of confidentially under Rule 1.6 is broader because it covers all 
information relating to the representation, regardless of the source. 

 
VIII. ISSUE: CONFLICTS AND THE DUTY TO PROVIDE ZEALOUS 

REPRESENTATION 
 

SCR 3.130(1.7) Conflict of interest: current clients 
 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.4).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.7).pdf
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(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a lawyer shall not represent a client if the 
representation involves a concurrent conflict of interest. A concurrent conflict of 
interest exists if: 
 
(1) the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client; or 
 
(2) there is a significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be 
materially limited by the lawyer's responsibilities to another client, a former client 
or a third person or by a personal interest of the lawyer. 
 
(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), a lawyer may represent a client if: 
 
(1) the lawyer reasonably believes that the lawyer will be able to provide competent 
and diligent representation to each affected client; 
 
(2) the representation is not prohibited by law; 
 
(3) the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one client 
against another client represented by the lawyer in the same litigation or other 
proceeding before a tribunal; and 
 
(4) each affected client gives informed consent, confirmed in writing. The 
consultation shall include an explanation of the implications of the common 
representation and the advantages and risks involved. 
 
Rule 1.7 Comment: 
 
(1) Loyalty and independent judgment are essential elements in the lawyer's 
relationship to a client. Concurrent conflicts of interest can arise from the lawyer's 
responsibilities to another client, a former client or a third person or from the 
lawyer's own interests. For specific Rules regarding certain concurrent conflicts of 
interest, see Rule 1.8. For former client conflicts of interest, see Rule 1.9. For 
conflicts of interest involving prospective clients, see Rule 1.18. For definitions of 
“informed consent” and “confirmed in writing,” see Rule 1.0(e) and (b). 
 
(2) Resolution of a conflict of interest problem under this Rule requires the lawyer 
to: 1) clearly identify the client or clients; 2) determine whether a conflict of interest 
exists; 3) decide whether the representation may be undertaken despite the 
existence of a conflict, i.e., whether the conflict is consentable; and 4) if so, consult 
with the clients affected under paragraph (a) and obtain their informed consent, 
confirmed in writing. The clients affected under paragraph (a) include both of the 
clients referred to in paragraph (a)(1) and the one or more clients whose 
representation might be materially limited under paragraph (a)(2). 
 
(3) A conflict of interest may exist before representation is undertaken, in which 
event the representation must be declined, unless the lawyer obtains the informed 
consent of each client under the conditions of paragraph (b). To determine whether 
a conflict of interest exists, a lawyer should adopt reasonable procedures, 
appropriate for the size and type of firm and practice, to determine in both litigation 
and non-litigation matters the persons and issues involved. See also Rule 5.1. 
Ignorance caused by a failure to institute such procedures will not excuse a 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.7).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.8).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.9).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.18).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.0).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(5.1).pdf
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lawyer's violation of this Rule. As to whether a client-lawyer relationship exists or, 
having once been established, is continuing, see Comment to Rule 1.3 and Scope. 
 
(4) If a conflict arises after representation has been undertaken, the lawyer 
ordinarily must withdraw from the representation, unless the lawyer has obtained 
the informed consent of the client under the conditions of paragraph (b).  See Rule 
1.16. Where more than one client is involved, whether the lawyer may continue to 
represent any of the clients is determined both by the lawyer's ability to comply 
with duties owed to the former client and by the lawyer’s ability to represent 
adequately the remaining client or clients, given the lawyer's duties to the former 
client. See Rule 1.9. See Comments (5) and (29). 
 
(5) Unforeseeable developments, such as changes in corporate and other 
organizational affiliations or realignment of parties in litigation, might create 
conflicts in the midst of a representation, as when a company sued by the lawyer 
on behalf of one client is bought by another client represented by the lawyer in an 
unrelated matter. Depending on the circumstances, the lawyer may have the 
option to withdraw from one of the representations in order to avoid the conflict. 
The lawyer must seek court approval where necessary and take steps to minimize 
harm to the clients. The lawyer must continue to protect the confidences of the 
client from whose representation the lawyer has withdrawn. See Rule 1.9(c).  
 
Identifying Conflicts of Interest: Directly Adverse 
 
(6) Loyalty to a current client prohibits undertaking representation directly adverse 
to that client without that client's informed consent. Thus, absent consent, a lawyer 
may not act as an advocate in one matter against a person the lawyer represents 
in some other matter, even when the matters are wholly unrelated. The client as 
to whom the representation is directly adverse is likely to feel betrayed, and the 
resulting damage to the client-lawyer relationship is likely to impair the lawyer's 
ability to represent the client effectively. In addition, the client on whose behalf the 
adverse representation is undertaken reasonably may fear that the lawyer will 
pursue that client's case less effectively out of deference to the other client, i.e., 
that the representation may be materially limited by the lawyer's interest in 
retaining the current client. Similarly, a directly adverse conflict may arise when a 
lawyer is required to cross-examine a client who appears as a witness in a lawsuit 
involving another client, as when the testimony will be damaging to the client who 
is represented in the lawsuit. On the other hand, simultaneous representation in 
unrelated matters of clients whose interests are only economically adverse, such 
as representation of competing economic enterprises in unrelated litigation, does 
not ordinarily constitute a conflict of interest and thus may not require consent of 
the respective clients. 

 
(7) Directly adverse conflicts can also arise in transactional matters. For example, 
if a lawyer is asked to represent the seller of a business in negotiations with a buyer 
represented by the lawyer, not in the same transaction but in another, unrelated 
matter, the lawyer could not undertake the representation without the informed 
consent of each client. 
 

  

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.3).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/scr3/scr_3.130__1.16_.pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/scr3/scr_3.130__1.16_.pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.9).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.9).pdf
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Identifying Conflicts of Interest: Material Limitation 
 
(8) Even when there is no direct adverseness, a conflict of interest exists if there 
is a significant risk that a lawyer's ability to consider, recommend or carry out an 
appropriate course of action for the client will be materially limited as a result of the 
lawyer's other responsibilities or interests. For example, a lawyer asked to 
represent several individuals seeking to form a joint venture is likely to be 
materially limited in the lawyer's ability to recommend or advocate all possible 
positions that each might take because of the lawyer's duty of loyalty to the others. 
The conflict in effect forecloses alternatives that would otherwise be available to 
the client. The mere possibility of subsequent harm does not itself require 
disclosure and consent. The critical questions are the likelihood that a difference 
in interests will eventuate and, if it does, whether it will materially interfere with the 
lawyer's independent professional judgment in considering alternatives or 
foreclose courses of action that reasonably should be pursued on behalf of the 
client. 
 
. . . 
 
Informed Consent 
 
(18) Informed consent requires that each affected client be aware of the relevant 
circumstances and of the material and reasonably foreseeable ways that the 
conflict could have adverse effects on the interests of that client. See Rule 1.0(e) 
(informed consent). The information required depends on the nature of the conflict 
and the nature of the risks involved. When representation of multiple clients in a 
single matter is undertaken, the information must include the implications of the 
common representation, including possible effects on loyalty, confidentiality and 
the attorney-client privilege and the advantages and risks involved. See Comments 
[30] and [31] (effect of common representation on confidentiality). 
 
. . . 
 
(20) Paragraph (b) requires the lawyer to obtain the informed consent of the client, 
confirmed in writing.  Such a writing may consist of a document executed by the 
client or one that the lawyer promptly records and transmits to the client following 
an oral consent.  See Rule 1.9(b). See also Rule 1.0(n) (writing includes electronic 
transmission). If it is not feasible to obtain or transmit the writing at the time the 
client gives informed consent, then the lawyer must obtain or transmit it within a 
reasonable time thereafter. See Rule 1.0(b). The requirement of a writing does not 
supplant the need in most cases for the lawyer to talk with the client, to explain the 
risks and advantages, if any, of representation burdened with a conflict of interest, 
as well as reasonably available alternatives, and to afford the client a reasonable 
opportunity to consider the risks and alternatives and to raise questions and 
concerns. Rather, the writing is required in order to impress upon clients the 
seriousness of the decision the client is being asked to make and to avoid disputes 
or ambiguities that might later occur in the absence of a writing. 
 
. . .  
 

  

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.0).pdf
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Conflicts in Litigation 
 
(23) Paragraph (b)(3) prohibits representation of opposing parties in the same 
litigation, regardless of the clients' consent. On the other hand, simultaneous 
representation of parties whose interests in litigation may conflict, such as co-
plaintiffs or codefendants, is governed by paragraph (a)(2). A conflict may exist by 
reason of substantial discrepancy in the parties' testimony, incompatibility in 
positions in relation to an opposing party or the fact that there are substantially 
different possibilities of settlement of the claims or liabilities in question. Such 
conflicts can arise in criminal cases as well as civil. The potential for conflict of 
interest in representing multiple defendants in a criminal case is so grave that 
ordinarily a lawyer should decline to represent more than one codefendant. On the 
other hand, common representation of persons having similar interests in civil 
litigation is proper if the requirements of paragraph (b) are met. 
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COAL WORKERS’ PNEUMOCONIOSIS 
Sara V. A. May 

 
 
I. CHANGES IN KENTUCKY BLACK LUNG LAW 

 
A. Consensus Panel – Struck down in Vision Mining.1  

 
1. Pending claims went into abeyance. According to ALJ Case, 

approximately 750 claims were pending at that time.  
 
2. Claims continued to be filed at a rate of 400 per year while awaiting 

the decision from the Kentucky Supreme Court.  
 
3. According to ALJ Case, claims have continued to be filed at the 

same rate.  
 

a. Fifty-one claims were filed in November 2017.  
 
b. Thirty-nine claims were filed in December 2017.  

 
B. Back to University Evaluations – Initially, there were two evaluators (Dr. 

Rosenblum and Dr. Folz); however, Dr. Rosenblum left the University of 
Kentucky. This left Dr. Folz at the University of Louisville as the only true 
.315 evaluator.  

 
Because of the backlog this created, the DWC looked for additional 
evaluators. Thus, Plaintiffs could be seen by a .315/.316 evaluator, Dr. 
Westerfield or Dr. Chavda. Dr. Crum (B/BCR) would interpret Dr. Chavda’s 
x-rays.   

 
C. House Bill 2 – Plaintiffs can only be seen by a B reader who is also a board-

certified pulmonary specialist. (KRS 342.315(1)). At this time, Drs. 
Westerfield and Broudy are on the list. Further, mention of the consensus 
panel was taken out of the statute.  
 
1. Medical benefits (KRS 342.020(3)): medical paid for 780 weeks 

(14.95 years) from date of last exposure.  
 
The Commissioner shall notify Plaintiff 754 weeks from the date of 
last exposure of the right to file a continuation of benefits. Plaintiff 
will receive a continuation of benefits for another 780 weeks as long 
as the continued medical treatment is reasonably necessary and 
related to the occupational disease if: 

 
a. An application is filed within 75 days prior to the termination 

of the 780 weeks; 
 

                                                        
1 Vision Mining v. Gardner, 364 S.W.3d 455 (Ky. 2011). 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=48460
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47613
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b. The Plaintiff demonstrates that continued medical treatment 
is reasonably necessary and related; and  

 
c. The ALJ determines and orders continued benefits are 

reasonably necessary and related.  
 

2. KRS 342.316(3)(b)(2): Spirometry: If the spirometric testing is not 
valid due to inadequate cooperation or poor effort on the part of the 
Plaintiff, the Plaintiff’s right to take or prosecute any proceedings 
shall be suspended until the refusal or obstruction ceases. No 
compensation shall by payable for the period during which the 
refusal or obstruction continues.  
 
a. KRS 342.316(3)(b)(4)(b): Claim will be assigned to a B 

reader/board-certified pulmonary specialist.  
 
b. KRS 342.316(3)(b)(4)(c): The Commissioner shall develop 

a procedure to annually audit the performance of physicians 
and facilities.  

 
i. This is based on timeliness and completeness of the 

reports and the frequency at which the physician’s 
classification of an x-ray differs from those of the 
other physicians of that x-ray.  

 
ii. A physician or facility will be removed if reports are 

consistently incomplete or untimely or if the x-ray 
interpretations are not in conformity with the 
readings of other physicians of record at least 50 
percent of the time.  

 

• Report due 7/1/19 and on or before 7/1 of 
each year thereafter.  

 
c. KRS 342.316(3)(b)(4)(d): If a reading of complicated CWP 

is made, the Commissioner shall refer the Plaintiff for a CT 
at the facility where Plaintiff was previously seen. The CT 
will be filed, and the Defendant/Employer shall pay the cost 
of the scan. The ALJ may rely upon the findings in the report 
in accepting or rejecting ILO radiographic evidence. 

 
d. KRS 342.316(3)(b)(4)(h): Within 30 days of the receipt of 

the statement for the evaluation, the Defendant/Employer 
shall pay the cost of the examination. The Defendant/ 
Employer shall forward travel expenses to the employee 
within seven days.  

 

• However, if the Plaintiff has alleged a pulmonary 
dysfunction but has not filed spirometric evidence at 
the time the evaluation is scheduled, the Plaintiff will 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
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be responsible for 50 percent of the cost of the 
evaluation.  
 

e. KRS 342.316(4)(a): Claim must be filed within 20 years from 
the last injurious exposure in cases of radiation disease, 
asbestos-related disease, or a type of cancer specified in 
KRS 61.315(11)(b).  
 

• Those include cancer of the bladder, brain, colon, 
Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, kidney, liver, lymphatic or 
haematopoietic, prostate, testicular, skin, cervical, or 
breast.  

 
f. KRS 342.732(1)(a)(5): Plaintiff shall notify the parties of 

his/her intention to retrain within 30 days after the ALJ’s 
order. Plaintiff must initiate retraining within 365 days of the 
ALJ’s final order.  
 

• KRS 342.732(5)(a): The administrative regulations 
shall create an online portal where the Plaintiff shall 
select a facility or institution to provide their 
retraining. The portal shall list bona fide training or 
education programs. The programs shall include 
postsecondary programs registered with the Higher 
Education Assistance Authority. The programs listed 
shall by capable of completion.  

 
g. Though not in House Bill 2, KRS 342.1241 was repealed 

regarding the CWP Fund.  
 
h. Also, KRS 342.1242 was amended ceasing payment from 

the CWP Fund for claims filed after June 30, 2017. 
Thereafter, payment would come from KEMI.  

 
3. Offset of claims – The Defendant/Employer gets a dollar for dollar 

offset from the state claim on any federal award.  Reminder:  The 
Coal Fund pays half (1/2) of any state indemnity award. 

 
II. FEDERAL BLACK LUNG 

 
A. Approval Rates  

 
1. 1977-1980 – 34 percent – x-ray alone. 
 
2. 1981-2000 – 5 percent – x-ray & true disability. 

 
B. Chart from the DOL Website  
 

https://www.dol.gov/owcp/dcmwc/statistics/PartCClaimsDecisions.htm 
 
This is the initial awarded rate and does not consider ALJ Opinions.   

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=45819
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47627
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47627
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47664
https://www.dol.gov/owcp/dcmwc/statistics/PartCClaimsDecisions.htm
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Black Lung PDO Claim Decisions at the District Director Level FY 2006-2018 

Year 
Total 

Approvals 
TF 

Total 
Approvals 

RO 

Total 
Approvals1 

Merit 
Denials2,4 

Non-
merit 

Denials 
TF3, 4 

Non-
merit 

Denials 
RO3, 4 

Total 
Denials 

Total 
Decisions 

Approval 
Rate5 

FY 
2006 118 521 639 4,109   4,109 4,748 13.46% 

FY 
2007 146 462 608 3,739   3,739 4,347 13.99% 

FY 
2008 114 446 560 2,186 473 1,197 3,856 4,416 20.39% 

FY 
2009 95 397 492 2,086 113 910 3,109 3,601 19.08% 

FY 
2010 77 432 509 2,096 126 978 3,200 3,709 19.54% 

FY 
2011 110 645 755 3,298 167 1,961 5,426 6,181 18.63% 

FY 
2012 97 632 729 2,565 229 1,780 4,574 5,303 22.13% 

FY 
2013 87 566 653 2,361 184 1,573 4,118 4,771 21.67% 

FY 
2014 92 518 610 2,664 224 1,719 4,607 5,217 18.63% 

FY 
2015 157 728 885 2,222 240 2,037 4,499 5,384 28.48% 

FY 
2016 249 877 1,126 2,706 364 2,150 5,220 6,346 29.38% 

FY 
2017 343 915 1,258 3,153 594 2,054 5,801 7,059 28.52% 

FY 
2018 285 1113 1398 2761 542 1975 5278 6676 33.61% 

 
TF – Black Lung Disability Trust Fund liability 
RO – Responsible coal mine operator liability 
1 Approvals do not include conversions of miner to survivor benefits under 422(l) of the Act. 
2 Merit denials: claims that received a Proposed Decision & Order after all evidence is 
considered. 
3 Non-merit denials: claims that are abandoned or withdrawn prior to a PDO. 
4 Merit/non-merit categories were not quantified until FY 2008. 
5 Approval rate calculated using approved and denied claims and does not include 
withdrawn and abandoned claims (non-merit decisions). 

 
C. Legal Pneumoconiosis and the Preamble 

 
1. Definition – 20 C.F.R. §718.201(a)(2) – Legal pneumoconiosis. 

“Legal pneumoconiosis” includes any chronic lung disease or 
impairment and its sequelae arising out of coal mine employment. 
This definition includes, but is not limited to, any chronic 
restrictive or obstructive pulmonary disease arising out of coal 
mine employment.   

 
a. (b) For purposes of this section, a disease “arising out of 

coal mine employment” includes any chronic pulmonary 
disease or respiratory or pulmonary impairment significantly 
related to, or substantially aggravated by, dust exposure in 
coal mine employment.   

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/20/718.201
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b. (c) For purposes of this definition, “pneumoconiosis” is 
recognized as a latent and progressive disease, which may 
first become detectable only after the cessation of coal mine 
dust exposure.   

 
2. The ALJ may find clinical coal workers’ pneumoconiosis (objective) 

and no legal pneumoconiosis or legal pneumoconiosis and no 
clinical pneumoconiosis. 

 
3. Applies to new claims filed even though four or five denials in the 

past. 
 
4. Once ALJ finds legal pneumoconiosis, causation of disability is 

almost automatic.   
 
5. Scope. 

 
a. COPD – Catch all; 
 
b. Emphysema; 
 
c. Asthma; 
 
d. Chronic bronchitis – by history alone; and 
 
e. Basically any obstructive or restrictive lung disease. 

 
D. Total Disability  

 
20 C.F.R. §718.204 was amended and liberalized the definition of total 
disability due to pneumoconiosis to include an aggravation of a totally 
disabling pulmonary impairment caused by exposure unrelated to coal 
mine employment. 

 
Total disability due to pneumoconiosis defined.  A miner shall be 
considered totally disabled due to pneumoconiosis if pneumoconiosis, as 
defined in §718.201, is a substantially contributing cause of the miner’s 
totally disabling respiratory or pulmonary impairment.  Pneumoconiosis is 
a “substantially contributing cause” of the miner’s disability if it:   

 
1. Has a material effect on the miner’s respiratory or pulmonary 

condition; or,  
 
2. Materially worsens a totally disabling respiratory or pulmonary 

impairment which is caused by a disease or exposure unrelated to 
coal mine employment. 

 
3. Where the miner’s usual coal mine work required significant 

physical exertion, a relatively small respiratory impairment may be 
totally disabling.  Accordingly, the miner’s respiratory impairment 
may continue to deteriorate even after it reaches the point where it 

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/20/718.204
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/20/718.201
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would be considered totally disabling under the Act.  (Federal 
Register, p. 3352).  (See Crabtree v. Southern Ohio Coal). 

 
E. PPACA 

 
Fifteen-year presumption – underground or equivalent – changes burden 
of proof to us.  Automatic widow entitlement if miner’s claim awarded.  (See 
Byrd vs. AEP).  

 
F. Withdrawal of Case 

 
1. If the initial evidence does not meet the disability criteria the 

Claimant withdraws the case and waits three (3) months to one (1) 
year to file a new one.  The Claimant picks a new doctor and 
qualifies.  

 
2. If a claim is withdrawn, it’s like it never happened.  

 
G. Modification 

 
We have had a claim that has been modified 12 times. 

 
H. New Regulations and Policies 

 
1. More claims being paid. 
 
2. Digital x-rays. 
 
3. New pilot program – The DOL gets an exam tentatively awarding 

claim and D/Emp. gets an exam to rebut.  The DOL writes back to 
their doctor asking why their opinion is correct or if the D/Emp. 
doctor’s report changes their opinion. 
 

• We’ve seen the DOL request several “supplemental” reports 
this way.  

 
4. New evidence exchange rules – must disclose any information 

dealing with the “disease.” 
 

I. Procedure for Claims 
 

1. Application is filed. 
 

a. Miner selects physician from DOL approved physician list. 
 
b. Miners traveling from Pikeville to western Kentucky for 

exam, although the D/Emp has a 100 mile limitation.  
 

2. DOL issues Notice of Claim putting Employer (R/O) on notice that 
we have 30 days to respond. Independent contractors will be 
imputed as employee of Coal Company even though not employed.  
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3. Employer files Controversion.  
 
4. Department receives medical and issues a Schedule for the 

Submission of Additional Evidence tentatively denying or awarding 
claim. 

 
5. If Employer didn’t get exam before, now entitled to exam.  
 
6. All medical evidence gathered within evidentiary limitations and 

DOL issues Proposed Decision and Order denying or awarding 
claim.   

 
7. All parties have thirty (30) days to appeal to the Office of 

Administrative Law Judges. 
 
8. Case assigned to Regional ALJ Office, which could be in 

Washington, Cincinnati, New Port News, Pittsburgh, or Cherry Hill. 
 
9. Case set for Formal Hearing before specific ALJ. 
 
10. Formal Hearing. 
 
11. Briefs filed. 
 
12. ALJ Opinion.  Reversal of District Director.  
 
13. Appeal to BRB.  
 
14. Appeal to Sixth Circuit.  
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ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE  
WORKERS' COMPENSATION PROFESSIONAL 

(Glenn Schilling's Opinions are just as relevant today as they were 20 years ago) 
Timothy J. Wilson 

 
 
 

WHAT IS IN A NAME? 
THE KENTUCKY WORKERS' COMPENSATION HALL OF FAME 

 
 
I. WHAT IS A PROFESSION? 
 
II. WHAT ARE THE RESPECTIVE DUTIES OF: 
 

A. Attorney to Client 
 
B. Attorney to Attorney 
 
C. Attorney to Claims Representative 
 
D. Claims Representative to Attorney 
 
E. Claims Representative to Claimant 
 
F. Attorneys and Claims Representatives to the Administrative Law Judge, 

Workers' Compensation Board, Court of Appeals and Supreme Court 
 
See SCR 130(1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.4), (1.6), (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), (4.1). 

 
III. COMPLAINTS FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF WORKERS' CLAIMS 
 

A. Bad Faith Claims – KRS 342.267 
 
B. Failure to Follow Statutes and Regulations 

 
IV. INTEREST, COSTS, ESTOPPEL AND SANCTIONS 
 

A. Failure to Pay Temporary Total Disability Benefits  
 

1. 12 percent interest – KRS 342.040(1). 
 
2. Attorney fees – KRS 342.040(2). 

 
B. Failure to Pay Medical Expenses 
 

1. Travel expenses are included. 
 

a. C & L Constr. v. Cannon, 884 S.W.2d 647 (Ky. 1994). 
 
b. KRS 342.205(2) – IMEs. 

https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.1).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.3).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.4).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(1.6).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(3.1).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(3.2).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(3.3).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/scr3/scr_3.130__3.4_.pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(3.5).pdf
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.kybar.org/resource/resmgr/SCR3/SCR_3.130_(4.1).pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32458
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47615
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47615
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32439
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• 803 KAR 25:010 §11 – must be advanced within seven days 
of notification. 

 
2. After award – burden is on the employer. 
 

• National Pizza Co. v. Curry, 802 S.W.2d 949 (Ky. App. 
1991) 

 
3. Treatment does not have to provide cure and relief, only cure or 

relief. 
 
4. Employer may be responsible for subsequent treatment even if 

active impairment exists. 
 

• Derr Construction Co. v. Bennett, 873 S.W.2d 824 (Ky. 
1994) 

 
5. Challenging a medical bill without foundation – 803 KAR 25:012E. 

 
C. Estoppel 
 

1. Statute of limitations tolled where carrier fails to notify Department 
of Workers' Claims of cessation of temporary total disability benefits 
pursuant to KRS 342.038. 

 

• City of Frankfort v. Rogers, 765 S.W.2d 579 (Ky. App. 1988) 
 
2. Statute of limitations (SOL) tolled when insurance adjuster 

represented to Claimant's attorney that SOL would not be pleaded 
in lieu of settlement negotiations. Carroll County Memorial Hospital 
v. Yocum, 489 S.W. 2d 246 (Ky. 1972). 

 
3. Tower Automotive v. Jennifer Carter and Lloyd R. Edens, WCB 

Opinion, June 4, 2002. 
 

• SOL may be tolled by conduct of employer in cumulative 
trauma cases 

 
D. Sanctions – KRS 342.310, 803 KAR 25:010, §26 
 

1. Assessment of costs where proceeding defended without 
reasonable ground. 

 
2. Costs may include: 
 

a. Whole costs of the proceeding. 
 
b. Court costs. 
 
c. Travel expenses. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/012.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32380
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32470
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
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d. Deposition costs. 
 
e. Attorneys’ fees. 
 
f. Out-of-pocket expenses. 

 
3. Costs may be assessed by the Administrative Law Judge, Workers' 

Compensation Board, Court of Appeals or Supreme Court. 
 
E. Fraud & Misrepresentation  
 

1. KRS 342.335(2): 
 

a. Allows for revocation of respective license upon referral of 
the Commissioner of the Department of Workers' Claims. 

 
b. Can be imposed where misrepresentation of payrolls, 

hazards, or other facts that are designed to reduce 
premiums. 

 
2. KRS 342.335(1): "no person shall by deceit or misrepresentation 

..... to accept the payment of less sum than that to which he may be 
lawfully entitled thereunder. 

 
a. Temporary total disability benefits? Settlement? Waiver of 

medicals? 
 
b. See also Kendrick v. Bailey Vault Co., Inc., 944 S.W. 2d 147 

(Ky. App. 1997). 
 
c. Court set aside settlement agreement between claimant 

and insurance company. 
 
V. UNFAIR CLAIMS SETTLEMENT PRACTICES – KRS 342.267 
 

A. Incorporates Many Sections of KRS 342 
 
B. Penalties Include Fines and/or Revocation of Self-insurance or to Revoke 

the Certificate of Authority of the Insurance Carrier 
 
C. Incorporates KRS 304.12-230 
 

1. Misrepresenting pertinent facts of an insurance policy relating to 
coverage. 

 
2. Failure to acknowledge and act reasonably promptly upon 

communications. 
 
3. Failing to adopt and implement reasonable standards for prompt 

investigation. 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32479
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32479http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32479
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32458
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/chapter.aspx?id=38914
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=17037
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4. Refusing to pay claims without conducting a reasonable 
investigation. 

 
5. Failing to affirm or deny coverage within a reasonable time period. 
 
6. Not attempting in good faith to effectuate prompt settlement. 
 
7. Compelling insureds to institute litigation rather than to recover 

amounts due under a policy. 
 
8. Attempting to settle a claim for less than the amount to which a 

reasonable man would have believed entitled. 
 
9. Attempting to settle claims on the basis of an application which was 

altered. 
 
10. Making claims payments to insured or beneficiaries not 

accompanied by statements setting forth the coverage. 
 
11. Making known to insureds or claimants a policy of appealing from 

arbitration awards in favor of insureds or claimants for purpose of 
compelling them to accept settlement. 

 
12. Delaying investigation or payment of a claim by requiring duplicative 

submission of forms. 
 
13. Failing to promptly settle claims where liability is clear. 
 
14. Failure to promptly provide a reasonable explanation of the basis in 

the insurance policy in relation to the facts or applicable law for 
denial. 

 
VI. HOW DO WE WORK WITHIN THIS HIGHLY REGULATED PROFESSION? 
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PROFESSIONALISM AND PROFIT 
Glenn L. Schilling, November 1998 

 
 
I. HIGH ROAD VS. LOW ROAD 
 

A. Professionalism on Trial – ABA I998 
 

1. This was a three-hour program. 
 
2. Some audience participation. 
 
3. Format – "problems." 

 
B. Comment re: Problem 1 Responses 
 

1. Recall Dean Paulsen's 1971 remark to first year class. 
 
2. Now consider Problem 1 – explain response. 
 
3. One score and five from To Kill a Mockingbird to The Rainmaker; 

from lawyer as giant to lawyers as figures of greed, sleaze, 
pettifoggery and pathos. 

 
C. What Not to Blame! 
 

1. Advertising, marketing, entertainment are here to stay. 
 
2. In some form all have been around for many years. 
 
3. The Arthur Grafton reasoning – subliminal fairness. 

 
D. Law and the Morals of the Market Place 
 

1. Ethics and professionalism. 
 
2. Sooner or later they conjoin. 
 
3. Consistent neglect of ethical practice will impair a law license. 
 
4. But you can probably wallow non-professionally indefinitely. 

 
II. CLASS AND THE CONSEQUENCES 
 

A. The Classless Lawyer 
 

1. Is not respected, is probably isolated, and 
 
2. Most assuredly endures economic loss. 
 
3. Reputation is our sine qua non. 
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B. Easier to Lose Than to Get but 
 

1. It does carry over from case to case. 
 
2. Discuss WCB briefs from 1973 to 1998. (Not incidentally, briefs that 

look good usually are good). 
 
3. Coaches say, "You play the way you practice." Any reason we 

cannot be as civil in our professional life as we are in our social life? 
 
4. Really there is no choice. "If the bar is to maintain the respect of the 

community, lawyers must be willing to act out of a spirit of 
cooperation and civility and not wholly out of a sense of blind and 
unbridled advocacy." Georgia Supreme Court, 1993. 

 
C. Karp on Class 
 

1. Marvin Karp in "Some Reflections on Changes – and 
Professionalism.” 

 
2. Karp cites a talk given by a partner at Lewis & Roca (Phoenix) 

wherein new associates are addressed on "How to Be a Classy 
Lawyer." And… 

 
3. "If you don't abide by these concepts, you will be fired by Lewis & 

Roca." 
 
III. WHAT CAN YOU DO? 
 

A. Remember: 
 

1. I am only one, but I am still one. I cannot do everything, but I can 
do something. And, because I cannot do everything, I will not refuse 
to do what I can. 

 
2. Wayne Daub answered the call. So did Norman Harned. 
 
3. Speak! WORDS ARE NOT CHEAP. And, tell the Rotarians and 

Chamber of Commerce the truth – not what they want to hear. 
 
4. E.g., Wayne's title, "Who Loses Under Workers' Comp Changes?" 
 
5. Laurence Fox, former chair of ABA Litigation Section and of the 

Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility: "It's 
quite clear that lawyers do get rewarded for cleverness, but there's 
always the aspect of whether you're gaining some very short-term 
advantage for a long-term loss." 

 
B. Communication – Communication – Communication 
 

1. As immutable as the real estate rule. 
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2. We should follow the Elihu Root rule and bring professionalism 
back. 

 
3. Worthwhile efforts always take time, e.g., women's suffrage, civil 

rights, direct election of senators; all were talked about for decades 
before becoming reality. 

 
C. Marvin Karp on Class 
 

1. The full professional. 
 
2. Not always found in high places. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
LAWYER'S PROFESSIONALISM: WHAT DOES IT MEAN IN  

EVERYDAY PRACTICE? 
SOME REPRESENTATIVE PROBLEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND REFLECTION 

PARTICIPANTS' MATERIALS 
Tort and Insurance Practice Section American Bar Association 

Reprinted with permission. 

 
 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
 
TIPS gratefully acknowledges the contributions of the Association of Defense Trial 
Attorneys, the Defense Research Institute, the Federation of Insurance and Corporate 
Counsel and the International Association of Defense Counsel to this project. With their 
permission, much of the materials developed by those organizations' Joint Committee on 
Professionalism has been incorporated herein. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
To a practicing lawyer, “professionalism” refers to a number of possible attributes, 
including an ability to combine zealous advocacy with trustworthiness, courtesy, and 
civility to judges and opposing counsel. In the words of the United States Court of Appeals 
for the Seventh Circuit: 
 

A lawyer's conduct should be characterized at all times by personal 
courtesy and professional integrity in the fullest sense of those terms.  In 
fulfilling our duty to represent a client vigorously as lawyers we will be 
mindful of our obligations to the administration of justice, which is a truth-
seeking process designed to resolve human and societal problems in a 
rational, peaceful and efficient manner. 
 
Conduct that may be characterized as uncivil, abrasive, abusive, hostile or 
obstructive impedes the fundamental goal of resolving disputes rationally, 
peacefully and efficiently. Such conduct tends to delay and often to deny 
justice. 

 
It is relatively easy for lawyers to maintain that they subscribe to these precepts. However, 
the true test of a lawyer's professionalism lies in his or her ability (and willingness) to 
adhere to them during the many moments each day when the lawyer communicates, orally 
or in writing, with opposing counsel, with judges and even with the lawyer's own clients. 
What the lawyer says (or does not say) *in those moments – and, even more particularly, 
how the lawyer says it – becomes in many ways a measure of the lawyer's 
professionalism. 
 
For these reasons, many courts and bar associations have promulgated aspirational 
creeds or standards of professionalism. Three representative examples – the Seventh 
Circuit's Standards for Professional Conduct, the Lawyer's Creed of Professionalism 
promulgated by TIPS in 1989 (and subsequently adopted by a number of state and local 
bar associations, such as the State Bar of Arizona), and the lawyer's Creed and Lawyer's 
Aspirational. Ideals adopted by the Supreme Court of Ohio in 1997 – are attached to these 
materials. 
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However, simply reading these standards or creeds is not enough. To truly appreciate 
how they apply in everyday situations, a lawyer needs to spend some time thinking about 
those situations and how to reconcile the conflicting motivations and pressures that so 
often come into play. The hypothetical Problems that follow attempt to depict a number of 
such situations. You will be asked to read each Problem, think about it, and then discuss 
with your fellow participants what a lawyer should do in that situation [sic] order to act 
"professionally." 
 
      The Tort and Insurance Practice Section 
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PROBLEM NO. 1 
 
Lawyer Alice Able is retained by Victor Corp. to file suit against an aggressive competitor, 
Ajax, Inc. After Able files the Complaint, she is told by the President of Victor Corp. that 
she is not to grant any requests for extensions of time in which to respond to the 
Complaint, nor is she to agree to any requests from the attorneys for Ajax for the 
postponement of depositions scheduled by Able, unless Victor Corp. specifically 
authorizes her to do so. The President says: "I want them to know that they are in a war, 
and that we won't let up for a minute until they cave in and settle, on our terms." 
 
How should Alice Able respond? 
 
a. That she will do exactly what Victor Corp. says, since that is the lawyer's 

professional obligation? 
 
b. That Victor Corp. should get another lawyer? 
 
c. That such matters are entirely within the prerogative of the lawyer and that Alice 

therefore will use her own best judgment in responding to any such requests, 
taking into account any possible prejudice to the client's rights? 

 
d. That Victor Corp. has to realize that such an approach will backfire and cause all 

sorts of problems as the lawsuit proceeds? 
 
e. In some other way? 
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A LAWYER'S CREED OF PROFESSIONALISM, OF THE AMERICAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION TORT AND INSURANCE PRACTICE SECTION 

 
 
A. With respect to my client: 
 

1. I will be loyal and committed to my client's cause, but I will not permit that 
loyalty and commitment to interfere with my ability to provide my client with 
objective and independent advice; 

 
2. I will endeavor to achieve my client's lawful objectives in business 

transactions and in litigation as expeditiously and economically as possible; 
 
3. In appropriate cases, I will counsel my client with respect to mediation, 

arbitration and other alternative methods of resolving disputes; 
 
4. I will advise my client against pursuing litigation (or any other course of 

action) that is without merit and against insisting on tactics which are 
intended to delay resolution of the matter or to harass or drain the financial 
resources of the opposing party; 

 
5. I will advise my client that civility and courtesy are not to be equated with 

weakness; 
 
6. While I must abide by my client's decision concerning the objectives of the 

representation, I nevertheless will counsel my client that a willingness to 
initiate or engage in settlement discussions is consistent with zealous and 
effective representation. 

 
B. With respect to opposing parties and their counsel: 
 

1. I will endeavor to be courteous and civil, both in oral and in written 
communications; 

 
2. I will not knowingly make statements of fact or of law that are untrue; 
 
3. In litigation proceedings I will agree to reasonable requests for extensions 

of time or for waiver of procedural formalities when the legitimate interests 
of my client will not be adversely affected; 

 
4. I will endeavor to consult with opposing counsel before scheduling 

depositions and meetings and before re-scheduling hearings, and I will 
cooperate with opposing counsel when scheduling changes are requested; 

 
5. I will refrain from utilizing litigation or any other course of conduct to harass 

the opposing party; 
 
6. I will refrain from engaging in excessive and abusive discovery, and I will 

comply with all reasonable discovery requests; 
 
7. I will refrain from utilizing delaying tactics; 
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8. In depositions and other proceedings, and in negotiations, I will conduct 
myself with dignity, avoid making groundless objectives[sic] and refrain 
from engaging in acts of rudeness or disrespect; 

 
9. I will not serve motions and pleadings on the other party, or his counsel, at 

such a time or in such a manner as will unfairly limit the other party's 
opportunity to respond; 

 
10. In business transactions I will not quarrel over matters of form or style, but 

will concentrate on matters of substance and content; 
 
11. I will clearly identify, for other counsel or parties, all changes that I have 

made in documents submitted to me for review. 
 
C. With respect to the courts and other tribunals: 
 

1. I will be a vigorous and zealous advocate on behalf of my client, while 
recognizing, as an officer of the court, that excessive zeal may be 
detrimental to my client's interests as well as to the proper functioning of 
our system of justice; 

 
2. Where consistent with my client's interests, I will communicate with 

opposing counsel in an effort to avoid litigation and to resolve litigation that 
has actually commenced; 

 
3. I will voluntarily withdraw claims or defenses when it becomes apparent 

that they do not have merit or are superfluous; 
 
4. I will refrain from filing frivolous motions; 
 
5. I will make every effort to agree with other counsel, as early as possible, 

on a voluntary exchange of information and on a plan for discovery; 
 
6. I will attempt to resolve, by agreement, my objections to matters contained 

in my opponent's pleadings and discovery requests; 
 
7. When scheduled hearings or depositions have to be canceled, I will notify 

opposing counsel, and, if appropriate, the court (or other tribunal) as early 
as possible; 

 
8. Before dates for hearings or trials are set – or, if that is not feasible, 

immediately after such dates have been set – I will attempt to verify the 
availability of key participants and witnesses so that I can promptly notify 
the court (or other tribunal) and opposing counsel of any likely problem in 
that regard; 

 
9. In civil matters, I will stipulate to facts as to which there is no genuine 

dispute; 
 
10. I will endeavor to be punctual in attending court hearings, conferences and 

depositions; 
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11. I will at all times be candid with the court. 
 
D. With respect to the public and to our system of justice: 
 

1. I will remember that, in addition to commitment to my client's cause, my 
responsibilities as a lawyer include a devotion to the public good; 

 
2. I will endeavor to keep myself current in the areas in which I practice and, 

when necessary, will associate with, or refer my client to, counsel 
knowledgeable in another field of practice; 

 
3. I will be mindful of the fact that, as a member of a self-regulating profession, 

it is incumbent on me to report violations by fellow lawyers of any 
disciplinary rule; 

 
4. I will be mindful of the need to protect the image of the legal profession in 

the eyes of the public and will be so guided when considering methods and 
contents of advertising; 

 
5. I will be mindful that the law is a learned profession and that among its 

desirable goals are devotion to public service, improvement of 
administration of justice, and the contribution of uncompensated time and 
civic influence on behalf of those persons who cannot afford adequate legal 
assistance. 

 
 

November, 1988 
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*Unanimously Adopted By the Board of Governors, State Bar of Arizona, May 19, 1989.* 
 

A Lawyer's Creed of Professionalism of the State Bar of Arizona 
 

PREAMBLE 
 
As a lawyer I must strive to make our system of justice work fairly and efficiently. In order 
to carry out that responsibility, not only will I comply with the letter and-spirit of the 
disciplinary standards applicable to all lawyers, but I will also conduct myself in 
accordance with the following Creed of professionalism when dealing with my client, 
opposing parties, their counsel, the courts and the general public. 
 
A. With respect to my client: 
 

1. I will be loyal and committed to my client's cause, but I will not permit that 
loyalty and commitment to interfere with my ability to provide my client with 
objective and independent advice; 

 
2. I will endeavor to achieve my client's lawful objectives in business 

transactions and in litigation as expeditiously and economically as possible; 
 
3. In appropriate cases, I will counsel my client with respect to mediation, 

arbitration and other alternative methods of resolving disputes; 
 
4. I will advise my client against pursuing litigation (or any other course of 

action) that is without merit and against insisting on tactics which are 
intended to delay resolution of the matter or to harass or drain the financial 
resources of the opposing party; 

 
5. I will advise my client that civility and courtesy are not to be equated with 

weakness; 
 
6. While I must abide by my client's decision concerning the objectives of the 

representation, I nevertheless will counsel my client that a willingness to 
initiate or engage in settlement discussions is consistent with zealous and 
effective representation. 

 
B. With respect to opposing parties and their counsel: 
 

1. I will endeavor to be courteous and civil, both in oral and in written 
communications; 

 
2. I will not knowingly make statements of fact or of law that are untrue; 
 
3. In litigation proceedings I will agree to reasonable requests for extensions 

of time or for waiver of procedural formalities when the legitimate interests 
of my client will not be adversely affected; 

 
4. I will endeavor to consult with opposing counsel before scheduling 

depositions and meetings and before re-scheduling hearings, and will 
cooperate with opposing counsel when scheduling changes are requested; 
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5. I will refrain from utilizing litigation or any other course of conduct to harass 

the opposing party; 
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STANDARDS FOR PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 
 

WITHIN THE SEVENTH FEDERAL JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
 

Preamble 
 
A lawyer's conduct should be characterized at all times by personal courtesy and 
professional integrity in the fullest sense of those terms. In fulfilling our duty to represent 
a client vigorously as lawyers, we will be mindful of our obligations to the administration of 
justice, which is a truth-seeking process designed to resolve human and societal problems 
in a rational, peaceful, and efficient manner. 
 
A judge's conduct should be characterized at all times by courtesy and patience toward 
all participants. As judges we owe to all participants in a legal proceeding respect, 
diligence, punctuality, and protection against unjust and improper criticism or attack. 
 
Conduct that may be characterized as uncivil, abrasive, abusive, hostile, or obstructive 
impedes the fundamental goal of resolving disputes rationally, peacefully, and efficiently. 
Such conduct tends to delay and often to deny justice. 
 
The following standards are designed to encourage us, judges and lawyers, to meet our 
obligations to each other, to litigants and to the system of justice, and thereby achieve the 
twin goals of civility and professionalism, both of which are hallmarks of a learned 
profession dedicated to public service. 
 
We expect judges and lawyers will make a mutual and firm commitment to these 
standards. Voluntary adherence is expected as part of a commitment by all participants to 
improve the administration of justice throughout this circuit. 
 
These standards shall not be used as a basis for litigation or for sanctions or penalties. 
Nothing in these standards supersedes or detracts from existing disciplinary codes or 
alters existing standards of conduct against which lawyer negligence may be determined. 
 
These standards should be reviewed and followed by all judges and lawyers participating 
in any proceeding in this circuit. Copies may be made available to clients to reinforce our 
obligation to maintain and foster these standards. 

 
Lawyers’ Duties to Other Counsel 

 
1. We will practice our profession with a continuing awareness that our role is to 

advance the legitimate interests of our clients. In our dealings with others we will 
not reflect the ill feelings of our clients. We will treat all other counsel, parties, and 
witnesses in a civil and courteous manner, not only in court, but also in all other 
written and oral communications. 

 
2. We will not, even when called upon by a client to do so -abuse or indulge in 

offensive conduct directed to other counsel, parties, or witnesses. We will abstain 
from disparaging personal remarks or acrimony toward other counsel, parties, or 
witnesses. We will treat adverse witnesses and parties with fair consideration. 
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3. We will not encourage or knowingly authorize any person under our control to 
engage in conduct that would be improper if we were to engage in such conduct. 

 
4. We will not, absent good cause, attribute bad motives or improper conduct to other 

counsel or bring the profession into disrepute by unfounded accusations of 
impropriety. 

 
5. We will not seek court sanctions without first conducting a reasonable investigation 

and unless fully justified by the circumstances and necessary to protect our client's 
lawful interests. 

 
6. We will adhere to all express promises and to agreements with other counsel, 

whether oral or in writing, and will adhere in good faith to all agreements implied 
by the circumstances or local customs. 

 
7. When we reach an oral understanding on a proposed agreement or a stipulation 

and decide to commit it to writing, the drafter will endeavor in good faith to state 
the oral understanding accurately and completely. The drafter will provide the 
opportunity for review of the writing to other counsel. As drafts are exchanged 
between or among counsel, changes from prior drafts will be identified in the draft 
or otherwise explicitly brought to the attention of other counsel. We will not include 
in a draft matters to which there has been no agreement without explicitly advising 
other counsel in writing of the addition. 

 
8. We will endeavor to confer early with other counsel to assess settlement 

possibilities. We will not falsely hold out the possibility of settlement as a means to 
adjourn discovery or to delay trial. 

 
9. In civil actions, we will stipulate to relevant matters if they are undisputed and if no 

good faith advocacy basis exists for not stipulating. 
 
10. We will not use any form of discovery or discovery scheduling as a means of 

harassment. 
 
11. We will make good faith efforts to resolve by agreement our objections to matters 

contained in pleadings and discovery requests and objections. 
 
12. We will not time the filing or service of motions or pleadings in any way that unfairly 

limits another party's opportunity to respond. 
 
13. We will not request an extension of time solely for the purpose of unjustified delay 

or to obtain a tactical advantage. 
 
14. We will consult other counsel regarding scheduling matters in a good faith effort to 

avoid scheduling conflicts. 
 
15. We will endeavor to accommodate previously scheduled dates for hearings, 

depositions, meetings, conferences, vacations, seminars, or other functions that 
produce good faith calendar conflicts on the part of other counsel. If we have been 
given an accommodation because of a calendar conflict, we will notify those who 
have accommodated us as soon as the conflict has been removed. 
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16. We will notify other counsel and, if appropriate, the court or other persons, at the 
earliest possible time when hearings, depositions, meetings, or conferences are to 
be canceled or postponed. Early notice avoids unnecessary travel and expense of 
counsel and may enable the court to use the previously reserved time for other 
matters. 

 
17. We will agree to reasonable requests for extensions of time and for waiver of 

procedural formalities, provided our clients’ legitimate rights will not be materially 
or adversely affected. 

 
18. We will not cause any default or dismissal to be entered without first notifying 

opposing counsel, when we know his or her identity. 
 
19. We will take depositions only when actually needed to ascertain facts or 

information or to perpetuate testimony. We will not take depositions for the 
purposes of harassment or to increase litigation expenses. 

 
20. We will not engage in any conduct during a deposition that would not be 

appropriate in the presence of a judge. 
 
21. We will not obstruct questioning during a deposition or object to deposition 

questions unless necessary under the applicable rules to preserve an objection or 
privilege for resolution by the court. 

 
22. During depositions we will ask only those questions we reasonably believe are 

necessary for the prosecution or defense of an action. 
 
23. We will carefully craft document production requests so they are limited to those 

documents we reasonably believe are necessary for the prosecution or defense of 
an action. We will not design production requests to place an undue burden or 
expense on a party. 

 
24. We will respond to document requests reasonably and not strain to interpret the 

request in an artificially restrictive manner to avoid disclosure of relevant and non-
privileged documents. We will not produce documents in a manner designed to 
hide or obscure the existence of particular documents. 

 
25. We will carefully craft interrogatories so they are limited to those matters we 

reasonably believe are necessary for the prosecution or defense of an action, and 
we will not design them to place an undue burden or expense on a party. 

 
26. We will respond to interrogatories reasonably and will not strain to interpret them 

in an artificially restrictive manner to avoid disclosure of relevant and non-
privileged information. 

 
27. We will base our discovery objections on a good faith belief in their merit and will 

not object solely for the purpose of withholding or delaying the disclosure of 
relevant information. 

 
28. When a draft order is to be prepared by counsel to reflect a court ruling, we will 

draft an order that accurately and completely reflects the court's ruling. We will 

' 
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promptly prepare and submit a proposed order to other counsel and attempt to 
reconcile any differences before the draft order is presented to the court. 

 
29. We will not ascribe a position to another counsel that counsel has not taken or 

otherwise seek to create an unjustified inference based on counsel's statements 
or conduct. 

 
30. Unless specifically permitted or invited by the court, we will not send copies of 

correspondence between counsel to the court. 
 

Lawyers' Duties to the Court 
 
1. We will speak and write civilly and respectfully in all communications with the court. 
 
2. We will be punctual and prepared for all court appearances so that all hearings, 

conferences, and trials may commence on time; if delayed, we will notify the court 
and counsel, if possible. 

 
3. We will be considerate of the time constraints and pressures on the court and court 

staff inherent in their efforts to administer justice. 
 
4. We will not engage in any conduct that brings disorder or disruption to the 

courtroom. We will advise our clients and witnesses appearing in court of the 
proper conduct expected and required there and, to the best of our ability, prevent 
our clients and witnesses from creating disorder or disruption. 

 
5. We will not knowingly misrepresent, mischaracterize, misquote, or miscite facts or 

authorities in any oral or written communication to the court. 
 
6. We will not write letters to the court in connection with a pending action, unless 

invited or permitted by the court. 
 
7. Before dates for hearings or trials are set, or if that is not feasible, immediately 

after such date has been set, we will attempt to verify the availability of necessary 
participants and witnesses so we can promptly notify the court of any likely 
problems. 

 
8. We will act and speak civilly to court marshals, clerks, court reporters, secretaries, 

and law clerks with an awareness that they, too, are an integral part of the judicial 
system. 

 
Courts' Duty to Lawyers 

 
1. We will be courteous, respectful, and civil to lawyers, parties, and witnesses. We 

will maintain control of the proceedings, recognizing that judges have both the 
obligation and the authority to insure that all litigation proceedings are conducted 
in a civil manner. 

 
2. We will not employ hostile, demeaning, or humiliating words in opinions or in 

written or oral communications with lawyers, parties, or witnesses. 
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3. We will be punctual in convening all hearings, meetings, and conferences; if 
delayed, we will notify counsel, if possible. 

 
4. In scheduling all hearings, meetings and conferences we will be considerate of 

time schedules of lawyers, parties, and witnesses. 
 
5. We will make all reasonable efforts to decide promptly all matters presented to us 

for decision. 
 
6. We will give the issues in controversy deliberate, impartial, and studied analysis 

and consideration. 
 
7. While endeavoring to resolve disputes efficiently, we will be considerate of the time 

constraints and pressures imposed on lawyers by the exigencies of litigation 
practice. 

 
8. We recognize that a lawyer has a right and a duty to present a cause fully and 

properly, and that a litigant has a right to a fair and impartial hearing. Within the 
practical limits of time, we will allow lawyers to present proper arguments and to 
make a complete and accurate record. 

 
9. We will not impugn the integrity or professionalism of any lawyer on the basis of 

the clients whom or the causes which a lawyer represents. 
 
10. We will do our best to insure that court personnel act civilly toward lawyers, parties, 

and witnesses. 
 
11. We will not adopt procedures that needlessly increase litigation expense. 
 
12. We will bring to lawyers' attention uncivil conduct which we observe. 
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COURT RULES 
 

STATE OF OHIO 
 

STATEMENT ON PROFESSIONALISM, A LAWYER'S CREED, AND A LAWYER'S 
ASPIRATIONAL IDEALS1 

 
 

Effective February 3, 1997 
 
The Statement on Professionalism, A Lawyer's Creed, and A Lawyer's Aspirational Ideals 
have been issued by the Supreme Court of Ohio, effective February 3, 1997. 
 

STATEMENT ON PROFESSIONALISM 
 

Issued by the Supreme Court of Ohio 
On February 3, 1991 

 
The Court created the Supreme Court Commission on Professionalism in order to address 
its concerns that trends were developing among lawyers in Ohio and elsewhere which 
emphasize commercialism in the practice of law and de-emphasize our historical heritage 
that the practice is a learned profession to be conducted with dignity, integrity and honor 
as a high calling dedicated to the service of clients and the public good. These trends have 
been evidenced by an emphasis on financial rewards, a diminishing of courtesy and civility 
among lawyers in their dealings with each other, a reduction in respect for the judiciary 
and our system of justice and a lessening of regard for others and commitment to the 
public good. 
 
As professionals, we need to strive to meet lofty goals and ideals in order to achieve the 
highest standards of a learned profession. To this end, the Court issues A Lawyer's Creed 
and A Lawyer's Aspirational Ideals which have been adopted and recommended for the 
Court's issuance by the Supreme Court Commission on Professionalism. In so doing, it is 
not the Court's intention to regulate or to provide additional bases for discipline, but rather 
to facilitate the promotion of professionalism among Ohio's lawyers, judges and legal 
educators. It is the Court's hope that these individuals, their professional associations, law 
firms, and educational institutions will utilize the Creed and the Aspirational Ideals as 
guidelines for this purpose. 
 
NOTICE: Court rules; and related materials supplied by the courts are included. Since all 
rules and amendments may not have been supplied, the clerk of the appropriate court 
should be consulted to determine the current rules. 
 
  

                                                
1  Reporter's Note: The Statement on Professionalism, A Lawyer's Creed, and A Lawyer's 
Aspirational Ideals will be published as an appendix to Gov. Bar. R. XV. 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
SOME REFLECTIONS ON CHANGE – AND PROFESSIONALISM 

Marvin L. Karp 

 
 
 
Cardinal Newman once wrote; "To live is change, and to be perfect is to have changed 
often." Contrast this with Dostoevski's observation, "Change is what people fear most." 
 
I am constantly struck by the fact that lawyers – who should know better – share a similar 
apprehension and react almost viscerally to suggestions of change. For example, when, 
a few short years ago, state supreme courts started to establish mandatory CLE, most 
lawyers reacted negatively, and many spoke out angrily against this presumed imposition 
on their cherished independence. Yet can anyone seriously doubt that mandatory CLE 
has helped improve the quality of the profession and that the "burdens" of compliance 
have been minimal? 
 
Another example: the reaction of defense lawyers to the changes and new strictures 
imposed by their insurance company clients with respect to billings and to "guidelines" that 
they now must follow when providing legal services to the companies and their insureds. 
The almost universal response of defense lawyers has been to say, "This is terrible. 
Someone has to talk to the insurance companies and set them straight." 
 
Leaders of defense organizations constantly receive such imprecations from their lawyer 
members. What this indicates, of course, is that many defense lawyers seem to have no 
comprehension of how serious the insurance industry is about these changes. They fail to 
realize that even if the lawyers are "right" – that is, even if the new procedures and 
limitations are illogical, unfair and ultimately counter-productive defense lawyers are not 
going to win this "battle" with their insurance company clients. 
 
"The old order changeth," and these particular changes now are the order of the day.  We 
defense lawyers therefore have to recognize the necessity of revising our methods of 
operation and adapting to the changing demands of our clients. We have to improve our 
efficiency, learn how to use new technology, make better and more economical utilization 
of our staffs, reduce costs, and, where necessary, offer alternative methods of billing.  And, 
yes, we also have to realize that we can no longer comfortably rely on our long-standing 
client relationships; we now have to look to diversifying our practices. 
 
Although members of the plaintiffs' bar are not confronted with similar "watershed" 
changes in their relationships with their clients, plaintiffs' lawyers are equally inflexible in 
their resistance to change when it affects their areas of economic interest.  Consider, for 
example, the history of attempted products liability reform. The long-standing position of 
the plaintiffs' bar – and indeed, the longstanding position of the American Bar Association 
– has been to resist any congressional legislation relating to products liability. "Leave it to 
the states" has been their unchanging watchcry for the past fifteen years. 
 
I readily acknowledge that products liability law, as it has evolved since the early 1960s, 
has accomplished considerable good. Most manufacturers will admit this if you talk to 
them "off the record." "It is true," they will say, "that we can't afford to buy products liability 
insurance any more. But it is also true that we're not getting sued so much." Why? 
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Because developments in products liability law have forced manufacturers to make their 
products safer. 
 
But many lawyers also will acknowledge that along with the good, this area of the law has 
developed some aberrational and unfair aspects that need to be modified. Nonetheless, 
when national products liability legislation suddenly stood a real chance of passage in 
Congress in early 1995, the ABA was scarcely a player. After all, when the leaders and 
congressional committees are intent on passing certain legislation, committee staffs do 
not invite naysayers to the table. 
 
What a shame. The ABA and, especially, thoughtful and fair minded plaintiffs' lawyers 
could have helped shape and improve the comparatively modest reforms contained in 
Senate Bill 565. Instead, lawyers with the greatest expertise were isolated from the 
process. 
 
And what about the economic considerations that often underlie lawyers' resistance to 
legislative changes in civil liability law? "If Congress or the legislatures pass this or that 
bill, we'll lose business; lawsuits, which have been our bread and butter, will simply vanish. 
We'll be hurt economically." I have heard both plaintiffs' and defense lawyers make such 
statements frequently in the past. 
 
But can any lawyer who has taken the time to reflect on legal history really believe such 
forebodings? What does that history tell us? It tells us that most of the changes that have 
taken place in the civil liability system over the years have resulted in an expansion, rather 
than a contraction, of the types of action that can be brought by injured or aggrieved 
plaintiffs.  New knowledge, new insights, new creativity have constantly brought new and 
expanding theories of liability to the fore. Ask yourself this question: When you were in law 
school, how many of the following types of tort actions were you even aware of? Toxic 
torts, sexual harassment, EMF, Americans With Disability, bad faith actions, breast 
implants, advertising injury? 
 
What lesson do I draw from these examples? Simply this: we lawyers should be less 
reflexive in our reactions to change.  We should, instead, discipline ourselves to be more 
thoughtful and openminded when we are confronted with potential breaks with the past. 
And we should be prepared to accept, and, where appropriate, to help shape those 
changes that are inevitable. 
 
That is not to presume that all changes are for the good. Indeed, in recent years there 
have been many changes relating to the practice of law that have been quite bad for the 
profession, changes that have adversely affected values that we used to hold dear values 
that once made us proud to be lawyers. Yet, ironically, we seem to have acquiesced 
meekly to these changes as though there were nothing that we lawyers could do about 
them, individually or collectively. 
 
That is tragic, because I think there are a number of ways in which we can ameliorate, if 
not undo entirely, some of the changes that have occurred. Think, for example, of the 
satisfaction most of us have felt, over the years, in attending meetings such as this [the 
TIPS Spring Meeting].  We meet and become friends with lawyers from other parts of the 
country. We exchange views with lawyers of different backgrounds, lawyers engaged in 
different areas of practice, lawyers who have had different types of experiences. We spend 
time developing programs, or formulating positions, that can benefit not only tort and 
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insurance lawyers but the profession as a whole – and thereby help the profession better 
serve the public at large. In short, these meetings give us the occasion to put aside our 
personal and parochial interests and think about the public interest. 
 
But what about those lawyers who are not at these meetings? What about the newer or 
younger lawyers back at the office? What are they doing with respect to bar activities? 
The answer in most cases: not much. The rationalizations that most such lawyers will give 
you to explain their non-involvement in bar activities are familiar by now: lack of time, lack 
of interest, the belief that “the firm wants me to spend all my time cranking out the billable 
hours. Any remaining time I have I am reserving for my family.” 
 
And what about that young lawyer’s employer, the proud and prestigious law firm? It 
couldn’t care less. Bar activities, we are told, add little, if anything, to the firm’s revenues. 
Such activities have therefore become an expensive luxury that many firms are no longer 
willing to indulge. 
 
But aren’t we all overlooking something? Aren’t we forgetting what it means to be a 
professional? Aren’t we losing sight of the fact that bar activities – in the sense of giving 
something back to the profession – are part of living a full professional life? 
 
And once we remind ourselves of that fact, can’t we do something about it? Of course we 
can. We can restore the culture of our firms to what it was in the not-so-distant past, when 
we encouraged bar association activities and participation, not because such participation 
generated profit but because it was right, because it was an integral part of “being a 
lawyer.” We can teach our young lawyers how important such involvement can be to living 
a full professional life – and that “being a lawyer” doesn’t mean limiting oneself to office, 
family, and an occasional game of golf. 
 
Let's look at another change that has been taking place in our profession: the atmosphere 
in which we practice law. Not too long ago, being a lawyer meant that one enjoyed high 
levels of collegiality and mutual respect with fellow members of the bar. Courtroom 
adversaries frequently regarded each other as friends. Lawyers dealt with each other in 
an atmosphere of trust, and logistical problems such as scheduling were resolved in a 
spirit of mutual accommodation. To our shame, that atmosphere has deteriorated 
dramatically in recent years. 
 
Whether because there are too many lawyers, or because the geographical scope of firms' 
practices have become so wide-spread that lawyers don't run into each other that much 
anymore, or there is simply too much economic pressure, or too much competition, or too 
little understanding of the true meaning of the adversary system, a so-called Rambo 
mentality now impels many of our brethren. For such lawyers, litigation has become 
synonymous with all-out war.  Their sole objective is to win at any cost. And if, in the 
process, they can destroy the other side and humiliate the opposing lawyer, why, so much 
the better. 
 
Deliberate rudeness – in negotiations, in depositions, in the courtroom – has become their 
operating norm; requests for reasonable accommodations in scheduling are rejected out-
of-hand or acceded to only grudgingly; opposing parties and witnesses are verbally 
abused. As for dirty tricks – well, all's fair in love and litigation. This type of attitude, and 
the inflammatory conduct that accompanies it, understandably evokes retaliation in the 
same mean spirit. 
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The result is an enormous escalation in the financial and emotional costs of litigation, and 
the creation and hardening of animosities between counsel so bitter that an early, let alone 
amicable, resolution of the underlying dispute becomes almost impossible. In short, rather 
than being key catalysts for working out a solution to their clients' difficulties, the lawyers 
themselves have become part of the problem. 
 
All of this is antithetical to our system of justice. Lawsuits clog up the courts when they 
should have been resolved long since. Clients spend small fortunes in order to fund the 
"litigation" that has become an end in itself, an unrelenting war being waged by platoons 
of "litigators." They don't call them "trial lawyers" any more, who generate endless 
discovery, file countless motions, and engage in virulent ad hominem attacks on the 
character, competence, and integrity of the opposing lawyer. 
 
Why? "Because," we are told, "that is how you play hardball. That is what the clients want, 
a lawyer who is mean and tough. So either you play hardball, or you won't be able to play 
at all because the client will go down the street and pick out another lawyer who will." 
 
How do we deal with this situation, this scourge, if you will, that has become so pervasive 
throughout the country? There are some lawyers who have suggested that the primary 
responsibility must rest with law schools: "Law schools must do a better job teaching ethics 
and professionalism. Law schools must provide better guidance to the lawyers of the 
future." This is certainly true. Nevertheless, that is only a small part of the solution. 
 
To repeat a famous aphorism, "The fault, dear Brutus, is not in the stars, it is in ourselves." 
I suggest to you that the primary responsibility for dealing with these wrong-headed 
attitudes rests with the practicing bar. After all, law school is not lawyer school. Most law 
school professors’ have had only limited experience in the practice of law. Law professors' 
primary focus is on scholarship. Therefore, law students learn a good deal about trends 
and developments in the law and how any argument, no matter how reasonable, can be 
undercut. But they don't learn about the practice of law. Rather, it is law firms, not law 
schools, that teach neophyte lawyers how to practice. And by “law firms" I mean single 
practitioners as well as megafirms. 
 
Yet as partners or principals in law firms that carry out that task, do we ever stop and ask 
ourselves what manner of lawyer it is that we are training?  All of us teach our beginners 
certain mechanics: how to keep time records, how to prepare bills, how to craft pleadings, 
how to draft contracts, how to compose briefs, etc. But what about the other things that go 
into being a fully rounded professional in the practice of law? 
 
Do we, for example, discuss with our new associates the importance of legal ethics and 
of professional decorum? Do we encourage them to come to us with questions on those 
subjects? Do we instill in them a sense of pride in being a professional? 
 
Most young lawyers become involved at some point in discovery: they draft interrogatories 
and requests for production, they prepare subpoenas, they sit in on predeposition 
meetings with witnesses, they take depositions, they inspect records, they produce 
records and draft answers to interrogatories. But do we explain to them the differences 
between a professional and an unprofessional approach to discovery? 
 
Someone recently wrote: "Discovery and motion practice provide a near inexhaustible 
repertoire of ways for litigants to tease, worry, irk, goad, pester, trouble, rag, torment, 
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pique, molest, bother, vex, nettle and annoy each other."1 So what do we tell our young 
associates about obstructing depositions or coaching witnesses to evade questions or 
feign ignorance? Do we train them to serve burdensome and irrelevant interrogatories, or 
do we teach them to craft questions that focus on the real and material issues in the case 
at hand? Do we show them how to be evasive when responding to interrogatories and 
requests for production? Or do we firmly instruct them against such tactics and urge them 
to play the game straight? 
 
And what about dealing with the client? Do we tell our beginners that their job is to function 
as the client’s hired gun and that they are to do whatever the client asks? Do we tell them 
that their responsibility to the client supersedes all other professional responsibilities? Or 
do we instill in them the belief that a lawyer must remain professionally independent, that 
the very essence of the lawyer-client relationship is that the client is entitled to receive 
from his attorney objective advice – and if what the client proposes to do is wrong, the 
lawyer has a duty to tell him or her so. 
 
Are we willing to permit our new associates to consider, and to discuss with opposing 
lawyers, alternatives to litigation such as mediation and arbitration, when such methods 
will be economically beneficial to the client by reducing the legal feels that they would 
otherwise incur?  
 
And do we take the time to explain to our new associates how they should conduct 
themselves before judges and how they should deal with other lawyers on an interpersonal 
level? Do we counsel them on the manner, tone, and style that they should adopt? Do we 
stress the importance of civility, courtesy, and truthfulness, of keeping one's word when it 
has been given to another lawyer? Do we teach them the importance of establishing for 
themselves not only a reputation for being a skillful lawyer but also a reputation for 
professional integrity? 
 
I suggest to you that every new lawyer should be made to understand, from the very 
outset, that he or she has entered into a learned profession, one which has standards and 
ideals and values that are cherished by many of its members and which the new lawyer 
has an obligation to live up to and perpetuate. 
 
If we, as leaders of our firms, don't teach these things to our new associates, who will? 
 
Recently I heard a speech by a lawyer from a large Phoenix firm, Lewis & Roca,2 who 
annually gives a talk to the firm's new associates entitled, "How to Be a Classy Lawyer."  
He begins by telling them, "If you don't abide by these concepts, you will be fired by Lewis 
& Roca." He then points out that there are a number of reasons for being a classy lawyer, 
including the following: 
 
To protect the profession.  In the words of the Georgia Supreme Court in a 1993 decision: 
 
If the bar is to maintain the respect of the community, lawyers must be willing to act out of 
a spirit of cooperation and civility and not wholly out of a sense of blind and unbridled 
advocacy.3 
 

• It's a small town. If you are not classy, word gets around. 
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• Classy lawyers get better results. Judges, juries, and appellate courts trust 
classy lawyers more. 

 

• It's more efficient. Less time is wasted on needless (often petty) disputes. 
 

• It's more economical. Classy lawyers get things done with less hassle – 
quicker and cleaner. 

 

• Classy lawyers get more referrals. 
 

• It's good for the firm. A firm with a classy reputation provides each of its 
members with tremendous advantages. 

 
How, then, does a lawyer become "classy"? By following a number of rules:  
 

• Being tough doesn't mean macho; being civil doesn't mean weak. 
 

• Give extensions, unless true prejudice results to the client. 
 

• Waive formalities, unless true prejudice results to the client. 
 

• Cooperate on scheduling. 
 

• On discovery, play the game straight. 
 

• Focus on substance, not form. 
 

• View compromise as a tool. 
 

• Always be punctual. 
 

• Treat all other attorneys and staff with utmost courtesy and respect. 
 
These are excellent lessons – lessons that each of us could easily impart to the beginning 
lawyers in our firm. 
 
There is something else that we practicing lawyers have to do: we have to educate our 
own clients, risky as that may be. Because of what they read in newspapers and 
magazines and see on television, many clients believe that the ideal lawyer is one who is 
mean, uncompromising, and notorious for making life miserable for the other side. 
Therefore, we have to make our clients understand the ways in which a lawyer should 
conduct himself or herself in dealings with "the other side" in order to achieve the best 
result in the most efficient manner. 
 
Clients must be taught that regardless of their personal feelings toward the other side, 
civility and courtesy on the part of the lawyer is the accepted norm in the community and 
will ultimately redound to the client's benefit, financially and emotionally. A client has to 
learn that a lawyer is not someone who is hired to create havoc, and being the "meanest 
lawyer in town" is not a badge of honor in our profession. 
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As professionals, we have an obligation to counsel clients against pursuing actions that 
are without merit. Similarly, we have to have enough backbone to dissuade our clients 
from insisting on tactics that are intended to delay, harass, or drain the financial resources 
of the opposing party.  It may be true, as someone once said, that the perfect client is rich, 
angry, and wrong. Yet we would be better to heed the words of a renowned attorney of 
another generation Elihu Root, who once wrote, "About half the practice of decent lawyers 
consists of telling would-be clients that they are damned fools and should stop.” 
 
Where, then, does the organized bar fit into all this? I believe that there are a number of 
things that bar associations – and we, as bar leaders – can do. 
 
First, we should push to have mandatory courses on professionalism (as distinguished 
from ethics) taught in law schools. Clearly, courses on the Code of Professional 
Responsibility or the Model Rules of Professional Conduct are not the answer, since law 
schools (i.e., law professors) have been teaching these courses for years, and the 
problems we are here discussing have not been ameliorated one iota. 
 
One reason for this is that "professionalism" really picks up where "ethics" leave off. 
Moreover, professionalism courses, to be effective, would be better taught, even in law 
schools, by practicing lawyers who are familiar with the conflicting pressures, tensions, 
and demands of everyday practice. Law professors are too far removed from the fray to 
provide the appropriate insights. 
 
Second, professionalism (as distinguished from ethics) should be made one of the 
required subjects of mandatory CLE for practicing lawyers. It does no good to teach 
professionalism in law schools if practicing lawyers are not receiving the same 
instructions. After all, the newly-minted lawyer, no matter how well taught and how well-
intentioned he or she may be, will be hard-pressed to abide by such teachings if his or her 
office "seniors" (not to mention his or her adversaries) insist on playing by a different set 
of rules. 
 
Third, bar associations need to adopt a primer on what professionalism means in actual 
practice, a list of “dos and don’ts” that can be taught in mandatory CLE courses on 
professionalism as well as in law school classes on professionalism. A few years back, 
many bar associations around the country followed the lead of TIPS and adopted “A 
Lawyer’s Creed of Professionalism,” using either the TIPS model – which was drafted 
back in 1989 – or a creed of their own composition. Basically, a creed of professionalism 
is a set of precepts that spell out, in very specific terms, how lawyers should deport 
themselves in their dealings with each other, with the courts, and with their clients. Indeed, 
many bar associations (again following the TIPS recommendations) have encouraged 
their members to place framed copies of their local creed on their office wall, where it can 
serve as a daily reminder to the lawyer, the lawyer’s colleagues, and the lawyer’s clients 
as to how that lawyer intends to behave in his or her day-to-day practice. 
 
Fourth, judges should be encouraged to take a more active role in ameliorating 
unprofessional conduct. The involvement of judges can range from speaking privately to 
the offending lawyer, to communicating with a senior partner in the lawyer’s firm, to using 
one or more of the sanctions for egregious conduct that already exist in procedural rules. 
Accordingly, judicial continuing legal education seminars should include courses that 
outline ways in which judges can deal with unprofessional conduct. 
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Fifth, state bar associations and/or state supreme courts should establish permanent 
professionalism commissions. Such commissions would be given the responsibility of 
conducting ongoing reviews of lawyer professionalism within their state and making 
recommendations as to future measures that would help improve professional conduct. 
 

These proposals are not "pie in the sky." Many of them have already been initiated, at 
least in part, in a number of states. Such steps evidence the fact that not only individual 
lawyers and judges but state and local bar associations as well are willing to take action, 
rather than just talk about the problem. They are intent on curbing unprofessional conduct 
and on restoring to the practice of law civility, collegiality, objectivity, and mutual respect. 
 
In short, as changes such as these wash across our profession, there is much that we 
lawyers, individually and collectively, can do to help preserve the traditional values of our 
profession – if we have the strength and determination to overcome our own inertia. 
Someone once wrote: 
 

I am only one, but still I am one. 
 

I cannot do everything, but I can do something.  
 

And because I cannot do everything, 
 

I will not refuse to do what I can.4 
 

To return to my theme: some changes are inevitable, and we have to recognize that. Some 
changes require us to adapt, and we have to realize that. Some changes, on the other 
hand, are not irreversible, and we can deal with that – if we are willing to make the effort. 
 

Let us, then, not be found wanting. Let us respond with vision, with courage, and with 
commitment – which, after all, are the very highest and very finest qualities of a lawyer. 
 

Marvin L. Karp is a partner of Ulmer & Berne in Cleveland, Ohio.  He served as Chair of 
TIPS in 1990-1991. Mr. Karp delivered this address at the 1995 TIPS Spring Meeting in 
Charleston, South Carolina. 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
THE VIEW FROM THE CHAIR: A RETURN TO PROFESSIONALISM 

Dianne K. Dailey 

 
 
 
She strode into the restaurant, threw her briefcase on the table, and declared in 
exasperation: "You will not believe the depositions I've been in this morning! Opposing 
counsel was a complete jerk, doing everything he could to frustrate my questioning and 
keep me from getting any straight answers." Sinking into her chair, she relayed to her 
associates a long history of lack of cooperation by the other attorney. "From day one, he's 
been as difficult as possible. When I got the case, I called to introduce myself and asked 
if we could agree to voluntarily produce relevant documents and he refused – said he 
wouldn't give me anything without a formal request for production. I guess that set the 
tone. I served him with a request and he still didn't produce the documents so I had to file 
a motion to compel. The morning the hearing on the motion was scheduled, he delivered 
all the documents." 
 
Sighing, she continued: "I called him to schedule depositions at a time convenient for him 
and his client. He, on the other hand, without bothering to call me, noticed my client's 
deposition for a time when he knew I had a hearing in another case!  I've had so many 
conversations with him in which he agreed to do something and then later denied having 
made any such agreement that I've taken to putting everything in writing. Any letter I get 
from him is insulting to me and my client, calling into question our intelligence and honesty, 
and I always feel I need to respond to set the record straight. It's such a waste of my time 
and my client's money." 
 
"But today was the worst! We'd agreed his client's deposition would start at 9 a.m. They 
didn't show up until 9:30. They didn't bring the documents they'd agreed to bring.  He 
objected to every question I asked, launching into irrelevant, long speaking objections that 
completely disrupted the deposition. He instructed his client not to answer questions that 
he clearly was obligated to answer and when I objected, he told me to call the judge if I 
didn't like it! Well, I did, but the judge pooh-poohed my complaint over his conduct and 
told us he was confident we could work it out without his help." 
 
Gulping down the last of her iced tea and, wearily rubbing her neck, she commented:  ''l'm 
sorry I had my client at the deposition because by the time this debacle was over, he was 
appalled. After making several disparaging remarks about the cost of litigation and lawyers 
in general, he asked me what recourse we had ... was this type of behavior ethical? And 
you know what sickened me? That I couldn't think of a single ethical violation this jerk had 
committed." 
 
Rising from the table, she said quietly: "I'm frustrated and demoralized and, as a lawyer, 
I'm embarrassed to be associated with such conduct. I know I've done a good job for my 
client and think I've behaved in a professional manner. But it's clear to me that the only 
thing my client will remember is the egregious behavior he saw today. No wonder the 
public thinks so little of us." 
 
As she walked away, her colleagues started to swap similar horror stories. Sitting at the 
next table, a couple of judges and two senior partners couldn't help but overhear the 
conversation. Shaking their heads, they began to reminisce about the practice of law and 
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how it had changed over the years. "There're too many lawyers who've forgotten we're a 
profession and not a business," lamented Judge Smith, "and that we have obligations 
beyond winning at all costs." "Agreed", commented Judge Jones tersely. "I'm increasingly 
outraged by lawyers who think any behavior short of outright unethical conduct is 
acceptable in my courtroom." 
 
"The problem lies with these newer lawyers ... we certainly never practiced that way," 
snapped the senior partner of one of the city's largest firms. Looking at the fourth silently 
for a moment, the other lawyer then mused: "But they only know what we teach them ... 
and I don't mean by any pompous lectures on ethics and professionalism ... but by how 
we conduct our own practices and run our own courtrooms, by what conduct we reward.  
They walk where we walk, not where we tell them to walk." 
 
Recognizing the need to urge lawyers to walk where we want them to walk, Jerry Shestack 
has made a return to professionalism the theme for his year as President of the ABA. And 
how will TIPS assist in this effort? Well, not by giving lectures, but by more concrete means 
such as developing videotaped hypotheticals and written materials addressing situations 
lawyers routinely face that call into question appropriate professional conduct. Working 
closely with the Law Student Division and the Young Lawyers Division, TIPS will make 
these videotapes and written materials available to local judges, professors, and lawyers 
as teaching tools in law schools and law firms around the country. 
 
Because law students and younger lawyers are the future of our profession, we'll focus 
our efforts on them. But, as we all know, they are not the source of the current 
professionalism crisis. Anyone who has ever taught school knows the teachers always 
learn more than the students. As the teachers begin to walk so will the students follow. 
Please join us. 
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ATTACHMENT 4 
PERVASIVE PROFESSIONALISM MUST BE PART OF LEGAL EDUCATION 

Jerome J. Shestack 

 
 
 
This column addresses law professors on behalf of lawyers. 
 
In our ideal lawyer's world, every lawyer would be a consummate professional. Every 
lawyer would fulfill all the key elements of professionalism: ethics and integrity, 
competence and independence, meaningful continuing education, fundamental 
civility, obligations to the justice system and the rule of law, and pro bono service. 
 
But we do not live in an ideal world. Professionalism is often beset by strong cross-
currents: competition, self-interest, client pressures, the crassness of the market. All 
are allures, pulls and even traps that can diminish professionalism. 
 
Don't mistake my point. All of these counter-forces in no way lessen our 
responsibilities to our profession, nor do they provide legitimate excuse for a 
departure from professionalism. My point is that in this conflicting milieu, we need 
more help from legal educators in enhancing professionalism. 
 
Students enter law schools free from cynicism about our profession, with minds ready 
to be taught and influenced. The time to begin teaching our profession's values is from 
the very beginning. 
 
But for years, ethics and professional skills and values were rarely taught. In some schools 
a voluntary ethics course was offered, but hardly more. In the late '50s some schools 
began clinical courses that exposed students to practice skills. 
 
In time, the ABA standards called upon law schools to teach professional skills and values. 
But for the most part, such courses have not been well-integrated into the curriculum. 
 
Illustrative of this is Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg's anecdote of a first-year course in 
which the professor's description of a lawyer's tactics left a student "bothered and 
bewildered." "But what about ethics?" the student asked. "Ethics," responded the 
professor, "is taught in the second year." 
 
Calling all Legal Educators 
 
In more recent years, the concept developed that law schools should teach 
professionalism pervasively, that is, throughout the curriculum. Not all educators 
agreed. Law school professors understandably operate on principles of self-rule and 
resist direction regarding their teaching. 
 
Nonetheless, legal educators should be concerned with their clients' needs. Who are 
their clients? Not students, not deans, not alumni – none of these. Then who? I submit 
that the legal educator's client is the profession. And the profession needs legal 
educators to teach professionalism and its fundamental values from the start of a 
would-be lawyer's career. 
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Professor Deborah L. Rhode, the new president of the Association of American Law 
Schools, is a foremost proponent of "pervasive" ethics education, namely, teaching 
ethics in all substantive areas. Her point is simple. "Moral responsibility is a central 
constituent of all legal practice and needs to occupy an equally central place in law 
school curriculum." 
 
Likewise, a central place in the law school curriculum is merited for other professional 
values such as competence and independence, obligations to the justice system and pro 
bono service. 
 
What are the arguments against a greater focus on professional values and responsibility? 
 
One claim is that teaching law students professional skills and values will make little 
difference. The argument fails. Professionalism can be taught – and learned. We have 
enough experience to know that the teaching of skills, ethical analysis and understanding 
of professional responsibility substantially enhance the professional commitment of future 
practitioners. Would such teaching benefit our profession? Of course. 
 
Teachers Are Up to This Challenge 
 
Other claims are that teaching professionalism is beyond professors’ expertise, or that the 
area is someone else's responsibility. No teacher qualified to hold a position on a law 
school faculty should find teaching professionalism beyond his or her competence. As for 
delegation to others, treating professional responsibility as someone else's responsibility 
only encourages future lawyers to do likewise. 
 
Our ABA Section of Legal Education and ABA leaders, particularly former Presidents Wm. 
Reece Smith, Jr. and Robert MacCrate, have roundly encouraged law schools to teach 
professional values and skills pervasively. The concept is advancing, but slowly. Too 
slowly, for silence about professionalism in the substantive curriculum sends a wrong 
message to future professionals. 
 
Recently, I met with AALS President Rhode. She and other legal educators are 
increasingly proposing that "pervasive professionalism," including expanded opportunities 
for pro bono service, must be a crucial element of quality law school education. The results 
should be cheering. 
 
Dean Erwin Griswold once sadly noted that students frequently come to law schools with 
broader ideals than they take out.  As Rhode observed, “That defines our problem and our 
opportunity.” 
 
Surely, the opportunity outweighs the problem. 
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ATTACHMENT 5 
ADVANCING PROFESSIONALISM NEEDS JUDICIAL HELP 

Jerome J. Shestack 

 
 
 
HIGHLIGHT: Lawyers learn quickly when judges mean what they say about observing 
professional standards. A few sharp raps on the knuckles, and knuckles won't be used as 
much. 
 
Let's talk about the role of the judiciary in advancing professionalism. 
 
As I've written about the ABA's focus on professionalism, I have stressed what could and 
should be done by the organized bar, individual lawyers, law-firms and legal educators to 
foster professional values. 
 
But we also need the help of judges. 
 
At the outset, let me reaffirm that lawyers have a professional obligation to respect the 
courts, to defend them, and to sustain and improve the administration of justice. Help from 
the bench is not to be thought of as a matter of reciprocity, but as an important judicial 
obligation to promote values of the legal profession that advance access to justice and 
improve its administration. 
 
Judges are particularly suited to advance professionalism because of their authority, the 
respect in which they are held, and because they are charged with safeguarding a just 
rule of law. 
 
Some judges eschew any obligation to encourage, monitor or enforce professional values, 
claiming it detracts from their judicial duties. l believe that parochial view is not widely 
endorsed. As Chief Justice Randall T. Shepard of Indiana said, courts have an 
"institutional role as standard-bearers for the profession." 
 
Do judges have the authority to advance professionalism? I believe they do. 
 
State supreme court judges generally have inherent powers over such matters as 
qualifications to continue practice, standards for fee arrangements, litigation management, 
enforcement of professional standards, and imposition of sanctions. 
 
Recently, Chief Justice E. Norman Veasey of Delaware proposed a catalog of professional 
trouble spots that courts can address. Here are just a half dozen from that list: 1) Rambo 
tactics, 2) gouging on windfall fees, 3) misleading advertising, 4) frivolous motions, 5) 
attempts by lawyers to handle matters beyond their capability, and 6) disingenuous 
dealings with courts and other lawyers. 
 
Can judges make a difference? Let me cite a few telling examples.  
 
Aspirational Codes of Civility 
 
Some courts, such as the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, have sponsored codes of 
civility that other courts and some bars have replicated. Civility codes are, for the most 
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part, aspirational, suggesting how law should be practiced with fairness and civility. While 
these codes lack sanctions, they make the bar more conscious of professional 
responsibility and provide judicial ways to express disapproval of uncivil conduct. 
 
Other state courts have gone even further. In Georgia, the supreme court has 
implemented a commitment to professional responsibility by unequivocally reprimanding 
uncivil conduct. That court has been able to uplift the profession in that state. Florida courts 
are beginning to implement standards of civility as well. 
 
In Texas, some courts have established standards of conduct for lawyers in civil actions 
and have imposed sanctions for rude and abusive conduct, for unnecessary contention 
and for practices ranging "from benign uncivility to outright obstruction." 
 
In Delaware, the Supreme Court rebuked a renowned Texas lawyer for unprofessional, 
abusive language in a deposition, adding that engaging in such unprofessional conduct 
does not properly represent one's client. Justice Sandra Day O'Connor has eloquently 
made the same point. 
 
Some judges claim that enforcing professional standards involves them in "satellite 
litigation." Perhaps – but lawyers learn quickly when judges mean what they say about 
observing professional standards. A few sharp raps on the knuckles, and knuckles won't 
be used as much. 
 
Judges Taking the Lead 
 
Judges also can further their responsibility to contribute to the administration of justice by 
advancing access to justice for all through pro bono service. Chief Justice Ron George of 
California and Judge Judith Billings of Utah have set forth a number of ways judges can 
appropriately further such pro bono service. These include encouraging lawyers to 
volunteer for pro bono service to those in need, recognizing lawyers who have provided 
exemplary service, and designing innovative procedures and schedules to facilitate pro 
bono service and to streamline legal services cases. 
 
Chief Justice Shepard recently observed that the "most difficult part of making headway 
on professionalism among lawyers is reaching the decision to stake out some definable 
ground and stand on it forcefully.  Surely there are many opportunities.... It is a cause that 
judges cannot approach as neutral adjudicators. We cannot be impartial about 
competence or unbiased about misconduct." 
 
An encouraging development comes from the Conference of Chief Justices, which is 
formulating a National Action Plan to promote judicial involvement and leadership in 
advancing professionalism among all lawyers. 
 
The National Action Plan will be most welcome. It is the hope of the ABA to work more 
closely with the judiciary, both state and federal, in fostering professionalism as the right 
way to practice law. 
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ATTACHMENT 6 
DEFINING OUR CALLING: FOCUS ON PROFESSIONALISM BENEFITS INDIVIDUAL 

LAWYERS AND JUSTICE AS A WHOLE 
Jerome J. Shestack 

 
 
In my first column as president of the ABA, I'd like to answer the question I've been asked 
most frequently this past year: “What will you focus on as president?” 
 
My answer is: enhancing our professionalism. That's not startling, but it seems to me to 
be common sense for lawyers. Let me elaborate. 
 
The word profession comes from the Latin for “to profess,” meaning to make a public 
dedication to the ideals and practices associated with a learned calling. What then do we 
profess as lawyers? 
 
Roscoe Pound defined professionalism as “pursuing a learned art as a common calling in 
the spirit of public service.” That was a good definition, but the intervening years have 
shown reason to flesh it out. Recently an ABA conference, “Teaching and Learning 
Professionalism,” put forth this declaration: 
 
“A professional lawyer is an expert in law pursuing a learned art in service to clients and 
in the spirit of public service; and engaging in these pursuits as part of a common calling 
to promote justice and public good.” 
 
Declaration of Intent 
 
Let's spell out that declaration. Here are the elements of professionalism that l believe 
define our calling. 
 
First is fidelity to ethics and integrity as a meaningful commitment – in the spirit of enlarging 
and enhancing the practice, and awareness of, ethics. 
 
Second is service with competence and dedication – but with independence as well. 
Independence is part of the lawyer's calling and put simply means having the-wisdom and 
fortitude to say “no” to a client when “no” should be said. 
 
Third is meaningful legal education – not education viewed as a chore to meet some point 
system but as a means for growth and replenishment. Further, much of true post-school 
learning must be self-taught – growing as part of a learned profession. 
 
Fourth is civility and respect for authority.  Let us resist the rise of Rambo-type tactics in 
which civility is mocked and ruckus is routine. Civility is more than surface politeness; it is 
an approach that seeks to diminish rancor, to reconcile, to be open to non litigious 
resolution.  In short, it is an approach that modifies the antagonisms and aggressiveness 
of an adversarial society and seeks a more civilized condition. 
 
Fifth is a commitment to improve the justice system and advance the rule of law. The 
justice system is our trust and our ministry. And we bear the brunt of public dissatisfaction 
with the justice system's flaws and deficiencies. Today, our system of justice is 
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overcrowded, underfunded and dilatory. To make that limping legal structure stride upright 
is the obligation of every lawyer.  
 
Double Trouble 
 
Here we must address two immediate crises in our justice system. First is the drive to 
diminish or eliminate free legal services to the poor. That mindless attack subverts the 
principle of equal justice that underlies our democracy. 
 
Second are the crude attacks on the independence of the judiciary. The independence of 
judges in a constitutional democracy cannot be taken lightly or apathetically. It is the 
measure of effective separation of powers in our democracy. It is the grounding for 
confidence in a judicial system that protects the rights and liberties of our citizens. It is the 
integrity that underlies a rule of law. These attacks demand our attention and resistance, 
and they will be the subject of future examination in this space. 
 
The final element of legal professionalism is pro bono service.  There are many reasons 
for such service, even apart from the common decency of helping those in need. Much 
has been given to our profession; it seems right to give something back – indeed, it is an 
ethical obligation. 
 
Further, if we fail to address the central and crucial needs in our society we will become 
more circumscribed, confined to lesser roles and entitled to lesser respect. Finally, pro 
bono service almost always turns out to be a matter of great joy and satisfaction in a 
profession that has its share of pain and tedium. 
 
I believe this is a particularly critical time for us to focus on our own sense of 
professionalism, as changes reshaping society propel us toward crass, competitive 
commercialism and away from the values that make us a learned, noble profession. 
 
Pursuing professionalism is no sport for the short-winded or the fainthearted. It is a block-
building process. I believe that by heightening professionalism we can help renew public 
confidence in our profession and, at the same lime, ensure our own self-respect. 
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ETHICS FOR THE WORKERS’ COMPENSATION ATTORNEY 
PART TWO: GETTING THE WORDS RIGHT 

Glenn L. Schilling 

 
 

In Britain in 1978 there was a special debate in the House of Lords, The English Language: 
Deterioration in Usage. Some of the complaints were predictable, one peer lamenting, for 
example, that it was “virtually impossible for a modern poet to write, choir of gay 
companions. What has happened is that a word has been used for propaganda purposes 
which have destroyed its useful meaning in English.” True, and too bad as I reached my 
teen-age introduction to a world where it didn’t matter that my beloved Reds had just 
dropped four straight to the loathed Yankees in the 1939 World Series. 
 
The actress, Cornelia Otis Skinner had recently written about her first Atlantic crossing 
with a girl friend. The book, Our Hearts Were Young and Gay, was put in my hands by 
Mrs. Lappa who was my nonpareil eight grade English teacher. Skinner’s title was perfect 
then and impossible now. 
 
The Lords in England grumbled about the BBC’s failure in it’s[sic] “clear duty to uphold the 
standards of English…” but praised “the Plain English Campaign (which has waged a 
vigorous and successful war against Civil Service gobbledygook) and complaints about 
the prevalence of jargon and obfuscation in official documents.” (The Story of English, p. 
338). That gets me where I want to be. 
 
Lawyers are professional writers and speakers and should be guardians of our language. 
The noble lords complained that students are no longer educated in grammar or the 
classics, that current media offer “a language that depends on generalizations which are 
usually imprecise and often deliberately ambiguous…a language that makes unblushing 
use of jargon whenever that can assist evasion.” 
 
Closer to home, last June David McCullough asked his college graduation audience if they 
thought President Kennedy’s 1960 inaugural command would be remembered if he had 
said “Ask not what your, you know, country can, like, do for you.” On the same day, another 
author, at a different commencement venue, begged her audience, “I implore your 
generation to stop the verbal pollution right now.” 
 
The first rule of writing and speaking is audience awareness. They want and expect 
straight talk, a story told simply whether it be a sentence, a chapter or a volume. If Thomas 
Paine’s “these are the times that try men’s souls” had been, “Soulwise these times are 
trying,” the essence would be gone and the thought forgotten. 
 
F.D.R. slayed my favorite dragon of pretension when he received this proposed blackout 
order: “Such preparation shall be made as will completely obscure all Federal buildings 
and non-Federal buildings occupied by the Federal government during an air raid for any 
period of time from visibility by reason of interior or exterior illumination.” Roosevelt replied, 
“Tell them in building[sic] where they work to put something over the windows.” 
 

                                                
 Ferreri & Fogle, Louisville, Kentucky. 
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As professional writers, lawyers have a quadrilateral audience and should follow Maureen 
Howard’s counsel when she says “I am my first and most unforgiving audience.” (Writers 
on Writing, p. 102). If your work product passes your own stern test, chances are it will 
engage the judge, please your client and challenge your adversary. 
 
William Zinsser says the writer of clean English must examine every word that he puts on 
paper. He will find a surprising number that don’t serve any purpose. In his essay “On 
Committing an Act of Writing,” Zinsser says never talk down to the reader, that known or 
unknown person out there for whom the manuscript must work. He says the one lesson 
that must be learned is how to control the material which, I believe, means effective 
organization. 
 
Zinnser insists that re-writing is the essence of writing. Truman Capote says writing without 
re-writing isn’t writing, its[sic] typing. E.B. White and James Thurber were known to re-
write their pieces eight or nine times. 
 
The writer sells not her subject but herself and the miracle of selling language is the 
avoidance of clutter. Clear thinking becomes clear writing and the clutter disease becomes 
curable. The illness comes tarted up with frills, circularity and jargon. Prune, clip and strip 
that rubbish away so that every sentence is reduced to its cleanest components. 
 
If it comes easily chances are it’s not working. Remember what the great sports writer Red 
Smith said “Writing’s not hard; all you do is sit down at the typewriter and open a vein.” 
His local counter-part, the late Mike Barry, publisher of the Kentucky Irish American said 
“some days it comes by word, some days by the syllable.” 
 
We should agree with James Kilpatrick that “First of all we are writers” and if so we care 
what we say and how we say it. We will agree that getting it right is worth it because Tom 
Stoppard’s premise is valid: “Words are miracles, get the right ones in the right order and 
you might move the world a little bit.” 
 
Some years ago – ten I think – I wrote about what I called the fiduciary factor in literature, 
considering that triangular tension between the author-settlor, critic-trustee and reader-
audience beneficiary. My argument is that if we as writer[sic] become our own tough critic, 
our products will now probably persuade our audience, who in our profession, is finally the 
judge. 
 
Dr. Samuel Johnson said that “What is written without effort is in general read without 
pleasure.” Saying that something is interesting almost surely invites the reader to find it 
dull. 
 
Scott Turow says the lawyer’s job and the novelist’s job involve the reconstruction of 
experience usually through many voices, in our case the voices of witnesses. Engaging 
the audience is indispensable, and the linkage is achieved by telling a good story. The test 
is, does it work for the audience? If you’re your own toughest critic, it probably will. Turow 
says the lawyer who loses his audience inevitably loses his case. 
 
If you’re showing off, the reader will notice and lose trust. Relax, have confidence and be 
yourself. Elliott Richardson was once considered temporary king of gobbledygook when 
he served up this: “And yet, on balance, affirmative action has been, I think, a qualified 
success.” Thirteen words of which five hedge or subtract. 
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Dr. Lois DeBakey seems balanced on the cliché crisis. First she says they are the 
language of thoughtlessness not to be touched with a ten foot pole; they frequently cloy, 
but applied with restraint and judgment they may add force and meaning. Never, she says 
deploy “getting one for the Gipper” and “biting the bullet” in the same sentence or 
paragraph. 
 
I plead guilty to the sin of gobbledygook which may be one reason I know it when I see or 
hear it. In 1974, pompous star witness in the dismal Watergate show, John Dean, 
repeatedly remembered sordid events as having occurred “at that point in time.” Hmm, I 
thought, the silly five word locution must mean, if anything, “then” and I worried that it and 
its twin, “at this point in time” (now) would flourish. They have. 
 
Syllabicity is a symptom of gobbledygook deplored by Max C. Peterson, a Hartford City, 
Indiana lawyer. He called collateralized an especially ugly word tarted up as a stand in for 
secured. Most “ize” words are avoidable and the clumsy “ize” suffix habit is inexcusable, 
e.g. “Money-wise my first wife Muffy was a sieve.” 
 
James Kilpatrick says the remedy for gobbledygook is short sentences, familiar words, 
clear ideas. He reminds us to guard against the portmanteau sentence disease: “She was 
shot through the right lung after confronting a woman married to her ex-husband inside 
the Food World Store on Bankhead Highway shortly before 1:00 p.m.” The gender of the 
shooter and shootee and the time of day are identified well enough, but the remarkable 
fact that the mischief was caused by a woman who remained married to her former 
husband with whom vows had been exchanged in the Food World Store are 
incomprehensible. 
 
Portmanteau can only carry so much weight. Sentences, sometimes even short ones, 
collapse. Professional writers have given us, “He walked across the room and kissed her 
where she sat” and “In the past ten years the divorce rate has increased 50 percent among 
married couples.” 
 
Skill, style, and avoidance of errors are acquired by experience, study and observation; 
most of all practice. If in The Graduate, the self appointed mentor was advising Benjamin 
(Dustin Hoffman) in our world of work, the command would not have been plastics, it would 
have been practice. 
 
Kilpatrick says, when thinking of good writing, the “ought nots” are easier to formulate 
then[sic] the “oughts.” Here are some suggestions: 
 

1.  Have something to say i.e., the idea comes first – the whole purpose of 
writing. 

 
2.  After faith and hope comes clarity, what am I trying to say? A 

Washington Post obituary says “She leaves no living survivors.” 
 
3.  Take your time. The enemy of clarity is haste. Jack Kerouac boasted 

that he never changed a line. Most professional writers re-write and 
enjoy the process. 

 
4.  Know where you’re going before you start. Tell them what you’re going 

to say, say it and then tell them what you said. 
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5.  Keep it simple. Short words and short sentences are better than long 
words and long sentences. No paragraph should be longer than your 
little finger. 

 
6.  Kilpatrick (p. 35) says “when we feel an impulse to use a marvelously 

exotic word, let us lie down until the impulse goes away.” No cure is 
known to exist for addiction to big words. Kilpatrick wrote in 1982 that in 
the previous year political action committees had proliferated 
“mitotically.” He now thinks that proliferated alone would have been 
pretentious enough. 

 
7.  Have no unreasonable fear of repetition particularly in the form of short, 

punchy sentences. In any piece of writing – especially a short piece of 
writing the last sentence is as important as the first. 

 
8.  Remember that we are competing for the reader’s time and attention. 

Once you lose the reader, he will not easily be lured back. 
 
James Salter says “the first great task in life, by far the most important one, the one on 
which everything else depends, can be described in three words. Very simply it is learning 
to speak. Language… is the requisite for the human condition. Without it there is nothing. 
(Once Upon a Time Liberation, Now What”). 
 
Because our writing and speaking usually requires persuasion, the tone and manner in 
which we engage our audience is critical. We should take care to avoid talking down to 
our audience. A deadly example of talking down is what I will call the “mailed fist mandate,” 
most often delivered in the form of a “the Court must” command. The Court “must” do very 
little, including remaining attentive to your argument after being told it “must” bend your 
way. 
 
I never forget what I suspected as a litigator and discovered with certainty as an 
adjudicator. Judicial decisions usually formulate slowly but become certain in a moment. 
At that break over point, the advocate is deservedly fortunate whose brief is held in the 
judge’s hand. 
 
Kilpatrick says writers are natural born sinners in need of repentance. So he says “let us 
love words and let us treat them with tender loving care. Shades of meaning matter greatly; 
exactitude matters greatly. Empathy for our audience matters greatly. When we give 
attention to these considerations, we are doing those things we ought never to leave 
undone.” 
 
Clutter and fad words are the facemask that smother what you write. Here are a few 
terrible words: interface, paradigm, optimize and maximize. These, says Zinsser, are word 
worms which should be stripped away. They are show-off words and they invite the reader 
to lose interest. Be yourself, relax, have confidence and go ahead. 
 
We need to do some unlearning. Probably in the 8th grade we hated grammar, most likely 
because we were taught it poorly or not at all. Our sainted teachers didn’t want to teach 
rhetoric or barely knew it and settled into “The Courtship of Miles Standish” and “The 
Legend of Sleepy Hollow.” Maybe O. Henry and “The Ransom of Red Chief” if we were 
lucky. So, we learned the principal parts of speech and of course never to begin a 
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sentence with “but” or “and.” But that’s nonsense. And rubbish. Even though we were 
taught differently, Kilpatrick is correct when he says that a sentence is a fine thing to put 
a preposition at the end of. 
 
More tips, warnings, pep talks and examples. 
 

1.  Usage is tricky. Red Smith says “Myself is the refuge of idiots taught 
early that ‘me’ is a dirty word.” 

 
2. Unity is the anchor of good writing. Every paragraph should amplify the 

one that precedes it. Take special care with the last sentence of each 
paragraph. Use your zinger at the end and when your[sic] ready to stop, 
stop. 

 
3. Mencken ends a paragraph about President Coolidge: “There were no 

thrills while he reigned, but neither were there any headaches. He had 
no idea and he was not a nuisance.” 

 
4. Verbs are the most important tools, generally weakened by adverbs. 

Adjectives usually exist as self indulgence for the writer and an obstacle 
for the reader. 

 
5. Good writing is lean and confident. “quite”, “sort of,” “rather” and similar 

embroider whittle away at the readers[sic] trust. Mailer and Faulkner 
could write long sentences, most of us can’t. 

 
6. The product the writers have to sell is not their subject, but who they are. 

The most important qualities are humanity and warmth. 
 
7. Punctuation tips. Only use colons before a quotation or itemized list. 

Careful with semi-colons – they are like half a period used mainly for pro 
and con, or on the other hand purposes. Better to use periods or dashes. 
Save exclamation points for real stunners, i.e., if Jimmy the Bouncer 
says – off, no exclamation point. If the Papal Nuncio says the same 
thing, use one. Never two! 

 
Here is H.L. Menken reporting on the “Monkey Trial” of John Scopes who taught evolution 
in his Tennessee classroom in the summer of 1925: 
 

“It was hot weather when they tried the infidel Scopes at Dayton, 
Tennessee, but I went down there very willingly, for I was eager to see 
something of evangelical Christianity as a going concern.” 

 
Good stories can be told in one sizzling sentence if the words are right. This from Barbara 
Kingsolver: “We live in a strange land where marketers can display teenage models in the 
receptive lordotic position (look it up) to sell jeans or liquor, but the basics of human 
procreation can’t be discussed in a middle school without sparking parental ire.” 
 
If you’re dissatisfied with your product, it might be a good sign. Ibsen says “to write is to 
sit in judgment on onself.” Susan Sontag agrees. She believes “to write is to practice with 
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particular intensity and attentiveness the art of reading. You write in order to read what 
you’ve written and see that it’s o.k. and of course it never is.” 
 
Shana Alexander and James Kilpatrick sparred on television for years. He thinks she is 
the best court reporter in fifty years. In Jean Harris’ trial for the murder of her lover, Dr. 
Tarnower, Alexander wrote, “she died from the inside out, the way a tree dies, the 
heartwood drying out while the bark still stands.” Kilpatrick says Alexander learned long 
ago “to look intently and tuck away images – familiar images – for someday use.” He says 
when we read insatiably, we borrow wealth and pay no interest in it. 
 

Good writing has energy. It’s an act of ego. When the lawyer-writers contemplate the 
audience (judge) they should be aware of craft and attitude. In brief writing or oral 
argument, it’s appropriate that your written or spoken demeanor reflect an expectancy that 
your argument will succeed. Kilpatrick says writing is carpentry; it is the craft of joining 
words together. It is not an instinct and not an accident. Writing is a skill; at higher levels 
it becomes an art. William Saroyan says “if you practice an art faithfully, it will make you 
wise and most writers can use a little wising up.” 
 

This is the way Ed McBain demonstrates audience awareness: a confident voice, strong 
start, mood, repetition and most of all, telling a good story. (“She was blonde. She was in 
trouble. And She Paid Three Cents a Word.” Writers on Writing, p. 150). 
 

“I always started a P.I. story with a blonde wearing a tight shiny dress. When she crossed 
her legs, you saw rib-topped silk stockings and garters taut against milky while[sic] flesh. 
Usually she wanted to find her missing husband or somebody. Usually the P.I. fell in love 
with her by the end of the story but he has to be careful because you couldn’t trust girls 
who crossed their legs to show their garters. A private eye was a Superman wearing a 
fedora.” 
 

Glenn L. Schilling 
University of Kentucky 
17th Biennial Workers’  
Compensation Institute 
October 16, 2008 
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“THINGS WE OUGHT TO BE DOING” 

EXCERPT FROM THE WRITER’S ART 
James J. Kilpatrick 

 
 

In the 1920s he prescribed “The News Leader’s Fundamental Rules of News Writing.” I 
have excerpted ten of them that are as sound today as they were when Dr. [Douglas 
Southall] Freeman handed them down from his editorial Sinai more than sixty years ago: 
 

(1) Shun the employment of nouns as adjectives; it is the lowest form of 
careless English. There always are better ways to condense than to pile up 
nouns before a noun and pretend they are adjectives. 
 
(2) Do not change subject in the middle of the sentence unless there is (a) 
definite antithesis or (b) no possible way of avoiding the change of subject. 
If you must change subject, always insert a comma at the end of the clause 
that precedes the one in which you make the change. 
 
(3) Do not end sentences with participial phrases.  Beware such sentences 
as, “The Mayor refused to discuss the subject, saying it was one for 
consideration of the Council.” 
 
(4) Do not change the voice of a verb in the middle of a sentence. If you 
start with an active voice, keep it active. It is sloppy to say, “He went to 
Hopewell and was met by…” 
 
(5) Seek to leave the meaning of the sentence incomplete until the last 
word. Add nothing after the meaning is complete. Start a new sentence 
then. 
 
(6) Make every antecedent plain: Never permit “it” or “that” or any similar 
word to refer to different things in the same sentence. 
 
(7) When you write a clause beginning with which, do not follow it with one 
that begins and which. Never write a sentence such as, “The ordinance 
which was considered by the finance committee and which was 
recommended to the Council,” etc. 
 
(8) In sentences where several nouns, phrases or clauses depend on the 
same verb, put the longer phrase or clause last. For instance, do not say, 
“He addressed the General Assembly, the members of the Corporation 
Commission, and the Governor.” 
 
(9) In conditional sentences, seek to put the conditional clause before the 
principal clause. An if clause at the beginning of a sentence is better placed 
than at the end, unless the whole point of the sentence lies in the if. 
 
(10) Try to end every story with a strong and, if possible, a short sentence. 

                                                
 James J. Kilpatrick, The Writer’s Art, (Andrew McMeel Publishing, 1985). 
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Violation of Freeman’s Rule One can cause serious damage. “The city hall has a soccer-
field-sized conference hall.” . . .  “There is a tendency to cast opponents of public school 
sex education into the same bag as book-burners, creationists and religion-in-school 
advocates.”  Surely the former sentences could better have been recast to read, a 
conference hall the size of a soccer field. To my eye and ear, the latter could have been 
improved: There is a tendency to cast opponents of sex education in public schools into 
the same bag with book-burners, creationists, and advocates of religion in the schools. 
 
Notice the dividend that is achieved by such a rearrangement: We benefit from the effects 
of Freeman’s Rule Ten. We get a strong ending to the sentences. We end one sentence 
with field, which has a long vowel and a good post-dental stop; this surely is better than 
ending the sentence with field-sized conference hall. We end the other sentence with the 
short word schools; this surely is better than religion-in-school advocates. 
 
In the journalism schools, the professors teach the writing of leads, and good leads of 
course are important: If you do not capture your reader’s eye with your opening sentence, 
all your wit will have been wasted thereafter. The reader’s eye will have wandered away. 
But I wish the same emphasis put upon writing leads were put on writing of crackers also. 
In any piece of writing – and especially in a short piece of writing – the last sentence is at 
least as important as the first.  A good cracker has the snap of a mousetrap. It sums up. 
It makes a final point. Then it stops. I like to end my own stuff, when feasible, with an 
accented word or syllable that contains a strong vowel or diphthong. These are not the 
best examples, for they breathe too heavily, but they will make the point: “Action must be 
taken, and action must be taken now.” . . .  “The deficits must come down.” . . .  “In their 
indifference to the consequences, the Soviets play with fire.” On my desk as I write are a 
couple of copies of the Wall Street Journal. It is not by accident, but by design, that the 
four editorials in the two editions end with life, flow, vice, and days. Bill Polk, a great North 
Carolina editor, once said that no self-respecting bee would sit down without leaving a 
sting. He was right. 
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GREAT BRIEFS AND WINNING BRIEFS 

Mark Herrmann and Katherine B. Jenks 
Litigation, Vol. 19, No. 4, Summer 1993 

 
 

Great briefs are magnificent. They are erudite, knowledgeable, imaginative, even brilliant. 
They are sometimes profound – almost works of art. Their authors are proud of them, and 
justifiably. 
 
Great briefs merit a frame and a picture hook or a place on the shelf bound in vellum. The 
author of a great brief can show it to colleagues, confident that word of the masterpiece 
will make its way throughout the firm. Lawyers who see the great brief will scramble to 
make copies for their personal files. The manager of the firm’s brief bank will be delighted 
by the great brief, knowing that here at last is a submission worthy of retention, perusal, 
and awe. 
 
Once in a while, in a particular jurisdiction before a particular judge, a great brief even may 
win. But not often. Winning briefs are different.  
 
Winning briefs are not great briefs. This does not mean that they are bad briefs. Winning 
briefs are not illiterate, incomprehensible, or filled with typographical errors. But winning 
briefs also are not suitable for binding and adding to a Great Books collection. Winning 
briefs are puny things – not comprehensive, but focused. A judge can carry one home in 
a coat pocket. 
 
Here is an example. Three shareholders sue on behalf of a class, alleging violations of 
Rule 10b-5 of the federal securities laws. They plead that the chief financial officer 
deceived financial markets by fraudulently projecting future earnings. They say he told 
analysts that if the weather held out, raw material prices stayed low, and the union signed 
a proposed labor contract, then earnings this year would be $5 per share. 
 
The plaintiffs say that the financial officer knew this projection was wrong when he made 
it. They also say that after a rainy summer, steep inflation in a key commodity, and a strike 
at one plant, the company actually earned only $1 per share. The prayer for relief is 
predictable – and large. 
 
A writer of great briefs can have a field day drafting the motion to dismiss the complaint. 
The tome begins by summarizing the four major arguments that will follow, and the heart 
of the brief delivers all that is promised, and more. 
 
Part one explains, through example if not precedent, why the law governing motions to 
dismiss safely can be disregarded. Rule 12(b)(6) just looks like it restricts the court to 
reading only the complaint; the Rule, the brief suggests, actually allows the introduction of 
reams of documentary evidence. What follows is a tour de force of documentary detective 
work. A comprehensive computer search has revealed that much information about the 
defendant corporation’s operations was available to the market before each named 
plaintiff bought stock. A statement of facts based on the research takes the reader carefully 

                                                
 Mr. Herrmann and Ms. Jenks are members of Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue in the firm’s Cleveland, 
Ohio office. 
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through each item of information and then painstakingly analyzes the available public 
information on each date of purchase. The conclusion is trenchant: Two of the three 
named plaintiffs lack standing to pursue claims based on three of the four alleged 
misrepresentations. 
 
The second part of the brief is no less impressive. Entitled “Scienter,” it is broken into two 
subparts. Subpart A is a legal treatise, the kind of thing that passes for craftmanship on a 
law review staff. It explains that, in the district where the case was filed, it is an open 
question whether mere recklessness can constitute scienter. A hefty footnote with an 
“accord” citation explains that it is also an open question in many other jurisdictions. 
Subpart A concludes by pointing out that these plaintiffs have pleaded mere recklessness, 
and not intent. Subpart B analyzes at length why, in any event, plaintiffs have not pleaded 
an adequate factual basis for any charge of scienter. 
 
By page 95, the great brief treats the reader to the nuances of Federal Rule of Civil 
Procedure 9(b). It turns out that there are three policy reasons for requiring fraud to be 
pleaded with particularity. Each reason is supported by a lengthy explanation and citations 
to assorted cases from assorted jurisdictions. This background is necessary, the great 
brief explains, as support for its exegesis of why each paragraph of the complaint, 
assessed syllable by syllable, does not meet the pleading standards of Rule 9(b). 
 
Finally, the last 20 pages of the great brief introduce the reader to something called the 
“bespeaks caution” doctrine. The idea of this doctrine is that, when a corporation makes 
a prediction but “bespeaks caution” that the prediction may not come true, there can be 
no liability. The great brief discusses all cases in the last 10 years that have followed this 
doctrine, carefully explaining the facts of each. 
 
This brief is great indeed. With pride, the author sends it to the client. The cover letter 
explains that the arguments presented in the brief are sound, but that – given the 
unfortunate inadequacies of the legal system – the odds of actually winning the dismissal 
motion are far less than even. The client is appropriately impressed by the lawyer’s 
erudition and that it is tempered by a hardheaded grasp of practicalities. 
 
The great brief is filed with the court. It loses. It was not a winning brief. 
 
A winning brief in this example might be perhaps 10 pages long. The opening paragraph 
explains that crystal balls always are cloudy. The second paragraph explains the 
difference between a promise and a prediction. A promise is a guarantee: “You will be a 
millionaire next year.” A qualified prediction is different: “You will be a millionaire if you win 
the lottery next year.” Although unqualified promises of future performance occasionally 
may be actionable under the securities laws, qualified predictions that disclose their 
underlying uncertainties are not. 
 
This brief cites only three cases.  The first is the leading case from the governing circuit 
holding that predictions are not always actionable. The other two citations are from other 
districts; in each, complaints closely resembling the one here were dismissed. 
 
The concluding paragraph says that although crystal balls are cloudy, any fortune-teller 
can see that this lawsuit will be expensive if it is not stopped in its tracks and that there 
are important policy concerns, as well. Corporations should not be deterred from giving 
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financial markets complete information about their future prospects. When corporations 
do so honestly, they cannot be liable for fraud. 
 
This brief probably will not be passed from hand to hand down the hall. It will not elicit 
gasps of wonder. It is not a candidate for the firm brief bank because it does not display 
the detail of the underlying research. The cover letter to the client will be drafted with some 
trepidation, in part because it should outline the many arguments that have been left on 
the cutting room floor. 
 
But when this brief is sent off to court, it has a real chance of success. 
 
The difference between the great brief and the winning brief is not one of grammar and 
style. Both contain short sentences with few adjectives. Both are readable. Both may even 
be lively. 
 
The difference instead is focus. This is not the easy kind of focus that means absence of 
digressions; the careful writer of a great brief surely accomplishes that. It is instead the 
treacherous kind of focus that strikes fear in a lawyer’s heart. It requires an author to 
choose the best argument and then intentionally to omit other arguments. Writing a great 
brief involves a lot of work and time; writing a winning brief adds risk to the work. 
 
The lawyer focusing a brief this way can be identified by the sweat on his brow. Forsaken 
arguments can neither persuade nor prevail, and selecting arguments to drop is tough 
work. One cannot foresee what obscure argument may convince a judge on a given day. 
To omit an argument is to abandon the chance of winning before that judge on that day 
because of that point. 
 
But the writer of the winning brief, in league with the brave client, is willing to take that 
chance in exchange for increasing the odds overall. In an average case on an average 
day, a focused brief multiplies the odds of winning. Most judges are average. Most days 
are average. Most winning briefs are aimed at the average judge on the average day. 
Great briefs are not. 
 
These ideas are not late-breaking news. In 1596, an English chancellor ordered a hole cut 
through the center of a 120-page brief. The chancellor decreed that the author’s head be 
stuffed through the hole and that the fellow be exhibited in that state to all those attending 
court at Westminster Hall. Mylward v. Welden (Ch. 1596), discussed in R. Wydick, Plain 
English for Lawyers 3 (2d ed. 1985). Three hundred years later, Oliver Wendell Holmes 
counseled that “(o)ne has to strike for the jugular and let the rest go.” O.W. Holmes, 
Speeches 77 (1913). 
 
Modern judges are no more fond of bulk paper than their ancient counterpart. Although 
winning briefs rarely include long block quotations (and great briefs often do), the following 
criticism, levelled by Judge Terrance T. Evans upon receiving a nonwinning brief, warrants 
block reprinting: 
 

(1) The story of the creation of the world is told in the book of Genesis in 
400 words; (2) the world’s greatest moral code, the Ten Commandments, 
contains only 279 words; (3) Lincoln’s immortal Gettysburg Address is but 
266 words in length; (4) the Declaration of Independence required only 
1,321 words to establish for the world a new concept of freedom. Together, 
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the four contain a mere 2,266 words. On this routine motion to amend a 
civil complaint, [plaintiff’s counsel] has filed a brief (not the primary one, just 
a reply brief) that contains approximately 41,596 words spread over an 
agonizing 124 pages. In this case, the term reply “brief” is oppressive. It 
points to the need for considering the adoption of a local rule limiting the 
number of pages counsel may fill with written argument on pretrial motions. 

 
Marson v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 87 F.R.D. 151, 152 n.1 (E.D. Wis. 1980). 
 
Length Limits 
 
In this spirit, many courts have adopted local rules that limit briefs to a maximum length of 
15 or 25 pages. Parties seeking review by the Minnesota Supreme Court must file petitions 
that do “not exceed five typewritten pages.” Minn. R. Civ. App. P. 117, subd. 3. Within its 
30-page maximum, the Ohio Supreme Court further mandates that memoranda arguing 
in favor of its jurisdiction “should be confined to the minimum number of pages necessary 
to accurately and clearly present the reasons for granting review.” S. Ct. Prac. R. II, 
sections 4(C). Even in the United States Supreme Court, briefs “shall be as short as 
possible” and shall not exceed 50 pages. Sup. Ct. R. 24.3. 
 
These rules were provoked by our collective past excesses. For the sake of brevity alone, 
the rule should be respected in letter and spirit today. Yet, for the sake of persuasive 
power, brevity is necessary but not sufficient. Focus is essential. 
 
If lawyers and judges have known for centuries that great briefs do not win, why do we 
see them so often? Several reasons come to mind. First, we all exaggerate the importance 
of our own cases. The lawyers in the hypothetical securities fraud case, for example, labor 
to defend against tens of millions of dollars in potential liability. The case is important to 
the client; it is critically important to counsel. It seems to cry out for and deserve 
comprehensive, scholarly treatment. With so much at stake, all stones are turned and all 
points displayed. Surely the court, too, will see the dignity to which the case is entitled; at 
least, that is the theory. 
 
The view from the bench is entirely different. Time is short; the docket is long. Many 
compassionate judges view the entire criminal docket as being more important than any 
given multi-million dollar securities case (which is not the only complex civil case on the 
docket). The prospect of condemning a flesh-and-blood human being to 15 years behind 
bars may well seem more important than whether a bloodless corporation should pay its 
middle-class stockholders a few more dollars per share. Speedy Trial Act pressures mean 
that each criminal matter under immediate deadline can seem more urgent than the entire 
civil docket. Few judges want to risk the chance that a criminal case might be dismissed 
because the court handled it untimely. 
 
Moreover, a case that is hurtling towards trial typically receives more attention than a case 
percolating along with a motion to dismiss pending. Lawyers must be wary of 
overestimating the importance of any one motion in any one case to any one judge. 
 
There is a second reason many lawyers write great briefs: the temptation to produce 
impressive work. A great brief proves that its author was capable of writing it. This gratifies 
the author, impresses colleagues, and comforts the client. After all, lawyers have few clear 
standards for what makes good work. Writing a thunderous brief measures up well on 
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many possible yardsticks. It makes lawyers and firms look and feel good. It takes a self-
confident lawyer intentionally to produce work that is not so obviously impressive. 
 
Lawyers are also, and properly, concerned about the record. Whatever the virtues of 
focus, how can it possibly be consistent with the need to preserve issues for appeal? 
 
The response is threefold.  First, appellate courts, no less than trial courts, are composed 
of overworked judges. Busy appellate judges are unenthusiastic about large tomes that 
raise a dozen or more unrelated issues, each of which must be considered and weighed. 
The weighing that a brief receives likely will be of higher caliber if the court does not have 
to use a set of bathroom scales to do it. 
 
More substantively, the notion that a weak, collateral argument magically becomes more 
persuasive and central on the trip from the trial to the appellate level is a fallacy. Any 
powerful argument deserves to be made at both levels. A less powerful point may well 
drag down the more powerful one in the trial court; why should the result be any different 
on appeal? 
 
That is why the lawyer working to achieve this kind of focus perspires so much; he is 
engaged in the hard process of assessing and winnowing and making judgments. The 
reason the resulting brief is more likely to win is that this process forges the ultimate 
argument in the same way that heat tempers steel. The judge can recognize the quality 
and may well respond favorably. But if the response is adverse, there is little reason to 
believe that the appellate court would have been more impressed if the steel had been 
supplemented by a lump or two of lead. 
 
The third response to appellate concerns is planning. Not all issues belong in a motion to 
dismiss; perhaps one or two do. But remember – and this is important – that if other issues 
seem to have merit, there will be other occasions to press them. Maybe one of the issues 
discarded from a motion to dismiss better belongs in a summary judgment motion. 
Perhaps another issue ought to be thrashed out only in arguments over jury instructions. 
 
Over time, there will be plenty of opportunities to address the court. If everything is spilled 
onto the judge’s plate from the start, the result will be indigestible; it will likely be discarded 
entirely. Instead, each offering should be carefully considered for time and place and the 
state of the record, for legal standards and discovery status and individual judicial 
preferences, and then stripped as far as possible to the hard kernel of persuasive truth. 
One of these little nuggets, presented at the proper time and place, may in fact be 
gratefully accepted. If so, you’ve won. If not, you’ve made your record. 
 
Everything in Good Time 
 
Another advantage may be gained by presenting each issue at its appropriate time and 
place. A particular claim or defense may be extremely weak. Opposing counsel, however, 
may press that position if the arguments related to the weak issue – things that show why 
it is weak – are buried within a brief that addresses the whole case encyclopedically. 
 
When the offending issue is isolated, the resulting focus can be valuable. When you file a 
seven-page brief that addresses only the one weak point, opposing counsel has nowhere 
to hide. Your opponent is then forced to decide whether to press a flimsy argument and 
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lose credibility with the court, or simply to abandon the weak position. You and your client 
may be pleasantly surprised by how opposing counsel chooses to resolve that tension. 
 
Still, it cannot be denied that the focusing process is hard. And, beyond pain, there may 
be anxiety. Some may fear that a lawyer creates personal risks by filing a winning brief 
instead of a great brief. If the court is presented with all possible arguments, the reasoning 
goes, surely the client cannot complain when the result is bad. On the other hand, if an 
advocate knowingly omits respectable, if not optimal, arguments, there well may be legal 
exposure. 
 
This thinking is wrong. Before the winning brief is written, much of the research, and all of 
the thinking, required to write a great brief will have been done.  Each possible argument 
will have been intelligently considered before it is thoughtfully discarded or deferred. The 
client should participate in the decision to concentrate on the argument or two that 
ultimately are chosen. 
 
Besides, what a lawyer owes a client is the best opportunity for victory, not merely the 
biggest, flashiest, or personally safest attack.  In this area, no one should be moved to 
cowardice by malpractice fears. A lawyer should be brave enough to file a brief that has a 
real chance of winning, not an illusory one. 
 
Of course, some might say that the decision to write a winning brief instead of a great brief 
reduces the likelihood that the judge will write a great opinion. So be it; be willing to settle 
for victory, however expressed. A marginal entry – a one-line order – granting dismissal 
is worth more than an erudite denial. The goal is to win, and non-great briefs almost always 
offer the best chance of that. 
 
There are a few exceptions, but they truly are rare. If a judge requests a brief, write one. 
If the judge is truly interested in your particular case, you need no longer worry about 
overestimating its importance to your audience. At that point, a great brief (but still not 
needlessly long or pompous) may be in order. 
 
Beyond that, great briefs seldom are needed. There may be instances when a winning 
brief is also a great brief. For example, counsel opposing a motion for summary judgment 
ordinarily should emphasize the three or four essential and disputed facts that can be 
resolved only at trial. But your case may not have three or four clean, factual disputes on 
essential issues. In that situation, a presentation of many facts, an analysis of competing 
policy concerns, a discussion of subtle legal distinctions, and an exegesis of the lingering 
effects of our English common law heritage may well be in order. By defocusing the case, 
such a brief may take the judge less confident about ending it in one swift preemptive 
strike. In that case, a great brief is proper because it offers the sole hope for victory. 
 
There are good reasons why winning briefs help you win. To achieve success, any brief 
must accomplish four ends. First, it must be read. It must be short enough, and enticing 
enough, to convince a reader to endure from cover to cover. 
 
Second, it must be understood. This particularly so when you are the movant. If the judge 
does not comprehend the motion, it will be denied. 
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Selective Persuasion 
 
Third, it must persuade. By presenting only the strongest argument, the winning brief 
increases the chance that the other arguments will infect the strongest one with some of 
their problems. 
 
Finally, your brief must make the judge want to rule in your favor. All written work projects 
an image of its author. If the image is that of a sensible person confronted by a silly case, 
the judge will be more inclined to dismiss. But if the image is that of a bore who cannot 
stop arguing and wants to impress others with how smart he is, judicial sympathy is less 
likely. In short, you are less likely to win if your brief subjects the reader to endless 
bombast. 
 
Winning briefs are harder to write than great briefs. They compel a series of difficult 
choices. They force you to edit yourself ruthlessly. They required that you relinquish those 
analogies and comparisons and flourishes of research to which so much library time was 
devoted. 
 
And after they are written, standing alone, winning briefs often are not particularly 
impressive – at least in the ways that most lawyers are impressed. But they can win. 
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION BOARD 
CLAIM NO. 79-53594 

 
 
ROGER PORTER       PLAINTIFF 
 
-vs-   BRIEF FOR DEFENDANT KOEHRING  
    COMPANY/ATOMASTER DIVISION 
 
KOEHRING COMPANY/ATOMASTER  
DIVISION and SPECIAL FUND     DEFENDANTS 
 
 
MAY IT PLEASE THE BOARD: 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The Brief herein is not the usual type filed before this Board; but after 

approximately ten years of writing briefs in low back cases without any appreciable 

success, a new approach was deemed worth trying. It is not the intention of counsel for 

the employer to be flippant; but, simply, a different method of expression has been chosen. 

COUNTERSTATEMENT OF FACTS 
 

Roger Porter was a 25 year old employee of Koehring Company/Atomaster 

Division (Koehring) at the time of his work-related injury on November 9, 1979. The parties 

stipulated that the plaintiff received a work-related injury on November 9, 1979; that due 

and timely notice of the injury was given by the plaintiff to the defendant employer; that 

the defendant employer's insurance carrier, U. S. F. & G., paid to the plaintiff temporary 

total disability benefits from November 12, 1979, through May 8, 1980, at the rate of 

$121.00 per week, for a total payment of approximately $3,146.00; and that the plaintiff’s 

average weekly wage was $226.80 (T/E p. 3). 

Extent and duration of the disability and the proper apportionment between the 

employer and the Special Fund were the only issues remaining. Porter is better trained 

than most claimants in that he completed high school, plus a four month electronics school 

in the military service, and pipe fitting training for four months (T/E pp. 4-5). He has worked 
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within his pipe fitting training and, in addition, has performed a variety of jobs in industry 

(T/E pp. 8-12). 

He was off work from the date of the work-related injury on November 9, 1979, 

until May 8, 1980, when he returned to work pursuant to a Release from his treating 

physician, which was effective April 21, 1980 (T/E p. 24, Dr. Connally Dep. p. 6). His 

attendance record is as good now as it had been before the accident; and his wage rate 

has increased from $5.67 per hour to $6.42 per hour, an increase of 75¢ per hour, since 

the date of the accident (T/E pp. 28-29, 34). In summary, he has had a good result from 

surgery and has returned to work and has been working full time for the last ten months. 

ISSUE 
 

DOES THE PLAINTIFF HAVE ANY OCCUPATIONAL DISABILITY; AND, IF SO, 
WHAT IS THE PROPER APPORTIONMENT? 
 

ARGUMENT 
 

Roger Porter has filed this claim,  
Koehring is the employer's name. 
This is another low back case,  
A situation we often face. 
 
The proof in the case is very slim, 
And none of the doctors went out on a limb.  
Thad F. Connally was the treating doc, 
And in his opinion we place great stock. 
 
Fifteen percent was his assigned disability  
Because Mr. Porter now has good mobility. 
He split liability fifty-fifty, 
Not real original but pretty nifty. 
 
Dr. Quader was the Board's physician, 
And he played the game like a trained musician.  
Eight percent to the injury went, 
To pre-existing, seven percent. 
 
Now Roger Porter's returned to work  
At a greater wage – he ain't no jerk. 
For one hour's work he drew five sixty-seven,  
It’s now six forty-two and that's near Heaven. 
Some functional impairment he will retain,  
But no wage loss did he sustain. 
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So a minimal award is all he's due,  
And to the Act we'll remain ever true. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
Roger Porter has a minimal rating of fifteen (15%) percent by both physicians and 

does not have any appreciable occupational disability. It is submitted he has not sustained 

an injury of appreciable proportion; and if the Board sees fit to award some small 

percentage of disability, it should apportion it 50/50 between the employer and the Special 

Fund. 

 
     Respectfully Submitted, 
 
     ENGLISH, LUCAS, PRIEST & OWSLEY 
     1110 College Street, P.O. Box 770  
     Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101  
     Attorneys for Defendant Koehring 
     Company/Atomaster Division 
 
     BY:            Michael A. Owsley           

             MICHAEL A. OWSLEY 
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EVALUATION OF CUMULATIVE TRAUMATIC INJURY TO THE SPINAL COLUMN 
                   Dr. G. Christopher Stephens 

 
 
 
I. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 
 

A. Never Saw This Type of Occupational Claim prior to the Last Five Years 
Specifically regarding the Spinal Column 

 
B. Recent Spike in Claims Coincides with the Contraction of the Mining 

Industry in Kentucky 
 
C. Currently Seeing a Decreasing Percentage of These Claims 
 
D. Less Commonly Requested for Evaluation than Acute Traumatic Injury 

Presently 
 
E. No Past Precedent Existed for This Type of Evaluation 
 
F. Required to Formulate a Fair/reproducible Protocol 

 
II. ELEMENTS OF EVALUATION 
 

A. Comprehensive History 
 
B. Pattern of Treatment Before/after Termination of Work Determined from 

Medical Records 
 
C. Physical Examination 
 
D. Evaluation of Diagnostic Studies 

 
III. COMPREHENSIVE HISTORY 
 

A. Type of Occupation Performed 
 
B. Usual Physical Demands of Occupation 
 
C. Total Years of Service/exposure 
 
D. Pattern of Treatment Prior to Termination 
 
E. Mine Closure/Downsizing Leading to Layoff often Precedes the Claim 
 
F. A Majority of Cases I Have Evaluated Pursued No Treatment prior to 

Termination of Employment 
 
G. Is There a History of a Previous Date-specific Work Injury? 
 
H. Claim Data from BWC? 
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I. Previous Award? 
 
J. Specific Complaints 
 

• Often claims are not supported by expected symptoms (i.e. claim filed 
for neck injury not supported by subjective complaints of neck pain) 

 
L. Presence of Non-occupational Risk Factors for Symptomatic DDD in the 

Adult Population 
 

1. These include family history, smoking, and obesity. 
 
2. These risk factors well established in epidemiologic studies in both 

U.S. and European based studies. 
 
M. Type of Occupation not Associated with Acceleration of the Natural 

Degenerative Process 
 
N. Family History 
 

1. Gene identified which produces altered cross-link in the production 
of Type 2 collagen. 

 
2. This genotype leads to early onset, progressive DDD. 
 
3. Transmitted as autosomal dominant trait. 

 
O. Smoking 
 

1. Universally linked with back pain and accelerated DDD in all studies 
I have reviewed. 

 
2. Dose dependent. 
 
3. Longer history = greater effect. 

 
P. Obesity 
 

1. BMI > 30 is reproducible risk factor for spinal pain in adults. 
 
2. Risk correlates with BMI (greater BMI = increased risk). 

 
Q. Type of Occupation 
 

1. Functional demand level of occupation not a statistically 
reproducible risk factor for spinal pain in adults in any reputable 
scientific publication that I have reviewed. 

 
2. It is my bias that heavier demand occupations can produce 

accelerated spinal degeneration in susceptible individuals. 
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IV. PHYSICAL EXAM 
 

A. Spinal Examination 
 
B. Range of Motion Testing (Qualitatively Normal for Age?) 
 
C. Presence of Muscle Spasm? 
 
D. Discomfort with Palpation with and without Distraction? 
 
E. Muscle Group Atrophy? 
 
F. SLR and Spurling’s Testing 
 
G. Gait Exam 
 
H. Gait Pattern 
 
I. Use of Assistive Devices? 
 
J. Ability to Heel/toe Walk 
 
K. Neurologic Exam 
 
L. Motor, Sensory, Reflex Testing of All Extremities 

 
V. DIAGNOSTIC STUDIES 
 

A. Critical to CTI Evaluation 
 
B. Must Have X-ray Evaluation at a Minimum 
 
C. MRI and CT Also Helpful, More Specific 
 
D. X-ray 
 

1. Presence of DDD, spondylosis, and facet arthritis. 
 
2. Are changes worse than would be reasonably expected for age 

matched individuals? 
 
3. These changes are universal secondary to normal aging of the 

spinal column. 
 
4. Must be aware of conditions related to other etiology or that are 

time/date specific. 
 
5. Isthmic spondylolisthesis. 
 
6. Fracture. 
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7. Congenital spinal stenosis (MRI more sensitive). 
 
8. HNP (MRI based diagnosis). 

 
E. MRI 
 

1. Much more sensitive and specific evaluation of supporting soft 
tissues (disc, ligament, nerve). 

 
2. By age 50, the majority of adults will demonstrate MRI evidence of 

DDD. 
 
3. A large percentage will be asymptomatic. 

 
F. Vital Question – Are the Identified Changes Accelerated/advanced for 

Age? 
 

1. No set parameters, a qualitative analysis. 
 
2. In my opinion requires an experienced spinal subspecialist to make 

this determination. 
 
VI. DECISION MAKING 
 

A. How Clinically Significant are the Symptoms? 
 
B. Does It Rise to the Level of Physical Impairment?  
 
C. Judgment Based on Pattern of Treatment and Nature of Subjective 

Complaints 
 
D. Are Exam Findings Consistent with Complaints? 
 
E. Are Non-occupational Risk Factors Present? 
 

1. Smoking. 
 
2. Obesity. 
 
3. Family history. 

 
F. Diagnostic Studies 
 

1. Are changes accelerated/advanced? 
 
2. Are other pathologic conditions present that are time specific/ 

congenital/developmental? (fracture HNP, congenital stenosis, 
isthmic spondy.)? 

 
G. Rating Methodology Similar to Date-specific Injuries 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 
 

A. Significant Occupational Exposure + Advanced/accelerated Degenerative 
Changes - Multiple Non-work-related Risk Factors for Symptomatic DDD = 
Cumulative Traumatic Injury 

 
B. If Degenerative Changes Present on Diagnostic Studies are Normal for 

Age as Expected from the Normal Aging Process or Less than Expected, 
then by Definition There Has Been No Susceptibility to Cumulative 
Repetitive Microtraumas 

 
C. Irrespective of Exposure 

 
D. Limited Occupational Exposure = Limited Risk 
 
E. Multiple Non-occupational Risk Factors (Smoking, Family History, Obesity) 

= Increased Risk of Accelerated Spinal Degeneration Irrespective of 
Occupational Exposure 

 
F. Type of Occupation NOT Associated with Accelerated DDD and Back Pain 

in Mainstream Widely Accepted Spinal Studies 
 
VIII. APPORTIONMENT IN POSITIVE CASES 
 

A. Never Due Solely to CTI 
 
B. Normal Aging by Definition is Always Part of the Process 
 
C. Unless Circumstances are Unusual, I favor 50/50 Apportionment 
 
D. It is Fair to Assume that Each Year of Service Contributes Equally to the 

Overall Condition 
 
E. I Base Apportionment between Various Employers on Percentage of 

Overall Exposure to the Occupation 
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MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND WORKERS’ COMPENSATION: 
A BLUNT DISCUSSION 

Marcus A. Roland 

 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Thirty-three states and DC have medical marijuana.  Kentucky is not one of them, but 
that could soon change with proposed legislation getting more attention. Presently, 
state laws are divided on whether medical marijuana is reimbursable by workers’ 
compensation. Most of the states that do not allow reimbursement either have 
specific statutory prohibitions or have case law that cites to Federal law outlawing 
marijuana as a Schedule I drug. While Federal law still considers marijuana as a 
Schedule I drug, there seems to be a hands-off approach by the Department of 
Justice with regard to prosecution of medical marijuana cases in states where such 
is legal. 

 

State Year  
Passed 
How Passed  
(Yes Vote) 
Possession Limit 

Marijuana State Laws – Summary Chart from ProCon.org 

1. Alaska (R) 1998 
Ballot Measure 8 (58%)  
1 oz usable; 6 plants (3 mature, 3 immature)  

2. Arizona 2010 
Proposition 203 (50.13%)  
2.5 oz usable; 12 plants  

3. Arkansas 2016 
Ballot Measure Issue 6 (53.2%) 
3 oz usable per 14-day period 

4. California (R) 1996 
Proposition 215 (56%)  
8 oz usable; 6 mature or 12 immature plants  

5. Colorado (R) 2000 
Ballot Amendment 20 (54%)  
2 oz usable; 6 plants (3 mature, 3 immature)  

6. Connecticut 2012 
House Bill 5389 (96-51 H, 21-13 S)  
2.5 oz usable  

7. Delaware 2011 
Senate Bill 17 (27-14 H, 17-4 S)  
6 oz usable  

8. Florida 2016 
Ballot Amendment 2 (71.3%) 
Amount to be determined 

9. Hawaii 2000 
Senate Bill 862 (32-18 H; 13-12 S)  
4 oz usable; 10 plants  

https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Alaska
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Arizona
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Arkansas
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#California
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Colorado
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Connecticut
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Delaware
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Florida
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Hawaii
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10. Illinois 2013 
House Bill 1 (61-57 H; 35-21 S)  
2.5 oz of usable cannabis during a period of 14 days 

11. Louisiana 2016 
Senate Bill 271 (62-32 H; 22-14 S)  
One-month supply, amount to be determined  

12. Maine (R) 1999 
Senate Bill 611  
2.5 oz usable; 6 plants 

13. Maryland 2014 
House Bill 881 (125-11 H; 44-2 S)  
30-day supply, amount to be determined  

14. Massachusetts (R) 2012 
Ballot Question 3 (63%)  
60-day supply for personal medical use (10 oz)  

15. Michigan 2008 
Proposal 1 (63%)  
2.5 oz usable; 12 plants  

16. Minnesota 2014 
Senate Bill 2470 (46-16 S; 89-40 H)  
30-day supply of non-smokable marijuana  

17. Missouri 2018 
Ballot Amendment 2 (66%)  
60-day supply; 6 plants  

18. Montana 2004 
Initiative 148 (62%)  
1 oz usable; 4 plants (mature); 12 seedlings  

19. Nevada (R) 2000 
Ballot Question 9 (65%)  
2.5 oz usable; 12 plants  

20. New Hampshire 2013 
House Bill 573 (284-66 H; 18-6 S)  
Two oz of usable cannabis during a 10-day period  

21. New Jersey 2010 
Senate Bill 119 (48-14 H; 25-13 S)  
2 oz usable  

22. New Mexico 2007 
Senate Bill 523 (36-31 H; 32-3 S)  
6 oz usable; 16 plants (4 mature, 12 immature)  

23. New York 2014 
Assembly Bill 6357 (117-13 A; 49-10 S) 
30-day supply non-smokable marijuana  

24. North Dakota 2016 
Ballot Measure 5 (63.7%) 
3 oz per 14-day period 

25. Ohio 2016 
House Bill 523 (71-26 H; 18-15 S)  
Maximum of a 90-day supply, amount to be determined  

  

https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Illinois
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Louisiana
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Maine
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Maryland
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Massachusetts
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Michigan
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Minnesota
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Missouri
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Montana
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Nevada
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#NH
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#NewJersey
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#NewMexico
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#NewYork
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#NorthDakota
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Ohio
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26. Oklahoma 2018 
Ballot Question 788 (56.8%)  
3 oz usable; 12 plants (6 mature, 6 immature)  

27. Oregon (R) 1998 
Ballot Measure 67 (55%)  
24 oz usable; 24 plants (6 mature, 18 immature)  

28. Pennsylvania 2016 
Senate Bill 3 (149-46 H; 42-7 S)  
30-day supply  

29. Rhode Island 2006 
Senate Bill 0710 (52-10 H; 33-1 S)  
2.5 oz usable; 12 plants  

30. Utah 2018 
House Bill 3001 (60-13 H; 22-4 S) 
113 grams of unprocessed cannabis 

31. Vermont 2004 
Senate Bill 76 (22-7) HB 645 (82-59)  
2 oz usable; 9 plants (2 mature, 7 immature)  

32. Washington (R) 1998 
Initiative 692 (59%)  
8 oz usable; 6 plants  

33. Washington, DC (R) 2010 
Amendment Act B18-622 (13-0 vote)  
2 oz dried 

34. West Virginia 2017 
Senate Bill 386 (74-24 H; 28-6 S)  
30-day supply (amount TBD) 

Marijuana State Laws – Summary Chart from ProCon.org 
(R) = recreational marijuana legalized 

 
 

A variety of other issues are raised relative to medical marijuana regarding drug-free 
workplaces, discrimination for medical marijuana use, intoxication defenses, and the 
benefits of medical marijuana over traditional opioids. 

 
II. FEDERAL LAW 
  

At the federal level, marijuana is illegal as a Schedule I drug under the Controlled 
Substances Act, 21 U.S.C.S. §812. Schedule I drugs include, among many others, 
heroin, LSD, ecstasy, morphine and peyote. However, the Department of Justice 
seems to be willing, for the most part, to not interfere with medical marijuana.  
  
This hands-off approach materialized in 2009 when Deputy Attorney General 
David W. Ogden issued a memorandum stating: 
 

The prosecution of significant traffickers of illegal drugs, including 
marijuana, and the disruption of illegal drug manufacturing and 
trafficking networks continues to be a core priority in the 
Department's efforts against narcotics and dangerous drugs, and 
the Department's investigative and prosecutorial resources should 

https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Oklahoma
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Oregon
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Pennsylvania
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#RhodeIsland
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Utah
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Vermont
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#Washington
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#DC
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB#WestVirginia
https://medicalmarijuana.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=000881&gclid=Cj0KCQiAxZPgBRCmARIsAOrTHSZXUvBn12yAm39E-6k0OrvqiP2XtPpyvJAH58jeM3HrXJwdc82azTYaAitEEALw_wcB
https://www.dea.gov/drug-scheduling
https://www.deadiversion.usdoj.gov/21cfr/21usc/812.htm
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/opa/legacy/2009/10/19/medical-marijuana.pdf
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be directed towards these objectives. As a general matter, pursuit 
of these priorities should not focus federal resources in your States 
on individuals whose actions are in clear and unambiguous 
compliance with existing state laws providing for the medical use of 
marijuana. For example, prosecution of individuals with cancer or 
other serious illnesses who use marijuana as part of a 
recommended treatment regimen consistent with applicable state 
law, or those caregivers in clear and unambiguous compliance with 
existing state law who provide such individuals with marijuana, is 
unlikely to be an efficient use of limited federal resources. 

 
In a 2013 memo from the DOJ (aka The Cole Memorandum) the DOJ renewed 
this philosophy provided the states develop their own “strong, state-based 
enforcement efforts.” Specifically, the state schemes: 
 

…must be tough in practice, not just on paper, and include strong, 
state-based enforcement efforts, backed by adequate funding. Based 
on assurances that those states will impose an appropriately strict 
regulatory system, the Department has informed the governors of 
both states that it is deferring its right to challenge their legalization 
laws at this time.  But if any of the stated harms do materialize – either 
despite a strict regulatory scheme or because of the lack of one – 
federal prosecutors will act aggressively to bring individual 
prosecutions focused on federal enforcement priorities and the 
Department may challenge the regulatory scheme themselves in 
these states. 

 
In 2014, under an appropriations rider known as the Rohrabacher-Blumenauer 
amendment, Congress prohibited the Justice Department from spending funds to 
interfere with the implementation of state medical marijuana laws.  
  
In 2016, Congress passed the Consolidated Appropriations Act (CAA) of 2016 (HR 
2029), (Sec. 542) which: “Prohibits DOJ from using funds provided by this division to 
prevent specified states, the District of Columbia, Guam, or Puerto Rico from 
implementing their own laws authorizing the use, distribution, possession, or 
cultivation of medical marijuana.” The Ninth Circuit upheld Sec. 542 in United States 
v. McIntosh, 833 F.3d 1163 (9th Cir. 2016) (“[W]e conclude that §542 prohibits the 
federal government only from preventing the implementation of those specific rules 
of state law that authorize the use, distribution, possession, or cultivation of medical 
marijuana.”) Renewed in 2018 under Section 538. 
  
In 2018, Attorney General Jeff Sessions issued a memorandum rescinding the 
Ogden and Cole Memoranda and providing that federal prosecutors are to exercise 
prosecutorial discretion in deciding which cases to prosecute. The CAA of 2018 
would still hinder the DOJ from interfering with implementation of medical marijuana 
laws in the various states that legalize medical marijuana. 
  
On July 19, 2016, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) denied a petition to 
reschedule marijuana. The basis for the petition included, in pertinent part, the 
assertions that: (1) Cannabis has accepted medical use in the United States; (2) 
Cannabis is safe for use under medical supervision; (3) Cannabis for medical 

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-announces-update-marijuana-enforcement-policy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rohrabacher%E2%80%93Farr_amendment#cite_note-37
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rohrabacher%E2%80%93Farr_amendment#cite_note-37
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/2029?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22Consolidated+Appropriations+Act+2016%22%5D%7D
https://www.leagle.com/decision/infco20160816164
https://www.leagle.com/decision/infco20160816164
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-bill/1625/text?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22Consolidated+Appropriations+Act%22%5D%7D&r=2
https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1022196/download
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/08/12/2016-17954/denial-of-petition-to-initiate-proceedings-to-reschedule-marijuana
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purposes has a relatively low potential for abuse, especially in comparison with 
other Schedule II drugs.  
  
The DEA denied the petitions based on the determination that: 
 

(1) Marijuana has a high potential for abuse. The HHS evaluation 
and the additional data gathered by the DEA show that marijuana 
has a high potential for abuse. 
 
(2) Marijuana has no currently accepted medical use in treatment 
in the United States. Based on the established five-part test for 
making such determination, marijuana has no “currently accepted 
medical use” because: As detailed in the HHS evaluation, the drug's 
chemistry is not known and reproducible; there are no adequate 
safety studies; there are no adequate and well-controlled studies 
proving efficacy; the drug is not accepted by qualified experts; and 
the scientific evidence is not widely available. 
 
(3) Marijuana lacks accepted safety for use under medical 
supervision. At present, there are no marijuana products approved 
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), nor is marijuana 
under a New Drug Application (NDA) evaluation at the FDA for any 
indication. The HHS evaluation states that marijuana does not have 
a currently accepted medical use in treatment in the United States 
or a currently accepted medical use with severe restrictions. At this 
time, the known risks of marijuana use have not been shown to be 
outweighed by specific benefits in well-controlled clinical trials that 
scientifically evaluate safety and efficacy. 

 
Legislative efforts to remove marijuana from the schedule, such as the Marijuana 
Justice Act, seek to de-schedule marijuana and expunge marijuana offense 
convictions. 

 
III. STATE LAWS 
 

A. Reimbursement Allowed 
 

1. Connecticut. 
 
 The Connecticut Compensation Review Board in Petrini v. Marcus 

Dairy, Inc., Case No. 6021 CRB-7-15-7 (Connecticut Compensation 
Review Board 2016) held that the use of medical marijuana for the 
treatment of a work-injury was reasonable and necessary.  

  
In Petrini, the claimant suffered from injuries that rendered him totally 
disabled. As a result of his injuries, the claimant had been on over a 
dozen narcotics with side effects such as lethargy, nausea, irritability, 
weight gain, insomnia, and stress. Despite the medications, he still 
was not able to manage the pain. The claimant testified that the 
medical marijuana relieved him from taking six of his prior medications 
and was easier on his body. 

https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/1689/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/senate-bill/1689/text
https://wcc.state.ct.us/crb/2016/6021crb.htm
https://wcc.state.ct.us/crb/2016/6021crb.htm
https://wcc.state.ct.us/crb/2016/6021crb.htm
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 Based on testimony from plaintiff and the prescribing physician 
regarding the positive effects of the medical marijuana, the trial 
commissioner concluded that “’the Claimant’s use of medical 
marijuana has afforded him significantly greater energy and greater 
mobility’” in that “’[h]e is more actively engaged with his family...less 
anxious, [and] more optimistic.’” The medical marijuana use also, 
observed the trial commissioner, resulted in weight loss, improved 
sleep, increased function and eliminated the side effects of the 
narcotic medications he was taking.   

  
Noting that the claimant’s use of medical marijuana had been 
“judicious,” the trial commissioner found: 

 
Based on the totality of the surrounding 
circumstances, including the fact that the Claimant’s 
use of medical marijuana has been endorsed by his 
treating physicians; and considering this Claimant’s 
age; his medical history; the fact that his prior 
treatment with narcotic medications and a spinal cord 
stimulator exposed him to harsh side effects and 
considerable anxiety; and considering that so far the 
use of medical marijuana has provided the Claimant 
with only positive results, which seem to have 
improved his health and his outlook on life, I find this 
Claimant’s use of medical marijuana is reasonable 
and necessary, remedial medical treatment. 

 
The decision was upheld by the Commission. There is no record of 
any further appeals.   

  
Connecticut’s medical marijuana law can be found at: 
https://www.jud.ct.gov/lawlib/law/medicalmarijuana.htm. 
 

2. Iowa. 
  

Medical marijuana is not legal in the state of Iowa. However, in Mary 
McKinney v. Labor Ready and ESIS Inc. No: 5005302, an Iowa 
Workers’ Compensation Commission case, the  claimant, whose 
original injury was in Iowa, had moved to Oregon where medical 
marijuana is legal and received a prescription for medical marijuana 
to treated her work-related injury. 
  
In 2000, McKinney sustained a fracture of the left fibula in a forklift 
accident while at work. She suffered from complex regional pain 
syndrome resulting in severe and intractable pain. McKinney received 
a variety of treatment modalities without relief, including nonsteroidal 
anti-inflammatories, sympathetic blocks and opiates.  
  
The Iowa Workers’ Compensation Commission addressed the sole 
issue of whether the employer was liable for the expense of medical 
marijuana prescribed by the authorized treating physician. 

https://www.jud.ct.gov/lawlib/law/medicalmarijuana.htm
http://decisions.iowaworkforce.org/2002/November/McKinney,%20Mary-5005302M.doc
http://decisions.iowaworkforce.org/2002/November/McKinney,%20Mary-5005302M.doc
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McKinney, who became a resident of Oregon, sought treatment from 
an Oregon physician, who recommended the use of medical 
marijuana, which he felt would mitigate McKinney’s symptoms, 
described as intractable neuropathic pain, not relieved with opioid 
therapy. 
  
The Commissioner held that the treatment request was no different 
than any other request for treatment, except that the treatment 
recommended is not readily available in Iowa.  “However, Iowa Code 
sections 124.205(7) and 124.206(7) do offer controlled substance 
exclusions for marijuana ‘used for medicinal purposes pursuant to 
rules of the board of pharmacy examiners.’” 
  
Further, the Commissioner explained that: 
 

Irrespective of what relief might be available in Iowa, 
McKinney is a resident of Oregon.  Dr. Rosenblum is 
a physician licensed to practice in the state of Oregon.  
The state of Oregon provides for the use of medical 
marijuana through a state-sanctioned program.  Dr. 
Rosenblum’s recommendation is pursuant to that 
program. 

 
Note, though, that Oregon law states, “Nothing in the Medical 
Marijuana Act shall be construed to require a governmental medical 
assistant program or private health insurer to reimburse a person for 
costs associated with medical use of marijuana.” 
 

3. New Jersey. 
 

In  Watson v. 84 Lumber , Claim Petition No 2009-15740 (2016), a 
New Jersey administrative law judge ruled that a carrier was 
responsible for reimbursement of medical marijuana for an injured 
worker who was using the marijuana to treat for pain from  "intractable 
pain from RSD/CRPS" under N.J.S.A. 34:15-15. 
  
In June 2018, another New Jersey Workers’ Compensation ALJ in 
McNeary v. Freehold Township ordered a New Jersey municipality 
to pay for the claimant’s worker’s medical marijuana. As reported 
by businessinsurance.com, the judge stated in his opinion that  “I 
believe, and I think science supports this, is that medical marijuana 
is safer, it’s less addictive, it is better for the treatment of pain” than 
opioids. The judge further referenced the explosion of opioids “on 
the streets” and explained that he feared claimant could become 
addicted to opioids if an alternative like medical marijuana was not 
provided to claimant. 
  
New Jersey A.B. 4505, introduced in September 2018, would amend 
the state’s medical marijuana statute to provide that “…automobile 
insurance benefits and workers’ compensation benefits must include 
coverage for costs associated with the medical use of marijuana 

https://propertycasualtyfocus.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/Watson-Lumber-NJ-MMJ-Decision.pdf
https://law.justia.com/codes/new-jersey/2013/title-34/section-34-15-15/
https://www.businessinsurance.com/article/20180712/NEWS08/912322646/New-Jersey-workers-compensation-judge-Lionel-Simon-orders-employer-to-pay-for-me
https://www.njleg.state.nj.us/2018/Bills/A5000/4505_I1.HTM
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provided that the insured or the employee is a qualifying patient 
authorized for medical marijuana pursuant to the Compassionate Use 
Medical Marijuana Act.”  
  
The bill clarifies the requirement that “at least one other medication or 
treatment [must have] been attempted and found to be unsuccessful 
in treating the debilitating medical condition that qualified the patient 
for the medical use of marijuana.”  
 

4. New Mexico. 
 

In 2014, New Mexico became the first state to require a workers’ 
compensation insurance carrier to reimburse an injured worker for 
medical marijuana. 
   
In Vialpando v. Ben’s Automotive Services, 331 P.3d 975 (N.M. App. 
2014), the claimant injured his back in a work-related accident and 
was unable obtain relief through traditional conservative measures.  
One physician described Vialpando’s pain as "high intensity multiple-
site chronic muscle, joint, and nerve pain directly resulting from back 
injury, followed by failed spinal surgery and attendant myalgia/ 
myositis from resulting compensatory structural imbalances." He felt 
Vialpando suffered "from some of the most extremely high intensity, 
frequency, and duration of pain, out of all of the thousands of patients 
I've treated within my 7 years practicing medicine."  
  
At the time, Vialpando was taking a number of narcotic pain relievers 
and multiple anti-depressants. 
  
Vialpando then sought approval by a workers’ compensation judge 
for medical marijuana treatment. He had already been certified for the 
medical marijuana program by his medical providers based on 
severe, debilitating, chronic pain. 
  
The judge found that Vialpando was qualified to participate in the New 
Mexico Department of Health Medical Cannabis Program under the 
Compassionate Use Act and that the treatment constituted 
reasonable and necessary medical care.  Vialpando was to pay for 
the medical marijuana through the program and the employer and 
insurer were to reimburse him. 
  
The employer appealed asserting a number of arguments under state 
and federal law. The appellate court agreed with the workers’ 
compensation judge’s findings and deemed the medical marijuana to 
be reasonable and necessary. 
    
There was an additional issue raised regarding whether the medical 
cannabis was prescribed as such is characterized by the statute, but 
the Court found that participation in the medical cannabis program 
essentially required the functional equivalent of a prescription, which 
was accomplished with certification in the program. 

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=7517335454150840486&hl=en&as_sdt=6&as_vis=1&oi=scholarr
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See also Maez v. Riley Indus., 347 P.3d 732 (N.M. App. 2015) 
(Medical marijuana should be classified as reasonable and necessary 
treatment.) 
  
In Lewis v. American General Media, 355 P.3d 850 (N.M. App. 
2015), the New Mexico Court of Appeals addressed an employer’s 
appeal regarding the compensability of medical marijuana.  In 1998, 
the claimant suffered a compensable, work-related injury to her low 
back. She underwent several surgical procedures and was suffering 
from post-laminectomy syndrome in the lumbar region. She suffered 
from chronic pain and since her injury had taken numerous drugs as 
part of her pain management, including OxyContin, oxycodone, 
Soma, Norflex, gabapentin, Lyrica, Percocet, fentanyl, and Zantac. 
  
After reviewing the evidence, the Court of Appeals held that 
certification forms presented by two physicians regarding the 
benefits of medical marijuana were persuasive and constituted 
substantial evidence that the medicinal marijuana was reasonable 
and necessary. In support of its holding, the Court noted that the 
claimant suffered from severe chronic pain and that other treatment 
had not worked, and, therefore, medical marijuana was reasonable 
and necessary. 
 

5. New York. 
 

In Matter of  WDF  Inc., 2017 NY Wrk Comp G1403803, the Workers’ 
Compensation Board of New York approved of payment for medical 
marijuana under WCL §13(a), The Board noted that WCL §13(a) has 
an “economic and humanitarian objective” and that the Board had 
required payment for wide-ranging treatment under the umbrella of 
‘other attendance or treatment’ where there is credible medical 
evidence of its necessity (i.e. reimbursement for expenses incurred in 
connection with a change of climate to relieve the symptoms of 
bronchitis and emphysema). Thus, “[c]ompelling payment for medical 
marijuana under WCL §13(a) follows the Board's and the Courts' 
liberal construction of the statute.” 
  
The Board also distinguished New York Public Health Law 
§3368(2), which provides: "Nothing in [Title V-A of the Public Health 
Law] shall be construed to require an insurer or health plan under 
th[at] chapter or the insurance law to provide coverage for medical 
marijuana" by determining the Board's authority to compel payment 
derives from WCL §13. Thus, the limitations set forth in Public 
Health Law §3368(2) were inapplicable. Further, it determined 
Public Health Law §3368(2) extends only to health insurers and not 
workers' compensation carriers.  
  
But the medical marijuana was ultimately deemed non-
compensable.  An employer is only required to reimburse claimants 
for medical marijuana expenses if the medical provider requests a 

https://caselaw.findlaw.com/nm-court-of-appeals/1689836.html
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=2368152947757433847&hl=en&as_sdt=6&as_vis=1&oi=scholarr
http://www.wcb.ny.gov/content/main/wclaws/Decisions/board-panel-decisions/MatterofWDFInc.jsp
https://www.nysenate.gov/legislation/laws/WKC/13-A
https://codes.findlaw.com/ny/public-health-law/pbh-sect-3368.html
https://codes.findlaw.com/ny/public-health-law/pbh-sect-3368.html
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variance from the Medical Treatment Guidelines.  In this case the 
medical provider did not request a variance from the MTG.   

 
See also Employer: Our Lady of Victory of Homes, G085 6672, 
2018 WL 2752819 (N.Y. Work. Comp. Bd. June 4, 2018). 

 
B. Reimbursement Not Allowed 
  

1. Arizona. 
  

In 2015, Arizona passed legislation (36-2814) declaring that the Act 
does not require a workers’ compensation carrier or self-insured 
employer to reimburse a claimant for costs associated with medical 
use of marijuana: 

 
Nothing in this chapter requires . . . a government 
medical assistance program, or a private health 
insurer or a workers' compensation carrier or self-
insured employer providing workers' compensation 
benefits to reimburse a person for costs associated 
with the medical use of marijuana. 

 
2. California. 
  

In September 2012, the California Workers' Compensation Appeals 
Board (WCAB) rendered a decision in Cockrell v. Farmers Insurance 
and Liberty Mutual Insurance Company, (ADJ504565, ADJ2584271). 
The Appeals Board reversed a workers' compensation judge's finding 
that claimant was entitled to reimbursement for medical marijuana. 
The WCAB cited Health and Safety Code §11362.785(d), which 
states that "This article does not require a governmental, private, or 
any other health insurance provider or health care service plan to be 
liable for any claim for reimbursement for the medical use of 
marijuana." The Board did not, however, find that the medical 
marijuana was per se not reimbursable, only that the parties and the 
judge had not considered whether a workers’ compensation insurer 
constitutes a “health insurance provider” for purposes of Health & 
Safety Code §11362.785(d) (stating that nothing in Medical Marijuana 
Program will require health insurance provider or health care service 
plan to be liable for reimbursement for medical use of marijuana).  
 
https://www.lexisnexis.com/legalnewsroom/workers-
compensation/b/recent-cases-news-trends-
developments/posts/california-self-procured-medical-marijuana 

 
  

https://law.justia.com/codes/arizona/2015/title-36/section-36-2814/
https://www.lexisnexis.com/legalnewsroom/cfs-file.ashx/__key/communityserver-components-sitefiles/Documents-WCLC+Documents/CHRISTOPHER-COCKRELL-v-Farmers-Insurance-WCAB-CA.pdf
https://www.lexisnexis.com/legalnewsroom/cfs-file.ashx/__key/communityserver-components-sitefiles/Documents-WCLC+Documents/CHRISTOPHER-COCKRELL-v-Farmers-Insurance-WCAB-CA.pdf
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=HSC&sectionNum=11362.785.
https://www.lexisnexis.com/legalnewsroom/workers-compensation/b/recent-cases-news-trends-developments/posts/california-self-procured-medical-marijuana
https://www.lexisnexis.com/legalnewsroom/workers-compensation/b/recent-cases-news-trends-developments/posts/california-self-procured-medical-marijuana
https://www.lexisnexis.com/legalnewsroom/workers-compensation/b/recent-cases-news-trends-developments/posts/california-self-procured-medical-marijuana
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ARTICLE 2.5. Medical Marijuana Program [11362.7 - 
11362.85] 
(Article 2.5 added by Stats. 2003, Ch. 875, Sec. 2.) 
 
11362.785.   
(a) Nothing in this article shall require any 
accommodation of medicinal use of cannabis on the 
property or premises of a place of employment or 
during the hours of employment or on the property 
or premises of a jail, correctional facility, or other 
type of penal institution in which prisoners reside or 
persons under arrest are detained. 
 
(b) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), a person shall 
not be prohibited or prevented from obtaining and 
submitting the written information and docu-
mentation necessary to apply for an identification 
card on the basis that the person is incarcerated in 
a jail, correctional facility, or other penal institution in 
which prisoners reside or persons under arrest are 
detained. 
 
(c)  This article does not prohibit a jail, correctional 
facility, or other penal institution in which prisoners 
reside or persons under arrest are detained, from 
permitting a prisoner or a person under arrest who 
has an identification card, to use cannabis for 
medicinal purposes under circumstances that will 
not endanger the health or safety of other prisoners 
or the security of the facility. 
 
(d) This article does not require a governmental, 
private, or any other health insurance provider or 
health care service plan to be liable for a claim for 
reimbursement for the medicinal use of cannabis. 

 
3. Colorado. 
 

Colorado’s medical marijuana Act provides that “no governmental, 
private, or any other health insurance provider shall be required to 
be liable for any claim for reimbursement for the medical use of 
marijuana.” It also provides that “nothing in this section shall require 
any employer to accommodate the medical use of marijuana in any 
work place” Col. Const., Art. XVIII §14(10)(a).  
 

4. Florida. 
 

Under Florida Statute 381.986(15) medical marijuana is not 
reimbursable under Florida Statute Chapter 440, the workers’ 
compensation statute. 

 

http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displaySection.xhtml?lawCode=HSC&sectionNum=11362.785.
https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/sites/default/files/CHEIS_MMJ_Colorado-Constitution-Article-XVIII.pdf
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=0300-0399/0381/Sections/0381.986.html
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5. Louisiana. 
 

Louisiana recently amended its medical marijuana law via HB 579. 
The legislation added a variety of treatable conditions to the law and 
included a definition of intractable pain defined as “pain so chronic 
and severe as to otherwise warrant an opiate prescription."  
  
Most importantly, the legislation exempts employers and workers' 
compensation insurers from having to reimburse for medical 
marijuana-related to injuries sustained on the job. In pertinent 
part: "Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, 
employers and their worker's compensation insurers shall not be 
obliged or ordered to pay for medical marijuana in claims arising 
under Title 23 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950, the 
Louisiana Workers' Compensation Law." 

 
6. Maine. 
 

In Bourgoin v. Twin Rivers Paper Company, LLC, 187 A.3d 10 (Me. 
2018) the appellate court addressed a claim for reimbursement for 
medical marijuana that was challenged on a preemption theory.  
  
Following a work-related injury, Bourgoin was issued a certification to 
use medical marijuana to treat chronic back pain. He petitioned the 
Workers’ Compensation Board for an order requiring the employer to 
pay for the medical marijuana.  
  
The primary issue before the Court on the employer’s appeal was the 
relationship between the federal Controlled Substances Act (CSA) 
and the Maine Medical Use of Marijuana Act (MMUMA). The Court 
concluded “…where an employer is subject to an order that would 
require it to subsidize an employee’s acquisition of medical marijuana 
– there is a positive conflict between federal and state law, and as a 
result, the CSA preempts the MMUMA as applied here.” Thus, 
reimbursement was not required. 
 

7. Michigan. 
 

Sec. 418. 315a. Notwithstanding the requirements in section 315, an 
employer is not required to reimburse or cause to be reimbursed 
charges for medical marijuana treatment. 
 

8. Montana. 
 

Montana specifically excludes marijuana from reasonable and 
necessary medical expenses.  MCA 24.29.1526  
 

9. North Dakota. 
 

North Dakota passed HB 1156 which amended Section 65-05-07 of 
the North Dakota Century Code stating that medical marijuana is not 

http://www.legis.la.gov/legis/ViewDocument.aspx?d=1098689
https://law.justia.com/codes/louisiana/2011/rs/title23/
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=14994807602403444941&hl=en&as_sdt=6&as_vis=1&oi=scholarr
https://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S(vbd11nrfsennii4ziblg21mc))/mileg.aspx?page=GetMCLDocument&objectname=mcl-418-315a
http://www.mtrules.org/gateway/ruleno.asp?RN=24%2E29%2E1526
https://www.legis.nd.gov/assembly/65-2017/documents/17-0567-04000.pdf
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reimbursable for workers’ compensation and that wage loss 
payments are prohibited if they are in any way related to the use of 
medical marijuana. 
 

10. Ohio. 
 

Drugs not listed in the Bureau of Workers’ Claims-funded 
prescriptions must be dispensed by a registered pharmacist from an 
enrolled provider. Medical marijuana will be dispensed from retail 
marijuana dispensaries and not from enrolled pharmacies. Thus, as 
medical marijuana is not a drug on the formulary list, it is not otherwise 
eligible for reimbursement.  
 
See 
https://www.bwc.ohio.gov/downloads/blankpdf/medmarijuanaimpact.
pdf 
 

11. Oregon. 
    
 §475B.413. Construction of ORS 475B.400 to 475B.525 
  

Nothing in ORS 475B.400 to 475B.525 requires: 
 
(1) A government medical assistance program 

or private health insurer to reimburse a 
person for costs associated with the medical 
use of marijuana; or 

 
(2) An employer to accommodate the medical 

use of marijuana in the workplace. 
 

12. Pennsylvania. 
 

The Pennsylvania Medical Marijuana Act, 35 PS Section 10231.2102 
states that, “nothing in this Act shall be construed to require an 
insurer or a health plan, whether paid for by Commonwealth funds 
or private funds, to provide coverage for medical marijuana.” 
Therefore, an employer’s workers’ compensation carrier is not 
required to cover the cost of medical marijuana as treatment for a 
work-related injury. 
 

13. Vermont. 
 

18 V.S.A. 4474c(b)(4) does not require reimbursement by an 
employer for purposes of workers' compensation.  
 
See Michael Hall v. Safelite Group Inc., Op. No. 06-18WC (2018) 
(ALJ decision finding that while the medical marijuana prescribed 
seemed reasonable and necessary,  the carrier was not required to 
reimburse the claimant for the medical marijuana per statute.)   

 

https://www.bwc.ohio.gov/downloads/blankpdf/medmarijuanaimpact.pdf
https://www.bwc.ohio.gov/downloads/blankpdf/medmarijuanaimpact.pdf
https://law.justia.com/codes/oregon/2015/volume-12/chapter-475b/section-475b.413
https://govt.westlaw.com/pac/Document/N1FF8DAE0117411E6BF24C8A7F6301815?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://legislature.vermont.gov/statutes/section/18/086/04474c
http://labor.vermont.gov/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/HallMM.Decision.pdf
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C. Kentucky 
 

1. Proposed legislation. 
  

Medical marijuana is likely on the horizon in Kentucky.  Various bills 
were filed last session (HB 166, SB 80, SB 272). 
  
HB 166 might allow for reimbursement of medical cannabis: 

 
(1) A qualifying patient who uses cannabis for medical 
purposes shall be afforded all the same rights under 
state and local law, including those guaranteed under 
KRS Chapter 344 [Kentucky Civil Rights Act], as the 
individual would have been afforded if he or she were 
solely prescribed pharmaceutical medications, as they 
pertain to: (a) Any interaction with a person's 
employer; (b) Drug testing by one's employer; or (c) 
Drug testing required by any state or local law, 
agency, or government official. 

 
2. Intech Contracting LLC v. Hampton. 
  

In Intech Contracting LLC v. Hampton, Claim No. 200978569 (Ky. 
Workers’ Compensation Board 2018), the Board heard an appeal 
on a medical dispute involving, in part, a permanently and totally 
disabled claimant’s request for referral to an Oklahoma pain 
management facility with marijuana. The ALJ found the referral for 
such treatment “was not legal [medical marijuana was not legal in 
Oklahoma at the time but now is] and or recommended by any 
physician qualified or designated herein.” The Board affirmed on this 
aspect of the appeal. 
  
In a discussion with ALJ Weatherby, Judge Weatherby indicated he 
probably would have allowed it had medical marijuana been legal 
in Oklahoma at the time and had been properly prescribed. That 
would likely have been a controversial opinion. 

 
3. Cannabidiol (CBD). 
  

In April 2014, the Kentucky legislature enacted KRS 218A.010 
allowing cannabidiol (or “CBD,” a non-psychoactive element of 
marijuana) for medical purposes. The statute provides: 

 
(27) "Marijuana" means all parts of the plant Cannabis 
sp., whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the 
resin extracted from any part of the plant; and every 
compound, manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or 
preparation of the plant, its seeds or resin or any 
compound, mixture, or preparation which contains any 
quantity of these substances. The term "marijuana" 
does not include: 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/recorddocuments/bill/18RS/HB166/bill.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/recorddocuments/bill/18RS/SB80/bill.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/recorddocuments/bill/18RS/SB272/bill.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/chapter.aspx?id=38920
https://labor.ky.gov/Board%20Opinions/Intech%20Contracting%20LLC%20vs%20Geoffrey%20Hampton%20etal%20200978569.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/recorddocuments/bill/18RS/BR163/bill.pdf
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(a) Industrial hemp that is in the possession, custody, 
or control of a person who holds a license issued by 
the Department of Agriculture permitting that person 
to cultivate, handle, or process industrial hemp; 
 
(b) Industrial hemp products that do not include any 
living plants, viable seeds, leaf materials, or floral 
materials; 
 
(c) The substance cannabidiol, when transferred, 
dispensed, or administered pursuant to the written 
order of a physician practicing at a hospital or 
associated clinic affiliated with a Kentucky public 
university having a college or school of medicine; 
 
(d) For persons participating in a clinical trial or in an 
expanded access program, a drug or substance 
approved for the use of those participants by the 
United States Food and Drug Administration; 
 
(e) A cannabidiol product derived from industrial 
hemp, as defined in KRS 260.850; or 
 
(f) A cannabidiol product approved as a prescription 
medication by the United States Food and Drug 
Administration. 

 
See also KRS Chapter 260.860-260.869. 

 
IV. DRUG FREE WORK-PLACE AND DISCRIMINATION IMPLICATIONS 
 

A. Prohibition of Discrimination 
  

A number of states prohibit employment discrimination against medical 
marijuana users. Most exceptions to the rule protecting employees involve 
safety sensitive positions or federal law/regulations that directly affect the 
employer who might receive government funding or otherwise be required to 
adhere to the Federal Drug-Free Workplace Act. 
 
1. Arizona. 

  
Under ARS Sec. 36-2813, an employer may not discriminate 
against an individual “in hiring, termination or imposing a term or 
condition of employment or otherwise penalize a person based on 
their status as a cardholder or a qualifying patient testing positive 
for marijuana, unless the possession or impairment occurred on the 
premises of the employer or during the hours of employment.”  
There is an exception if an employer could lose a benefit under 
federal law. Further, an employer may also designate safety 
sensitive positions that prohibit a qualifying patient from holding 
such positions. ARS Sec. 23-493.06. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=45532
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/statutes/chapter.aspx?id=38484
https://www.azleg.gov/ars/36/02813.htm
https://www.azleg.gov/viewdocument/?docName=https://www.azleg.gov/ars/23/00493-06.htm
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2. Connecticut. 
  

In Connecticut, under Conn. Gen. Stat. §21a-408p(b)(3):   
 

No employer may refuse to hire a person or may 
discharge, penalize or threaten an employee solely on 
the basis of such person’s or employee’s status as a 
qualifying patient or primary caregiver. 

 
An employer may still prohibit the use of intoxicating substances 
during work hours or discipline an employee for being under the 
influence of intoxicating substances during work hours. The same 
federal law benefit exception as Arizona applies. 
 
See also Noffsinger v. SSC Niantic Operating Co. d/b/a Bride Brook 
Nursing & Rehab Center (Federal law did not preempt Conn. Gen. 
Stat. §21a-408p(b)(3).) 

 
3. Delaware. 

  
Under Delaware Statute 49A Sect. 4905A discrimination is prohibited 
with the exception of situations involving an employer’s potential loss 
of a “monetary or licensing-related benefit under federal law or federal 
regulations.” 
 
Otherwise,  
 

[A]n employer may not discriminate against a person 
in hiring, termination, or any term or condition of 
employment, or otherwise penalize a person, if the 
discrimination is based upon either of the following: 
 
a. The person's status as a cardholder; or 
 
b. A registered qualifying patient's positive drug test 
for marijuana components or metabolites, unless the 
patient used, possessed, or was impaired by 
marijuana on the premises of the place of 
employment or during the hours of employment. 

 
4. Illinois. 

  
Under 410 ILCS 130 Sec. 40 (a)(1) an employer may not refuse to 
hire or otherwise penalize a person based on her status as a 
registered qualifying patient “unless failing to do so would put the 
school, employer, or landlord in violation of federal law or unless 
failing to do so would cause it to lose a monetary or licensing-related 
benefit under federal law or rules.” 

 
  

https://www.cga.ct.gov/2015/pub/chap_420f.htm#sec_21a-408p
https://www.ebglaw.com/content/uploads/2017/10/Noffsinger-v-SSC-Niantic-Operating-Co-LLC-2017-US.pdf
https://www.ebglaw.com/content/uploads/2017/10/Noffsinger-v-SSC-Niantic-Operating-Co-LLC-2017-US.pdf
http://delcode.delaware.gov/title16/c049a/index.shtml
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs3.asp?ActID=3503&ChapterID=35
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5. Maine. 
  

Under MRS 558-§2430-C, an employer may not refuse to employ or 
otherwise penalize a person based on that person’s status as a qualifying 
medical marijuana patient. 

 
6. Massachusetts. 

  
The Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts held in Barbuto v. 
Advantage Sales & Marketing, LLC, 78 N.E. 3d 37 (Mass. 2017) that 
a qualifying medical marijuana patient terminated from her 
employment because she tested positive for medical marijuana had 
a civil remedy against her employer through claims of handicap 
discrimination under G. L. C. 151B Section 416. The employer had 
an obligation under Mass. Gen. Laws An. ch. 151B, §4(16), before it 
terminated employment, to participate in an interactive process to 
explore whether there was an alternative, equally effective medication 
that the employee could use. The employer would then have the 
burden of showing that the employee’s use of medical marijuana was 
not a reasonable accommodation because it would impose an undue 
hardship on the employer’s business. 

 
7. Minnesota. 

 
Minn. Stat. Ann. 152.32 Subd. 3(c) provides that  an employer may 
not discriminate in hiring, termination, or any term or condition of 
employment, or otherwise penalize a person, if the discrimination is 
based upon the person's legal medical marijuana use, unless the 
patient used, possessed, or was impaired by medical cannabis on the 
employer’s premises or during the hours of employment and unless a 
failure to do so would violate federal law or regulations or cause an 
employer to lose a monetary or licensing-related benefit under federal 
law or regulations. 

 
8. Nevada. 

 
The provisions of NRS 453A.800(3) do not require an employer to 
allow the medical use of marijuana in the workplace, but an 
employer must make reasonable accommodations for the medical 
needs of an employee who engages in the medical use of marijuana 
if the employee holds a valid registry identification card, provided 
that such reasonable accommodation (1) would not pose a threat 
of harm to persons or property; (2) impose an undue hardship on 
the employer; or (3) prohibit the employee from fulfilling any and all 
of his or her job responsibilities. 

 
9. New York. 

  
NY Health Law, Title V-A, Section 3369(2) protects medical marijuana 
patients from discrimination based solely on their status as a certified 

http://www.mainelegislature.org/legis/statutes/22/title22sec2430-C.html
https://www.ebglaw.com/content/uploads/2017/10/Barbuto-v-Advantage-Sales-and-Marketing-LLC-477-Mass.pdf
https://www.ebglaw.com/content/uploads/2017/10/Barbuto-v-Advantage-Sales-and-Marketing-LLC-477-Mass.pdf
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXXI/Chapter151B/Section4
https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXXI/Chapter151B/Section4
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/152.32
https://www.leg.state.nv.us/NRS/NRS-453A.html#NRS453ASec800
http://ypdcrime.com/penal.law/public-health-article33-title5a.htm#h3369
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user of medical marijuana. Further, certified patients are deemed to 
have a disability under the New York Human Rights Law. 
 
The act further provides: 
 

This subdivision shall not bar the enforcement of a 
policy prohibiting an employee from performing his or 
her employment duties while impaired by a controlled 
substance. This subdivision shall not require any 
person or entity to do any act that would put the 
person or entity in violation of federal law or cause it 
to lose a federal contract or funding. 

 
10. Rhode Island. 

  
In Callaghan v. Darlington Fabrics, C.A. No. P.C. 2014-5680 (May 23, 
2017), a Rhode Island Superior Court Judge ruled that an employer 
violated the state’s medical marijuana statute when it did not hire an 
applicant for an internship based on her use of medical marijuana. 
See RI Gen L §21-28.6-4 (2016). 

 
11. Vermont. 

  
In June 2018, the Vermont Attorney General clarified that employers 
may have drug-free workplace policies despite medical marijuana 
laws. However, under the Vermont’s Fair Employment Practices Act 
(“VFEPA”) “it is unlawful for any employer, employment agency, or 
labor organization to discriminate against a qualified individual with a 
disability.” Individuals with a medical marijuana card would qualify 
with a disability and may be protected under the VFEPA. 
  
The AG further stated: 

 
While Vermont’s medical marijuana laws do not 
require employers to tolerate the consumption or 
possession of marijuana in the workplace, the laws do 
not permit employers to discriminate against disabled 
applicants or employees who use medical marijuana 
outside of work to treat their disability. 

 
Employers may also still drug test as part of a drug-free workplace 
policy, however, if there is a legal basis under the existing law. The 
following conditions must be met: 
 

• The employer has already extended a conditional offer of 
employment to the applicant to be tested, contingent upon the 
applicant receiving a negative drug test result; 

 

• The employer gives the applicant written notice of the drug 
testing procedures and a list of the drugs to be tested. This 

https://www.ebglaw.com/content/uploads/2017/10/Callaghan-v-Darlington-Fabrics-Corp-2017-R-I-Super.pdf
https://law.justia.com/citations.html
https://ago.vermont.gov/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Employer-MJ-Guidance-TOC.pdf
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notice must also state that any therapeutic levels of medically 
prescribed drugs will not be reported to the employer; and 

 

• The drug test is administered in accordance with specific 
statutory requirements, including being tested by a laboratory 
approved by the Vermont Department of Health. 

 
B. No Prohibition of Discrimination  
  

In other states, the marijuana laws provide no specific protection for 
employees who use medical marijuana.  
 
1. California. 

  
In Ross v. RagingWire Telecommunications, Inc., 174 P.3d 200 (Ca. 
2008), an employee who was a medical marijuana user was 
terminated after testing positive on a pre-employment drug test. The 
California Supreme Court held: (1)  an employer does not have to 
accommodate an employee’s medical marijuana usage; (2) it could 
conduct pre-employment drug testing; and (3) the employee had no 
implied cause of action under California law as “Nothing in the text or 
history of the Compassionate Use Act suggests the voters intended 
the measure to address the respective rights and duties of employers 
and employees.” See also Loder v. City of Glendale, 927 P.2d 1200 
(Cal. 1997). (Employer may conduct pre-employment drug testing 
and deny employment based on evidence of illegal drug use.) 

 
2. Colorado. 

  
Pursuant to CO Rev Stat §24-34-402.5 (2016): 

 
(1) It shall be a discriminatory or unfair employment 
practice for an employer to terminate the employ-
ment of any employee due to that employee's 
engaging in any lawful activity off the premises of the 
employer during nonworking hours unless such a 
restriction: 
 
(a) Relates to a bona fide occupational requirement 
or is reasonably and rationally related to the 
employment activities and responsibilities of a 
particular employee or a particular group of 
employees, rather than to all employees of the 
employer; or 
 
(b) Is necessary to avoid a conflict of interest with 
any responsibilities to the employer or the 
appearance of such a conflict of interest. 
 
(2) (a) Notwithstanding any other provisions of this 
article, the sole remedy for any person claiming to 

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=602735148209095660&hl=en&as_sdt=6&as_vis=1&oi=scholarr
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=12475949060455005944&hl=en&as_sdt=4000006&as_vis=1
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=12475949060455005944&hl=en&as_sdt=4000006&as_vis=1
https://law.justia.com/codes/colorado/2016/title-24/principal-departments/article-34/part-4/section-24-34-402.5
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be aggrieved by a discriminatory or unfair employ-
ment practice as defined in this section shall be as 
follows: He or she may bring a civil action for 
damages in any district court of competent 
jurisdiction and may sue for all wages and benefits 
that would have been due him or her up to and 
including the date of the judgment had the 
discriminatory or unfair employment practice not 
occurred; except that nothing in this section shall be 
construed to relieve the person from the obligation 
to mitigate his or her damages. 

  
However, in Coats v. Dish Network, LLC, 350 P.3d 849 (Colo. 2015) 
the Colorado Supreme Court held that “an activity such as medical 
marijuana use that is unlawful under federal law is not a ‘lawful’ 
activity under section 24-34-402.5.”  

 
3. Florida. 

  
In Florida, employers still have the right to a Drug-Free Workplace 
under Florida Statute 381.986(15). 
 

This section does not limit the ability of an employer to 
establish, continue, or enforce a drug-free workplace 
program or policy. This section does not require an 
employer to accommodate the medical use of 
marijuana in any workplace or any employee working 
while under the influence of marijuana. This section 
does not create a cause of action against an employer 
for wrongful discharge or discrimination. Marijuana, as 
defined in this section, is not reimbursable under 
chapter 440. 

 
4. Georgia. 

  
The state of Georgia, under GA Code §16-12-191 (2015), provides 
that an employer can maintain a zero-tolerance policy and discharge 
an employee for testing positive for medical marijuana: 
 

Nothing in this article shall require an employer to 
permit or accommodate the use, consumption, 
possession, transfer, display, transportation, sale, or 
growing of marijuana in any form, or to affect the ability 
of an employer to have a written zero tolerance policy 
prohibiting the on-duty, and off-duty, use of marijuana, 
or prohibiting any employee from having a detectable 
amount of marijuana in such employee's system while 
at work. 

 
  

https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?case=15297531164485864849&hl=en&as_sdt=6&as_vis=1&oi=scholarr
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=0300-0399/0381/Sections/0381.986.html
https://law.justia.com/codes/georgia/2015/title-16/chapter-12/article-8/section-16-12-191
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5. Michigan. 
  

Michigan Statute 333.26424a(2) states: 
 

A registered qualifying patient or registered primary 
caregiver shall not be subject to arrest, prosecution, 
or penalty in any manner, or denied any right or 
privilege, including, but not limited to, civil penalty or 
disciplinary action by a business or occupational or 
professional licensing board or bureau, for any of the 
following: 

  
But, the Sixth Circuit provided a peculiar interpretation of the statute.  
In Casias v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 695 F.3d 428 (6th Cir. 2012) an 
employee used medical marijuana (allowed under Michigan’s Medical 
Marijuana Act) to treat a brain tumor. Wal-Mart terminated the 
employee when he tested positive for marijuana.  
  
As noted above, under the Michigan Medical Marijuana Act (MMMA) 
a lawful medical marijuana user cannot be “denied any right or 
privilege, including but not limited to civil penalty or disciplinary action 
by a business or occupational or professional licensing board or 
bureau...” Mich. Comp. Laws §333.26424(a). However, the Sixth 
Circuit found “the MMMA does not impose restrictions on private 
employers, such as Wal-Mart” because the word “business” in Sec. 
4a(2) modifies “licensing board” and does not stand alone.   

 
6. Montana. 

  
The Montana Supreme Court in Johnson v. Columbia Falls 
Aluminum Co., LLC, 213 P.3d 789 (Mont. 2009) held that “a failure 
to accommodate use of medical marijuana does not violate the 
Montana Human Rights Act (MHRA) or the ADA since an employer 
is not required to accommodate an employee's use of medical 
marijuana.” It further held there was no express or implied private 
cause of action against an employer under the statute. 

 
7. Ohio. 

  
The Ohio  Department of Administrative Services issued a statement 
on its drug-free workplace policy indicating that an employer is not 
required to permit or accommodate an employee’s use of medical 
marijuana.  Employers can refuse to hire or discharge or discipline an 
employee who uses medical marijuana. Further, the law does not 
create a civil cause of action against an employer for “refusing to hire, 
discharge, disciplining, retaliating or otherwise taking an adverse 
employment action related to ‘medical’ marijuana.” 

 
  

http://www.legislature.mi.gov/(S(zlo50uyx2hxn0hyhkt4vhfml))/mileg.aspx?page=getObject&objectName=mcl-333-26424a
http://www.opn.ca6.uscourts.gov/opinions.pdf/12a0343p-06.pdf
https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/889079/johnson-v-columbia-falls-aluminum-company-llc/
https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/889079/johnson-v-columbia-falls-aluminum-company-llc/
https://das.ohio.gov/Portals/0/DASDivisions/HumanResources/Policy/pdf/Drug%20Free_Workplace_Policy_%28HR-39%29_FAQs.pdf
https://das.ohio.gov/Portals/0/DASDivisions/HumanResources/Policy/pdf/Drug%20Free_Workplace_Policy_%28HR-39%29_FAQs.pdf
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8. Oregon. 
  

The Oregon Supreme Court ruled in Emerald Steel Fabricators, Inc. 
v. Bureau of Labor & Industries, 230 P.3d 518 (Or. 2010) that under 
the Oregon Medical Marijuana Act and the Oregon employment 
discrimination laws, employers are not required to accommodate the 
use of medical marijuana.   The Court concluded that an employer 
could revoke an offer of employment after the prospective employee 
advised the employer of his medical marijuana use. 
  
Specifically, the Court summarized: 
 

First, employer preserved its challenge that, as a 
result of the Controlled Substances Act, the use of 
medical marijuana is an illegal use of drugs within the 
meaning of ORS 659A.124. Second, two potentially 
applicable exclusions from the phrase "illegal use of 
drugs" the use of drugs authorized by state law and 
the use of drugs taken under the supervision of a 
licensed health care professional do not apply here. 
Third, regarding the first potentially applicable 
exclusion, to the extent that ORS 475.306(1) 
authorizes the use of medical marijuana, the 
Controlled Substances Act preempts that subsection. 
We note that our holding in this regard is limited to 
ORS 475.306(1); we do not hold that the Controlled 
Substances Act preempts provisions of the Oregon 
Medical Marijuana Act that exempt the possession, 
manufacture, or distribution of medical marijuana from 
state criminal liability. Fourth, because employee was 
currently engaged in the illegal use of drugs and 
employer discharged him for that reason, the 
protections of ORS 659A.112, including the obligation 
to engage in a meaningful interactive discussion, do 
not apply. ORS 659A.124. It follows that BOLI erred in 
ruling that employer violated ORS 659A.112. 

 
9. Washington.  

  
In Roe v. Teletech Customer Care Management (Colorado) LLC, 228 
P.3d 19 (Wash. 2010), the Washington Supreme Court held that 
under the Washington State Medical Use of Marijuana Act (MUMA), 
an employer may discharge an employee for medical marijuana use. 
It also held: “MUMA . . . does not proclaim a sufficient public policy to 
give rise to a tort action for wrongful termination for authorized use of 
medical marijuana.”  
  
The Washington statute provides: “Employers may establish drug-
free work policies. Nothing in this chapter requires an accommodation 
for the medical use of marijuana if an employer has a drug-free 
workplace.” Wash. Rev. Code §69.51A.060. 

https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/835068/emerald-steel-fabricators-inc-v-boli-of-labor-and-/
https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/835068/emerald-steel-fabricators-inc-v-boli-of-labor-and-/
https://caselaw.findlaw.com/wa-supreme-court/1570644.html
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=69.51a.060
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V. OTHER ISSUES 
 
A. Intoxication Still a Defense 
  

States where medical marijuana is illegal still provide for an intoxication 
defense, much like that of Kentucky in KRS 342.610(4). However, other 
states differ on the burden of proof in establishing intoxication as the cause 
of the injury or death. The Kentucky burden of proof placed on the worker 
would have substantial implications for medical marijuana users who tested 
positive as a result of THC and CBD levels remaining in their system despite 
not being under the influence of marijuana while at work. 
 

B. Marijuana v. Opioids 
  

In an article from iamagazine.com, Jacquelyn Connley cites to a study from 
the July 2017 edition of the Journal of the International Association for the 
Study of Pain, which asked medical marijuana patients to rate the 
effectiveness of medical cannabis in treating their chronic pain. The average 
score was 74.6 percent on a scale of 0 percent (“no relief”) to 100 percent 
(“complete relief”).  
  
“And according to a 2015 Harvard-led review of 28 studies examining the 
efficacy of drugs that use cannabis, ‘use of marijuana for chronic pain, 
neuropathic pain, and spasticity due to multiple sclerosis is supported by high-
quality evidence.’ In January 2017, another report from The National 
Academies of Sciences Engineering Medicine reached a similar conclusion.” 
  
An article from sciencedaily.com summarized a study: "Older Adults' Use of 
Medical Marijuana for Chronic Pain: A Multisite Community-Based Survey," 
presented May 3, 2018 at the annual meeting of the American Geriatrics 
Society in Orlando, Florida. 
  
The purpose of the study was “to gauge how effective medical marijuana 
was at managing chronic pain and reducing opioid use.” Researchers 
interviewed 138 medical marijuana users with an anonymous 
questionnaire focusing on frequency of use, form of marijuana taken, effect 
of the marijuana on pain and whether they had been able to cut back on 
other painkillers. “When patients were asked if they were able to curb their 
use of other painkillers after starting medical marijuana, 18 percent 
reported decreasing their use ‘moderately,’ 20 percent ‘extremely’ and 27 
percent ‘completely.’ An overwhelming number of subjects (91 percent) 
would recommend medical marijuana to others.” 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 
 

While Federal law still criminalizes marijuana, the DOJ maintains a hands-off 
approach towards the medical use of marijuana.  In the workers’ compensation 
context, a number of states allow reimbursement for medical marijuana, while others 
do not.  Similarly, some states continue to allow for enforcement of its drug-free 
workplace polices that result in failure to hire or termination of medical marijuana 
patients, while other statutes and case law prohibit these practices. Intoxication 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
https://www.iamagazine.com/markets/read/2017/10/23/high-and-dry-how-will-legal-marijuana-impact-workers-comp
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/05/180501085137.htm
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remains as a defense, with the burden of proof differing in Kentucky versus other 
states, and studies show that marijuana has notable benefits over opioid use. 
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UPDATE ON TREATMENT GUIDELINES: IMPLEMENTATION AND EFFECTS 
       Dr. G. Christopher Stephens 

 
 
I. HOUSE BILL 2 
 

A. BWC Must Implement Treatment Guidelines by 12/31/19 
 
B. Must Implement Drug Formulary by 12/31/18 

 
II. GOALS  
 

A. Comply with Law for Reasonable Treatment of Occupation Injuries 
 
B. Improve Outcomes by Establishing “Best” Practice Evidence-based 

Injury/Disease Management Protocols 
 
C. Reduce Opioid Usage 
 
D. Optimize Management of “Legacy” Claims 
 
E. Decrease Number of Medical Fee Disputes 

 
III. PROCESS 
 

A. Commissioner Established Medical Advisory Committee to Advise re: 
Guidelines & Formulary 

 

• Five physician multi-disciplinary panel 
 
B. Established Regulatory Advisory Committee 
 

• Advises on implementation process for guidelines and formulary 
 

C. Improve Appeals Procedure 
 
D. Met on Multiple Occasions at BWC 
 
E. Evaluated Two Largest Providers/Systems 
 
F. As Process Progressed It Became Clear that Guidelines/Formulary Was 

Actually One Process 
 
G. Committee Voted 4-2 to Recommend ODG Guidelines/Formulary 
 
H. Commissioner Selected ODG 
 
I. Committee Will Remain Intact to Assist/Advise during Implementation 

Process 
 
  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
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IV. ODG 
 

A. Evidence Based 
 
B. Frequently Reviewed Disease Management Protocols 
 
C. Simple to Use 
 
D. Most Commonly Used Guidelines in U.S.  
 
E. Previously Adopted by All Surrounding States 

 
V. TENNESSEE EXPERIENCE 
 

A. 10-15 Percent Reduction in Opioid Prescriptions 
 
B. Slight Decrease in Medical Fee Disputes 
 
C. Slight Overall Decrease in Cost of Care/Case 
 
D. Slight Improvement in Lost Days 
 
E. Slight Improvement in Overall RTW Statistics 

 
VI. GOALS (LONG TERM) 
 

A. Improve Transparency for Providers as Guidelines Have Been Used by 
Reviewers for Many Years 

 
B. Standardize Care to “Best Practice” Model 
 
C. Reduce/Limit “Outliers” 
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EVALUATION OF SPINE RELATED MEDICAL FEE DISPUTES 
          Dr. G. Chris Stephens 

 
 
I. TYPES OF FEE DISPUTES 
 

A. Long Term Maintenance/Treatment of Condition 
 
B. Acute/Sub-acute Treatment of Condition 

 
II. WORK RELATEDNESS 
 

A. Vital to Precisely Define Type of Injury 
 
B. Must Define Precise Anatomic Location (Level and Side) 
 
C. Was Condition Previously Active, Irrespective of Causation 

 
III. ESTABLISHING A CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP 
 

A. No Causal Relationship = No Treatment Responsibility 
 
B. Causal Relationship Established = Accepted Care for Injury Based on 

Established Disease/Injury Specific Guidelines 
 
IV. PROGRESSIVE WORSENING: DUE TO NEW INJURY 
 

A. Difficult Cases to Evaluate 
 

B. Often Difficult to Define Responsibility for Care 
 

C. “Gray” Area in Evaluations 
 

D. Pattern of Treatment before and after Injury of Critical Importance 
 

E. Often Have Pre/Post Injury Diagnostic Studies which Allows More 
Objective Decision-making Process 

 
F. Exacerbation with No New Anatomic Lesion vs. New Anatomic Lesion (i.e. 

HNP) 
 
G. Examples 
 

1. Previous treatment for back pain secondary to DDD with new HNP. 
 
2. Worsening of symptoms from established condition without new 

anatomic lesion. 
 
H. All Cases Unique  
 
I. Requires Comprehensive Evaluation by Specialty Specific Expert 
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J. Causation Often Multifactorial in These Cases 
 

V. CAUSATION ESTABLISHED 
 

A. Treatment Individualized  
 
B. Treatment Guidelines Not Universal 
 
C. Insurance Industry Has Historically Over-utilized Such Protocols, in My 

Opinion 
 
D. Previously, Decisions Lacked Transparency 
 
E. Appropriate Treatment Can Vary Widely in Timing and Specific Modalities 

between Providers 
 
F. All within Current Standards of Care/Treatment Protocols  
 
G. In General, Spinal Care Should Lean Conservative Progressing Slowly 

towards Invasive Modalities 
 
VI. COMMON DISPUTES 
  

A. Timing of Imaging  
 

1. I advocate early MRI scanning.  
 
2. Allows precise definition of nature and severity of injury. 
 
3. Improves decision making. 

 
B. Timing of Invasive Treatment 
 

1. Highly variable, depending on exam findings, diagnostic studies, 
and subjective symptoms. 

 

2. I favor a significant period of conservatism as a majority of spinal 
injuries will improve/resolve without invasive treatment. 

 

3. Better defined with implementation of treatment guidelines. 
 

4. In general, treatment too aggressive in our region. 
 

5. Jefferson Co./Pulaski Co. have some of the highest spinal surgery 
rates in the nation. 

 

C. Timing of Return to Work 
 

1. If possible, early return even at reduced physical capacity is 
preferable. 

 
2. Confirmed in numerous studies.  
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3. Long term incapacity = poor outcome.  
 
4. Not available in all cases. 
 

VII. TIMING OF INVASIVE TREATMENT 
 

A. Outside Opinion of Reputable Specialty Physician Should Be Considered 
in Disputed Cases 

 
B. I Experience Commonly Both Delay/Denial of Appropriate Procedures as 

well as Overly Aggressive Treatment and Timing of Treatment 
 
C. As Guidelines are Implemented, the RAC is Defining Specific Rules for the 

Appeals Process 
 
D. Augment Physician → Physician Communication in 72 Hr. Window 

 
VIII. LONG TERM MAINTENANCE/TREATMENT DISPUTES 
 

A. Most Common is Ongoing Medical Management 
 
B. Provider Must Define a Reasonable Long-term Management Plan as 

Outlined by Treatment Guidelines 
 
IX. LONG TERM MANAGEMENT 
 

A. Reasonable Medication Regimen 
 
B. Multi-pharmacy Common 
 
C. Narcotic vs. Non-narcotic 

 
X. MEDICAL MANAGEMENT 
 

A. Frequency of Visits 
 

• In general, frequency excessive and unnecessary, in my opinion 
 
B. General Guidelines 
 

1. With narcotic = four/year. 
 
2. Topical compounded creams never indicated. 
 

a. Prices often grossly inflated due to lack of control. 
 
b. Always a conflict of interest, in my experience. 
 
c. No proven benefit over placebo. 
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XI. DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING 
 

A. Often Conflicts of Interest Due to Physician Ownership of Facility 
 

1. Significant over-utilization, both regionally and nationally. 
 

• Utilization rates correlate with ownership 
 
2. Also, a significant issue with physician-owned urine drug screening 

laboratories.  
 
B. Rarely Necessary for Long Term Management of Chronic Condition 
 

• Indicated only for a significant change in symptoms or physical 
examination findings 

 
XII. ADJACENT LEVEL DISEASE IN SPINAL INJURIES 

 
A. No Causal Effect Established after Decompressive Procedures (i.e. HNP 

at Level Adjacent to Previous Surgery Resulting from Work Injury 
 
B. Causal Effect Established at Same Level 
 
C. Definite Causal Relationship Established after Spinal Fusion 
 
D. Quite Common after Both Cervical and Lumbar Procedures 
 
E. High Re-operation Rates at 10 Years Post-op 
 

1. Lumbar = 30 percent. 
 
2. Cervical – 10-40 percent depending on # of levels fused at index 

procedure. 
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JASON AND BOBBY’S MISHMASH OF CURRENT TOPICS IN  
KENTUCKY WORKERS’ COMPENSATION 

Jason D. Swinney & Robert L. Ferreri 

 
 

I. PRE-LITIGATION RESOLUTION – WHY DO WE FIGHT?  HOW CAN WE GET 
ALONG? 

 
A. Primary Issues that Prevent Pre-litigation Settlement in Compensable 

Claims: 
 

1. Understanding legal standard for applicable multipliers. 
 
2. Disparity in impairment ratings. 

 
B. Multipliers – Do Your Math, Show Your Work, and Communicate! 
 

1. If adjusters want to settle a claim in which multipliers are applicable, 
then encourage them to embrace a “sandbox approach” to 
multipliers. 

 
a. Two prongs for the KRS 342.730(1)(c)(2) Two Multiplier: 
 

i. Returned to work after DOI and earned same or 
greater wages; and 

 
ii. No longer earning same or greater wages. 

 
b. Three Multiplier under KRS 342.730(1)(c)(1) applies when 

the worker has restrictions to prevent her from returning to 
pre-injury position (and she’s earning lower wages). 

 
2. If the adjuster wants to engage in a more intense argument 

regarding multipliers, the claim probably needs to go into litigation. 
 
C. Impairment Rating 
 

1. Obtain a valid rating under the Fifth Edition of the AMA Guides (or 
Second Edition for Pysch). 

 
2. Advantages of settling without an impairment rating: 
 

a. Saves time and money for all parties. 
 
b. Encourages greater flexibility than ratings in “all-or-nothing” 

claims. 
 
c. Attorneys and adjusters familiar with a claim are often in a 

better position to identify the reasonable range for a 
claimant’s impairment rating/claim value than an IME 
doctor. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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d. ALJ will not approve an invalid rating, but absence of an 
impairment rating is not a basis for not approving 110. 

 
3. Certain carriers refuse to settle without a non-zero rating. 

 
D. Secondary Factors that Become Settlement Obstacles 
 

1. Willingness to settle on lump sum basis. 
 

a. KRS 342.265(3) – lump sum settlement of future periodic 
payments in weekly amounts that are $40 or less shall be 
discounted based on the 10-year U.S. Treasury interest rate 
for the preceding year. 

 
b. Spirit of HB 2 is that there is a greater lump sum discount 

for smaller awards to encourage lump sum settlement of 
smaller claims. 

 
2. Refusal to settle without resignation and release. 
 
3. Liens. 
 
4. Entitlement to additional TTD. 
 
5. Benefit duration. 
 

a. House Bill 2 attempted to change the standard such that 
disability benefits continued until the plaintiff’s 70th birthday 
or four years after the injury or last exposure – whichever 
occurs later.   

 
b. House Bill 2 specified that this provision shall apply 

prospectively and retroactively to all claims with a date of 
injury or last exposure occurring after December 12, 1996, 
and, “[t]hat have not been fully and finally adjudicated, or are 
in the appellate process, or for which time to file an appeal 
has not lapsed, as of the effective date of this Act.” 

 
c. Holcim v. Swinford, 2018-CA-000414-WC, 2018 WL 

4261757 (Ky. App. Sep. 7, 2018), called into question that 
characterization. 

 
i. Under Swinford (which is pending appeal to the 

Supreme Court), the version of KRS 342.730(4) that 
was in effect before 1996 should apply to claims 
involving injuries prior to 7/14/18, and the tier-down 
provisions should apply to those benefit calculations. 

 
ii. Revived the debate over the duration of benefits, 

which functions as another hurdle to claim resolution 
– pre-litigation and otherwise. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47618
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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II. LMS ELECTRONIC SUBMISSIONS PROCESS FOR SETTLEMENTS 
 

A. Mandatory as of January 2019 
 
B. Two Ways to File: 
 

1. Unassigned claims.  
 

a. Pre-litigation. 
 
b. Post-award. 

 
2. Assigned claims. 

 
C. Unassigned Claims 
 

1. Submit a filing. 
 
2. Tender an agreement. 
 
3. Manually enter information. 
 
4. Summary Screen functions like a comment box. 
 

a. Provide additional explanation regarding compromise of 
ratings, multipliers, MSA, etc. 

 
b. Helpful to clarify an apparent discrepancy between the LMS 

program’s benefit calculations compared to the figures 
provided in the 110. 

 
5. Attach prepared and signed 110. 

 
D. Assigned Claims 
 

1. Select settled claim on LMS. 
 
2. File document. 
 
3. Select Agreement or Waiver, then follow the same process with 

entering settlement information and attaching the 110. 
 
4. Email questions to laborkywclms.technicalsupport@ky.gov. 

 
E. You Will Receive a Confirmation Email that the 110 has been Submitted 

on LMS 
 
F. Parties Will Receive a Letter with the Claim and Access Code 
 
G. ALJ Can Approve Without Signing Actual Settlement Agreement Now 
 

mailto:laborkywclms.technicalsupport@ky.gov
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H. Timelines 
 

1. 803 KAR 25:010 §21(1) – the party drafting the settlement 
agreement shall provide the signed original to the adverse party no 
later than 15 days after the date the parties agree to settle.   

 
2. 803 KAR 25:010 §21(2) – payment shall be made within 21 

calendar days after the date of the order approving the settlement. 
 
3. 803 KAR 25:010 §21(3) – failure to satisfy time requirements in (2) 

may result in the defendant being responsible for 12 percent 
interest per annum on all benefits agreed upon in the settlement for 
any period of delay beyond the prescribed time. 

 
4. 803 KAR 25:010 §6 – motions for attorney fees shall be made within 

30 days following the finality of the award, settlement, or agreed 
resolution upon which the fee request is based. 

 
5. 803 KAR 25:010 §25(1)(b) – any attorney fee shall be paid no later 

than 30 days after the date of the ALJ’s Order approving the fee 
unless otherwise ordered by an ALJ. 

 
III. EXPEDITED MEDICAL FEE DISPUTES 
 

A. Procedure 
 

1. Form 120EX (basically a 112). 
 
2. Affidavit to Satisfy Specific Elements. 
 

a. Employment status. 
 
b. Notice. 
 
c. Irreparable injury, loss, or damage will result if requested 

treatment is not approved. 
 
B. Functionally 
 

1. Pre-litigation. 
 

a. Virtually identical to interlocutory relief.  
 
b. Value may only exist when carrier inexcusably delaying 

authorization without actual denial. 
 
c. Form 101 likely required. 

 
  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
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2. Post-award. 
 

a. Appears to be an option that will have more utility for post-
award scenarios in which causation is already established. 

 
b. Realistically, is this going to get used? 
 

i. If it’s an emergency, the doctor is performing the 
procedure with or without authorization. 

 
ii. If it’s not, then it’s getting the normal 112 process. 

 
IV. TEMPORARY PARTIAL DISABILITY  
 

A. House Bill 2 revives the concept of TPD benefits under KRS 342.730(1)(d) 
by providing an offset for workers who receive benefits from the employer 
prior to reaching MMI.   

 
B. TTD benefits otherwise payable during a period the employee has returned 

to a light-duty or other alternative job position shall be offset by an amount 
equal to the employee’s gross income minus applicable taxes during the 
period of light duty work or work in an alternative job position. 

 
V. NEW PHARMACY FORMULARY REGULATIONS 
 

A. What Is It? 
 

Largely in response to Steel Creations v. Injured Workers Pharmacy,1 KRS 
342.035, as amended by House Bill 2, mandated the Commissioner to 
adopt a pharmacy formulary by December 31, 2018.  A copy of the Reg is 
found beginning on page 77 of this handbook. 

 
B. Current Status  
 

An Emergency Regulation was adopted on December 27, 2018 after 
commission meetings including practitioners and medical providers.  
Although the Reg is titled an “Emergency Regulation” this was only the 
case because there was not time for public comment in order to meet the 
December 31, 2018 deadline imposed by House Bill 2.  The substituted 
regular regulation is planned to be identical to this one.  There is a public 
input meeting planned in February. 

 
C. Effective Dates  
 

For the time being there will be no real change in the application of the new 
pharmaceutical formulary.  However, the new Regs do become applicable 
in some cases until July 1, 2019 and in other cases not until January 1, 

                                                
1 Steel Creations by and through KESA, the Kentucky Workers’ Compensation Fund v. Injured 
Workers Pharmacy, 532 S.W.3d 145 (Ky. 2017). 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47614
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47614
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/record/18RS/HB2.htm
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2020.  The difference in the effective date of the formulary primarily deals 
with (1) the date of injury and (2) whether the prescription is a refill or new 
medication. Specifically, the applicability of the formulary is found in §5 of 
the Regulation and provides as follows: 
 
1. For injuries occurring on or after January 1, 2019, the formulary 

applies to all drugs prescribed or dispensed on or after July 1, 2019; 
 
2. For claims with a data of injury or last exposure prior to January 1, 

2019, the formulary applies as follows: 
 

a. For a prescription that is not a refill prescription the 
formulary applies to all drugs prescribed or dispensed on or 
after July 1, 2019; 

 
b. For drugs initially prescribed prior to July 1, 2019 (current 

prescriptions), the formulary applies to all drugs prescribed 
or dispensed on or after January 1, 2020, for outpatient use.   

 
D. Classes of Drugs 
 

803 KAR 25:270E contains a new method for how carriers and UR is used 
to address prescription medication according to different classes of drugs.   
The regulation creates two classes of drugs – Y and N drugs.  Y drugs (Yes 
Drugs) means the drug has a preferred status whereas N drugs (No drugs) 
are non-preferred. Information regarding the formulary can be found in 
Attachment B. 

 
E. Need for Preauthorization 
 

803 KAR 25:270E §(3) explains the application of the new formulary in 
detail and the highlights are as follows, but are not inclusive of all relevant 
considerations: 

 
1. For a seven-day supply, all preferred drugs are to be paid within 

seven days of the date that the drug is dispensed or prescribed, 
even if the claim is denied by the employer.  Payment does not 
waive the right to contest compensability of the claim and/or drug. 

 
2. Preferred drugs (Y drugs) are not subject to preauthorization 

requirements except for claims denied in good faith and/or 
retroactive UR recommendations for denial. 

 
3. Non-preferred drugs (N drugs) are subject to preauthorization and 

the carrier shall provide the provider with notice that pre-
authorization is required within two (2) days of presentation of an 
“N class” prescription. 

 
4. Any drug non-listed in the formulary shall require pre-authorization 

803 KAR 25:270E §(3)(5). 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/270E.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/270E.pdf
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5. 803 KAR 25:270E §(3)(6) requires preauthorization for any 
compound medication (including creams) even if all parts of the 
compound are “Y” drugs.   

 
F. Exceptions to the Formulary 
 

803 KAR 25:270E §(3)(7) states that medical providers are also required 
to abide by the formulary unless the provider is able to state sound medical 
reasoning for deviating from the formulary. Examples of sound reasoning 
include if the “Y drug” has been tried and is ineffective. 

 
G. 803 KAR 25:270E §(4) sets forth detailed requirements regarding 

preauthorization requirements for the carrier and medical providers. Of 
importance is that peer review conferences can be set and the failure of 
the provider to attend the peer to peer conference may result in the denial 
of a reconsideration to contest preauthorization. 

 
H. Once a “FINAL UTILIAZATION REVIEW DECISION” is rendered, a 

provider or employer may then file a medical fee dispute in accordance with 
the established methods set forth in KAR 25:012 and are subject to Board 
review per KRS 342.285(1). 

  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/270E.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/270E.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/270E.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/012.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32465
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WHAT KIND OF INJURY IS THAT? 
William C. O. Reaves 

Acknowledgement gratefully given to Kentucky Workers’ Compensation Manual (UK/CLE, 2003) 
and Workers’ Compensation in Kentucky, 2nd Edition (UK Office of CLE, 1996) 

 
 

 
I. KIRKLAND’S V. DARST, WCB CLAIM NO. 2015-01198 (APRIL 28, 2017) 
  

This claim involved a unique fact situation that was found compensable. The 
worker injured her right shoulder on the job and underwent shoulder surgery. She 
was advised by her treating physician to sleep upright to avoid accidently laying 
on the right shoulder and damaging the surgery. She was obeying that directive 
and sleeping in a recliner. She had to get up to go to the bathroom and pushed a 
blanket off of her to walk to the bathroom. She tripped over the blanket and 
reinjured the work injured right shoulder when she fell. This claim was found to be 
compensable according to the Board. Although the home injury caused a 
subsequent tear, the Board noted the treating doctor stated this subsequent injury 
would have not have taken place if not for the first work injury surgery requiring her 
to be in a recliner to rest. The ALJ noted that an injury under KRS 342.0011(1) 
refers to the event arising out of and in the course of employment, which relates to 
the cause or source of traumatic event. The ALJ found it traceable to the original 
injury. The Board cited Masonic Widows & Orphans Home v. Lewis, 330 S.W.2d 
103, 104 (Ky. 1959), stating that “the cause must have had its origin in a risk 
connected with the employment and the injury have flowed from that source as a 
rational consequence.” The Board stated workers' compensation benefits must be 
allowed for all the injurious consequences flowing from a work-related injury. The 
“direct and natural consequence rule” was cited as well.  

 
II. WELLS V. HARRELL, 714 S.W.2D 498 (KY. APP. 1986) 
  

This claim involved the death by suicide of a claimant who suffered a work-related 
injury. The extent and duration of Ms. Harrell’s injuries were in dispute but her 
physical and mental condition continued to deteriorate until her death as a result 
of a self-inflicted gunshot wound. An evidentiary hearing was conducted before the 
Workers’ Compensation Board which dismissed the claim for benefits resulting 
from the worker’s death. KRS 342.610 was cited as grounds on the basis that 
compensation would not apply if the employee willfully intended to injure or kill 
him/herself. It was the Board’s determination that Harrell’s injury was not disabling 
by itself; there was not a sufficient showing she was suffering from a “mental 
derangement” leading to an “uncontrollable impulse” to commit suicide as a result 
of the injury. In addition, other non-work-related factors contributed to the suicide 
such that the Board found it willful and intentional under KRS 342.610. The Court 
of Appeals cited three rules used to determine if a worker-suicide is compensable. 
The Court of Appeals selected the chain of causation rule. The Court said the rule 
requires proof of (1) a work injury in the course and scope of employment; (2) 
without the injury, the employee would not have developed a mental disorder of 
such a degree to impair normal and rational judgement; and (3) without that mental 
disorder the employee would not have committed suicide. The case was remanded 
for determination of these factors.  

 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47659
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
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III. STASEL V. AMERICAN RADIATOR & STANDARD SANITARY 
CORPORATION, 278 S.W.2D 721 (KY. 1955)  

  
This decision is premised on the positional risk doctrine and states if an employee 
finds himself in what turns out to be a dangerous position or is exposed to risk 
peculiar to his employment, then the necessary causal connection exists for the 
injury. The employee suffered what was initially thought to be a fainting spell that 
caused a fall against a hot stove. That condition was subsequently diagnosed as 
an epileptic seizure and was found non-compensable by the Board and Circuit 
Court. The fall against the hot stove caused burns on his arms and hands and 
serious abrasion. Although the claimant did not know of the epilepsy, medical 
evidence proved it was of the grand mal type and congenital. The Supreme Court 
stated they would not discuss the fact that the claimant was injured in the course 
of his employment. Case law was cited for the proposition that when there is a 
causal connection between the conditions under which the servant works and the 
resulting injury it need not have been foreseen or expected if there was a risk 
connected with the employment and the injury flowed from that source as a rational 
consequence. The Court cited the proposition that “where the injury is contributed 
to by some factor peculiar to the employment, it arises out of the employment even 
though the fall has its origin solely in some idiopathy of the employee. It was 
acknowledged that some jurisdictions state that where an employee suffers a fit 
and falls to his death, the employer is not liable because the injury did not “arise 
out of the employment.” The majority of courts hold that if the injury was due to the 
fall, the employer is liable, even though the fall was caused by a pre-existing 
idiopathic condition. 

 
IV. INDIAN LEASING COMPANY V. TURBYFILL, 577 S.W.2D 24 (KY. APP. 1978) 
  

This case also involved liability under the positional risk theory and the heart attack 
of a worker. While working on top of a truck trailer trying to cover a load with a 
heavy tarp, Mr. Turbyfill suffered a heart attack, which led to him falling 12 feet and 
crushing his skull on the concrete below. The Court noted medical evidence 
showed Mr. Turbyfill’s work exertion caused a coronary occlusion which acted 
upon pre-existing atherosclerosis. In addition to that, the immediate cause of death 
was noted to be the fall crushing his skull. Medical evidence attributed the fall to 
the heart problem causing him to lose consciousness. One of the arguments 
before the Court was apportionment of an amount due to the pre-existing 
atherosclerotic heart disease versus the work-connected incident of stress and 
exertion. The Court noted these arguments overlooked the fact that his 
employment placed him on top of the trailer where there was a risk of falling to the 
concrete below and that increased the effects of the mild myocardial infarction. 
That led to a discussion of idiopathic falls. Larson was cited for the basic rule that 
such a fall would be compensable if the employee’s work put him in a position 
increasing the dangerous effects of such a fall. The Court recognized that this 
claim required determination if the result of the fall itself when the head was struck 
was the final injury or cause of death rather than the heart attack or other idiopathic 
condition. The Stasel case was cited for the increased danger rule being applied 
to idiopathic falls. The Court found that Turbyfill’s work was a substantial factor in 
causing his fall even though the immediate cause was loss of consciousness from 
the heart problem (caused by the stress and exertion of the physical work acting 
upon the pre-existing atherosclerotic condition). The important distinction was his 
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location on top of a loaded trailer where the risk of injury from any fall was greatly 
magnified. 

 
V. SERVICE TO THE EMPLOYER RULE 

 
The service to the employer rule encompasses many different fact patterns. The 
case of Black v. Tichenor, 396 S.W.2d 794 (Ky. App. 1965) concerned an 
employee traveling on a Sunday night to another city to perform an audit for his 
employer on the following morning. He sustained an injury while operating the 
automobile and was awarded benefits. A decision that one would question as a 
“service to employer” is Seventh Street Road Tobacco Warehouse v. Stillwell, 550 
S.W.2d 469 (Ky. 1976). A worker went to his place of employment to collect his 
earnings on a day other than when the employer’s policy said they could pay him. 
He slipped at his place of employment and sustained a fractured skull. The 
Supreme Court stated this was sufficient for the finding that the injury was work-
related.  
  

VI. UNUSUAL DISEASE CONDITIONS 
 
Unusual disease conditions can provide the basis for finding of compensability. 
Certain-Teed Products Corporation v. Mitchell, 574 S.W.2d 910 (Ky. App. 1978) 
involved a rare disease called aplastic anemia. In that case, proof showed this 
condition was not common to the general population but was caused by toxic 
substance exposure during work. Evidence showed the disease was idiopathic but 
occurred more frequently from industrial exposure to certain agents. This causal 
relationship was deemed sufficient to make it compensable.  
  
This question of disease conditions often involves allergies. Champion v. Beale, 
833 S.W.2d 799 (Ky. 1992) concerned an allergic condition allegedly causing 
bronchitis, asthma and allergies from irritants in the work place. The proof showed 
the claimant had a long history of prior treatment for respiratory difficulties and 
allergies prior to her claim, and her allergist testified she was allergic to several 
substances found in the environment generally. The Court found that the failure to 
show the allergies resulted from “an exposure occasioned by the nature of the 
employment related to a risk connected by the employment” should result in denial 
of the claim. Simply becoming symptomatic at work would not put a claimant at a 
greater risk of incurring the disease than that found in general living conditions and 
employment. The question, according to the Court, to be answered by medical 
evidence is whether the severity and type of exposure to a substance is merely the 
same while the claimant is off the job as while the claimant is on the job. A separate 
question regarding allergies caused by work exposure was addressed in General 
Electric Corporation v. Mitchell, 97-SC-299-WC (Kentucky Supreme Court, 01-28-
98). In that case, the injured worker stated his symptoms were related to exposure 
to a cleaning coolant that caused various maladies and liver damage. Medical 
evidence was presented. These were attributed to his exposure. Surgery was 
performed on the liver and later his symptoms ceased. Compensation was ordered 
for a 20 percent impairment which was affirmed by the Kentucky Workers’ 
Compensation Board and Kentucky Court of Appeals. The Supreme Court, 
however, found that the coolant sensitivity did not keep the worker from continuing 
to do maintenance and repair work which was his job. The Court determined the 
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sensitivity simply kept him from working with specific toxic agents rather than 
performing his job overall.  
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CASE LAW UPDATE: A REVIEW OF 2018 COURT AND BOARD OPINIONS 
Theresa Gilbert and Amanda Perkins 

 
 
 
I.  PUBLISHED SUPREME COURT CASES 
 

A. Mullins v. Leggett & Platt, 513 S.W.3d 337 (Ky. 2017) 
 
Facts: Mullins settled her claim for weekly benefits paid at the rate of 
$218.89. The ALJ approved an attorney fee of $9,401.41 to be paid in a 
lump sum with weekly benefits to be reduced accordingly.  Mullins believed 
that the reduction should have been divided by all of the remaining weeks 
of her award.  However, Leggett calculated the reduction using the present 
value weeks.  Pursuant to that calculation, Leggett reduced those benefits 
using the non-discounted weeks.  Mullins objected. 
 
Issue: Is the present value table used when calculating how to recoup 
attorney fees? 
 
Holding: The ALJ, Board, the Court of Appeals, and the Supreme Court all 
sided with Leggett.  In doing so, the Court held that reading the statutes 
and regulations together shows a clear intent that the employer is entitled 
to use the present value discount tables when calculating how to recoup 
the lump sum attorney fee. 

 
B. Uninsured Employers Fund v. Acahua, 537 S.W.3d 316 (Ky. 2017) 
 

Facts: Silva-Lamas fell from a ladder, suffered spinal fractures and is a 
quadriplegic. Following this accident, Silva-Lamas filed a claim against 
Jose Acahua, alleging that Acahua was his employer. Acahua did not have 
insurance; therefore, the ALJ joined the UEF.  During litigation, a number 
of other potential up-the-ladder employers were identified, including Luis 
Lopez.  When Silva-Lamas identified Lopez as a potential employer, he 
filed a new claim form, which the DWC, pursuant to the regulation, served 
by first class mail on Lopez at his last known residence.  That notice was 
returned as “undeliverable.” The ALJ determined that Lopez was the 
employer and, because he was also uninsured, liability fell to the UEF.  The 
UEF challenged the ALJ’s jurisdiction arguing that Silva-Lamas and/or the 
DWC was required by statute to serve Lopez by registered, not first class, 
mail.  
 
Issue: Is service by first class mail adequate? 
 
Holding: The Supreme Court held that service by first class mail was 
adequate.  In doing so, the Court noted that KRS 342.135, which provides 
for service, states that service by registered mail is “adequate,” but it does 
not mandate such service. Furthermore, the statute provides that service 
by whatever means that is acceptable under the Civil Rules is also 
adequate.  After analyzing the Rules, the Court determined that service by 
first class mail on Lopez was adequate under CR 5.01 and CR 5.02.  The 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32422
https://govt.westlaw.com/kyrules/Document/N5B5CA3E0A91B11DA8F5EE32367A250AE?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
https://govt.westlaw.com/kyrules/Document/N5BF2F070A91B11DA8F5EE32367A250AE?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
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Court also noted that the UEF’S liability is contingent on the employer’s 
status as uninsured, not on the employer’s receipt of notice.  Finally, the 
Court noted that registered mail does not guarantee service, it only 
provides the sender with evidence of receipt or lack thereof, which is what 
the first class mailing did herein.  Therefore, registered mail would not have 
given Lopez any more or less notice than he received or did not receive via 
first class mail. 

 
C. Miller v. TEMA Isenmann, Inc., 542 S.W.3d 265 (Ky. 2018)  
 

Facts: Miller worked at TEMA Isenmann, Inc. for 15 years. He was 
diagnosed with and treated for bladder cancer, which he claimed stemmed 
from exposure to a workplace carcinogen. He sought permanent total 
disability benefits based upon his assertion that the cancer amounted to an 
occupational disease. The ALJ awarded the benefits Miller sought. TEMA 
appealed to the Workers' Compensation Board, which vacated and 
remanded back to the ALJ. On remand, the ALJ awarded the same benefits 
and the Board vacated and remanded yet again. On TEMA's third appeal, 
however, the Board affirmed the ALJ. TEMA appealed the Board's decision 
to the Court of Appeals, which reversed. Miller appealed that decision to 
the Supreme Court as a matter of right. He claimed he developed bladder 
cancer as a result of exposure to MOCA, a curing agent used in TEMA’s 
plant.  According to Miller, MOCA was airborne in the plant for 10 out of his 
15 years of employment.  TEMA claimed that MOCA was never airborne in 
its facility. The evidence indicated that TEMA regularly tested its production 
employees for MOCA exposure, but never its office employees. It was 
undisputed that some number of production employees tested positive for 
MOCA exposure. 
 
On September 13, 2012, the ALJ rendered an opinion determining Miller's 
bladder cancer was causally related to workplace exposure to MOCA and 
awarded permanent total disability and medical benefits. The ALJ denied 
TEMA’s motion for a university medical evaluation pursuant to KRS 
342.315. TEMA appealed to the Board, arguing the ALJ's finding that 
Miller's bladder cancer was caused by exposure to MOCA was not 
supported by substantial evidence, and that the ALJ erred by refusing to 
order a university medical evaluation. Concluding that university 
evaluations are mandatory in occupational disease claims, the Board 
vacated the ALJ's order and remanded the case, ordering the university 
evaluation to be performed under KRS 342.315 and 342.316(3)(b)(4)(b).  
The ALJ advised the parties there were no physicians at either university 
who could conduct the evaluation and ordered them to confer in order to 
pick an independent medical evaluator. Miller produced three options, 
though none of the doctors were oncologists. TEMA asked for an extension 
of time to continue searching for qualified doctors willing to participate, 
noting a lack of expertise in cancer diagnosis and treatment among the 
proposed field of candidates. The ALJ denied TEMA's request and chose 
one of the physicians offered by Miller.  That physician assigned Miller a 
58 percent impairment rating but stated that he could not address 
causation. The ALJ then rendered another opinion finding work-
relatedness/causation.  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47620
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
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TEMA appealed this decision to the Board, which once again vacated and 
remanded the case to the ALJ. In doing so, the Board first ruled that the 
ALJ's assertions as to the unavailability of university evaluators lacked 
sufficient support in the record. The Board required the ALJ to file 
correspondence from the DWC “memorializ[ing], with specificity, the 
availability, or lack thereof, of university evaluators in this litigation.” The 
Board then added that even if no university evaluator was willing to 
participate, the mandatory language of KRS 342.316(3)(b)(4)(b) requires 
the Commissioner to choose a physician to perform the evaluation.  
 
On remand, the ALJ directed the Commissioner to schedule an evaluation. 
The Commissioner eventually responded with an order asserting that a 
university evaluation under KRS 342.315 “is impossible and cannot be 
scheduled” because the medical schools “have no physician who can or 
will conduct an examination and offer an opinion.” The order also stated 
the Commissioner could not schedule an independent examination as 
required by KRS 342.316, explaining that while qualified doctors had been 
identified, each declined to participate. “[F]urther delay in deciding the 
claim,” the Commissioner's order concluded, would be “unreasonable and 
the matter should proceed to conclusion in the interest of justice.” The ALJ 
then rendered a third opinion finding work-relatedness/causation and, on 
appeal, the Board affirmed. It found the Commissioner had done his best 
to schedule an evaluation, which met the statutory/regulatory 
requirements. The Board also addressed and rejected TEMA's argument 
that substantial evidence did not support the ALJ's finding that Miller's 
employment exposed him to MOCA and caused his bladder cancer. 
 
On appeal, the Court of Appeals reversed, holding there is no exception in 
the statute/regulation to the mandate of a university evaluation in an 
occupational disease claim.  On remand, the Court ordered the ALJ to 
order the Commissioner to find an evaluator from either UK or the 
University of Louisville or from some other university.  The Court of Appeals 
ordered the ALJ to consider this evaluation in making a new determination 
as to whether Miller had met his burden of proof in showing he was exposed 
to MOCA during his employment with TEMA resulting in an occupational 
disease. Miller appealed. 
 
Issue: Substantial evidence and occupational disease. 
 
Holding: The Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals. In doing so, 
the Court first held that TEMA’s argument that Miller could not have been 
exposed to MOCA was unpersuasive. As the Court noted, Miller and TEMA 
personnel testified that some employees tested positive for exposure to 
MOCA during the course of Miller’s employment.  Miller also testified that 
his office door opened directly onto the production floor where MOCA was 
in use.  He ventured onto the production floor often and interacted daily 
with production floor employees. For the first 10 years of his employment 
with TEMA, there were little or no safety procedures to prevent the risk of 
employee cross-contamination. Dr. Rinehart stated that he had diagnosed 
Miller with bladder cancer, and that there was a greater than 50 percent 
chance that long term exposure to MOCA was the cancer’s cause. Dr. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47620
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
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Rinehart was the only oncologist to render an opinion in this case. The 
ALJ’s opinion as to causation was supported by evidence of substance. 
 
As to the university evaluation, the Court held the statue does not mandate 
referral to a university evaluation in all occupational disease cases.  
Furthermore, even if the statute did mandate referral, it does not mandate 
that the Commissioner insure that an evaluation take place. The 
Commissioner fulfilled whatever duty he may have had by referring Miller 
for an evaluator’s opinion with sufficient justification; therefore, an ALJ can 
render a decision if a university evaluation cannot be obtained.  Finally, the 
Court noted that the regulation does mandate referral to a university 
evaluator in occupational disease claims.  However, as with the statute, the 
mandate is for a “referral” which was, in fact, made. 

 
D. Blaine v. Downtown Redevelopment Authority, Inc., 537 S.W.3d 811 (Ky. 

2017) 
 

Facts: Blaine injured her low back in June 2007, underwent surgery, and 
returned to work in January 2008. She timely filed her claim, which was 
placed in abeyance pending treatment and settlement negotiations.  While 
the 2007 injury claim was pending, Blaine suffered a second low back injury 
and underwent additional surgery. She did not return to work.  She filed a 
second claim for that injury, which was consolidated with the first claim. 
The ALJ awarded Blaine PPD based on a 26 percent impairment rating for 
the 2007 injury and PTD for the second injury. On appeal, the Board 
remanded to the ALJ with instructions to address whether Blaine was totally 
disabled following the first injury, and, if not, whether she was entitled to 
the three-multiplier for that injury. 
 
Issue: Three-multiplier. 
 
Holding: The Court of Appeals and Supreme Court affirmed.  On appeal, 
Blaine argued that, on remand, the ALJ could only award her PPD with the 
three-times multiplier or PTD for the first injury.  He could not award 
“straight up” or one-time multiplier benefits.  In support of her argument, 
Blaine noted that, at least for a period of time, she had returned to work 
with accommodations.  She argued that, unless she returned to work “fully 
competitive with non-injured employees without modifications and 
accommodations” for her disability, she was per se unable to perform her 
pre-injury work activity, even though she had returned to work.  The Court 
was not persuaded by this argument and held that, pursuant to Fawbush,1 
the ALJ had to determine if Blaine would have been able to continue 
performing work at the same wage before awarding the three-times 
multiplier.  

 
  

                                                
1 Fawbush v. Gwinn, 103 S.W.3d 5 (Ky. 2003). 
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E. Groce v. VanMeter Contracting, Inc., 539 S.W.3d 677 (Ky. 2018) 
 

Facts: Groce, VanMeter Contracting, Inc.’s employee, suffered a disabling 
injury in a workplace accident. Groce alleged the accident was due, in part, 
to VanMeter's violations of workplace safety regulations, which if true, 
would entitle her to a 30 percent increase in benefits pursuant to KRS 
342.165(1). The ALJ rejected her claim for enhanced benefits, but the 
Workers' Compensation Board (Board) reversed. The Court of Appeals 
reversed the Board's decision and reinstated the ALJ’s judgment. Groce 
appealed to the Supreme Court, which affirmed the Court of Appeals.  
 

Groce and two other employees of VanMeter were injured 
during the construction of a large concrete retaining wall 
when the forms holding the wet concrete collapsed. Another 
employee was killed. Groce suffered critical injuries which 
required extensive hospitalization, multiple surgeries, and 
long-term rehabilitation treatment.  
 
The Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (KOSHA) investigated the accident and 
provided the following description: 

 
Four (4) employees were engaged in pouring 
concrete into a retaining wall form. The 
employees were working from a Form 
Scaffold, twenty-four (24) inches wide by 
twenty-four (24) foot long mounted to a Plate 
Girder Forming System retaining wall form 
12.5 feet above the ground below. The 
retaining wall form was eight (8) foot wide at 
the base narrowing to one (1) foot wide at the 
top, 12.5-foot-tall and twenty-four (24) foot in 
length. The employees were pouring 
concrete into the form using a bucket and 
crane system and a vibrator machine to 
settle the concrete. The form was over 95% 
filled with approximately fifty-four (54) yards 
of concrete. As the employees were topping 
off the fill, they heard a loud pop and the 
entire form raised and toppled to the east 
toward the crane. Three (3) employees were 
thrown toward the crane and one (1) 
employee fell backwards into the concrete 
surging out from under the toppled form. 

 
Citation 01 Item 003 charged VanMeter with violating 29 CFR 
1926.703(a)(l), titled “General requirements for formwork,” which states:  
 

Formwork shall be designed, fabricated, erected, 
supported, braced and maintained so that it will be capable 
of supporting without failure all vertical and lateral loads that 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32429
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32429
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1926.703
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1926.703
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may reasonably be anticipated to be applied to the 
formwork. Formwork which is designed, fabricated, erected, 
supported, braced and maintained in conformance with the 
appendix to this section will be deemed to meet the 
requirements of this paragraph. 

 
VanMeter and KOSHA resolved the citation with a Stipulation and 
Settlement Agreement in which VanMeter “accepted responsibility” for all 
three citations, agreed that all of the violations were serious, and paid a 
fine of $14,000. The following provision in the Settlement Agreement was 
particularly significant: 
 

[VanMeter's] agreement as set forth hereinabove and its 
execution of this Settlement Agreement are not admissions 
by [VanMeter] of any violations of the Act or the standards 
or regulations promulgated thereunder nor admissions of 
[VanMeter] of the truth of any of the allegations or 
conclusions contained in the Citations or Complaint 
 
. . . . 

 
Groce alleged the same regulatory violations asserted by 
KOSHA and a violation of the general workplace safety duty 
of KRS 338.031(1)(a). The ALJ concluded that Groce had 
not presented sufficient evidence to prove the intentional 
violation of any safety statute or regulation, including 29 
CFR 1926.703(a)(1) or the general duty statute; KRS 
338.031(1)(a). Consequently, the ALJ declined to grant the 
30% enhancement. Upon review, the Board, by a 2-1 vote, 
revered the ALJ’s decision with respect to the safety 
violation enhancement. 
 
The Board concluded that, “regardless of the language 
contained in the settlement agreement,” VanMeter's 
execution of the settlement agreement withdrawing its 
contest of KOSHA Citation 01 Item 003 and paying a fine 
was, in effect, a conclusive judicial admission to the 
intentional violation of 29 CFR 1926.703(a)(1).  
 
. . . . 
 
Upon VanMeter’s appeal, the Court of Appeals rejected the 
Board’s analysis and reversed.   

 
Issue: Workers’ Compensation. Employer’s settlement of KOSHA citations 
was not dispositive of the KRS 342.165(1) safety violation issue. ALJ 
determined from the evidence that the employer did not violate employee 
safety regulations. 
 

  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32119
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1926.703
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1926.703
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32119
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32119
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/29/1926.703
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32429
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Holding:  
 

The Court of Appeals rejected the Board's analysis and we 
agree. In construing the settlement agreement as a 
conclusive admission to a safety violation, the Board totally 
disregarded a crucial element of the settlement agreement: 
the explicit provision in which KOSHA and VanMeter 
disclaim its effect as an admission to the alleged violation. 
This provision precludes the use of the agreement as a 
conclusive judicial admission of a safety violation. 
 
. . . 
 
Even without the express admission-disclaimer language, 
an agreement resolving the citations is not conclusive 
evidence in the workers' compensation action. “[A]n 
adjudicative determination by an administrative tribunal 
does not preclude relitigation in another tribunal of the same 
or a related claim based on the same transaction if the 
scheme of remedies permits assertion of the second claim 
notwithstanding the adjudication of the first claim.” Berrier v. 
Bizer, 57 S.W.3d 271, 280 (Ky. 2001) (quoting Restatement 
(Second) of Judgments §83(3) (A.L.I. 1982)); accord Board 
of Education of Covington v. Gray, 806 S.W.2d 400 (Ky. 
App. 1991). “[Restatement (Second) of Judgments §83(3) 
Comment a]] explains that the principle applies whether the 
issue is claim preclusion (res judicata) or issue preclusion 
(collateral estoppel).” Berrier, 57 S.W.3d at 280-81. The 
Board's reliance upon the settlement agreement as a 
substitute for evidence proving the violation was error. 
 
. . . . 

 
In summary, the ALJ methodically examined the evidence 
supporting Groce's allegations of a safety violation and was 
unconvinced. Upon review, we are unable to conclude that 
the evidence in Groce's favor was so overwhelming as to 
compel a reversal of the ALJ's findings. If the party with the 
burden of proof fails to convince the ALJ of the safety 
violation, that party must then establish on appeal that the 
evidence in their favor was so overwhelming as to compel a 
favorable finding. Hanik v. Christopher & Banks, Inc., 434 
S.W.3d 20, 23 (Ky. 2014) (citing Special Fund, 708 S.W.2d 
at 643). We are unable to find such evidence. 

 
F. McCoy Elkhorn Coal Corp v. Sargent, 553 S.W.3d 802 (Ky. 2018) 
 

Facts:  
 

After Farley Sargent II was fatally injured while working in a 
Pike County mine in June 2012, his statutory beneficiaries 
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settled their workers’ compensation claims with his 
employer, McCoy Elkhorn Coal Corporation, leaving only a 
bifurcated issue regarding enhanced benefits. Specifically, 
Kentucky Revised Statute (KRS) 342.165(1) provides for a 
30% increase of any workers’ compensation payments that 
would otherwise be due if the accident at issue was caused 
in any degree by the employer’s failure to comply with 
statutes or administrative regulations regarding workplace 
safety. The [ALJ] held that Sargent’s survivors and estate 
were entitled to this enhanced benefit and that finding, 
having been affirmed by the Workers’ Compensation Board 
(Board), was not appealed. 
 
. . . 

 
Subsequent to McCoy Elkhorn’s settlement of the 
beneficiaries’ claims for workers’ compensation death 
benefits pursuant to KRS 342.750, the Guaranty Fund 
assumed the benefit obligations of McCoy Elkhorn upon the 
insolvency of that company and its parent, James River 
Coal Company (James River). However, the Guaranty Fund 
contested whether the 30% safety violation enhancement 
was appropriate and, if so, whether the Guaranty Fund, a 
statutorily-created entity, was obligated to pay it. The 
Sargent beneficiaries prevailed on both issues before the 
ALJ and the Board. 
 
On appeal to the Court of Appeals, the Guaranty Fund no 
longer challenged the finding of intentional safety violations 
by McCoy Elkhorn justifying benefit enhancement pursuant 
to KRS 342.165(1), but it continued to maintain that it was 
not responsible for the 30% enhancement because 
guaranty funds are not responsible for “any penalties or 
interest” pursuant to KRS 342.910(2). 

 
Issue: Whether the Guaranty Fund, which assumed the obligations of its 
now insolvent member, McCoy Elkhorn, can be held responsible for the 30 
percent enhancement arising from the employer’s safety violations. This 
was an issue of first impression. 
 
Holding: 
 

The Guaranty Fund was created by KRS 342.906(3), which 
provides for a “coal employers self-insurance fund to 
function as a guaranty fund for individually self-insured coal 
employers to secure workers’ compensation liabilities under 
this chapter....” Subsection (4) elaborates that all three 
guaranty funds were created “for the purposes of meeting 
the obligations of insolvent individually self-insured 
employers....” (emphasis supplied). Finally, KRS 342.906(9) 
states that “[a]ll moneys in the individual guaranty funds, 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32429
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32550
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32429
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32587
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32585
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32585
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exclusive of costs reasonably necessary to conduct 
business, shall be used solely to compensate persons 
entitled to receive workers’ compensation benefits from a 
Kentucky member who has defaulted....” (emphasis 
supplied). In sum, the guaranty funds were created as a 
safety net for injured workers and their statutory 
beneficiaries when a self-insured employer becomes 
insolvent. 

 
In Bradley v. Commonwealth, 301 S.W.3d 27 (Ky. 2009), the Supreme 
Court addressed the liability of the Uninsured Employers’ Fund for interest 
on past due lump sum death benefits that had been enhanced, as in this 
case, by 30 percent pursuant to KRS 342.165(1) for a safety violation. The 
Court found this analysis in the analogous case persuasive.   
 

Just as the Uninsured Employers’ Fund steps in where the 
employer is uninsured, the Guaranty Fund (like its two 
statutory counterparts consisting of other non-coal 
employers) steps in where the self-insured employer is 
insolvent to provide workers’ compensation beneficiaries 
the same full benefits they were entitled to from the 
employer. Interest on past-due benefits is part of that full 
benefit and thus part of the Guaranty Fund’s statutory 
obligation. To the extent KRS 342.910(2) renders a 
guaranty fund “not be liable for the payment of any penalties 
or interest assessed for any act or omission on the part of 
any person,” we construe the interest referred to as that 
interest that accrues on penalties imposed pursuant to KRS 
342.990, not interest on overdue benefits owed to 
beneficiaries.  

 
In sum, the statutory death benefits owed to Sargent’s 
widow, children and estate, including the 30% enhancement 
and interest, are the statutory responsibility of the Guaranty 
Fund.  
 

Accordingly, the Supreme Court affirmed.  
 
G. Active Care Chiropractic, Inc. v. Rudd, 556 S.W.3d 561 (Ky. 2018) 
 

Facts: Claimant began working for the Employer in June 2004 as a 
secretary and receptionist.  At the time of her accident, Claimant earned 
$12.00 per hour, and worked 16 or 17 hours per week.  On June 2, 2014, 
Claimant slipped and fell, landing on her left side.  She eventually 
underwent three surgeries.  She returned to regular duty with no restrictions 
in September 2015.  Claimant testified she resumed all of her pre-injury job 
duties and continued to earn the same rate of pay until she retired on May 
2, 2016.  Claimant testified that she retired because she wanted to spend 
more time at home and stated that her left shoulder injury did not factor into 
her decision to retire.  The ALJ found Claimant was entitled to PPD benefits 
based on a 22 percent impairment rating. In light of Livingood v. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32429
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32587
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47630
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47630
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Transfreight, LLC, 467 S.W.3d 249 (Ky. 2015), and the fact Claimant’s 
cessation from work was due to her voluntary retirement and not 
misconduct, the ALJ determined she was entitled to the two-multiplier.  
Active Care appealed and argued that the two-multiplier is not applicable 
in a case where the injured worker successfully returned to work and then 
subsequently retires.   
 
Issue: Does the two-multiplier under KRS 342.730(1)(c)(2) apply to a 
claimant’s benefits when that claimant returns to work and later retires for 
reasons not solely related to the work-related injury itself? 
 
Holding: Yes.   
 

The plain language of KRS 342.730(1)(c)2 unquestionably 
supports Rudd’s position: “During any period of cessation 
of... employment, temporary or permanent, for any reason, 
with or without cause,” a claimant shall be awarded 
permanent-partial disability benefits as modified by the two 
multiplier. (emphasis added). Taken at face value, Rudd’s 
argument, that voluntary retirement and removal from the 
workforce for reasons not solely related to the workplace 
injury qualifies as “cessation of . . . employment. . . for any 
reason” and affords the application of the two-multiplier to 
benefits received, is supported by the language of the 
statute.  
 
In the present case, absent any evidence of Rudd’s 
intentional or reckless wrongdoing, no exception to the 
unambiguous language of KRS 342.730(1)(c)2 precludes 
the recovery of the two-multiplier. Indeed, voluntary 
retirement cannot possibly be construed as “an intentional, 
deliberate action with a reckless disregard of the 
consequences.” Livingood, 467 S.W.3d at 259.  
 
. . . 
 
Thus, when an individual voluntarily chooses to retire, a 
decision made for reasons not solely related to that 
individual’s work-related injury, that individual is entitled to 
the two-multiplier listed in KRS 342.730(1)(c)2. 

 
H. Ford Motor Company v. Jobe, 544 S.W.3d 628 (Ky. 2018) 
 

Facts: In 2012, Jobe suffered a right hip injury when he tripped at Ford's 
Louisville plant. Ford accepted the hip injury as work-related and covered 
Jobe's medical bills regarding his hip.   Jobe asserted he also sustained a 
low back impairment due to the hip injury. However, Ford disputed that 
Jobe's back pain had a causal connection to his work-related hip injury. 
The ALJ found that Jobe's work-related hip injury was a proximate cause 
of his low back impairment. Due to the causal relationship, the ALJ 
awarded Jobe benefits regarding his back. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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Issue: Did the ALJ rely on substantial evidence when finding a causal 
connection between the work injury and the employee’s back condition? 
 
Holding: Yes.  
 

Ford insists the ALJ failed to make a finding of a causal 
connection between Jobe's work at Ford and his back 
condition. However, that is simply not the case. The ALJ 
likened Jobe's case to Coleman v. Emily Enterprises, Inc., 
58 S.W.3d 459 (Ky. 2001) and stated:  

 
In that case, the plaintiff’s injury was not the 
direct cause of his development of a psycho-
logical disorder. Instead, the psychological 
disorder developed as result of the failure to 
provide prompt medical treatment for the 
work-related physical injury. In this instance, 
it was also the plaintiff’s work-related hip 
injury which led him to undergo a low back 
surgery which led to his impairment. 

 
As for Jobe, the ALJ found:  

 
[Jobe] underwent the surgery because the 
doctors were unable to accurately diagnose 
his work related condition. [One of the many 
doctors Jobe saw] pointed out that the 
lumbar spine was evaluated only because of 
the difficulty in making a diagnosis for the 
causation of his right hip pain. In other words, 
the only reason [Jobe] underwent low back 
evaluation and subsequent surgery was 
because of the difficulty in making the work 
related right hip diagnosis. As such, the low 
back impairment resulting from the surgery is 
related to the plaintiff’s work related right hip 
injury and is therefore compensable. 

 
The ALJ would have been hard-pressed to make a more 
explicit finding as tor the causation of Jobe's back 
impairment. Additionally, the ALJ found that Jobe's work-
related injury was both the proximate and but-for cause of 
his back impairment. 

 
The Court cited Beech Creek Coal Co. v. Cox, 314 Ky. 743, 744 (1951) and 
Pond Creek Collieries Co. v. La Santos, 307 Ky. 866, 868 (1948), in 
affirming the ALJ’s findings.  The Court related that just as the injured 
employees in Cox and La Santos suffered further injuries due to their 
treatment for work-related injuries, Jobe followed his doctor’s 
recommended course of treatment for his hip pain when he underwent back 
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surgery.  “The ALJ found this back surgery caused Jobe’s back impairment 
and that Jobe’s work-related hip injury ‘led him to undergo’ said surgery.” 
 

The ALJ’s finding as to causation was supported by 
substantial evidence. The ALJ exhaustively discussed the 
many doctors who had seen Jobe for his hip and back and 
their various reports and opinions.  
 
. . . 
 
While not all the evidence the ALJ recounted was in Jobe's 
favor. . . it was well within the discretion of the ALJ to choose 
which evidence to believe. We will not disturb the ALJ's 
finding unless its basis lacks substantial evidence in the 
record. That is not the case here. The fact that an opposite 
conclusion could have also been supported by substantial 
evidence makes no difference in our analysis. See McNutt 
Constr., 40 S.W.3d at 860. 

 
I. Plumley v. Kroger, Inc., 557 S.W.3d 905 (Ky. 2018) 
 

Facts: Plumley suffered four work-related low-back injuries over a span of 
years working for Kroger.  This case involved the claim he filed for benefits 
attributable to the three most recent injuries.  He argued the ALJ erred in 
awarding permanent partial disability benefits by 1) relying upon allegedly 
flawed medical evidence that improperly applied the AMA Guides for 
assessing functional impairment; 2) by finding he had three distinct work-
related injuries and making three tandem benefit awards rather than a 
single-injury with a single-benefit award; and 3) by adopting the wrong 
multiplier for permanent partial disability. 
 
The first injury occurred in 1998 when Plumley injured his lower back while 
lifting items from a conveyor belt while unloading a truck.  He later had a 
discectomy at the L4-L5 level.  He returned to work later in 1998 with a 
permanent restriction on bending, stooping, and lifting over 25 pounds.  He 
settled his resulting workers’ comp claim for permanent partial disability 
with a 10 percent whole person impairment (WPI).  Plumley injured his 
lower back again in 2006 while unloading a truck.  He was diagnosed with 
a central disc protrusion at the L3-L4 level and an associated annular tear, 
which caused him to miss five months of work for treatment.   The treating 
physician noted the development of a “severe foot drop,” indicating a 
peripheral nerve impairment. The parties stipulated to the fact Plumley 
received temporary total disability (TTD) benefits during the five-month 
period he did not work. He returned to work with no new work restrictions, 
with the 1998 restrictions remaining in effect. Plumley was injured again in 
2009 while assembling a floor display.  He suffered a herniated disc, which 
required a second discectomy and laminotomy at L3-L4.  The parties 
stipulated to the fact he received TTD benefits for eight months while he 
did not work.  He returned to work with an initial 15-pound lifting restriction 
that was removed two months later.  The 1998 restrictions remained in 
effect.  He was injured a fourth time in 2011, when he felt his back pop 
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while helping a co-worker break down a truckload of merchandise.  Plumley 
was diagnosed with a recurrent hernia at L3-L4 and had to undergo surgery 
to repair the damage.  The parties stipulated to the fact he received TTD 
benefits for the six months he did not work.  He returned to work in 2011 
with the 1998 restrictions still in effect. 
 
Plumley filed a claim for the last three injuries.  While it was pending, he 
underwent a surgical fusion at L3-L4.  Two doctors, Burke and Snider, 
evaluated him following surgery and assigned total WPI ratings of 34 and 
22 percent respectively, apportioning the ratings over the different injuries.  
The ALJ issued an Opinion and Award granting benefits to Plumley.  The 
ALJ found Dr. Snider’s report more credible and adopted his conclusions, 
assigning a 3 percent WPI rating to the 2006 injury, 6 percent WPI to the 
2009 injury, and 13 percent WPI to the 2011 injury for a total of 22 percent 
WPI. 
 
Issue: 1) Does the failure to raise an objection stating the doctor’s 
impairment rating was not compliant with the AMA Guides waive that 
objection? 2) Does the failure to adhere strictly to the AMA Guides 
constitute reversible error?  
 
Holding: 1) Yes. As a preliminary matter, the Court addressed the issue 
brought by Kroger that Plumley failed to preserve the objection regarding 
the AMA Guides.  The Court agreed with the Court of Appeals’ holding in 
Howard v. Cumberland River Coal Corp., 2016 WL 4490579, *2 (Ky. App. 
Aug. 26, 2016) that a plaintiff “[is] required to raise an objection if he 
believed that [a doctor’s] impairment rating was not compliant with the AMA 
Guides,”‘ and that failure to do so waives the right to appeal such an issue. 
However, the Court found that Plumley sufficiently preserved his claim for 
review by specifically listing in his Requests for Additional Fact Finding to 
the ALJ that the ALJ erred by relying on Dr. Snider’s opinion, which 
allegedly did not conform with the Guides. 
 
2) No.  
 

Plumley argues that both the ROM and DRE methods could 
be used in this case to evaluate the extent of impairment, 
and as such, that the Guides mandate that Dr. Snider 
evaluate Plumley under both methods. Plumley argues that 
because Dr. Snider evaluated him using only the ROM and 
not the DRE method, Dr. Snider did not conform to the 
Guides, and the ALJ’s adoption of Dr. Snider’s assessment 
in its findings and conclusions constitutes reversible error.... 
The Court of Appeals’ statement in Brasch-Berry suggests 
that any failure on the part of a physician to adhere strictly 
to the text of the Guides constitutes reversible error, which 
constitutes the bulk of Plumley’s argument. Against this 
argument, Kroger responds that a physicians’ conclusions 
must simply be supported by and in conformity with the 
Guides, only requiring professional medical judgment to 
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ground itself in, but not so strictly adhere itself to, the 
Guides. 
 
…. 

 
This Court, and presumably the Court of Appeals, views the 
statement by the Court of Appeals in Brasch-Barry in two 
completely contrasting ways – strict adherence versus 
general conformity to the Guides. Notably, the factual 
circumstances of Brasch-Barry shed light on why the Court 
of Appeals stated its rule the way that it did. The physician 
in Brasch-Barry completely ignored the Guides, expressing 
“personal antagonism” toward them.  Furthermore, Plumley 
overlooks other statements by the Court of Appeals in 
Brasch-Barry in the paragraph before the statement in 
controversy, “Under our law, the AMA Guides are an integral 
tool for assessing a claimant’s disability rating and monetary 
award. So to be useful for the fact-finder, a physician’s 
opinion must be grounded in the AMA Guides....”  

 
To be grounded in the Guides is not to require a strict 
adherence to the Guides, but rather a general conformity 
with them. We also note that the Court of Appeals in Brasch-
Barry seemingly also did not require strict adherence to the 
Guides: “An ALJ cannot choose to give credence to an 
opinion of a physician assigning an impairment rating that is 
not based upon the AMA Guides.” An opinion that is based 
upon the Guides is different from one that strictly adheres to 
the Guides. 
 
…. 

 
Although Dr. Snider never explicitly explained why he did 
not evaluate Plumley under the DRE method, this fact alone 
does not diminish the substantial evidence supporting the 
ALJ’s decision to rely on Dr. Snider’s report. It is undisputed 
that the ROM method was an appropriate method used by 
the physicians in evaluating Plumley – both Dr. Snider and 
Dr. Burke expressly stated this. 

 
II. UNPUBLISHED SUPREME COURT CASES 
 

A. Sunz Insurance Company v. Decker, 2017-SC-000257-WC, 2018 WL 
1960571 (Ky. Apr. 26, 2018)   

 
Facts: The Court of Appeals succinctly summarized the case’s lengthy 
procedural history as follows: 
 

Appellee Owen Carroll Laney, d/b/a Laney Utilities (Laney), 
is a business which erects utility poles. Laney had a service 
contract agreement with Appellee Employee Staff, LLC 
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(ES), to provide payroll services and workers' compensation 
coverage for its “assigned employees.” Laney did not have 
workers' compensation coverage independent of its 
agreement with ES. The Appellant, Sunz Insurance 
Company (Sunz), is ES's workers' compensation insurance 
carrier.  

 
Appellee A&C Communications (A&C) had a contract with 
Mountain Rural Telephone to perform work on a 
communication line. A&C subcontracted that work to Laney. 
Appellee Henry J. Decker (Decker) was injured while 
working for Laney on A&C's job. A&C has workers' 
compensation coverage through KEMI.  
 
On March 28, 2011, Decker filed an Application for 
Resolution of Injury Claim (Form 101) naming Laney as the 
defendant-employer and Appellee Uninsured Employers' 
Fund (UEF) as Laney's “insurance carrier.” Decker also 
named A&C and KEMI as “other defendants.” 
 
On March 28, 2011, the Commissioner of the Department of 
Workers' Claims (DWC or the Department) issued a 
certification of coverage, which provides in relevant part as 
follows: 

 
I, Dwight T. Lovan, of the Department of 
Workers' Claims of the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky, do hereby certify that Owen 
Carroll Laney d/b/a Laney Utilities ... did 
have workers' compensation insurance in 
Kentucky on the alleged injury date of 
January 4, 2011. This employer was 
insured under Employee Staff LLC. The 
insurance carrier for Employee Staff LLC 
is Sunz Insurance Company. 

 
On March 30, 2011, the Commissioner of the DWC issued 
notice acknowledging the filing of the Form 101 addressed 
to Decker, his attorney, Laney, the UEF, KEMI and Sunz 
Insurance Company. The notice provided in relevant part 
as follows: 

 
An application for adjustment of injury claim, 
referenced above, was filed with our office on 
March 28, 2011.  
 
Defendant employers are advised to forward 
all correspondence to their insurance carrier 
at the time of the alleged injury. Please 
comply with this request at once, as there are 
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specific time requirements for defensive 
responses. 
 
Insurance carriers, self-insured 
employers and uninsured employer 
please contact counsel of your choice at 
this time and give written notice to the 
Department of Workers' Claims 
concerning the name and address of 
counsel.  
 
A scheduling order, or other appropriate 
order will be issued.  

 
(Bold-face emphasis added). 

 
On April 20, 2011, the Department issued a scheduling 
order assigning the claim to an ALJ. Addressed to Decker, 
his attorney, Laney, KEMI, the UEF and Sunz, the 
scheduling order mandates that “[w]ithin forty-five (45) days 
of this notice, Defendants shall file a notice of claim denial 
or acceptance (Form 111). If none is filed all allegations of 
the application shall be deemed admitted.” Sunz did not file 
a Form 111 within 45 days of the scheduling order. 
 
On April 28, 2011, defense counsel for A&C filed an entry of 
appearance. On June 2, 2011, A&C filed a motion to join ES 
and Sunz as parties on grounds that the Commissioner had 
certified that Laney had workers' compensation coverage 
through ES and Sunz. 

 
By Order of June 27, 2011, the [ALJ] granted A&C's motion 
to join ES and Sunz and further ordered that: 

 
[P]ursuant to KRS 342.270(2) and 803 KAR 
25:010, §5(2), Employee Staff, LLC and 
Sunz Insurance Company SHALL ENTER 
AN APPEARANCE AND FILE A FORM 111 
within 45 days of the date of this order. 
Employee Staff, LLC and Sunz Insurance 
Company SHALL TAKE NOTICE that 
pursuant to statute and regulation, they shall 
file notice of claim denial or acceptance, 
setting forth specifically those matters which 
are admitted, those which are denied, and 
the basis of any denial of the claim. Failure 
to file a timely Form 111 may result in the 
sanctions provided by the provisions of 803 
KAR 25:010, §5. 

 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47619
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
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…However, neither ES nor Sunz timely filed a Form 111 
within 45 days of the ALJ's June 27, 2011 Order. 
 
On August 19, 2011, counsel for ES filed an entry of 
appearance and a Form 111 denying the claim. On August 
29, 2011, counsel for Sunz filed an entry of appearance and 
a Form 111 denying the claim. Sunz also filed a motion to 
continue the hearing and for extension of time, reflecting 
that its counsel was “newly hired, having been contacted by 
Sunz ... for representation on August 23, 2011. Neither ES 
nor Sunz filed a motion for leave to file a late Form 111.  
 
As noted at the beginning of this Opinion, this case is now 
before us on remand from a decision of the ALJ as a result 
of the Board's May 22, 2015, Opinion, Vacating in part and 
Remanding. The Board summarized the sequence of 
events succinctly but thoroughly as follows: 

 
The ALJ found A&C liable as an up-the-
ladder employer pursuant to KRS 
342.610(2)5 for benefits awarded to Henry J. 
Decker (“Decker”). A&C argues the ALJ 
erred in overruling its motion to strike the 
untimely Forms 111 submitted by Employee 
Staff, LLC (“ES”) and Sunz Insurance 
(“Sunz”), and in dismissing them as 
parties.... For the reasons set forth below, we 
vacate in part and remand for additional 
findings of fact. 
 
… 
 
The primary issue before the ALJ was 
Decker's employer. It was the position of ES 
and Sunz that Decker was never made an 
“assigned employee” pursuant to the service 
agreement. Instead, ES and Sunz argued 
Laney was a subcontractor to A&C. Because 
Laney did not carry workers' compensation 
coverage outside of its agreement with ES, 
Decker was an uninsured employee and, 
therefore, A&C bore up-the-ladder liability.  
 
On appeal, the issues do not concern the 
ALJ's determination [that] Decker is 
permanently and totally disabled.... 
 
… 
 
On appeal, A&C argues the ALJ erred in 
overruling its motion to strike the untimely 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
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Forms 111 of ES and Sunz, and in 
dismissing them as parties. A&C also claims 
the ALJ erred in concluding Decker was not 
an employee of ES, and [erred in concluding] 
that it [A&C] bears up-the-ladder liability. For 
the reasons set forth below, we conclude 
the question of whether the Forms 111 
were properly admitted is determinative 
of all three issues. 
 
Here, the ALJ never made a determination of 
whether good cause was shown.... On 
remand, the ALJ must determine whether 
BS/Sunz established good cause for the 
delay and specifically state the basis for 
that finding. If ES failed to establish good 
cause, it must be deemed Decker's 
employer and, because ES was insured 
by Sunz at the time of Decker's injury, 
A&C would not have liability for the 
award. If ES is deemed the employer, KRS 
342.610 is inapplicable. 

 
(Bold-face emphasis added). No party appealed. The case 
was accordingly remanded to the ALJ to answer the 
questions raised by the Board. 
 
The ALJ's “Remand Amended Opinion, Award and Order,” 
rendered January 29, 2016, provides in relevant part as 
follows: 

 
The Board has ordered a determination be 
made, whether “good cause” existed to 
excuse Defendants Employee Staff, LLC 
(“ES”) and/or Sunz Insurance Company 
(“Sunz”), ES' Kentucky workers' 
compensation insurance carrier, from their 
untimely filing of Form 111s. The Board 
instructed, if it is determined they did not 
have good cause, then Plaintiffs[sic] 
employer must be deemed ES, who would 
then be liable to pay Plaintiffs[sic] PTD 
award.  
 
… 
 
Sunz did not file a Form 111 until August 29, 
2011. Sunz filed the untimely Form 111 
without filing a motion for leave to file the 
form out of time nor did it provide a “good 
cause” explanation for the late filing. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
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The ALJ noted that the “only input suggesting why Sunz 
might have filed the Form 111 after expiration of the time to 
do so” was contained in its August 29, 2011, motion to 
continue hearing and for extension of time. That motion 
candidly indicated that counsel was newly hired after having 
been contacted by Sunz on August 23, 2011. The ALJ 
explained that Sunz's business address listed on its 
untimely Form 111 was the same address to which the 
Commissioner's March 30, 2011, notification and the April 
20, 2011, scheduling order had been sent; thus, the ALJ 
stated that there “is no reason to believe” Sunz had not 
received them. The ALJ determined that neither ES nor 
Sunz provided a good cause explanation for the untimely 
filing of the Form 111. Consequently, the ALJ held that ES 
and its insurer, Sunz, were liable for the award.  
 
Sunz filed a petition for reconsideration, which the ALJ 
denied by Order rendered March 31, 2016. Sunz appealed 
to the Board, which affirmed by Opinion rendered 
September 16, 2016, as follows: 

 
On appeal, Sunz argues Employee Staff, 
LLC (“ES”) was not properly joined to 
Decker's claim in accordance with 803 KAR 
25:010 §5(2)(c). It additionally argues the 
issues of employer-employee relationship 
and coverage are non-waivable defenses. 
Sunz also argues Decker's application for 
resolution of claim did not contain allegations 
which can be deemed admitted against it. 
Finally, it argues its procedural due process 
rights were violated when the ALJ denied it 
the opportunity to submit additional proof. 
Because we determine the ALJ performed 
the analysis previously directed by this 
Board, he did not err in refusing to allow the 
introduction of additional proof, and he did 
not abuse his discretion, we affirm. 

 
The Board was not persuaded that the ALJ erred in not 
allowing Sunz additional proof time: 

 
The ALJ was not directed, or permitted, to 
conduct further proceedings, or to allow the 
introduction of additional evidence. This is 
consistent with the decisions of the Kentucky 
Supreme Court in T.J. Maxx v. Blagg, 274 
S.W.3d 436 (Ky. 2008); Nesco v. Haddix, 
339 S.W.3d 465 (Ky. 2011); and Com., UEF 
v. Pellant, 396 S.W.3d 292 (Ky. 2012) which 
prohibit “a second bite of the apple” or the 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
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introduction of additional evidence on 
remand. We therefore determine the ALJ did 
not err in refusing to allow Sunz additional 
time to introduce evidence, especially in a 
case in which it has been named since it was 
served notifications by the Commissioner of 
the Kentucky Department of Workers' Claims 
in March and April 2011. 

 
The Board also concluded that the ALJ did not err in 
determining that Sunz and ES had not shown good cause 
for neglecting to timely file Forms 111: 

 
Whether good cause is adequately proven in 
such instances is a question of fact for 
determination within the discretion of the ALJ 
on a case by case basis, depending on the 
evidence presented.... [T]he exercise of such 
discretion by an ALJ cannot be disturbed on 
appeal absent a clear showing of abuse. The 
test for abuse of discretion is whether the 
fact-finder's decision was arbitrary, 
unreasonable, unfair, or unsupported by 
sound legal principles. 
 
In accordance with the directive of this 
Board, the ALJ determined ES, and its 
insurer Sunz, at no time moved for leave to 
file untimely claim denials, and neither 
demonstrated good cause for failing to do 
so. He therefore determined they are 
responsible for payment of Decker's award. 
Because the ALJ made the determinations 
required by this Board, his decision will not 
be disturbed. 

 
Issues: 1)  What constitutes proper joinder of a party before the ALJ? 2) 
Can workers’ compensation benefits be awarded against a non-employer? 
3) What constitutes good cause as to excuse the late filing of the Form 
111? 
 
Holding: The ALJ noted the address listed on the Form 111 was the same 
address to which the DWC’s filing notification and scheduling order had 
been sent in March and April 2011. Sunz did not dispute receiving them, 
but argued that service of process and notice are not the same thing and 
that the ALJ’s “insufficient joinder” deprived it of procedural due process.  
The Court essentially said that Sunz’s argument as to the nuanced 
difference between notice and service of process was insufficient to 
demonstrate good cause.  Sunz stated that it demonstrated good cause for 
late filing of its Form 111 by arguing that its counsel was newly hired.  Sunz 
failed to ask for leave to file the Form 111 late.  Under the Court’s standard 
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for reviewing Board decisions, it did not believe the Board overlooked or 
misconstrued controlling statutes or precedent, or erred in assessing the 
evidence so flagrant as to cause gross injustice. “A&C and Decker argue 
that the effect of Sunz’s failure to timely file Form 111 was to admit that the 
injury occurred within the course and scope of employment and to waive 
any defense that Decker was not an employee under the Act.” The 
Supreme Court in Gray v. Trimmaster, 173 S.W.3d 236 (Ky. 2005), held 
that by failing to timely file Form 111, the employer was deemed to have 
admitted that the claimant sustained an injury within the scope of 
employment.  Thus, the effect of Sunz’s failure to timely file Form 111 was 
to admit that injury occurred within the course and scope of employment. 

 
B. Middletown Heating and Air v. Klimko, 2017-SC-000299-WC, 2018 WL 

1960798 (Ky. Apr. 26, 2018)  
 

Facts: Klimko sustained an injury to his low back with accompanying right 
leg pain in 2013.  He was working as an HVAC technician for Middletown 
at the time.  He returned to light duty work a few months later, but at the 
same wages and number of hours.  In June 2014, Klimko left employment 
with Middletown and began working for AirStream Technologies with 
similar but less demanding job duties and fewer hours. The ALJ found that 
Klimko was entitled to a double income benefit from September 20, 2013, 
through March 20, 2014, and from June 20, 2014, forward. The Board 
found the ALJ erred in awarding double income benefits for the former 
period because Klimko returned to work at an equal or greater average 
weekly wage than he earned before his injury.  The ALJ properly awarded 
double income benefits for the period after June 19, 2014 because Klimko’s 
actions did not amount to an “intentional, deliberate action with a reckless 
disregard of the consequences either to himself or to another.”  Klimko’s 
employment with Middletown ended following an incident on June 19, 2014 
in which he had a disagreement with his manager on the phone while at a 
customer’s house. Klimko told his manager he was quitting, and the 
manager asked him to return to the office to discuss the matter.  Klimko 
refused, and the customer informed Middletown later that she asked him 
to leave due to his behavior.  Middletown sent another technician to make 
the repair and retrieved Klimko’s work truck later that day.  He returned his 
tools to Middletown the following day. 
 
Issue: Did Klimko’s conduct rise to the level of “intentional, deliberate action 
with reckless disregard of the consequences to himself or another” so as 
to bar him from an award of two-times benefits? 
 
Holding: No.   
 

The Board, while finding Klimko's conduct to be 
“reprehensible,” found sufficient evidence in the record to 
support the ALJ’s finding that Klimko remained eligible for 
double income benefits. The ALJ found that Klimko merely 
resigned out of frustration and not with a subjective intention 
to deliberately disregard the consequences of his actions. 
The Court of Appeals, while noting that Klimko's conduct 
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was clearly unacceptable and would have been grounds for 
his termination if he had not resigned first, agreed with the 
Board that the ALJ’s findings were within her discretion to 
conclude that Klimko's conduct did not amount to 
intentional, deliberate action with reckless disregard of the 
consequences to himself or another. 

 
The Supreme Court agreed and held that substantial evidence existed to 
support the ALJ’s findings and thus declined to disturb them. 

 
C. First Class Services, Inc. v. Hensley, 2017-SC-000620-WC, 2018 WL 

2988129 (Ky. Jun. 14, 2018) 
 

Facts: Hensley was a truck driver for First Class Services.  Because he 
lived 30 to 40 miles away from the First Class terminal in Lewisport, 
Kentucky, he was permitted to keep his truck and trailer at his residence in 
English, Indiana.  His routes began and ended at his home.  On November 
14, 2012, he told his employer he felt ill.  On November 15, he brought his 
dirty trailer tank to Derby City Tank Wash after his delivery.  He was 
scheduled to take the clean tank back to Frankfort for a new load, and then 
travel on to Oklahoma.  Because of Hensley’s illness, First Class sent a 
different driver with another truck to pick up the clean tank for the trip to 
Frankfort.  Hensley was sent home in his truck with no trailer attached, 
which is known in the industry as “bob-tailing.” On the drive home, his truck 
went off the road in Crawford County, Indiana, striking a tree.  Hensley was 
injured and filed a workers’ comp claim on February 8, 2013.  The ALJ 
found Hensley’s travel to store his truck at home qualified for the “service 
or benefit to the employer” exception because he put less miles on his truck 
and was able to leave for dispatches without driving to the employer’s 
terminal.  Because keeping his truck at his home was of “some benefit” to 
First Class, Hensley’s travel to and from home with his truck was within the 
scope of his employment.  The ALJ found Hensley did not qualify for the 
“traveling employee” exception.  Both parties appealed the ALJ’s decision.  
The Board affirmed the ALJ in part and reversed in part. It found that, in 
addition to qualifying for the “service or benefit to employer” exception, 
Hensley's accident and consequential injuries were work-related under the 
“traveling employee” exception. The Board stated that, as in Gains Gentry 
Thoroughbreds/Fayette Farms v. Mandujano, 366 S.W.3d 456, 462-63 (Ky. 
2012), Hensley's injuries occurred during the “necessary and inevitable” 
act of returning from the journey he undertook on behalf of his employer. 
First Class appealed to the Kentucky Court of Appeals pursuant to Section 
111 of the Kentucky Constitution and KRS 342.290, which affirmed the 
Board's decision. 

 
Issue: Coming and Going Rule.  Did the claimant’s return of his employer’s 
truck to the claimant’s home qualify for the exception for “service or benefit 
to the employer,” and/or under the “traveling employee” exception? 
 
Holding: Yes. 

 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32466
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“[T]he traveling employee doctrine considers an injury that 
occurs while the employee is in travel status to be work-
related unless the worker was engaged in a significant 
departure from the purpose of the trip.” [See Mandujano, 
366 S.W.3d at 462]. Travel status applies to “[e]mployees 
whose work entails travel away from the employer's 
premises.” Black v. Tichenor, 396 S.W.2d 794, 797 (Ky. 
1965). Accordingly, traveling employees perform within the 
scope of their employment “continuously during the trip, 
except when a distinct departure on a personal errand is 
shown.” Id. Here, the Board held that Hensley's return trip 
to his residence was a “necessary and inevitable” act of 
completing his travel, undertaken as a First Class 
employee…. Further, the Board stated that “a mere 
deviation from his usual employment due to an illness [does] 
not negate the fact Hensley was still working until he 
returned home.” So, it was not a distinct departure from his 
duties to be driving the truck home without a trailer. Thus, 
the Board concluded that Hensley's accident fell within the 
traveling employee exception. 
 
…. 
 
“The rule excluding injuries that occur off the employer's 
premises, during travel between work and home, does not 
apply if the journey is part of the service for which the worker 
is employed or otherwise benefits the employer.” Fortney [v. 
Airtran Airways, Inc., 319 S.W.3d 325] at 329. Hence, 
driving and other forms of movement required to complete 
an employee’s duties are covered if they provide some 
benefit or service to the employer. 

 
Here, the ALJ's recommendation and the Board's final order 
both described Hensley's storage of his truck and trailer at 
his residence as being of “some benefit” to first Class. 
Among the benefits listed were that less mileage was put on 
the truck and it allowed Hensley to spend more time on the 
road. 
 
…. 

 
Substantial evidence supports the Board's findings that 
Hensley's storage of the company truck at his home was of 
benefit to First Class, and that Hensley was a traveling 
employee. Therefore, the reviewing court was bound by the 
record. 
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D. Blickenstaff v. United Parcel Service, Inc., 2017-SC-000008-WC, 2018 WL 
896885 (Ky. Feb. 15, 2018) 

 
Facts: Blickenstaff sought medical treatment for low back pain in October 
2014 from doctors at the Lexington Clinic.  There was no indication of any 
work injury.  He was off work from October to mid-December 2014 but 
testified he lost no time due to any work injury.  It was undisputed he took 
FMLA leave from October 1-late November 2014. The FMLA request 
stated it was for his “own medical condition” and contained no additional 
explanation.  In November 2014, he sought treatment for low back pain 
from a neurologist to whom he related a September 2014 work injury that 
involved pain in his back and leg while lifting a box.  He indicated he did 
not report the injury to UPS.  Blickenstaff argued he suffered a cumulative 
trauma and not a specific injury, and the ALJ erred in determining that he 
suffered a specific trauma in September 2014. 
 
Issue: Is a delay of approximately six months reasonable for notice of a 
specific injury? 
 
Holding: No. 
 

Having reviewed the record, like the Board and Court of 
Appeals, we find substantial evidence to support the ALJ's 
finding that Blickenstaff suffered a specific traumatic injury 
sometime in late September 2014. Although the exact date 
may be subject to some dispute, Blickenstaff’s history to Dr. 
Zerga on November 3, 2014, reflected in contemporaneous 
medical records, substantially supports a September 22, 
2014 injury. 

 
E. Landmark Media Publishing, LLC v. Branham, 2017-SC-000209-WC, 2018 

WL 896898 (Ky. Feb. 15, 2018) 
 

Facts: Branham worked for Standard Publishing Company. On July 8, 
2013, he felt a tearing in his abdomen while using a three-foot long wrench 
to change rubber mats on the press machines. He filed Form 101 in 
December 2014, which described the July 2013 incident. He sought 
compensation for multiple injuries, including a hernia, which is the subject 
of the instant appeal. 
 
Issue: Did ALJ abuse his discretion in finding that Branham’s injury was 
work-related? 

 
Holding: No. 

 
Other than several notations concerning minor abdominal 
discomfort, nothing in the relevant medical evidence 
expressly indicates that Branham's hernia was actively 
symptomatic prior to the July 8, 2013 work incident. In 
contrast, both IMEs revealed that Branham's injury was 
work-related. Dr. Bilkey specifically determined that “the 
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hernia did not exist as a symptomatic concern until July 8, 
2013 and then there was surgery to repair it. The second 
work injury of 4/1/14 caused a recurrence of symptomatic 
hernia ....” And although the second IME doctor, Dr. Ballard, 
subsequently changed her mind, Standard has failed to 
provide any additional evidence in the record supporting Dr. 
Ballard's second opinion. Lastly, the ALJ properly 
considered Branham's own lay testimony concerning his 
injury and symptoms. Therefore, we cannot conclude that 
the ALJ abused his discretion. 

 
F. Fields v. James River Coal Service Co., 2017-SC-000053-WC, 2018 WL 

1417482 (Ky. Mar. 22, 2018) 
 

Facts: Fields filed a claim for CWP in 1993 and settled that claim in 1994 
for a lump sum RIB payment.  In 2014, Fields filed a second CWP claim, 
and the ALJ made a second RIB award and refused to give James River 
Coal any credit for the 1994 RIB settlement.   
 
Issue: Did the ALJ err as a matter of law in awarding an additional RIB 
benefit? 
 
Holding: Yes.  The Supreme Court affirmed the Court of Appeals.  In doing 
so, the Court held that the 1994 settlement agreement, although arguably 
not conclusive as to the existence of CWP, was clearly a settlement of RIB 
claim; therefore, a second RIB claim was precluded by statute. 

 
G. Ford Motor Company v. Teno, 2017-SC-000229-WC, 2018 WL 1417684 

(Ky. Mar. 22, 2018) 
 

Facts: Teno began working for Ford in 1993, and her first injury occurred 
in June 1994.  She filed a workers’ comp claim for her upper arm injury.  
Teno’s doctor for her subsequent pregnancy, Dr. Paige, noted she had 
medial epicondylitis on the right and ordered her to wear an elbow strap, 
take Tylenol, and avoid overusing her right elbow.  In May 2004, Dr. Paige 
diagnosed neck pain most consistent with trapezius and cervical muscle 
pain, no discernible radiculopathy, and possible underlying carpals after 
Teno complained of upper back pain that radiated into her neck, arms, 
hands, and head.  X-rays showed normal cervical tissues and no congenital 
defect. In November 2004, Dr. Paige ordered an EMG/NCV which was 
consistent electrically with S-1 radiculopathy on the right.  While working 
the hang job position at Ford in 2013, which required her to remove chains 
carrying truck cabs and beds, Teno complained of right wrist and elbow 
pain.  Dr. Paige scheduled a cervical MRI.  Her pain did not improve, and 
she later received a steroid injection in her right wrist and elbow.  After 
returning to work, she was referred to Kleinert & Kutz, where she received 
injections in her right wrist and elbow.  Teno’s resulting medical record 
stated her condition was not work-related, and she could only perform one-
handed work duty.    
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After February 2013, Teno continued to treat with several different doctors 
for carpal tunnel and thoracic outlet compression syndrome.  She filed a 
workers’ comp claim alleging cumulative trauma.  Dr. Dave completed a 
Ford disability form for Teno in June 2013 stating her primary disabling 
diagnosis was thoracic outlet syndrome caused by her current occupation 
and ordering her to remain off work until seen by a specialist.  At the time 
of her hearing, Teno was receiving Ford disability retirement benefits and 
had applied for Social Security disability.  She underwent three separate 
independent medical examinations (IMEs). The first stated Teno’s 
symptomology was not work-related, her condition could be pre-existing, 
and there was no objective medical evidence of work-relatedness.  The 
second noted prior diagnoses of carpal tunnel syndrome, cubital tunnel 
syndrome, and thoracic outlet syndrome, and also diagnosed cervical 
strain, bilateral upper extremity strain, and myofascial pain.  The doctor 
stated these diagnoses were causally related to Teno’s February 2013 
work injury as it did not appear she had an active impairment affecting her 
neck or upper right limb prior to that time.  In February 2014, Teno 
underwent an IME as part of Ford’s disability plan under the union 
agreement which diagnosed thoracic outlet syndrome and carpal/cubital 
tunnel syndrome, post right carpal/cubital tunnel release.  The doctor’s 
opined that Teno suffered from a condition which totally and permanently 
prevents her from engaging in her regular occupation, but does not prevent 
her from engaging in any occupation, and outlined relevant restrictions.   
 
After reviewing the evidence, the ALJ found Teno failed to carry her burden 
to show her injury was work-related. The ALJ found only one expert 
testified as to causation and discounted that testimony based on the 
doctor’s statement that Teno did not appear to have an active impairment 
affecting the neck or right upper limb before February 2013.  Because the 
ALJ found Teno to have been suffering from right upper extremity and neck 
pain prior to February 2013, the ALJ was not persuaded that her occupation 
created her current disability. Teno appealed to the Board which affirmed 
the ALJ, holding there was substantial evidence to support the ALJ's 
finding. Teno then appealed to the Court of Appeals, which reversed and 
remanded for further proceedings. The Court held the ALJ flagrantly 
discounted Dr. Bilkey’s testimony that Teno’s diagnoses were casually 
related to the February 2013 injury, which caused her gross injustice.   
 
Issue: Did the ALJ misconstrue the evidence and cause an error of flagrant 
misjustice by dismissing the application for benefits resulting from a work-
related cumulative trauma? 
 
 
Holding: Yes. 
 

Instead of finding some experts more reliable than others, 
the ALJ's decision was based on erroneous conclusions and 
on the discounting of Dr. Bilkey's report. As stated above, 
Teno presented evidence from Dr. Bilkey and Dr. Dave 
supporting her contention that her injury was due to her 
current occupation. Further, ample circumstantial evidence 
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was entered supporting Teno's contention and an ALJ has 
the authority “to infer causation from properly admitted 
evidence.” Dravo Lime Co., Inc. v. Eakins, 156 S.W.3d 283, 
289 (Ky. 2005). The ALJ's opinion states that “the causal 
relationship testimony comes from only one medical 
witness, Dr. Bilkey.” This is not correct. 
 
. . . 
 
The ALJ continued by saying Dr. Bilkey does not explain 
how or why the work activity caused the pain. Again, this is 
not correct. Dr. Bilkey's July 21, 2014 IME states that Teno's 
pain is in relation to a new job duty that had her doing 
repetitive lifting of heavier items than usual, unhooking and 
beating loose this chain. This is consistent with the Court of 
Appeals' holding. Although an ALJ has broad authority to 
find an expert lacking credibility or unbelievable, the ALJ's 
statements here lead to the inevitable conclusion that she 
misconstrued and misunderstood the evidence before her. 
 
. . . 
 

Furthermore, the ALJ’s opinion demonstrated that she did not understand 
Dr. Bilkey’s report.  
 

It appears that because Teno had previously treated for 
similar injuries, Dr. Bilkey's statement regarding no active 
impairment seemed less credible to the ALJ…. However, 
this Court has held that “impairment” and “disability” are not 
synonymous. Roberts Bros. Coal Co. v. Robinson, 113 
S.W.3d 181, 183 (Ky. 2003).  
 
. . . 
 
Teno was working without restrictions at the time of her 
February 2013 work injury. As the Court of Appeals pointed 
out, Dr. Bilkey reviewed Teno's past medical records and 
determined she had no active impairment. “That Teno had 
in the past sought treatment for her upper extremities does 
not mean that she was experiencing any active impairment 
at the time she claimed to have sustained her injury at Ford.” 
Teno v. Ford Motor Company, No. 2015-CA001903-WC, 
2017 WL 1533793, at *1, *6 (Ky. App. Apr. 28, 2017)…. 
Because the ALJ's opinion did not rely on any evidence 
other than Dr. Bilkey, and because the ALJ did not 
demonstrate an understanding of the legal conditions of 
“disability” and “impairment,” this Court agrees with the 
Court of Appeals and reverses.   
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The Court reiterated that it was not weighing the evidence, but instead 
remanded for the ALJ, as fact-finder, to reconsider in light of the Court’s 
opinion.  

 
III. PUBLISHED COURT OF APPEALS CASES 
 

A. Woods v. Private Investigations & Counter-Intelligence, Inc., 545 S.W.3d 
854 (Ky. App. 2018) 

 
Facts: Following an ALJ’s decision on remand from the Board, Woods filed 
an appeal with the Court of Appeals instead of first appealing to the Board.  
The employer moved to dismiss.  
 
Issue: Can a party appeal an ALJ decision directly to the Court of Appeals 
when that decision is a result of remand from the Workers’ Compensation 
Board? 
 
Holding: No. 
 

KRS 342.290 provides that this Court may review decisions 
of the Workers’ Compensation Board pursuant to Section 
111 of the Kentucky Constitution and rules adopted by the 
Supreme Court of Kentucky. Kentucky Rules of Civil 
Procedure (CR) 76.25(2) authorizes this Court to review 
decisions of the Board upon the filing of a petition within 30 
days of the Board’s final decision.   
 
In the present case, Appellant has attempted to appeal 
directly to this Court from the decision of [the ALJ] upon 
remand from a decision of the Board.  As stated above, this 
Court is not authorized to undertake such review.  Kentucky 
law does not permit a litigant to bypass the Board. 

 
Status:  Final 

 
B. Napier v. Enterprise Mining Company, 2014-CA-001473-WC, 2018 WL 

1439998 (Ky. App. Mar. 23, 2018) 
 

Facts: These three consolidated appeals arose from similar facts and 
procedural histories, each presenting a common equal protection 
constitutional challenge to KRS 342.7305(2). The statute authorizes 
compensation for occupational hearing loss as provided in KRS 342.730, 
“except income benefits shall not be payable where the binaural hearing 
impairment converted to impairment of the whole person results in 
impairment of less than eight (8) percent” pursuant to the AMA Guides.  
The claimants argued that the 8 percent threshold was constitutionally 
infirm because it discriminated against similarly situated claims and was 
not rationally related to a legitimate government interest.   
 
Issue: Does KRS 342.7305(2) violate the equal protection clause? 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32466
https://govt.westlaw.com/kyrules/Document/NE5A025E0A91B11DA8F5EE32367A250AE?viewType=FullText&originationContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47626
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47626
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Holding: The Court held that the statute’s imposition of a higher impairment 
rating threshold for traumatic ear injuries than required for all other 
traumatic injuries under KRS 342.730(1)(b) and (c) violated the 
Constitution’s equal protection guarantees. In vacating, the Court held that 
the Supreme Court’s decision in Vision Mining, Inc., v. Gardner, 364 
S.W.3d 455 (Ky. 2011) was dispositive. First, the Court determined that 
KRS 342.7305(2) treated traumatic ear injury claimants with impairment 
ratings of less than 8 percent differently than all other traumatic injury 
claimants who were entitled to an ALJ award of PPD income benefits under 
KRS 342.730(1)(b) by qualifying for any impairment rating, as well as all 
other traumatic ear injury claimants who were likewise entitled to an ALJ 
award of PPD income benefits by meeting the challenged statute’s higher 
impairment rating threshold. The Court determined that traumatic injuries 
involving the ear are in all relevant and consequential respects the same 
as any other traumatic injury involving other organs, body parts, and 
systems, and all traumatic ear injuries are also essentially the same. The 
Court held that no rational basis or substantial and justifiable reason 
supported the statute’s differing treatment of similarly-situated 
traumatically-injured claimants. 
 
Status: Appealed to Supreme Court. 
 

C. D&L Mining v. Hensley, 2016-CA-001166-WC, 2018 WL 1546760 (Ky. 
App. Mar. 30, 2018) 

 
Facts: D&L Mining Company, LLC, appealed from the Board’s decision 
affirming the opinion, order and award of the ALJ finding Hensley suffered 
a 17 percent WPI resulting in an award of PPD benefits for hearing loss 
and was entitled to the three-times multiplier. D&L Mining (D&L) argued 
that Hensley’s hearing loss was a preexisting and active condition and 
submitted results of his hearing test conducted prior to his employment with 
D&L. That audiogram showed that Hensley’s hearing loss was substantially 
the same before and after his employment with D&L. However, Hensley 
was unaware of the results of that hearing test until after he filed the instant 
workers’ compensation claim. Additionally, D&L claimed the hearing loss 
did not prevent Hensley from working, and he was therefore not entitled to 
the three multiplier. 
 
Issue: Is an employee required to show his last employment caused a 
measurable hearing loss? 
 
Holding: No; the Court of Appeals affirmed the ALJ’s award.  It applied the 
holding in Greg’s Construction v. Keeton, 385 S.W.3d 420 (Ky. 2012) that 
an employee is not required to show his last employment caused a 
measurable hearing loss or a minimum period of exposure. The Court also 
affirmed the application of a three-times multiplier on the grounds that 
Hensley could no longer continue to work due to his inability to wear 
hearing protective devices during similar work. 

 
Status: Final. 

 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47626
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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D. Gregory v. A & G Tree Service, 2015-CA-000721-WC, 2018 WL 911855 
(Ky. App. Feb. 16, 2018) 

 
Facts: Gregory began working for A&G as a tree trimmer in August 2011. 
He was injured during an accident while riding in a truck driven by his 
supervisor. Gregory alleged the supervisor had smoked marijuana 30 
minutes to one hour before the accident. He also claimed it was raining at 
the time and Coleman was driving too fast and erratically. One of the other 
employees riding in the truck died from his injuries, and Gregory was 
severely injured.  He filed a workers’ compensation claim following the 
accident. The ALJ determined the following permanent impairment ratings: 
5 percent cervical, 20 percent thoracic, 4 percent right shoulder, 10 percent 
hernias, and 6 percent right eye. He also determined Gregory was not 
currently suffering any psychological impairment. The ALJ did not believe 
Gregory was totally disabled, holding he remained capable of returning to 
some work activities, and assigned a 45 percent whole person permanent 
impairment rating for purposes of determining the extent and duration of 
PPD income benefits under KRS 342.730(1)(b) and (c). In addition, the ALJ 
also determined Gregory was not entitled to the safety violation 
enhancement set forth in KRS 342.165(1) based on his finding of no 
evidence suggesting A & G knew Coleman would operate a company truck 
in an unsafe manner, thereby creating an intentional safety violation. The 
Workers’ Compensation Board affirmed in part, vacated in part, and 
remanded. The Board vacated the ALJ’s finding of 45 percent PPD 
because the ALJ insufficiently set forth the facts relied upon for the 
decision. The Board also vacated Dr. Bilkey’s assessment of a 4 percent 
right shoulder impairment and Dr. Eiferman’s 6 percent right eye 
impairment. The Board affirmed the ALJ’s conclusion that Gregory was not 
entitled to a safety violation benefit enhancement. 
 
Issues: 1) Does an injured worker have to prove all four factors outlined in 
Lexington-Fayette Urban Cty. Gov’t v. Offutt, 11 S.W.3d 598, 599 (Ky. App. 
2000), in order to prove a violation of KRS 338.031? 2) If an ALJ sufficiently 
summarizes the evidence as a whole, is the ALJ still required to state with 
specificity the evidence he/she relied upon in awarding or denying PTD 
benefits? 
 
Holding: Yes to each.  The Court of Appeals affirmed the Board’s decision. 
 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
E. Taylor v. McCoy Elkhorn Coal Corp., 2017-CA-000137-WC, 2018 WL 

3595313 (Ky. App. July 27, 2018) 
 

Facts:  Taylor worked for McCoy since 2000, starting as a dead work boss 
and working his way up to mine foreman.  He was working as foreman on 
the dates of his injuries until physical disability required him to stop working 
in December 2013.  He had worked in mines for 37 years at that point.  He 
alleged two separate work-related injuries which caused his disability.  The 
first occurred in March 2013 when Taylor struck his head and fell, twisting 
his back and neck.  He underwent two appointments with his primary care 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32429
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32119
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provider, but did not complain of any neck or back ailments.  He initially 
testified he did not miss work solely as a result of the injury, but amended 
his testimony to state he missed work due to an accumulation of factors 
including the injury.  He first sought treatment for persistent back pain in 
November 2013. The second injury occurred in December 2013, when 
Taylor fell in a dark mine while attempting to climb a steep incline after the 
battery on the carrier he was riding died.  Because the fall happened late 
in this shift, he reported the injury and went home.  At the ER the following 
day, he received MRIs of his lumbar and cervical spine which showed 
herniation at the L5-S1 disc space and stenosis.  He was referred to a 
neurosurgeon, whose report indicated complaints of neck and back pain.   
 
Taylor underwent no less than five IMEs during the prosecution of his claim.  
The first doctor found Taylor’s lumbar disc herniation and cervical strain 
were related to the incidents of March 5 and December 10, 2013 and 
assigned WPI rating of 11 percent for the two injuries: 5 percent for his 
neck impairment and 6 percent for his lower back impairment. The second 
doctor diagnosed Taylor with coccyx pain and assigned a 3 percent WPI 
rating. The third doctor concurred with the first that Taylor’s condition was 
work-related and assigned a 5 percent WPI to both the cervical and lumbar 
injuries. Dr. Stephens, however, included a caveat that Taylor’s failure to 
seek medical attention for the eight months following the March injury 
reflected poorly on his chances for full benefits.  Taylor’s claim was placed 
in abeyance at one point for surgery on his neck. The surgery was 
approved by MECC’s carrier, as were TTD benefits. MECC then sent 
Taylor for a fourth IME with Dr. Kriss in December 2015.  
 

Dr. Kriss listed the evidence he had reviewed in preparing 
the report, which included the MRI studies taken just after 
Taylor’s December fall, x-ray images taken after his 
December fall and after his surgery, the treatment records 
from Taylor’s visits with Blair, Drs. Trivette, Densler, Mayer, 
and other treating physicians, and the IME reports prepared 
by Drs. Zerga and Stephens. Dr. Kriss did not mention 
reviewing Dr. Muffly’s IME report. 
 
Dr. Kriss reported that Taylor exhibited signs of symptom 
exaggeration, which seemingly prompted him to disregard 
Taylor’s account of his March fall and the symptoms 
following that event. Dr. Kriss also noted in his report that 
Taylor had failed to timely notify MECC of the March fall, 
though MECC had stipulated on the record more than one 
year prior to Dr. Kriss’ IME that it had received timely notice 
of the fall. Relying entirely on the medical records, Dr. Kriss 
concluded that Taylor’s neck injuries were not work-related, 
but dormant pre-existing conditions which became 
symptomatic following his injuries. Dr. Kriss opined that it 
made no medical sense whatsoever for an individual who 
suffered a significant back injury to not suffer symptoms for 
eight months. Dr. Kriss assigned Taylor a whole person 
impairment rating of 25% but noted that the rating was 
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based entirely on the outcome of Taylor’s surgery, which Dr. 
Kriss concluded was to repair damage in his cervical spine 
resulting not from work-related injuries, but from the natural 
process of aging. Dr. Kriss assigned a 5% whole person 
impairment rating for Taylor’s lumbar injury. Dr. Kriss also 
concluded that Taylor was medically capable of returning to 
work, and that he had no objective medical basis for 
imposing restrictions. 

 
Taylor saw Dr. Muffly again after the surgery, on February 
4, 2016. At that time, Dr. Muffly noted that Dr. Mayer said 
the fusion was not yet solid and needed more time to 
improve. Dr. Muffly noted the records that he had reviewed, 
which included Dr. Stephens’ IME (which discussed the 
eight-month delay in treatment after the March fall). Dr. 
Muffly opined that Taylor’s cervical symptoms, which were 
directly caused by his work-related injuries from March 5 
and December 10 of 2013, progressively worsened to the 
point that surgical correction became necessary. In 
assessing Taylor’s post-surgery condition, Dr. Muffly 
assigned Taylor a whole person impairment rating of 27% 
and opined that he could not return to his previous 
employment even with stringent restrictions on lifting, 
bending, and working overhead. 

 
The ALJ agreed with Dr. Kriss’ findings and denied Taylor’s claims relating 
to his cervical impairment. The ALJ awarded temporary total disability 
benefits based on Dr. Muffly’s 6 percent impairment rating to Taylor’s 
lumbar spine, and permanent partial disability benefits based on the same 
impairment.  
 

The ALJ specifically noted in the Opinion, Award, and Order 
that he disbelieved the portion of Dr. Muffly’s report relating 
to the cervical impairment being work-related because Dr. 
Muffly was not aware of all the circumstances at play. The 
ALJ noted a “complete lack of supporting evidence that a 
work incident took place [on March 5, 2013], and more 
significantly that the Plaintiff not only failed to seek treatment 
for his injuries until 8 months post-accident, but actively 
denied having suffered a musculoskeletal injury to medical 
providers during that time[.]” 

 
Issue:  Can the ALJ rely on evidence that contains inaccuracies as his/her 
substantial evidence in denying benefits? 
 
Holding: No. The Court of Appeals held the ALJ improperly relied on 
unsubstantial evidence and reversed. The Court noted that the IME 
primarily relied upon by the ALJ began with an assumption that Taylor may 
have been exaggerating his symptoms and that he must have lied 
regarding both of his work accidents. “Dr. Kriss spends significant time 
justifying this assumption and in actively ignoring any evidence 
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contradicting this opinion.” The Court ultimately determined Dr. Kriss’ report 
did not “reflect a measured examination of all evidence available,” and that 
its conclusion was based purely on assumption and “a willfully incomplete 
examination of the facts.” As a result, the IME was too corrupt to constitute 
substantial evidence and reversal was merited. 
 
Status: Appealed to Supreme Court. 

 
F. Mullins v. Rural Metro Corp., 2016-CA-001152-WC, 2018 WL 3797571, 

(Ky. App. Aug. 10, 2018) 
 

Facts: Mullins filed a Form 101 alleging work-related neck and left shoulder 
injuries in September 2014 while working as an EMT for Rural Metro.  He 
felt a pop in his shoulder when he attempted to prevent a patient from falling 
during her transfer to a gurney.  Rural Metro stipulated Mullins had suffered 
a compensable work-related shoulder injury but denied liability for any 
cervical injury or condition.  The ALJ’s Opinion, Award, and Order relied 
heavily on medical opinions by Dr. Hughes in finding Mullins’ work injury 
caused or aroused a cervical condition resulting in neck and left shoulder 
symptoms.   
 

Based primarily on Dr. Hughes’ summary of Mullins’ 
examination findings, medical history, objective testing, and 
evaluative opinions, the ALJ found “the injury caused 
symptoms to [Mullins’] neck and left shoulder,” but did not 
cause “a separate permanent condition to [Mullins’] left 
shoulder.” Though aware Mullins performed volunteer work 
without pay for eight hours a week at the local sheriff’s 
office, the ALJ found, “I do not believe there are jobs 
available in the current market for which [Mullins] could 
compete for employment on a sustained basis.” Thus, 
based on Mullins’ significant permanent work restrictions 
arising from both his cervical and left shoulder symptoms, 
the ALJ awarded Mullins PTD income benefits, along with 
medical benefits. 

 
Because the ALJ had found no objective medical evidence 
of a separate left shoulder condition to explain Mullins’ left 
shoulder symptoms, the Board held he had erred in 
weighing any left shoulder impairment rating or permanent 
work restrictions in finding Mullins had suffered PTD due to 
the injurious work-related traumatic event of September 14, 
2014. Specifically, the Board held Dr. Hughes had not 
related Mullins’ “physical restrictions to a specific injury,” 
and the ALJ “made no finding connecting all of Dr. Hughes’ 
restrictions to the neck injury.” In particular, the Board noted, 
“at the very least, Dr. Hughes’ restriction of not working 
above shoulder level relates to the shoulder injury rejected 
by the ALJ.” 
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Mullins appealed to the Court of Appeals, arguing the Board erred in 
vacating and remanding the ALJ’s decision and erroneously substituted its 
judgment for that of the ALJ.  In its cross-petition and response, RMC 
argued the evidence failed to support a determination of PTD, and the 
Board did not improperly substitute its judgment for that of the ALJ. 
 
Issue: Is a PTD award justified if the ALJ does not find a permanent injury 
for all alleged injuries? 
 
Holding: Yes. The Court of Appeals held “the Board erred by disregarding 
or misapprehending the ALJ’s well-founded factual finding of a disabling 
medical condition involving disc protrusion and degenerative processes in 
the cervical spine, with radiculopathy impacting the left shoulder and left 
upper extremity, all caused or aroused into disabling symptomology by a 
stipulated injurious traumatic ‘injury.’” The Court held “it is imperative to 
apply a correct understanding of the medical term, ‘radiculopathy.’” The 
ALJ found that Mullins’ cervical condition was sufficient, by itself, to cause 
the left shoulder and left upper extremity symptoms, absent any separate 
or distinct underlying left shoulder injury. The Court further held the ALJ 
was justified in weighing all permanent work restrictions in awarding PTD 
income benefits. 
 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
G. Conley v. Super Services, LLC, 2018-CA-000709-WC, 2018 WL 4261727 

(Ky. App. Sept. 7, 2018) 
 

Facts: Super Services filed a Form 112/MFD challenging the 
reasonableness of Conley’s proposed spinal cord stimulator, repeat SI joint 
injection, and repeat caudal epidural steroid injection and referral to a 
neurosurgeon.  The ALJ relied on the opinions of Drs. Braun and Lewis to 
find the SI joint injections and caudal epidural steroid injections were not 
reasonable and necessary.  Dr. Braun opined the SI joint injections were 
no longer supported by the Guidelines.  Dr. Lewis opined that despite the 
treating physician’s report that the caudal injection provided 50 percent 
relief, there was no evidence of improved functioning. Conley appealed to 
the Board, which affirmed the ALJ in relevant part as follows: 
 

[T]he ALJ utilized the proper standard for 
deciding a medical dispute. As noted by the 
ALJ, the Court has held the words in KRS 
342.020(1) “cure and relief” should be 
construed as “cure and/or relief.” National 
Pizza Co. v. Curry, 802 S.W.2d 949 (Ky. App. 
1991). Treatment shown to be unproductive 
or outside the type of treatment generally 
accepted by the medical profession as 
reasonable in the injured workers’ particular 
case is noncompensable. Square D. v. 
Tipton, 862 S.W. 2d 308 (Ky. 1993). The ALJ 
did not utilize a [sic] “improved functioning” 
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standard in making her determination. 
Rather, this was one of several factors 
considered by Dr. Lewis in determining the 
caudal epidural steroid injection was not 
medically reasonable or necessary. 

 
With respect to the SI joint injection, the Board explained 
that Dr. Braun noted that the procedure is no longer 
supported by the ODG (Official Disability Guidelines) and 
that the blocks are not recommended for noninflammatory 
SI pathology based on insufficient evidence. Further, the 
ODG noted that current research was minimal in terms of 
trials supporting the use of SI injections for non-
inflammatory pathology.  

 
Conley appealed, arguing the ALJ erred in disallowing the injections 
because “improved functioning” is not the proper standard to resolve a 
medical fee dispute. 
 
Issue: Is “improved functioning” the standard for resolving a medical fee 
dispute? 
 
Holding: No. In regards to the caudal injections, the Court held the ALJ 
applied an erroneous standard, and that the proper standard had been met 
according to the testimony of the injured worker – namely, that the injection 
contributed to the “cure and relief” of the effects of his work-related injury. 
However, the Court affirmed the denial of the sacroiliac injection, holding 
the ALJ reasonably inferred from the medical evidence presented that the 
procedure was unproductive or outside the type of treatment generally 
accepted by the medical community. 
 
Status:  Final. 

 
H. Holcim v. Swinford, 2018-CA-000414-WC, 2018 WL 4261757 (Ky. App. 

Sept. 7, 2018)  
 

Facts: In May 2016, Swinford slid 40 feet down an embankment on the 
bulldozer he was operating.  He was wearing a seatbelt during the accident 
and had to wait in the cab of the bulldozer approximately seven hours 
before being helped.  During that time, he ate his lunch and napped.  When 
he awoke, he felt a “crick” in the right side of his neck.  He filed a Form 101 
alleging multiple upper extremity injuries and neck injury from the accident.  
The ALJ found Swinford sustained a work-related injury in the bulldozer 
accident. The ALJ did not find a pre-existing impairment relating to his 
condition and awarded PPD benefits based on the 15 percent impairment 
rating assigned by Dr. Strenge for as long as Swinford was eligible to 
receive them “in accordance with KRS 342.730(4) and applicable case 
law.” The version of KRS 342.730(4) then in effect terminated workers’ 
compensation income benefits for employees who qualified for old-age 
Social Security retirement benefits.  The ALJ issued two subsequent 
orders, neither of which altered his finding regarding the absence of a pre-

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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existing impairment and the award of PPD benefits. The first amended his 
ruling regarding the application of KRS 342.730(4) in light of a Kentucky 
Supreme Court opinion which had just held the subsection to be 
unconstitutional. The ALJ ordered the duration of the award should be 425 
weeks. In the second, he ordered instead the application of a prior version 
of KRS 342.730(4) dating from 1994. The Board subsequently affirmed the 
ALJ’s finding that Swinford did not have a pre-existing active impairment 
but reversed his ruling that a prior version of KRS 342.730(4) was 
applicable to his case. Lafarge appealed to the Court of Appeals. 
 
Issues: 1) Did the ALJ err in not finding a pre-existing condition when 
Swinford had previously undergone a cervical fusion? 2) Does the 2018 
amendment to KRS 342.730(4) apply retroactively? 
 
Holding: 1) No.  The ALJ was “well within his powers in relying on the 
opinion of Dr. Strenge and Swinford’s own testimony.”  The Court of 
Appeals found there was no medical testimony that Swinford had a ratable 
preexisting impairment and no evidence that any symptoms he 
experienced following his surgery had any effect whatsoever on his ability 
to perform his job. 2) No. The version of the statute in effect at the time of 
the injury terminated workers’ compensation benefits for employees, like 
the claimant, qualifying for old-age Social Security retirement benefits. This 
provision was subsequently held unconstitutional in Parker v. Webster Cty. 
Coal, LLC (Dotiki Mine), 529 S.W.3d 759 (Ky. 2017). In response, the 
General Assembly amended the provision, while this appeal was pending, 
to terminate benefits upon the date the employee reaches the age of 70 or 
four years after the injury, whichever last occurs. The Court held that this 
provision could not be applied retroactively to limit the duration of the 
employee’s benefits here because, although retroactivity language was 
included in the text of the House Bill, the legislature chose not to include it 
in the amended statute. The Court also agreed with the Board that the 
ALJ’s application of the 1994 version of KRS 342.730(4) was erroneous. 

 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
IV. UNPUBLISHED COURT OF APPEALS DECISIONS 
 

A. CTA Acoustics, Inc. v. McDaniel, 2018-CA-000843-WC, 2018 WL 5881611 
(Ky. App. Nov. 9, 2018) 

 
Facts:  In September 2016, while working at CTA Acoustics, McDaniel was 
struck by a crate and treated for neck, back, shoulder and left leg pain, 
numbness in her right leg and toes, and tinnitus.  Before the accident, she 
worked 12-hour shifts.  She was unable to work thereafter and applied for 
workers’ compensation benefits.  She admitted on cross-examination she 
suffered “constant” back pain from 2015-16, for which she took medication.  
She alleged the pain increased significantly after the accident.  Dr. Tutt 
assessed her as having a 5 percent pre-existing active impairment but no 
impairment from her 2016 injury. Dr. Autry concluded McDaniel did not 
suffer active impairment before the accident, she had reached MMI by the 
date of his examination, and assessed a 7 percent WPI rating based on the 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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AMA Guides.  He based his diagnosis on her claims that her back 
symptoms doubled in severity following the accident.   
 

However, Dr. Autry stated in a section titled “causation” that 
“[i]n the case of Ms. McDaniel, harmful change occurred due 
to recurrent stress loading to the disc, ligament, and facet of 
anatomy sustained during the course of performing the 
activities required in the job description.” He did not 
reference the 2016 accident in this section of his report. 

 
The ALJ accepted Dr. Autry’s opinion that the 2016 accident caused 
McDaniel to suffer an aggravation of dormant cervical spondylosis and 
lumbar spondylosis with radiculopathy resulting in 7 percent impairment 
and that she reached MMI on May 24, 2017. The ALJ did not apportion part 
of McDaniel’s impairment to a pre-existing active condition because he did 
not find Dr. Tutt’s opinion credible. The ALJ specifically noted that Dr. Tutt’s 
assessment of a 5 percent pre-existing active impairment was inconsistent 
with McDaniel’s testimony that she worked 12-hour shifts prior to the 2016 
injury but was unable to return to work thereafter. 
 
CTA appealed to the Board, arguing the ALJ erred by relying on Dr. Autry’s 
“flawed” opinion based on the language in the causation section stating 
McDaniel experienced harmful change due to “recurrent stress . . . 
sustained during the course of performing the activities required in the job 
description.” CTA Acoustics alleged Dr. Autry related the cause of 
McDaniel’s complaints to cumulative trauma  rather than her 2016 injury. 
Because McDaniel alleged she deserved compensation for acute trauma, 
and not cumulative trauma, CTA Acoustics argued that Dr. Autry’s report 
was unreliable.  Therefore his opinions could not provide substantial 
evidence for the ALJ’s finding that the 2016 accident was the cause of 
McDaniel’s complaints, she did not suffer from a pre-existing active 
condition, and she reached MMI on May 24, 2017. The Board held that 
while the opinion was confusing, a review of Dr. Autry’s entire report made 
it clear he was fully aware of the 2016 accident and ultimately believed that 
it aggravated preexisting dormant conditions in McDaniel’s cervical and 
lumbar spine. The Board found the ALJ’s findings were supported by 
substantial evidence and affirmed. 
 
Issue: Substantial Evidence Question 
 
Holding: The Court of Appeals agreed with the Board’s opinion that a 
review of Dr. Autry’s whole report showed he was familiar with McDaniel’s 
2016 injury and ultimately believed it aggravated pre-existing dormant 
conditions in her cervical and lumbar spine. 
 
Status:  Recently affirmed. 
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B. Hazard Community College v. Melton, 2016-CA-001635-WC, 2018 WL 
794735 (Ky. App. Feb. 9, 2018) 

 
Facts: In 2015, HCC settled a workers’ compensation dispute with Melton 
that provided him with the right to future medical benefits related to his 
lumbar spine. In February 2015, HCC filed a motion to reopen to challenge 
his medical treatment with certain medications and to join Dr. Asher as a 
party. HCC attached the utilization report of Dr. Mardy-Davis stating 
treatment with the medications was not related to the work injury nor 
medically necessary or appropriate. The ALJ entered an order sustaining 
the motion to reopen and setting a telephonic conference for the following 
month.  The ALJ sent a letter to Dr. Asher advising her of the medical 
dispute and the conference.  Dr. Asher and Melton failed to appear at the 
telephonic conference held on March 14, 2016. At the conference, the ALJ 
set a telephonic benefit review conference/hearing for April 2016 and 
provided 30 days for the parties to introduce evidence.  Before the 30th day 
expired, the ALJ entered an order taking the matter under submission.  
Before expiration of the 30 days but after the ALJ took the matter under 
submission, Dr. Asher submitted a letter in support of the medication.  The 
ALJ accepted the letter, made sure it was filed of record, and relied on it to 
deny HCC’s medical dispute.  HCC appealed to the Board. 
 
Issue: Do ALJs have greater discretion to consider evidence in post-award 
medical disputes? 
 
Holding: Yes. 
 

803 KAR 25:012 governs the procedures for resolution of 
medical disputes. While 803 KAR 25:012 provides 
deadlines for when proceedings should be filed, unlike 803 
KAR 25:010 it does not provide any deadlines or procedures 
for an ALJ to follow in resolving such a dispute. 
 
. . . 
 
The Board’s interpretation of its regulation is reasonable. 
We agree with the Board that when a proceeding is 
governed by 803 KAR 25:012, the ALJ has greater 
discretion in deciding when to consider evidence, and that 
the ALJ did not abuse her discretion in deciding to consider 
evidence generated by the close of proof deadline and 
received three days after the deadline. Additionally, by 
failing to request that the proof be reopened to allow it to 
rebut Dr. Asher’s letter, HCC is trying to deny Melton 
compensation for medicine for the relief of his pain on a 
technicality rather than by fulfilling its burden of proving that 
the medicine Melton is receiving is not necessary for relief 
from his injury. 

 
Status:  Final. 

 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/012.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/012.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/012.pdf
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C. Our Lady of Way Hospital v. Miller, 2017-CA-001328-WC, 2018 WL 
1981348 (Ky. App. Apr. 27, 2018) 

 
Facts: In 2016, Our Lady of the Way filed a motion to reopen and a Form 
112 Medical Fee Dispute contesting medical treatment, including 
prescription medication, rendered by Dr. Ford.  It filed a utilization review 
report prepared by Dr. Koss, and subsequently submitted a report by Dr. 
Ballard, who conducted Miller’s IME in October 2016.  Miller submitted a 
report by Dr. Ford. The ALJ determined the medications were not 
reasonable and necessary for treatment of Miller’s 1998 work injury and 
were not compensable.  Miller appealed to the Board, which affirmed in 
part but reversed the ALJ’s holding that the Tramadol was non-
compensable.  While Dr. Koss’s opinion provided substantial evidence to 
support the ALJ’s determination with respect to three of the medications, 
he offered no opinion as to Tramadol, although he was aware Miller was 
taking it.  The Board reviewed Dr. Ballard’s IME, concluding: 
 

Dr. Ballard’s opinions do not constitute substantial evidence 
in support of the ALJ’s decision concerning the 
reasonableness and necessity for Tramadol. Dr. Ballard’s 
response “the same reasoning applies as stated in #2,” does 
not address the reasonableness and necessity of Tramadol. 
As noted, the response to question #2 merely stated that 
Miller’s work injury would not require these visits.… Stating 
the work injury would not require these visits does not 
provide a basis for the finding Tramadol is not reasonable 
and necessary treatment. 

 
Issue: Did the Board substitute its judgment for that of the ALJ? 
 
Holding: Yes. The Court of Appeals noted that parts of Dr. Ballard’s report 
supported the ALJ’s conclusion, but the Board had focused on two specific 
answers given by Dr. Ballard.  In doing so, the Board “impermissibly 
reweighed the evidence – instead of reviewing it – and substituted its 
judgment for that of the ALJ.” 
 
Status: Final. 

 
D. Lenhardt v. L Tech Enterprises, Inc., 2017-CA-001407-WC, 2018 WL 

566460 (Ky. App. Jan. 26, 2018) 
 

Facts:  Lenhardt worked for L Tech as a machine operator.  In September 
2014, he sustained an injury while pushing a pallet jack to move a 55-gallon 
drum weighing over 3,000 pounds.  He filed a Form 101 in July 2016.  L 
Tech contested the claim on grounds of work-relatedness/causation and 
preserved the issue of whether there should be an exclusion or pre-existing 
disability/impairment based on Lenhardt’s past groin and back problems.  
Even though he experienced symptoms and missed work in June 2014, 
Lenhardt explained he “didn’t feel a pop until September 8th [2014] and ... 
[has] been permanently down since.” After missing work in June 2014, he 
returned to his regular job at L Tech at full duty with no restrictions.  He 
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claimed that after the September 2014 incident, he “couldn’t even ... bend 
over to put [his] socks on.”  Relying on Dr. Autry’s opinion, the ALJ found 
the accident resulting in Lenhardt’s L4-5 herniation and surgery occurred 
at work in September 2014.  In addition, the ALJ found as follows: 
 

In June, 2014 the Plaintiff’s primary complaints to his health 
care provider was [sic] of groin and scrotum pain. He was 
even referred to a specialist and tests were done. Ultimately 
he was given the diagnosis of epididymitis and surgery was 
not recommended. That a L4-5 disc herniation can, 
sometimes, cause pain in the groin and scrotum is not a 
medical diagnosis that this was the source of the groin and 
scrotum pain in this instance. 

 
The ALJ noted that Lenhardt worked without restrictions until the 
September 8, 2014, injury, before which surgery had not been 
recommended or performed and no impairment rating been assigned.  The 
ALJ awarded permanent partial disability (PPD) benefits enhanced by the 
three-multiplier under KRS 342.730(1)(c)1.The ALJ was persuaded by Dr. 
Autry’s 13 percent impairment rating because he believed that Lenhardt’s 
“ongoing, if subjective, complaints of higher pain and limitations.” With 
respect to the three-multiplier, the ALJ explained: “[p]ursuant to Dr. Autry, 
Dr. Travis, and the Plaintiff’s testimony[,] he lacks the capacity to return to 
the type of work done on the date of injury. He never returned to equal or 
greater wages. He is not earning any wages now.”  L-Tech appealed to the 
Board, which vacated and remanded.  The Board found the ALJ’s decision 
was not based on substantial evidence and remanded the decision for a 
determination based upon the evidence of record.  Lenhardt appealed, “the 
Board erred as a matter of law in vacating and remanding the ALJ’s 
decision by making its own review of the medical evidence and substituting 
its judgment for that of the ALJ.” L Tech responded there was no evidence 
to support the ALJ’s conclusion that Lenhardt’s condition before the alleged 
work injury was epididymitis. 
 
Issue: Did the Board substitute its judgment for that of the ALJ when it 
instructed the ALJ to enter any award supported by the evidence? 
 
Holding: No. 
 

As the Board instructed on remand, “after performing the 
appropriate analysis, the ALJ may enter any award 
supported by the evidence. Such decision may well be 
consistent with the decision previously rendered.” The 
Board did not determine that Dr. Autry’s opinion did not 
constitute substantial evidence; rather, the Board noted that 
“Dr. Autry was not deposed, so it is impossible to tell from 
the record the extent of the medical documentation 
available to him.” 
 
The Board did determine that the ALJ failed to explain the 
basis of his application of the three-multiplier as L Tech had 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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requested on reconsideration. It instructed the ALJ to make 
additional findings of fact in conformity with its decision. 
“[T]he Workers’ Compensation Board has the absolute 
discretion to request further findings of fact from an ALJ.” 
Campbell v. Hauler’s Inc., 320 S.W.3d 707, 708 (Ky. App. 
2010). 

 
Status:  Final. 

 
E. Lotter v. General Electric Company, 2016-CA-001648-WC, 2018 WL 

480523 (Ky. App. Jan. 19, 2018) 
 

Facts:  Lotter suffered work-related injuries while working for GE in April 
2014 and March 2015.  He filed a claim for workers’ compensation benefits 
in July 2015, and the ALJ found Lotter to be permanently and totally 
disabled in April 2016.  In making this finding, the ALJ considered that 
Lotter returned to work at GE in a new position and worked full-time.  Citing 
Gunderson v. City of Ashland, 701 S.W.2d 135 (Ky. 1985), the ALJ found 
Lotter was totally disabled even though he returned full-time work at GE.  
GE sought Board review, arguing Lotter could not be permanently and 
totally disabled because he worked full-time as an end-of-line repairman.  
The Board vacated in part and remanded to the ALJ.  It held additional fact-
finding was necessary to determine whether Lotter was permanently totally 
disabled since he continued working full-time at GE.  The Board directed 
the ALJ to determine whether Lotter’s position was offered as a special 
accommodation.  It also found the ALJ should reconsider the issue of 
vocational rehabilitation. 
 

In Gunderson, our Supreme Court held that a claimant may 
still be considered totally and permanently disabled even 
after a return to employment if such employment resulted 
from a “business boom, sympathy of a particular employer 
or friends, temporary good luck, or the superhuman efforts 
of the claimant to rise above his crippling handicaps.” 
Gunderson, 701 S.W.2d at 1361 (quoting Larson’s, 
Workers’ Compensation, Vol II, §57.51) (emphasis added).  

 
Issue: Can an injured worker be considered permanently and totally 
disabled when the worker is still employed full-time? 
 
Holding: Maybe.  It depends on if the work falls under the factors set forth 
in Gunderson. 
 

Although the ALJ cited to Gunderson, the ALJ failed to find 
if Lotter’s continued employment with GE was due to any of 
the specific factors set forth in Gunderson. Consequently, 
we hold that the ALJ’s opinion must be vacated for 
additional findings of fact concerning Lotter’s return to work 
at GE. Upon remand, the ALJ shall reconsider the issue of 
whether Lotter was totally and permanently disabled. In so 
doing, the ALJ shall specifically determine whether Lotter’s 
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continued employment with GE resulted from GE’s 
sympathy (work-place accommodation), from Lotter’s 
superhuman efforts to perform the duties of his job despite 
his disability, or from neither. See Gunderson, 701 S.W.2d 
135. 

 
Additionally, the Court of Appeals concluded the Board properly vacated 
and remanded for the ALJ to reconsider the issue of vocational 
rehabilitation.  
 
Status: Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
F. Ford Motor Company v. Thornsberry, 2017-CA-000917, 2018 WL 1357462 

(Ky. App. Mar. 16, 2018) 
 

Facts:  
 

The ALJ first determined Thornsberry injured his low back 
on June 4, 2014. Turning to the issues of extent and pre-
existing conditions, the ALJ explained: 
 

Dr. Becherer, Plaintiff’s treating neuro-
surgeon, assessed a 12% permanent 
impairment rating, using the Lumbar DRE 
Category III. Dr. Farrage assessed an 18% 
permanent impairment rating using the ROM 
method. Dr. Becherer declined to assess 
impairment pursuant to the ROM model as 
he has not been trained in that method of 
assessment. However, Dr. Becherer did not 
provide any analysis as to whether the DRE 
model or ROM model was the most 
appropriate method of assessing impairment 
in this claim. The ultimate query in this claim 
involves determining which method of 
assessing a permanent impairment rating 
using the [AMA Guides] is most appropriate.  
 
A permanent impairment rating resulting 
from an injury must be determined by using 
the AMA Guides. KRS 342.730(1). The 
proper interpretation of the AMA Guides and 
the proper assessment of impairment are 
medical questions solely within the province 
of medical experts for the purposes of 
assessing a claimant’s disability. Kentucky 
River Enterprises, Inc. v. Elkins, 107 S.W.3d 
206, 210 (Ky. 2003); Lanter v. Ky. State 
Police, 171 S.W.3d 45, 52 (Ky. 2005). To be 
useful for the fact-finder as competent, 
substantial evidence, a physician’s opinion 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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must be grounded in the AMA Guides, and 
an ALJ may not give credence to an opinion 
of a physician assigning a permanent 
impairment rating that is not based upon the 
AMA Guides. Kroger Co. v. Jones, 125 
S.W.3d 241 (Ky. 2004). In order to ascertain 
an impairment rating in the assessment of 
the extent of a claimant’s disability rating and 
monetary award, an ALJ is required to 
determine whether the impairment rating 
was based upon the AMA Guides, and is 
authorized – though not compelled – to 
consult the AMA Guides when determining 
the weight and credibility to be assigned to 
the evidence. Caldwell Tanks v. Roark, 104 
S.W.3d 753, 756-757 (Ky. 2003). 
 
The AMA Guides state in what instances the 
ROM method should be implemented to 
assess impairment. If there is multilevel 
involvement, then impairment should be 
calculated using the ROM method. Plaintiff 
underwent a lumbar laminectomy from L2 
through L5, indicating multilevel involvement, 
making the ROM method the appropriate 
means to calculate Plaintiff’s permanent 
impairment rating. Dr. Farrage is the only 
physician to assess impairment pursuant to 
the ROM method, and this ALJ adopts his 
assessment of an 18% permanent 
impairment rating. 
 
The burden of proving a claimant has a 
preexisting, active disability lies with the 
defendant/employer. Finley v. DBM 
Technologies, 217 S.W.3d 261, 265 (Ky. 
App. 2007). The Court in Finley, supra, noted 
the Workers’ Compensation Board had 
correctly set forth the law on preexisting 
conditions in its Opinion. Specifically, the 
Board stated, in part, that “[t]o be 
characterized as active, an underlying pre-
existing condition must be symptomatic and 
impairment ratable pursuant to the AMA 
Guidelines immediately prior to the 
occurrence of the work-related injury.” Id. at 
265.  
 
Dr. Farrage opined Plaintiff did not have a 
preexisting active lumbar condition. On the 
other hand, Dr. Becherer assessed 6% 
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impairment to a preexisting active condition. 
The ALJ notes Dr. Becherer is Plaintiff’s 
treating neurosurgeon, which therefore 
places him in a better position to address 
Plaintiff’s preexisting active impairment. 
 
Also, Dr. Becherer is an unbiased physician 
in this claim. Dr. Becherer noted an onset of 
low back pain following an extended lay off 
which failed to ever fully dissipate. This ALJ 
finds the Defendant has met its burden of 
proving a preexisting active condition. 
Consequently, this ALJ finds Plaintiff had a 
6% preexisting active impairment, relying on 
Dr. Becherer. Plaintiff’s 6% preexisting active 
impairment rating is subtracted from 18%, 
leaving 12% due to the June 4, 201[5], work 
injury. 

 
The ALJ then determined Thornsberry lacks the physical 
capacity to return to his pre-injury employment. The ALJ did 
not find that he was permanently and totally disabled.   

 
Issue: 1) Did the Board err by addressing an issue raised for the first time 
in front of the Board, namely, whether a whole person impairment rating 
(WPI) relied upon by the ALJ regarding pre-existing active impairment 
conformed to the AMA guides? 2) Did the ALJ improperly rely upon a WPI 
because it did not conform to the Guides? 
 
Holding: 1) No. The Court of Appeals held that whether an impairment 
rating has been determined in accordance with the AMA Guides – as 
mandated by the Act – is a question of law. The Board may sua sponte 
review a question of law even though it is unpreserved. 2) Yes.   
 

. . .[T]he Board determined Dr. Becherer rendered not one, 
but two alternative impairment ratings attributable to a pre-
existing, active impairment to Thornsberry’s low back: Either 
(1) half of a total “12%” WPI rating; or, . . . (2) half of 
whatever WPI rating the ALJ ultimately decided upon. The 
Board determined the second of those impairment ratings 
was legally acceptable. But, the Board determined the first 
of those impairment ratings was unacceptable and could not 
have been relied upon because it resulted from Dr. 
Becherer’s disregard of the methodology prescribed by the 
AMA Guides. As noted, Dr. Becherer utilized the DRE 
method to assess a condition which mandates the ROM 
method. 
 
. . . 
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Because [the ALJ’s] 12% WPI rating disregarded the AMA 
Guides, it cannot qualify as substantial evidence. . . And, if 
an improperly assessed WPI rating cannot qualify as 
substantial evidence, it follows that any other WPI rating 
dependent upon the improperly assessed WPI rating (e.g., 
a WPI rating purporting, as here, to be half of the improperly 
assessed WPI rating) likewise cannot qualify as substantial 
evidence. 

 
Additionally, the Court of Appeals found the Board erred by directing the 
ALJ to reconsider the issue of Thornsberry’s entitlement to PTD.  The ALJ 
used the analysis found in Hamilton, which was all the ALJ was required to 
do.  
 
Status: Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
G. Work4Ce, Inc. v. Plataniotis, 2017-CA-000061-WC, 2018 WL 678281 (Ky. 

App. Feb. 2, 2018) 
 

Facts: In 2012, Plataniotis complained of back and neck pain related to his 
job duties.  He notified Work4Ce, who was insured by KEMI, of his injuries.  
He continued to complain of pain until December 2013, when he was 
assigned a new position with Toyota.  He continued his employment with 
Work4Ce through July 2014 when his contract with Toyota was terminated.  
At that time, he filed a Form 101 alleging work-related cumulative trauma 
to his neck and back beginning in September 2012.  He alleged notice was 
provided to Work4Ce at that time.  Prior to the final hearing before the ALJ, 
KEMI reached an agreement to settle any liability arising during its period 
of coverage, beginning when Plataniotis began experiencing symptoms in 
2012.  KEMI paid a lump sum of $3,000 including $1,000 for 
waivers/buyouts of past and future medical benefits, vocational 
rehabilitation, and the right to reopen against Work4Ce while covered by 
KEMI.  The agreement expressly reserved Plataniotis’s right to pursue his 
claim for the time period from March 27, 2013, until his employment ended 
in June 2014.  Despite the parties’ previous stipulation as to injury date, the 
ALJ rendered his own finding that Plataniotis sustained a cumulative 
trauma injury that manifested itself on March 26, 2014, the date Dr. Grefer 
diagnosed the injury as being work related. 
 
Issue:  Did the Board err by affirming an ALJ’s finding as to the date of 
injury which differed from the date of injury the parties stipulated to 
throughout the proceedings? 
 
Holding: Yes.  The Court of Appeals held that per Hale v. CDR Operations, 
474 S.W.3d 129 (Ky. 2015), the ALJ was bound by the parties’ stipulation 
of fact as to the date of injury.  Since neither party moved for relief from the 
stipulation, the ALJ had no authority to set the stipulation aside.   
 
Status:  Final. 
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H. Amazon.com v. Colvin, 2015-CA-001908-WC, 2018 WL 671335 (Ky. App. 
Feb. 2, 2018) 

 
Facts:  Colvin injured her left shoulder and both hands in two separate 
incidents while working for Amazon.  She filed for workers’ compensation 
benefits and later amended her claim to include a neck injury sustained the 
same day as the shoulder injury.  In April 2013, ALJ Miller entered an 
opinion and order finding Colvin injured her shoulder and neck and 
awarded her PPD benefits and medical benefits based on a 7 percent 
impairment rating based on Dr. Bilkey’s opinion.  In 2014, Colvin filed a 
motion to reopen alleging her condition had worsened and seeking a 
determination as to whether she is 100 percent occupationally disabled.  
Following a hearing, ALJ Rudloff found Colvin’s condition had worsened, 
entitling her to an 11 percent whole person permanent impairment rating.  
He based his finding on Colvin’s testimony and reports provided by Drs. 
Mehta and Bilkey.  The Board affirmed the ALJ’s opinion and award of PTD 
benefits, and Amazon appealed. 
 
Issue: Substantial Evidence 
 
Holding: The ALJ’s finding and the Board’s concurrence of the PTD were 
based on extensive medical evidence.  
 

ALJ Rudloff specifically relied on the opinions of Drs. Mehta 
and Bilkey in making his findings. Dr. Mehta, Colvin’s 
treating orthopedic surgeon, diagnosed her with 
degenerative disc disease, mild carpal tunnel syndrome, 
partial thickness rotator cuff tear, arthritis, and left upper 
extremity complex regional pain syndrome. Dr. Mehta’s 
records indicated Colvin was to be permanently off work and 
may need to seek disability due to her pain. 

 
The Court of Appeals believed Colvin’s testimony and evidence 
established the requisite substantial evidence to support the ALJ and 
Board’s findings. The contrary medical evidence provided by Amazon was 
insufficient to allow it to prevail on appeal. 
 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 
 

I. Commonwealth Department of Parks v. Rucker, 2017-CA-001232-WC, 
2018 WL 3005918 (Ky. App. Jun. 15, 2018) 

 
Facts:  Rucker sustained a back injury during her shift at General Butler 
State Park while working for the Department of Parks in 2013.  She testified 
she twisted her back when she grabbed the railing of a sink to stop herself 
from falling when another employee rammed into her in the kitchen.  She 
returned to work at the same wage but was placed on light duty due to her 
restrictions against lifting more than five to seven pounds with no bending 
or twisting. She voluntarily terminated her employment with the Department 
of Parks in 2014 due to personal reasons.  Rucker thereafter worked at a 
deli as a manager making $15.75/hour, which was more than her pay at 
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the Department of Parks.  She experienced back pain there, especially 
when lifting heavy items.  She voluntarily terminated her employment there 
in 2016 due to a combination of reasons and was not working at the time 
of her hearing before the ALJ.  She did testify at the hearing that she 
planned to continue working.  The ALJ found Rucker was not entitled to the 
three-multiplier because she retained the physical capacity to return to the 
type of work she performed at the time of her injury.  However, citing 
Livingood v. Transfreight, LLC, 467 S.W.3d 249, 259 (Ky. 2015), the ALJ 
concluded that “should there be a cessation of employment, if that 
cessation is not due to the ‘employee’s conduct shown to have been an 
intentional, deliberate action with a reckless disregard of the consequences 
either to himself or to another’ then the two times multiplier contained in 
KRS 342.730(1)(c)2 would be applied.” 
 
Issue: Did the Board err in affirming the ALJ’s order of 2x benefits? 
 
Holding: No. 
 

The statute states in clear and unambiguous terms that an 
employee who returns to work “at a weekly wage equal to 
or greater than the average weekly wage at the time of 
injury” is entitled to have her benefits for permanent partial 
disability multiplied by two times the amount otherwise 
payable “during any period of cessation of that employment, 
temporary or permanent, for any reason, with or without 
cause[.]” KRS 342.730(1)(c)2. 

 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
J. Letcher County Board of Education v. Hall, 2018-CA-000788-WC, 2018 WL 

5778765 (Ky. App. Nov. 2, 2018) 
 

Facts:  Hall worked for the Letcher County Board of Education at the high 
school, where he taught in a building outside the main building from 1988-
89 until the new high school was completed in 1992.  At that time, he 
transferred to the main building where he remained until his retirement in 
2003.  After the new school was built, teachers continued to use the old 
high school’s boiler room as a break and lunch room.  In 2015, Hall filed a 
Form 102 occupational disease claims alleging entitlement to workers’ 
compensation benefits due to his recently diagnosed mesothelioma 
caused by exposure to asbestos. Testimony in the case indicated the boiler 
in the old high school building tested positive for asbestos in 1988 or 1989.  
The asbestos materials were removed in 1990, but floor tiles, which also 
contained asbestos, were not removed from the room.  They were believed 
to pose minimal risk if they remained waxed and sealed.  The tiles were 
removed as they broke or became worn, and they were still being removed 
in 2003.  Hall used the boiler room for breaks and lunch daily. 
 
The ALJ held Hall met his burden to prove he developed mesothelioma due 
to exposure to asbestos at work.  However, he was barred from collecting 
benefits due to the statute of limitations/repose in KRS 342.316(4)(a).  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47621
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While Hall met the three-year manifestation date, he failed to file his claim 
within twenty years of his last injurious exposure to asbestos, which 
occurred in 1990 when the asbestos in the boiler was removed.  The Board 
reversed the ALJ, finding Hall’s last date of injurious exposure was his 
retirement date in 2003 because the boiler room floor tiles still contained 
asbestos. 
 
Issue: Did the Board substitute its own factual findings for those of the ALJ? 
 
Holding: No.  “The ultimate question for this Court is whether or not the 
Board was correct in holding that the evidence was so overwhelming as to 
compel a finding in Hall’s favor that his last injurious exposure to asbestos 
occurred in 2003.” The Court of Appeals found the Board did not err in 
reversing the ALJ’s decision.  
 

The ALJ found, and the record supports, that Hall’s 
mesothelioma was caused by his exposure to asbestos 
while working for Appellant. The medical records from Dr. 
Rosenblum indicated that Hall’s exposure to the asbestos in 
the boiler insulation and in the floor tiles caused his 
mesothelioma. While Whitaker testified that the asbestos in 
the boiler room was removed in 1990, additional testimonial 
and documentary evidence indicates that his exposure to 
asbestos continued thereafter. The floor tiles in the old high 
school and boiler room contained asbestos but were not 
removed in 1990. Only as these tiles broke and wore down 
were they removed. Although Whitaker believed the tiles 
only posed a minimal risk of asbestos exposure so long as 
they were waxed and sealed, this does not mean they posed 
no risk. Further, as these tiles would wear down and break, 
they were no longer sealed and exposure to asbestos 
continued. 
 
The evidence in the record indicates that Hall was exposed 
to asbestos until his retirement in 2003. The evidence in this 
case was so overwhelming as to compel the Board to find 
in Hall’s favor and the Board did not exceed its statutory 
authority. 

 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
K. University of Louisville v. Lanier; 2018-CA-000687, 2018 WL 6264422 (Ky. 

App. Nov. 30, 2018) 
 

Facts:  Lanier was 67 years old when she was injured while working for the 
University.  The parties agreed she was entitled to weekly disability benefits 
of $8.35 per week, but disagreed as to how long the benefits would be paid.  
Because Lanier had already reached Social Security retirement age on the 
injury date, the University sought to discontinue payments after two years.  
Lanier argued she was entitled to benefits for 425 weeks pursuant to KRS 
342.730(1)(d) because KRS 342.730(4) was unconstitutional.  The parties 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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entered into a settlement agreement stating Lanier would be awarded 
disability benefits of $8.35 per week until she reached Social Security 
retirement age.  It also stated that following approval of the agreement, the 
ALJ would determine the constitutionality of KRS 342.730(4).  The ALJ 
approved the settlement agreement, but held he had no authority to 
determine the statute’s constitutionality.  While Lanier’s appeal to the Board 
was pending, the Kentucky Supreme Court held in Parker v. Webster Cty. 
Coal, LLC (Dotiki Mine), 529 S.W.3d 759 (Ky. 2017), that KRS 342.730(4) 
was unconstitutional. The Board then awarded Lanier 425 weeks of 
benefits and this appeal followed. It held the parties reserved the issue 
regarding the statute’s constitutionality and the end date for Lanier’s 
benefits had not been settled. 
 
Issue: Did the Board err when it awarded benefits without consideration of 
the new version of KRS 342.730(4)? 
 
Holding: Yes. First, the Court of Appeals held the Board had jurisdiction to 
determine the end date of Lanier’s benefits.  It would be unreasonable to 
find the approved settlement agreement was final even though it stated 
multiple times that the constitutionality of KRS 342.730(4) was being 
reserved for adjudication. The Court of Appeals held the new version of 
KRS 342.730(4) controls and that the ALJ should determine a proper end 
date using the revised version of the statute. Specifically, the Court of 
Appeals stated that because the claim is still in the appellate process, KRS 
342.730(4) applies.  
 
Status:  Opinion issued on November 30, 2018. 

 
L. Excel Mining, LLC v. Maynard, 2018-CA-000511-WC, 2018 WL 4377691 

(Ky. App. Sept. 14, 2018) 
 

Facts: When Maynard sustained his last injurious exposure to the cause of 
his compensable occupational disease in 2016, KRS 342.040(1)2 provided 
for an interest rate of 12 percent applicable to unpaid installments of 
workers’ compensation income benefits. While his claim was pending, the 
statute was amended in June 2017 to reflect a rate of 6 percent.  When 
entering Maynard’s award in November 2017, the ALJ determined the 
proper course was to award Maynard 12 percent interest on unpaid 
installments of income benefits that were payable between October 25, 
2016, and June 28, 2017, and then 6 percent interest on installments 
payable on or after June 29, 2017. 
 
Issue: Which rate of interest applies to unpaid installments when the statute 
specifying the effective rate is amended after a claimant sustains the 
compensable injury, but before he/she receives an award? 
 
Holding: 
 

Kentucky workers’ compensation law deems work-related 
injuries compensable as of the date the injury is sustained 
or as of the date of the worker’s last injurious exposure to 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47615
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the cause of an occupational disease; accordingly, those 
dates – not the date that a claim is filed or the date that an 
award is entered – are the starting points for when 
installments of workers’ compensation income benefits are 
considered due and when interest on unpaid installments of 
income benefits begins to accrue.   
 

Maynard had the right to have a rate of interest consistent with the prior 
version of KRS 342.040(1) applied to any award from October 25, 2016 
through June 28, 2017.  
 
Status: Final. 

 
M. City of Henderson v. Jenkins, 2018-CA-000375-WC, 2018 WL 2753827 

(Ky. App. Jun. 8, 2018) 
 

Facts:  Jenkins testified that at the time of his 2010 injury, he was working 
two jobs, one with the city and another as an EMT for Henderson 
Emergency Ambulance Service (HEAS).  After he was injured working for 
the city, he could no longer work for HEAS.  He did not return to work for 
HEAS following the injury, even though his official retirement date from 
HEAS was not until March 2011.  He returned to work for the city where his 
job duties included EMS runs and fires, but did not perform any EMT work 
elsewhere following the 2010 injury date.  Jenkins testified he only 
performed his EMT duties for the city in a supervisory capacity.  The ALJ 
awarded 8.5 percent permanent partial disability (PPD) for the 2010 injury 
but declined to award the three-multiplier.  The ALJ cited Lowe’s No. 0507 
v. Greathouse, 182 S.W.3d 524 (Ky. 2006), which holds that an inability to 
return to a concurrent job does not entitle the claimant to the three-
multiplier where he retains the physical capacity to return to the job in which 
the injury occurred.  The Board found the ALJ “did not adequately address 
[his] ability to perform the entire job he was performing” for the City and 
vacated the ALJ’s holding that the three-multiplier did not apply to the 2010 
injury.  The Board remanded to the ALJ with instructions to determine 
whether Jenkins retains the physical capacity to return to the type of work 
he performed as an EMT for the City at the time of the injury. 
 
Issue: Three-Multiplier and Concurrent Employment 
 
Holding: “We agree with the Board that the ALJ misunderstood Jenkins’s 
argument and that Jenkins’s work for the City did indeed include EMT 
duties, which the ALJ failed to fully address in determining whether KRS 
342.730(1)(c)1 is applicable. We agree that remand on this issue by the 
Board was wholly appropriate.” 
 
Status:  Final. 

 
  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47615
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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N. Hitachi Automotive Systems Americas, Inc. v. Coots, 2018-CA-000087-
WC, 2018 WL 5115663 (Ky. App. Oct. 19, 2018) 

 
Facts: Coots injured his right arm in September 2013 right after beginning 
work for Hitachi.  After his first shift lifting 35-40 pound struts off the 
assembly line to be scanned and boxed, he noticed his right arm was 
hurting but returned to work the next day.  He noticed a golf ball-sized knot 
inside his right elbow during his second shift.  Dr. Burgess diagnosed 
compression of the ulnar nerve and recommended surgery when the 
symptoms had not improved by January 2014.  Hitachi denied the surgery 
based on its belief that Coots’ condition was not the result of a work-related 
injury. The parties agreed to bifurcate his claim so the ALJ could make a 
determination with respect to work relatedness and causation, temporary 
total disability (“TTD”), and the medical necessity of surgical intervention. 
The ALJ found the arm injury was work-related and ordered Hitachi to pay 
TTD benefits effective September 12, 2013 until Coots reached MMI, and 
to cover all reasonable and necessary medical treatment per KRS 342.020.  
The ALJ placed the claim in abeyance pending MMI. 
 
In January 2015, Coots underwent a nerve conduction study.  After 
reviewing the results, Dr. Burgess opined Coots was at MMI and no longer 
needed surgery, releasing him full work duty.  Hitachi moved the ALJ to 
remove the claim from abeyance, and the ALJ issued an order as such, 
suspending TTD benefits and setting a proof schedule.  Meanwhile, Coots 
continue treatment for his arm with Dr. Sharma, who diagnosed severe 
right cubital tunnel syndrome attributable to the work injury.  Dr. Sharma 
performed a right ulnar nerve decompression and submuscular 
transposition and right medial epicondylectomy in July 2015. In October 
2015, Coots moved to reinstate TTD benefits, indicating he had undergone 
surgery and was not at MMI.  Hitachi argued the surgery was not 
compensable, noting Dr. Burgess deemed surgery medically unnecessary 
and Dr. Sharma had not filed a treatment plan, did not seek pre-
authorization, and had not been designated as the Form 113 physician.  
The ALJ sustained Coots’ motion to reinstate benefits, finding the surgery 
was causally work-related, reasonable, and necessary.  He also found 
Coots reached MMI in November 2015 and awarded TTD benefits from the 
date of injury through November 16, 2015.  The ALJ also awarded PPD 
benefits based on a 7 percent impairment rating. 
 
A series of petitions for reconsideration and related orders followed 
focusing primarily on Coots’ failure to file a Form 113 designating Dr. 
Sharma as his treating physician and Dr. Sharma’s failure to file a treatment 
plan and a statement of services. The ALJ found Coots unreasonably failed 
to designate Dr. Sharma as his Form 113 physician and, as a result, 
suspended payment of TTD benefits until Coots complied with the 
regulation. The ALJ rejected Hitachi’s argument that 803 KAR 25:096 §3(5) 
required a complete forfeiture of TTD during the period of noncompliance. 
The ALJ found Hitachi could not be held responsible for the surgery 
because Dr. Sharma failed to provide a treatment plan and statement of 
services.  Both parties appealed to the Board.   
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47613
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The Board stated the ALJ’s finding that Dr. Sharma failed to provide a 
treatment plan was inconsequential because it is unclear whether a 
treatment plan is required, and even if is, the regulations do not specify a 
penalty.  The ALJ did not err in finding Dr. Sharma failed to submit a timely 
statement of services.  However, remand was required because the ALJ 
failed to address whether there were reasonable grounds to excuse Dr. 
Sharma’s failure to timely submit the statement.  The Board affirmed the 
ALJ’s finding that the term “suspend” in 803 KAR 25:096 §3(5) denotes 
only a temporary suspension.  Based on this interpretation, the Board held 
that once Coots filed the Form 113, Hitachi was responsible for paying the 
full amount of TTD ordered.   
 
Issue: Did the Board misinterpret the term “suspend” as used in 803 KAR 
25:096 §3(5) when it upheld the ALJ’s conclusion that Coots’ failure to file 
the required Form 113 worked to delay – not eliminate – his benefits during 
the period of noncompliance? 
 
Holding: No. 
 

… 803 KAR 25:096 §3(5) provides only for a “suspension” 
of benefits “until compliance by the employee and receipt of 
the Form 113.” Unlike KRS 342.205(3), the Regulation does 
not suggest that benefits are “not payable” during the period 
of noncompliance. To the contrary, the Regulation indicates 
that the suspension lasts only “until” the employee complies 
by submitting his Form 113. Moreover, the suspension is not 
mandatory. The Regulation provides that an unreasonable 
failure to submit a Form 113 “may suspend” benefits. This 
language suggests that the ALJ retains discretion to 
determine whether suspension is warranted. 

 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
O. Lexington Fayette Urban County Government v. Ashby, 2017-CA-001558-

WC, 2018 WL 4523608 (Ky. App. Sept. 21, 2018) 
 

Facts:  Ashby was injured in February 2014 while working for LFUCG when 
he slipped and fell on ice, injuring his tailbone.  He returned to work in July 
2014 with a restriction that barred him from lifting more than 25-35 pounds.  
He was placed in a different job collecting recycling.  Ashby and LFUCG 
entered into a Form 110 settlement agreement in 2015 whereby Ashby 
received a lump sum payment of $10,424.94.  Ashby suffered a second 
non-work-related fall in February 2015.  He filed a second claim in 
September 2015 after injuring his back while cleaning out recycling bins 
with a co-worker.  The co-worker reported the injury, and Ashby went to 
urgent care, where he was diagnosed with chronic back pain, thoracic 
sprain and lumbar sprain. He later sought treatment at UK HealthCare.  
Ashby introduced an IME report by Dr. McEldowney, who diagnosed a 
thoracic spine sprain/strain and assessed a DRE Thoracic Category II and 
a 6 percent whole person impairment based on the AMA Guides.  The 
report stated the physician was aware of Ashby’s previous lower back 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/096.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/096.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/096.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/096.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32439
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injury, but did not mention the February 2015 fall.  Dr. Lyon conducted an 
IME and diagnosed lumbar myalgias and lumber spondylosis and 
determined Ashby reached MMI in September 2015. Dr. Lyon found no 
new impairment or harmful change to the human organism as result of the 
September 3, 2015 injury.  Dr. Tutt conducted a third IME and diagnosed 
lumbar and thoracic strain/sprain. He opined Ashby was at MMI and could 
return to his prior employment unrestricted. The ALJ relied on Dr. 
McEldowney’s opinion in awarding Ashby TTD benefits, PPD benefits, and 
medical expenses. 
 
Issue: Did the ALJ err in relying on a medical opinion that did not take into 
consideration a nonwork-related injury? 
 
Holding: No. 
 

Although LFUCG concedes that the ALJ as the fact-finder is 
free to accept or reject a medical opinion, it argues that the 
ALJ’s discretion is limited to those medical opinions that are 
based on the claimant’s accurate medical history. 
 
. . . 
 
While nothing in Dr. McEldowney’s report indicates he knew 
of Ashby’s fall at Good Samaritan, there is no evidence that 
Ashby did not disclose that information to deceive Dr. 
McEldowney. To the contrary, according to Ashby’s 
testimony, the fall resulted in no injury at all and, therefore, 
he believed it to be insignificant. 
 
. . . 
 
There is no dispute that Ashby was treated for back pain in 
his lumbar spine prior to September 2015. However, as 
noted by the Board, “no physician of record opined Ashby 
had an active and impairment ratable condition of the 
thoracic spine at the time of the September 3, 2015 injury. 
Only the lumbar spine was identified in the various medical 
opinions regarding the presence of a pre-existing condition.” 
As the ALJ found, Dr. McEldowney appropriately 
distinguished Ashby’s prior injury to his prior lumbar spine 
injury from his September 3, 2015 thoracic injury. 

 
Status:  Final. 

 
P. Mayhew v. Bolster and Jeffries Health Care Group, LLC, 2017-CA-001460-

WC, 2018 WL 1444234 (Ky. App. Mar. 23, 2018) 
 

Facts:  Mayhew worked as a certified nursing assistant at a nursing home 
operated by Bolster and Jeffries Health Care Group, LLC d/b/a Auburn 
Nursing (Auburn).  She filed a Form 101 alleging a compensable injury to 
her back in February 2015 while transferring a patient from a bed to a 
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wheelchair.  She underwent an MRI in March 2015, which revealed a 
lumbar disc herniation at the L5-S1 level with S1 root compression.  She 
had surgery on March 15, 2016, consisting of a left laminotomy, 
foraminotomy, and discectomy at the L5-S1 level at the left. Auburn argued 
Mayhew did not sustain an objectively verifiable injury in February 2015 
and that her pain was due to pre-existing symptoms.  Auburn relied on an 
IME completed by Dr. O’Keefe, who found Mayhew had physical signs 
compatible with a lumbar disc herniation and lumbar radiculopathy at least 
as early as when she was evaluated in January 2015 by Drs. Reynolds and 
Poe. After examining Mayhew, Dr. O’Keefe set forth the following 
diagnosis: “Low back and left leg pain, secondary to disc herniation at the 
L5-S1 level on the left – not related to the work-related injury of February 
26, 2015. This appears to have represented a pre-existing active condition 
that began with employment at the nursing home.” In her brief to the ALJ, 
Mayhew argued “all of the issues hinge on whether [she] sustained a work 
injury on February 26, 2015[.]” She later filed a supplemental brief in which 
she sought, for the first time, to characterize her February 2015 injury as 
resulting from cumulative trauma.  The ALJ found Mayhew failed to 
demonstrate she sustained a work injury in February 2015 and dismissed 
her claim.  She argued to the Board that the ALJ erred in dismissing her 
claim by: (1) failing to determine whether her February 26, 2015, injury 
could also have qualified as a temporary or permanent arousal of any pre-
existing condition as a result of her work accident of February 26, 2015; 
and by (2) failing to place the burden of proof on Auburn to establish she 
had an active, ratable condition that pre-existed her February 26, 2015 
injury. 
 
Issue: Substantial Evidence 
 
Holding:  
 

The ALJ apparently disbelieved that Mayhew suffered an 
injury on February 26, 2015, merely because she had been 
injured before, had undergone treatment for pain previously, 
but nonetheless had returned to work. But as she notes in 
her brief, Mayhew is not appealing the decision regarding 
her work injury of July 7, 2014.  
 
Although only the February 26, 2015, injury is at issue, we 
are troubled that the ALJ and the Board wholly disregarded 
and summarily rejected any consideration of her previous 
work history to determine – as was required – whether 
Mayhew had any pre-existing, active condition that was 
aroused by the lifting incident of February 26, 2015. 
 
Mayhew had worked for Auburn for “approximately three 
years where she cleaned, bathed, fed, turned and 
transferred patients.” Regular lifting of patients was 
required. An MRI conducted eight days after the February 
26, 2015, injury revealed “left paraspinal disc herniation and 
S1 nerve root compression.” (We note from the record that 
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Auburn did not pay any medical benefits – including the cost 
of the MRI. It paid only the costs associated with her visit to 
the emergency room on February 26, 2015.) 
 
. . .  
 
The MRI – along with her inability to continue working after 
this injury – compels a finding that a harmful change 
occurred to Mayhew’s organism. 
 
In light of Mayhew’s previous work history and 
symptomology, we believe that the ALJ and the Board 
clearly erred in failing to consider whether Mayhew suffered 
an arousal of any pre-existing condition. We are persuaded 
that this case falls squarely within the governing precedent 
of Finley v. DBM Technologies, 217 S.W.3d 261 (Ky. App. 
2007), where we held that an employee’s pre-existing 
scoliosis had to be considered in an analysis of the 
compensability of a subsequent work-related injury. 
 

Ultimately, the Court of Appeals reversed and remanded for the ALJ to 
conduct a Finley analysis, holding the failure to conduct the analysis 
constituted “an error in assessing the evidence so flagrant as to cause 
gross injustice.” 
 
Status: Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
Q. Howes v. Apollo Oil, 2017-CA-001116-WC, 2018 WL 4042675 (Ky. App. 

Aug. 24, 2018) 
 

Facts: In 2015, Howes, an attorney, agreed to represent Roscoe Lohr in 
his workers’ compensation claim against Apollo Oil.  Lohr was to pay 
Howes 20 percent of any award or settlement he received.  The legal 
services agreement also contained a costs provision as follows: 
 

IT IS FURTHER AGREED that any costs incurred, to 
include postage, transportation, deposition costs, witness 
fees, and charges for medical report and records, will be 
advanced by Attorney but that such costs shall be 
reimbursed by Client in the event of and only to the extent 
of a settlement or award in Client’s favor. 

 
Lohr and Apollo Oil agreed to settle the claim for the lump sum of $17,500. 
Howes then moved for an attorney fee of $3,500. Before this motion could 
be granted, Apollo Oil’s carrier paid $14,000 of the $17,500 settlement 
proceeds to the Kentucky Child Support Enforcement Division as a result 
of a child support lien against Lohr. Howes then moved for an additional 
$1,870.70 for litigation costs he allegedly advanced Lohr. The ALJ entered 
an order approving the $3,500 attorney fee but denying the request for 
litigation costs. The ALJ reasoned that its authority was limited to approving 
attorney fees and it did not have jurisdiction to award costs. The Board 
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agreed that there are no statutory provisions permitting an ALJ to award 
costs expended while representing a claimant in a worker’s compensation 
claim. It also held an order requiring litigation costs to be reimbursed out of 
funds paid pursuant to a valid child support lien would violate KRS 342.180, 
which states any compensation awarded under the Act, other than child 
support, is exempt from creditors’ claims. 
 
Issue: Attorney Fees 
 
Holding: 
 

The only section of the workers’ compensation statutes 
which addresses costs is KRS 342.310(1), which gives an 
ALJ discretion to impose costs as a sanction on a party that 
prosecutes or defends a workers’ compensation claim 
“without reasonable ground.” Such a provision would be 
unnecessary if the ALJ had authority to award costs in an 
ordinary claim. 
 
. . . 
 
… Howes contends KRS 342.325 provides an ALJ with the 
authority to reimburse an attorney for costs expended 
pursuing a workers’ compensation [sic]. KRS 342.325 
provides that “[a]ll questions arising under this chapter, if not 
settled by agreement of the parties interested therein, with 
the approval of the [ALJ], shall be determined by the [ALJ] 
except as otherwise provided in this chapter.” 

 
The Court of Appeals held there are no grounds in equity or public policy 
that compel it to grant an ALJ the authority to award costs when that power 
is not provided in the workers’ compensation act. 
 
Status:  Final. 

 
R. Trevino v. Transit Authority of River City, 2017-CA-000753-WC, 2018 WL 

2754086 (Ky. App. Jun. 8, 2018) 
 

Facts:  Trevino worked as a TARC bus driver in Louisville.  He claimed he 
was disabled by work-related injuries in November 2013 when a passenger 
assaulted him, causing facial injuries and PTSD. TARC denied the claim in 
its Form 111, citing KRS 342.610(3) and arguing Trevino was the 
aggressor and acted outside the scope of his employment as a bus driver. 
In support of its position, TARC submitted an on-board surveillance video 
of the altercation. At the Benefits Review Conference (“BRC”), the parties 
stipulated the video’s authenticity.  After viewing the video, the ALJ 
concluded Trevino intentionally instigated the assault, was the proximate 
cause of the assault, and was, therefore, ineligible to receive benefits per  
KRS 342.610(3). The Board affirmed the ALJ’s denial of benefits. 
 
Issue: KRS 342.610(3) 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32432
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32470
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32476
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32476
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
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Holding: The Court of Appeals affirmed the Board and ALJ.   
 

To deny benefits under KRS 342.610(3), the ALJ must find 
the employee “proximately caused [the injury claimed] 
primarily . . . by his or her willful intention to injure or kill 
himself, herself, or another.” The ALJ so found in the original 
opinion denying the claim for benefits and again in an order 
denying Trevino’s petition for reconsideration. 
 
The ALJ’s findings were based on substantial evidence –
most notably, the on-board surveillance video of the assault 
which the parties stipulated was authentic. Moreover, 
Trevino testified he had viewed the video and vouched for 
its accuracy. 
 
. . .  
 
The ALJ found the surveillance video was more credible 
than Trevino’s recollection of the day’s events and his claim 
of self-defense. The ALJ’s findings of fact – which Trevino 
does not challenge – are “conclusive and binding as to all 
questions of fact[.]” KRS 342.285(1). Based on multiple 
viewings of the video, the ALJ found Trevino acted with 
willful intent to injure the passenger who ultimately 
assaulted him. 
 
. . . 
 
The question answered by the ALJ and affirmed by the 
Board was whether Trevino’s injuries were “proximately 
caused primarily” by Trevino’s “willful intention to injure or 
kill himself, herself, or another.” In contrast, Trevino poses 
the question as whether his “main intention in confronting 
the belligerent passenger was to injure the passenger, or 
was his primary motivation an attempt to protect the safety 
of the other passengers and remove a perceived threat from 
the bus?” The ALJ rejected the notion Trevino was acting to 
protect other riders on the bus because none of them 
appeared “threatened by the assailant’s behavior – at least 
until the assailant began his assault on Mr. Trevino.” As a 
result, the ALJ found “no error in the factual finding that Mr. 
Trevino’s actions were the proximate cause of the assault.” 
 
No controlling statute or precedent has been misconstrued 
or overlooked. Western Baptist Hosp. v. Kelly, 827 S.W.2d 
685, 687-88 (Ky. 1992). The Board’s decision is affirmed. 

 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32465
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S. Professional Financial Services v. Gordon, 2017-CA-000679-WC, 2018 
WL 2749399 (Ky. App. Jun. 8, 2018) 

 
Facts:  Gordon was injured in February 2013 while walking to her car when 
leaving work.  When she got to her car, she realized she left her employer-
issued tablet in her office.  She walked back into the building to retrieve it 
and fell, injuring her leg, as she returned to her car.  PFS initially accepted 
that the injury was compensable, but later denied Gordon’s claim once it 
determined her injury did not occur on its business premises. The ALJ 
agreed with PFS that the injury did not happen on the business premises. 
The ALJ also found that PFS neither owned the parking lot where the injury 
occurred nor directed Gordon on where to park. Nevertheless, the ALJ 
ultimately ruled the injury was compensable because Gordon returned to 
her car with the tablet and intended to continue her work once she got 
home. 
 
Issue: Work-related travel 
 
Holding: 
 

Here, despite PFS’s argument to the contrary, the ALJ 
applied controlling Kentucky law to the facts of the case and 
properly concluded Serena sustained a work-related 
injury.... “[Serena’s] act of retrieving the tablet to take same 
home for use was for the benefit of the employer and not for 
personal benefit.” Accordingly, the ALJ did not err in 
awarding Serena benefits for her workplace fall. The 
Board’s opinion is affirmed. 

 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
T. Bryant v. Jessamine Car Care, 2017-CA-000015-WC, 2018 WL 1980757 

(Ky. App. Apr. 27, 2018) 
 

Facts: Bryant alleged he injured his left arm in June 2013 while working for 
Jessamine Car Care when a transmission fell as he was helping a co-
worker remove it from a hoisted automobile.  As it fell, his left arm became 
trapped under it and he was pulled to the ground.  Bryant testified he told 
his supervisor about the accident immediately.  The supervisor testified he 
was aware of the incident but did not know about Bryant’s injury.  The 
business owner denied receiving any notice from Bryant that he was injured 
at work.   
 
Bryant’s initial treatment following the incident was in August 2013 with Dr. 
Hall, who noted he was having pain in his neck and hips.  He saw Dr. Hall 
again in October 2013, five days after Jessamine terminated his 
employment.  He provided Dr. Hall with a history of the work incident in 
June 2013 and stated that he had right side lower back pain since the 
accident. Dr. Hall prescribed medication and advised against working at his 
new construction job for two weeks. Bryant continued his treatment with Dr. 
Hall, alleging a worsening of the back pain through December 4, 2013, at 
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which time Dr. Hall recommended physical therapy.  He sought treatment 
at the ER on December 16, 2013, where diagnostic studies revealed 
degenerative disc disease of the lumbar spine. Dr. Lockstadt examined him 
two weeks later, noting Bryant’s discs looked normal and concluding he 
probably had a lumbar sprain involving the sacroiliac complex. Dr. 
Lockstadt also recommended physical therapy and restricting Bryant’s 
lifting to 15 pounds.  Dr. Lockstadt recommended against narcotic 
medication given Bryant’s history of addiction to non-prescription drugs.  In 
a May 2014 depostion, Dr. Lockstadt discussed Bryant’s treatment history 
from 2005, and the view that Bryant’s new symptoms involved a new 
pattern at L4 through S1.  He saw Dr. Vaughn in May 2014, who diagnosed 
mechanical lower back pain and lumbar strain. He noted that Bryant’s 
burning pain through the lower extremities was pre-existing. He did not 
believe Bryant had radiculopathy, recommended against any future 
injections or surgery, and assessed a 5 percent impairment for the lumbar 
strain. In April 2015, Bryant saw Dr. Lockstadt again, who found he had 
developed secondary osteophyte changes in the sacroiliac joint as a result 
of the lumbosacral strain. Minimally invasive surgical arthrodesis to the 
right sacroiliac joint was recommended. Following surgery, Dr. Lockstadt 
determined Bryant could return to normal work activities, assessing a 12 
percent whole person impairment under the Guides and releasing him to 
return to a medium work level lifting up to 50 pounds occasionally.  At the 
time of the hearing, he was looking for work but didn’t believe could return 
to heavy mechanical work due to the squatting and heavy lifting required. 
 
The ALJ’s Opinion addressed nine contested issues, including whether 
there was an injury as defined under the Act, the applicability if any of TTD 
and medical expenses, and whether Bryant had engaged in fraud. The ALJ 
determined in relevant part there was an injury and proper notice, that 
medical costs were payable, the 2X multiplier was in effect beginning 
September 26, 2013, and that no award of TTD was payable as of August 
26, 2014, when Dr. Lockstadt released Bryant from work restrictions. The 
ALJ went on to find Bryant had not engaged in fraud because he was not 
receiving TTD for the timeframe he was depicted in the video engaged in 
other work activities. The ALJ was not convinced that Bryant refused to 
attend an IME, and did not assess costs or other remedies arising from that 
issue. 
 
Issue: 1) Did the ALJ properly terminate TTD benefits and deny the three-
multiplier? 2) Did the ALJ err in finding an injury occurred on the date 
alleged? 3) Was proper notice given? 4) Should the ALJ have referred the 
claim to the Kentucky Department of Insurance for investigation? 
 
Holding: 1) Yes. The ALJ relied on substantial evidence in terminating TTD 
benefits and denying the three-multiplier. 2) No. ALJ Rudloff determined 
Bryant’s testimony regarding the events of June 13, 2013, to be credible 
and gave greater weight to his testimony than that of the business owners. 
“If the ALJ’s ruling is supported by substantial evidence of record, it may 
not be disturbed on appeal. Substantial evidence is evidence of relevant 
consequence having the fitness to induce conviction in the minds of 
reasonable men. Smyzer v. B.F. Goodrich Chemical Company, 474 
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S.W.2d 367 (Ky. 1971).” 3) Yes, for the same reason listed above. 4) No. 
The ALJ has no affirmative duty to refer a claim to the Kentucky Department 
of Insurance. 
 
Status:  Appealed to the Supreme Court. 

 
U. Strozzo v. CESA Contractors, 16-WC-00540, 2017-CA-001191-WC, 2018-

SC-000119-WC, 2018 WL 921898 (Ky. App. Feb. 16, 2018) 
 

Facts: Strozzo worked as a laborer/carpenter’s helper for CESA, a general 
contracting construction company, from September-December 2015, when 
he was laid off due to lack of work.  His medical issues first arose in summer 
2013 when he was working for American Contractors as a laborer operating 
a jackhammer.  He began to notice a tingling in three of his fingers.  After 
he was laid off by American, he testified the feeling in his fingers returned 
to normal. In August 2014, he informed his primary physician of a sore on 
the tip of his right index finger, which he believed was due to concrete 
poisoning.  The finger healed with antibiotic treatment. From April-August 
2015, he worked for Morsey Construction pouring concrete, using a 
vibratory tool at times.  He sought treatment twice from Dr. Purvis for 
swelling in his fingers.  The doctor’s notes listed the ailment as concrete 
poisoning along with a diagnosis of low back pain and abrasions.  Strozzo 
was treated with a steroid pack and Bactrim.  He began working for CESA 
using a jackhammer or hammer drill about 50 percent of his workday.  He 
continued to suffer pain in his fingers.   
 
In December 2015, he saw Dr. Purvis again for swelling in his fingers.  His 
fingertips were red, white and blue, with yellow, discolored nails that were 
very tender to the touch. Dr. Purvis diagnosed him with finger lesions and 
referred him to Dr. Sanders, a vascular surgeon, for a circulatory 
evaluation.  In 2016, arteriograms of Strozzo’s hands revealed occlusions 
in the ulnar arteries of both of his wrists. Dr. Sanders diagnosed him with 
“classic hypothenar hammer syndrome” (“HHS”) and referred him to Dr. 
Farner at Kleinert Kutz Hand Surgery Clinic. Dr. Farner agreed with Dr. 
Sanders’ diagnosis and recommended left ulnar artery reconstruction at 
the wrist, which was performed in April 2016. In July 2016, ulnar artery 
reconstruction surgery was performed on Strozzo’s right wrist and palm. 
After the surgeries, Dr. Farner restricted Strozzo from using vibratory tools, 
hammering, or working in cold temperatures but returned him to regular 
duty labor with a nitro paste prescription.  He sought treatment with Dr. 
Earner for pain and a non-healing wound in October 2016.  He was directed 
to continue using the nitro paste and was released for alternative duty with 
no vibratory tool use. 
 
Strozzo filed a Form 101 for permanent occupational disability benefits in 
March 2016, alleging he suffered a cumulative trauma work-related injury 
to his hands in the course of his employment with CESA from the use of 
vibratory tools. Dr. Sanders opined the HHS could have resulted from a 
single incident, but most likely was the result of a repetitive use.  The 
employer sent Strozzo to Dr. Thomas Gabriel who agreed with the HHS 
diagnosis, but stated he did not believe the condition was caused by 
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Strozzo’s work at CESA.  Dr. Gabriel opined that Strozzo’s symptoms 
reached a level of disability coincident with his employment at CESA. 
 
Issue: Is a cumulative trauma that results in work restrictions the 
responsibility of the injured worker’s last employee? 
 
Holding: No. Following the formal hearing held on October 18, 2016, the 
ALJ found in CESA’s favor and dismissed Strozzo’s claim, finding that his 
symptoms predated his work for CESA and, therefore, he had not proven 
his injury was causally-related to his work for CESA.  On February 13, 
2017, the ALJ’s Order on Reconsideration reaffirming dismissal of 
Strozzo’s case cited Hale V. CDR Operations, Inc., 474 S.W.3d 129 (Ky. 
2015), for the proposition that “the employer responsible for a cumulative 
trauma or repetitive motion injury is that employment where the worker’s 
injury became manifest.” The ALJ held that Strozzo’s injury became 
manifest prior to his employment with CESA. The Board upheld the ALJ’s 
order, concluding the ALJ’s decision was based on sufficient evidence. The 
Court of Appeals agreed with the Board, and the Supreme Court affirmed. 

 
V. RECENT BOARD OPINIONS 
 

A. TG Kentucky v. Sheila Lane, Claim No. 2014-02240, Rendered: 
01/19/2018, Status:  Final 

 
1. Facts: The Claimant was employed by an industrial cleaning 

company to work as an industrial cleaner beginning in June 2014.  
The Claimant sustained several injuries when she fell from a ladder 
while scraping paint off louvers inside a ventilation stack.  At the 
time of the injury, the Claimant was working on a job at a factory 
manufacturing automotive parts. 

 
The cleaning company did not carry workers’ compensation 
insurance and their only client was the factory where Claimant was 
injured.  The cleaning company performed the following jobs at the 
factory:  cleaning three to four large ovens, cleaning paint overspray 
off the roof, cleaning an area of the factory where a new line was 
installed, and cleaning the louvers.  On October 18, 2014, the day 
before the accident, a maintenance technician from the factory 
approached the cleaning company about performing cleaning work 
on the louvers the following day. The cleaning company had never 
previously worked on the louvers. 
 
On October 19, 2014, the Claimant was directed to clean paint from 
the smoke or vent stacks with a hand scraper.  A ladder had already 
been set up when the Claimant reported to work that day.  The 
Claimant fell from the ladder while cleaning the louvers. 
 
The maintenance technician explained the Clamant was cleaning 
louvers in the exhaust area of the paint booth at the time of the 
accident.  The louvers had paint building-up preventing them from 
opening and closing properly. He had several contractors 
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performing several jobs at the time and approached the industrial 
cleaning company about the job. The maintenance technician 
testified this would have been the first time to his recollection the 
louvers had been cleaned.  The maintenance workers stated the 
factory regularly hires outside contractors to perform various 
cleaning tasks. He estimated he had six different contractors 
working on other parts of one paint line the day before the accident 
and four different contractors on the day of the accident. The 
contractors were performing various tasks including cleaning fans, 
deep cleaning the paint line, and performing oven work.  A facilities 
engineer stated the louvers had never been cleaned in his 15 years 
of employment at the factory, and he understood the job was done 
on an emergency basis. 
 
A safety specialist confirmed this was the first time the louvers had 
been cleaned.  He also stated the factory hires outside contractors 
to perform maintenance work since “there is only a finite amount of 
time that we can shut down equipment.  So you must accomplish 
many tasks at one time, and we simply do not have enough 
manpower to tackle them all at once.”  The factory relies upon the 
expertise, equipment, and training of the contractors they retain to 
perform maintenance work.   
 
The ALJ determined the Claimant was an employee of the industrial 
cleaning company at the time of the fall.  He also determined the 
relationship between the industrial cleaning company and the 
factory is that of contractor and subcontractor.  The ALJ determined 
the factory is responsible as an up-the-ladder employer for the 
payment of compensation related to the Claimant’s injury pursuant 
to KRS 342.610, finding the cleaning of the louvers was a regular 
and recurrent part of the factory’s operations. 

 
2. Issue:  Did the ALJ err in finding the factory subject to up-the-ladder 

liability pursuant to KRS 342.610? 
 
3. Holding: No. KRS 342.610(2) provides “a contractor who 

subcontracts all or any part of a contract and his or her carrier shall 
be liable for the payment of compensation to the employees of the 
subcontractor” unless that subcontractor has secured the payment 
of compensation as provided for in this chapter.  KRS 342.610(2)(b) 
provides a person who contracts with another: 

 
.  .  .  . 
 
(b) To have work performed of a kind which a regular 
or recurrent part of the work of the trade, business, 
occupation, or profession of such person shall for the 
purposes of this section be deemed a contractor, 
and such other person a subcontractor. 

 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
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In defining the terms “regular or recurrent”, the Court in General 
Electric Co. v. Cain, 236 S.W.3d 579, 585 (Ky. 2007), stated as 
follows: 

 
In Daniels, 933 S.W.2d at 824, the Court of Appeals 
also formulated definitions of “regular” and 
“recurrent,” viz.:  

 
“Recurrent” simply means occurring 
again or repeatedly. “Regular” 
generally means customary or 
normal, or happening at fixed 
intervals. However, neither term 
requires regularity or recurrence with 
the preciseness of a clock or 
calendar. 

 
Thus, the court construed “regular” to apply not only 
to the nature of the owner's business but to the 
frequency of the occurrence of a need to perform the 
work in question. As so defined, “regular” and 
“recurrent” are almost redundant.  
 
Webster's New College Dictionary 928 (1995), 
defines “recurrent” as “occurring or appearing again 
or repeatedly,” which would apply to, e.g., routine 
maintenance. It defines “regular” as “customary, 
usual or normal.” Webster's, supra, at 934. 
Therefore, as used in KRS 342.610(2)(b), “regular” 
means that the type of work performed is a 
“customary, usual or normal” part of the premises 
owner's “trade, business, occupation, or profession,” 
including work assumed by contract or required by 
law. “Recurrent” means that the work is repeated, 
though not “with the preciseness of a clock.” Daniels, 
933 S.W.2d at 824. 
 
. . . . . 

 
Work of a kind that is a “regular or recurrent part of 
the work of the trade, business, occupation, or 
profession” of an owner does not mean work that is 
beneficial or incidental to the owner's business or 
that is necessary to enable the owner to continue in 
business, improve or expand its business, or remain 
or become more competitive in the market. Larson's, 
supra, at §70.06[10]. It is work that is customary, 
usual, or normal to the particular business (including 
work assumed by contract or required by law) or 
work that the business repeats with some degree of 
regularity, and it is of a kind that the business or 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47623
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similar businesses would normally perform or be 
expected to perform with employees. 

 
The Board found substantial evidence supported the ALJ’s decision 
the Claimant was performing work which was a regular and 
recurrent part of the factory’s business.   In this instance, the factory 
is in the business of manufacturing automobile parts and includes 
a paint department with two paint lines.  In Cain, the Court provided 
the following examples of who are and are not statutory employees: 

 
Employees of contractors hired to perform major or 
specialized demolition, construction, or renovation 
projects generally are not a premises owner's 
statutory employees unless the owner or the owners 
of similar businesses would normally expect or be 
expected to handle such projects with employees. 
Employees of contractors hired to perform routine 
repairs or maintenance that the owner or owners of 
similar businesses would normally be expected to 
handle with employees generally are viewed as 
being statutory employees. Whether a project is 
customized to the premises owner's needs is 
irrelevant.  

 
Cain, 236 S.W.3d at 588. 
 
The Board noted the facts of this case fit within the last example 
provided by Cain.  The Board found the testimony of maintenance 
technician, the facilities engineer and safety specialist indicated the 
industrial cleaning company provided industrial cleaning services, 
and the factory regularly retained contractors to perform various 
maintenance and cleaning work in the paint department.  As relied 
on by the ALJ, the safety specialist stated the factory used outside 
contractors, like the cleaning company, because they have limited 
time to complete many tasks and can only do so when the plant is 
shut down. Based upon the testimony, the Board found maintaining, 
repairing and cleaning various equipment used in the factory’s paint 
department was work that is customary, usual, or normal and was 
repeated with a degree of regularity. 
 
The Board rejected the factory’s argument that cleaning of the 
louvers was an emergency because they never had been cleaned 
before, which the ALJ addressed in an order on petition for 
reconsideration.  The Board found the ALJ could reasonably infer 
from the evidence that since the louvers had not been cleaned, their 
condition had deteriorated to the point that it had become an 
emergency.  The fact the factory had not been diligent in doing so, 
thus necessitating the emergency service, does not change the fact 
cleaning the louvers was a regular and recurrent part of the factory’s 
operations. The Board found the ALJ properly exercised his 
discretion in drawing this reasonable inference from the evidence. 
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B. Lizabeth Santana Quinones v. Wee Care Nursery, Claim No. 2016-02513, 

Rendered: 03/09/2018, Status: Final 
 

1. Facts: Santana worked at Wee Care Nursery and injured her mid 
and low back while placing a baby in a crib on January 5, 2015. 
According to Santana, she was lifting a 25-pound baby when she 
felt a sudden pain in her mid-back and stinging pains into her legs. 
She sought treatment with Dr. Jeffery Gum for complaints of low 
back pain, bilateral leg pain and mid-back pain. A February 25, 
2015 MRI indicated a disc herniation at T11-12. Dr. Gum performed 
a T11-12 fusion on April 7, 2015. Dr. Gum also continued to treat 
Santana’s complaints of low back pain and bilateral leg pain and 
numbness. 

 
Dr. Fadel performed an IME on December 8, 2016 and diagnosed 
severe thoracic spinal stenosis with bilateral lower extremity 
radiculopathy aroused by the work incident. He assessed a 20 
percent whole person impairment rating, using DRE Table 15-4 of 
the AMA Guides. Dr. Fadel placed Santana in DRE Category IV for 
purposes of rating her impairment, due to the fusion surgery. 
 
Dr. Sexton evaluated Santana on February 9, 2017. In a report 
dated the same day, he diagnosed Santana as status-post fusion 
surgery and observed normal reflexes and gait. Dr. Sexton 
prepared a lengthier IME report dated February 17, 2017, in which 
he diagnosed degenerative spondylosis at T11-12 with no 
indication of thoracic radiculopathy but made no mention of the 
fusion surgery. He assigned an 8 percent whole person impairment 
pursuant to the AMA Guides. He reached this impairment rating 
after placing Santana in DRE Thoracic Category II and relying on 
paragraph 2 of Table 15-4 of the AMA Guides. 
 
Dr. Fadel prepared an addendum in which he disagreed with Dr. 
Sexton’s belief Santana should be placed in Category II. Dr. Fadel 
stated the fusion surgery requires Santana be considered under 
Category IV. He also recommended she be treated with injection 
therapy and pain management in the future. 
 
Dr. Sexton was deposed and questioned regarding his impairment 
rating for Santana’s thoracic injury. He concluded she should be 
placed in DRE Thoracic Category II due to suffering “a herniated 
disc at the level and on the side that would be expected from 
objective clinical findings, but without radicular signs following 
conservative treatment.” Dr. Sexton then explained Santana does 
not qualify for placement in Category IV because she did not have 
bilateral radiculopathy and did not have objective clinical findings of 
motion segment integrity. He explained DRE Category IV requires 
alteration of motion segment integrity. While lumbar and cervical 
fusions may establish the required alteration of motion segment 
integrity, Dr. Sexton disagreed that a thoracic fusion does, due to 
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the anatomical stability provided by the rib cage. Finding no other 
clinical documentation of alteration of motion segment integrity, Dr. 
Sexton declined to place Santana in DRE Category IV. 
 
After determining Santana suffered an injury as defined by Chapter 
342, the ALJ relied on Dr. Fadel’s opinion to conclude the incident 
brought her dormant pre-existing thoracic spine condition into 
disabling reality. The ALJ then considered Santana’s impairment 
rating:  

 
The ALJ finds that [Santana] has an 8% impairment 
rating pursuant to Chapter 15 of the AMA Guides 
Table 15-4, page 384 based on paragraph two, DRE 
Thoracic Category II. Dr. Sexton stated this category 
is appropriate based upon her herniated disc at the 
level and on the side that would be expected from 
objective clinical findings, but without radicular signs 
following conservative treatment. He stated that the 
objective findings were limited to the MRI, as there 
were no clinical findings. Dr. Sexton stated that he 
had no idea why Dr. Fadel assigned a 20% 
impairment rating. He stated that to assign a DRE 
Thoracic Category IV due to radiculopathy, it must 
be bilateral, or involve more than one level, and the 
only other thing is that there is alteration of motion 
segment integrity or bilateral of multi-level 
radiculopathy. Dr. Sexton stated that none of those 
are pertinent to [Santana]. Dr. Sexton testified that 
the mere fact that she has had a single-level fusion 
does not place her in Category IV. Dr. Sexton 
indicated that the definition for assessing impairment 
for the cervical and lumbar spine is different than the 
definition for assessing impairment for the thoracic 
spine. The ALJ finds his testimony convincing in 
regard to the impairment rating. 

 
2. Issue: Did the ALJ err in her assignment of Dr. Sexton’s impairment 

rating according to the AMA Guides? 
 
3. Holding:  No. On appeal, Santana argues that the thoracic fusion 

surgery mandates she be considered under DRE Category IV for 
purposes of assessing an impairment rating. To be placed in DRE 
Category IV, the AMA Guides require either a fracture, alteration of 
motion segment integrity, or qualifying radiculopathy. Santana does 
not have a fracture or qualifying radiculopathy. Rather, her 
argument is that the fusion surgery conclusively establishes 
alteration of motion segment integrity, a proposition supported by 
Dr. Fadel’s report. 

 
Dr. Sexton explained he found no record of altered motion segment 
integrity, which would be “definable and ratable only by doing 
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flexion and extension x-rays and demonstrating a slippage of at 
least 2.5 millimeters.” Dr. Sexton rejected the assertion Santana’s 
fusion surgery established the required alteration of motion 
segment integrity. He explained a fusion in the cervical and lumbar 
regions would establish the required alteration of motion segment 
integrity, but not in the thoracic region. He theorized the 
requirements differ because the thoracic area is naturally 
immobilized by the rib cage. As Dr. Sexton interprets the AMA 
Guides, the fusion surgery must be accompanied by the requisite, 
documented 2.5 millimeter slippage to qualify for placement in DRE 
Category IV. 
 
The Board, after reviewing the AMA Guides, determined that Dr. 
Sexton’s interpretation is reasonable. Dr. Sexton offered an 
impairment rating that included reference to appropriate sections of 
the AMA Guides, and explained why he rejected other 
interpretations. For this reason, we cannot conclude his impairment 
rating was unreliable as a matter of law. The ALJ was entitled to 
lend credence to Dr. Sexton’s impairment rating, and the evidence 
does not compel an alternate conclusion. Ira A. Watson Dept. Store 
v. Hamilton, 34 S.W.3d 48 (Ky. 2000). 

 
C. BCD, Inc. v. Paul Ridener, Claim No. 2016-93896, Rendered: 03/09/2018, 

Status: Final 
 

1. Facts: Paul Ridener worked as a carpenter for BCD.  On August 16, 
2017, he gave his deposition regarding the work injury he suffered 
on February 19, 2016: 

 
Q: Okay. Sir, I’d like to briefly discuss the accident 
with you. What happened, in your own words, on 
February 19, 2016?  
 
A: I had just got done working in a man lift and I had 
shut the machine down and I had unhooked my 
safety lanyard from the machine and I had hooked it 
on a spot on my harness. And as I was exiting the 
basket, the lanyard had hooked on the heel of my 
left boot, which tripped me, and I fell out of the 
basket onto my left knee onto the pavement.  
 
Q: How far did you fall, sir? 
 
A: Approximately four to five feet. 
 
Q: What type of symptoms, if any, did you 
experience at that time?  
 
A: Just a sharp pain at that time.  
Q: Were there any witnesses?  
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A: The superintendent 
 

Ridener testified his regular job as a carpenter with BCD involved 
concrete work, framing, and installation of doors, trim, and 
hardware. He also regularly performed some clean up duties at the 
work site. Ridener testified February 19, 2016, was a Friday, and 
he was off work on Monday, February 22, 2016, because he was 
treated at Bardstown Ambulatory Care. Personnel at Bardstown 
Ambulatory Care restricted him to sitting activity. On Tuesday, 
February 23, 2016, BCD assigned Ridener to drive a truck 
containing a load of tile to its construction project in Eddyville, 
Kentucky. Ridener explained this was not a customary job for a field 
worker; however, he would have performed the task if requested by 
a supervisor. If not Ridener, someone would have been required to 
deliver the materials to the Eddyville site. Ridener did not work on 
Wednesday, February 24, 2016, because BCD had no work for him. 
He did not work on Thursday, February 25, 2016, because he had 
an appointment with Dr. Duber. On that date, Dr. Duber assigned 
restrictions and limitations which Ridener identified as follows: 

 
Q: Okay. On February 25, 2016, did Dr. Duber 
assign you restrictions and limitations? 
 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: To the best of your knowledge, did those 
restrictions include no squatting, no lifting of greater 
than 20 pounds, and no walking over 20 minutes at 
a time?  
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: Do those sound about right?  
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: Did you provide those restrictions to anyone in a 
supervisory position over you at BCD? 
 
A: Yes.  
 
Q: Who? 
 
A: To Jason.  
 
Q: And I can’t remember, sir. I know you testified 
about Jason earlier. What was his job title? 
 
A: Project Manager. 
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On that same date, he received a call from Jason informing him 
BCD would accommodate his work restrictions. On Friday, 
February 26, 2016, Ridener was sent to Hibbett’s store in 
Bardstown where his sole task was sweeping. Ridener explained 
that usually other employees would clean up the trash. Jason did 
not discuss sending him to Eddyville. 
 
At approximately 2:00 p.m. on Friday, February 26, 2016, Salsman 
handed Ridener a letter and proceeded to talk with the project 
superintendent. After reading the letter, Ridener was unable to talk 
to Salsman about the contents of the letter since Salsman had 
already left. Ridener provided the following:  

 
Q: Okay. Sir, what did the letter state?  
 
A: It stated that if I was not on the job site in Eddyville 
by seven o’clock Monday morning that I would be 
terminated.  
Q: What, if anything, did you do after you read the 
letter?  
 
A: I tried contacting Jason.  
Q: How did you try contacting Jason?  
 
A: By phone.  
 
Q: When approximately?  
A: Around 3:00. . . .  
 
A: He [Salsman] was gone before I got done – before 
I got around to it. I was busy at the time when I got 
the letter. 

 
When Jason did not answer his phone, Ridener left a voice 
message requesting him to call him about the Eddyville job. Jason 
never returned his call. Ridener did not speak with anyone at BCD 
after Friday, February 26, 2016, until he spoke with Leisha two 
weeks later concerning the return of his uniforms. Ridener testified 
he did not go to the Eddyville job “due to transportation.” He 
explained that because he did not have a vehicle, his father loaned 
him a Chevrolet Tahoe. However, his father requested the vehicle 
not be used to drive long distances. Ridener recalled telling Jason 
on Wednesday, February 24, 2016, that he could not use the 
vehicle loaned to him to leave town, but he could go to Eddyville if 
the company furnished him a vehicle or he was able to ride with 
someone. At that time, Jason responded that he would “see what 
we can do.” Because he missed three consecutive days of work at 
Eddyville, Ridener received a letter from BCD stating that it 
considered him to have voluntarily terminated his employment. 
Ridener was aware of the company policy pertaining to three 
consecutive days of missed work set forth in the handbook. 
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However, he testified that on the Monday before he received the 
letter regarding his voluntary termination he received a letter stating 
he was fired. 
 
At the time of his deposition, Ridener had not worked anywhere 
except for the few days following his injury. He believed no one 
would hire him because he was unable to fulfill his duties as a 
construction worker as he was under the restrictions of Dr. Duber 
which included no squatting, kneeling, excessive walking, or heavy 
lifting. Ridener testified he underwent left knee surgery in June 
2016. 
 
At the hearing, Ridener reiterated much of his deposition testimony. 
He further testified BCD had other jobs available in Bardstown when 
he received the letter from Salsman dispatching him to the Eddyville 
work site. He believed the job where he was injured was 
approximately half-way complete, but the Eddyville job was in the 
finishing stages. He explained that in addition to not having any 
means of transportation to Eddyville he was also concerned about 
driving three hours to Eddyville because his prescription medication 
caused drowsiness. Ridener was uncertain whether BCD could 
accommodate the restrictions at the Eddyville job since the project 
was then limited to concrete work. Ridener testified he had “no clue” 
as to the type of work he would perform at the Eddyville site. 
Ridener believed he was capable of performing light duty. 

 
The February 25, 2016, office note electronically signed by Dr. 
Duber indicates Ridener was injured at work, x-rays were taken, 
and a physical examination was conducted. Dr. Duber’s 
assessment was “contusion left knee with posttraumatic prepatellar 
bursitis, and meniscal tear.” Under “Plan,” Dr. Duber stated:  

 
We are going to get an MRI of his left knee. I will see 
him back when that is done. We will do that Flaget. I 
am going to give him Voltaren 75 mg one pill p.o. 
b.i.d. as an antiinflammatory. Further 
recommendations when the MRI is complete. He will 
stay off work until the MRI is complete as well.  

 
The unsigned Patient Work/School Visit Note from KO Flaget 
Orthopedic Associates, also dated February 25, 2016, indicates as 
follows:  

 
Please be advised that the above patient was seen 
in our office today for an appointment and may be 
excused from work/school today. Patient may 
continue to work with the following restrictions: No 
squatting; no heavy lifting greater than 20 (twenty) 
pounds; no excessive walking – over 20 (twenty) 
minutes. These restrictions are in effect until patient 
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has MRI performed and is seen in our office for MRI 
follow up. 

 
Regarding the period during which Ridener was temporary totally 
disabled, the ALJ found as follows:  

 
The next issue for determination is the appropriate 
duration and rate of temporary total disability. . . .  
 
After reviewing case law of the last few years on 
what constitutes “return to employment” and noting 
that there has not been a clear explanation or 
application, the Trane Court clarified what standards 
the ALJ should apply to determine if a worker has 
“reached a level of improvement that would permit a 
return to employment” under KRS 342.0011 (11) (a). 
. . .  

 
In this particular case, Plaintiff did return to work 
after his work injury, but only for two days, February 
23, 2016 and February 26, 2016. According to 
Plaintiff’s testimony, the work that he did on the days 
that he returned to work after the injury were tasks 
that were a necessary part of Defendant Employer’s 
business and if he did not do the tasks someone else 
had to do them.  
 
However, a significant question arises because Dr. 
Duber’s instructions of February 25, 2016 regarding 
Plaintiff’s off work status are contradictory. Dr. 
Duber’s charting notes for February 25, 2016 
included the following statement, “He will stay off 
work until the MRI is complete as well.” Dr. Duber 
electronically signed this chart/record. Also included 
in the evidence is a Patient Work/School Visit Note 
dated February 25, 2016 which excused Plaintiff 
from work for that day and said, “Patient may 
continue to work with the following restrictions: no 
squatting; no heavy lifting greater than 20 (twenty) 
pounds; no excessive walking – over 20 (twenty) 
minutes. These restrictions are in effect until patient 
has MRI performed and is seen in our office for MRI 
follow-up.” This work note is not signed by Dr. Duber 
or any other medical provider. Therefore, the ALJ 
finds more persuasive the signed charting note and 
treatment record of Dr. Duber instructing that 
Plaintiff will “stay off work until the MRI is complete 
as well.” The treatment record showing the visit for 
“follow up of left knee MRI” is June 3, 2016. This 
record has no discussion of off work status. Dr. 
Duber’s instruction to remain off work is supported 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47659
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by the treatment records of KORT Physical Therapy 
that were attached to Plaintiff’s Form 101 and noted 
more than once during this time (March and April 
2016) that Plaintiff was unable to work secondary to 
dysfunction. Therefore, based on the signed 
treatment record of Dr. Duber, the ALJ finds that 
Plaintiff was kept off work by Dr. Duber from 
February 25, 2016 through June 3, 2016. 

 
Plaintiff is also entitled to TTD for February 22, 2016 
as there is in evidence a February 20, 2016 signed 
record (Dr. Bauer) that included “work note 
Monday,” which was February 22, 2016.  
 
Because Plaintiff underwent knee surgery related to 
the work injury, had not reached MMI and had not 
improved sufficiently to return to employment, 
Plaintiff is entitled to TTD of $432.27 per week (66 
2/3% of Plaintiff’s average weekly wage as 
stipulated by the parties) from June 22, 2016 until he 
returned to work full duty at a new job. According to 
Plaintiff’s own testimony, he began work at his new 
job in the “middle of October” 2016. He went to work 
for Clark Metal Works, full duty. Therefore, the ALJ 
finds that Plaintiff is also entitled to TTD from June 
22, 2016 through October 15, 2016 when he 
reached a level of improvement that he could return 
to employment. 

 
TTD benefits were awarded for February 22, 2016, from February 
25, 2016, through June 3, 2016, and from June 22, 2016, through 
October 15, 2016. BCD was granted a credit for TTD benefits 
previously paid including a credit for overpayment of TTD benefits. 
 
BCD identifies the issues as whether the ALJ’s decision is 
supported by substantial evidence and whether her factual findings 
are reasonable based on the evidence. 

 
2. Issue: Was the ALJ’s award of TTD benefits based upon substantial 

evidence and were her factual findings reasonable? 
 
3. Holding:  Yes. The Board went through a summary of the case law 

pertaining to TTD benefits from W.L. Harper Const. Co. v. Baker, 
858 S.W.2d 202 (Ky. App. 1993) to Trane Commercial Systems v. 
Tipton, 481 S.W.3d 800 (Ky. 2016).  After reciting the case law, the 
Board turned to its analysis of the ALJ’s factual findings and 
summary of the evidence.   

 
The ALJ relied upon the February 25, 2016, signed office note of 
Dr. Duber in which he indicated Ridener was to remain off work until 
an MRI of the left knee was obtained. Based on that document, the 
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Board found that the ALJ could reasonably infer Ridener satisfied 
both prongs of the statute and qualified for TTD benefits since he 
had not attained MMI from the injury and had not reached a level of 
improvement that would permit a return to employment. The ALJ 
could conclude that Dr. Duber believed Ridener was incapable of 
returning to any employment until, at the very least, the MRI was 
performed. The ALJ explained because the record was signed by 
Dr. Duber, she believed it was more credible. The February 25, 
2016, note, though succinct, qualifies as substantial evidence 
sufficient to support the ALJ’s finding Ridener is entitled to TTD 
benefits from February 26, 2016, through June 3, 2016. 
 
In addressing the evidence that BCD argues is compelling and 
substantial enough to warrant a vacate of the ALJ’s opinion, the 
Board states, “Even though there is evidence in the record 
indicating Ridener may be able to return to work with stringent 
restrictions, that evidence represents nothing more than conflicting 
evidence compelling no particular outcome.” Copar, Inc. v. Rogers, 
127 S.W.3d 554 (Ky. 2003). The work restrictions relied upon by 
BCD do not compel the conclusion Ridener had reached a level of 
improvement that would permit a return to employment. The 
restrictions imposed in the unsigned document impose stringent 
work restrictions, and Ridener did not demonstrate he was capable 
of returning to employment as defined by the applicable case law. 
Ridener testified at the hearing he was unsure whether BCD could 
accommodate his restrictions at the Eddyville job explaining that at 
the time he visited the site, the ongoing work consisted almost 
exclusively of concrete work. Ridener testified he had “no clue” as 
to the work he would perform at the Eddyville site and emphasized 
he was “not a clean up guy” prior to his injury. Absent an actual 
demonstration to the contrary, the record does not compel the 
conclusion Ridener had improved to an extent that he was capable 
of a return to employment as defined by Kentucky law. 

 
D. Tyson Foods Inc. v. Henry Jewell, Claim No.: 2014-59291, Rendered: 

03/23/2018 
 

1. Facts: Tyson Foods Inc. (“Tyson”) appealed from the August 24, 
2017 Order and the November 20, 2017 Opinion, Award and Order 
rendered by ALJ Hajjar awarding Jewell permanent partial disability 
benefits enhanced pursuant to KRS 342.165 due to Tyson’s safety 
violation. The ALJ determined Tyson waived its defense of a safety 
violation, a finding Tyson challenged on appeal. 

 
Jewell filed his claim on April 13, 2017, alleging an injury to both 
eyes on November 13, 2014 when he was using a high-pressure 
water hose that struck him in the right eye. Jewell also alleged a 
safety violation pursuant to KRS 342.165. Form 101 instructs the 
claimant to file a Form SVC within 15 days. 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32429
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=32429
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Counsel for Tyson filed a notice of representation on May 19, 2017. 
On June 9, 2017, Tyson moved for a more definite statement 
regarding Jewell’s allegation of a safety violation. It also filed a 
notice of disclosure, indicating counsel had requested any and all 
documentation responsive to the issue of a safety violation. Tyson 
filed its Form 111 on the same date, accepting the claim as 
compensable but indicating, “Discovery is ongoing, but at this time 
Tyson Foods, Inc. disputes the alleged safety violation, and it does 
not appear that Plaintiff’s alleged left eye injury is related to the work 
incident.” Tyson filed a second notice of representation on June 9, 
2017. 
 
Jewell filed a Form SVC on June 19, 2017, indicating he was struck 
in the eye by a metal part at the end of a high pressure water hose 
that was missing necessary equipment which would have 
prevented the injury. In a June 26, 2017 Order, the ALJ concluded 
Jewell’s Form SVC satisfied Tyson’s request for a more definitive 
statement. 

 
On June 27, 2017, Jewell moved for production of his personnel 
file. Tyson filed a notice of disclosure on June 29, 2017, indicating 
counsel had requested the OSHA history and any/all 
documentation responsive to the safety violation issue.  
 
Tyson filed a special answer on July 31, 2017, raising the defense 
of Jewell’s safety violation. It asserted the special answer was 
timely because the documents giving rise to the defense “were only 
recently discovered by the undersigned counsel, in response to a 
routine discovery request from Plaintiff’s counsel.” 
 
Tyson simultaneously filed a Disciplinary Action Notification on 
August 1, 2017. The December 13, 2014 form indicates Jewell 
failed to wear proper eye protection and did not have a gun at the 
end of the high-pressure hose on November 13, 2014, in violation 
of company policies. 
 
On August 3, 2017, Jewell moved to strike the special answer, 
noting Tyson filed the answer more than 45 days after issuance of 
the scheduling order. He noted the documents were in the actual 
possession of Tyson and its failure to provide them to counsel until 
Jewell’s discovery request was not justification for the untimely filing 
of the special answer. In its August 9, 2017 response, counsel 
indicated she relied on the plant nurse as a liaison for providing 
documents. Counsel asserted the nurse, who is not an attorney, 
cannot be expected to know and understand technical legal criteria 
for filing a special answer and should not be held to the same 
standard as an attorney. The claim had been accepted as 
compensable at the time it was assigned to counsel, and it was not 
until the entire file was requested by Jewell that counsel became 
aware of the potential employee safety violation. 
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On August 24, 2017, the ALJ’s sustained Jewell’s motion to strike 
the special answer. On September 6, 2017, Tyson petitioned for 
reconsideration of the August 24, 2017 Order and a motion for leave 
to file a Form SVE. In a September 20, 2017 Order, the ALJ denied 
the petition for reconsideration as an impermissible re-argument of 
the original motion. The ALJ provided the following additional 
explanation for her ruling: 

 
The ALJ still finds that Defendant has failed to prove 
that it acted with due diligence in raising the safety 
violation defense. Defendant argues that the review 
of the entire personnel file would be cost prohibitive 
in all of defense counsel's pending claims. However, 
it is Defendant's burden to prove it could not have 
been discovered without due diligence. The 
document in question could have been discovered 
by other means, such as by requesting documents 
relative to disciplinary action as a result of the injury, 
interviewing the employee's supervisor, or asking 
the liaison if there was any indication that Plaintiff 
had not followed a safety rule. In this particular case, 
the alleged failure to follow the safety rule would 
have been obvious to the employer liaison since 
there was documentation of the disciplinary action 
related to the injury. Thus, the ALJ finds that 
Defendant has not proven that the safety violation 
could not have been discovered sooner with due 
diligence. 

 
Tyson’s counsel asserted she acted with due diligence by 
requesting the personnel file in response to Jewell’s request for 
production. It was not until counsel obtained the complete file that 
she was aware Jewell had been disciplined for failing to use safety 
equipment. She also argued the ALJ failed to define “due diligence” 
and, regardless, Tyson employees should not be held to the same 
standard as counsel. Additionally, Tyson argued its failure to file a 
timely Form SVE did not constitute a waiver. 

 
2. Issue:  Did the ALJ err in denying the Defendant’s special answer 

as not timely filed? 
 
3. Holding:  No.  803 KAR 25:010 §7(2)(d) requires a defendant to file 

a special answer to assert a special defense within 45 days of the 
scheduling order, or 10 days after the discovery of the facts 
supporting the defense if discovery could not have been had earlier 
in the exercise of due diligence. The regulation specifically provides 
that a special defense is waived if not timely raised. 

 
Tyson had possession of the facts related to Jewell’s alleged safety 
violation because it had cited him for failure to wear proper eye 
protection and failure to use a gun at the end of the high-pressure 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
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hose. The December 13, 2014 disciplinary citation issued to Jewell 
remained in Tyson’s possession at all times. Further, Tyson was on 
notice of an alleged employer safety violation when Jewell filed his 
application on April 13, 2017. Moreover, when Tyson filed a notice 
of disclosure on June 9, 2017, its counsel indicated she had 
requested the OSHA history and any/all documentation responsive 
to Jewell’s allegation of a safety violation. These circumstances 
provide the requisite substantial evidence to support the ALJ’s 
determination Tyson could have discovered the facts supporting its 
defense through the exercise of due diligence. 
 
Tyson asserted the due diligence standard does not apply to the 
employer or its employees, but only to counsel. 803 KAR 25:010 
§7(2)(d) repeatedly refers to the “defendant’s” obligations with 
respect to special defenses. Counsel is not a defendant to this 
action. Tyson, as the employer, is the named defendant and party 
to this claim. The obligation lies with the defendant, and it is 
counsel’s duty to explain the requirements to laypersons. 

 
Tyson also argued it cannot be held to a standard of “due diligence” 
because that term is not defined in KRS Chapter 342 or its 
corresponding regulations. The common understanding of “due 
diligence” is the prudence exercised by a reasonable person, an 
understanding supported by over 150 years of Kentucky 
jurisprudence. The ALJ was not obligated to provide a legal 
definition of due diligence. 

 
E. Cardiovascular Associates, PSC v. Christine Johnson, Claim No. 2005-

88279, Rendered: 04/06/2018, Status:  Final 
 

1. Facts: Christine Johnson sustained injuries to her cervical spine 
and left shoulder on April 1, 2005. Her treatment included a 
laminectomy and C6-7 anterior discectomy and fusion. Johnson’s 
claim was resolved by settlement approved on July 22, 2010. 
Cardiovascular Associates filed a motion to reopen and Medical 
Fee Dispute on June 5, 2017 to challenge the reasonableness/ 
necessity and/or work-relatedness of treatment by Dr. Rodney V. 
Chou of the Thompson & Chou Center for Pain Management and 
Rehab-Indiana, including prescriptions for Butrans patches, a 
compound cream, and Skelaxin. Butrans is a transdermal patch 
containing the opioid Buprenorphine. 

 
Cardiovascular Associates supported the motion with the March 6, 
2017 report and September 21, 2017 addendum report of Dr. Ellen 
M. Ballard, who conducted an independent medical examination. 
Upon consideration of Johnson’s diagnosis and treatment history, 
Dr. Ballard felt reasonable treatment would include use of a TENS 
unit, exercise, occasional Skelaxin use, and weaning from 
narcotics. 
 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/kar/803/025/010.pdf
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/chapter.aspx?id=38914
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Cardiovascular Associates also filed the April 26, 2017 medical 
record of Dr. Chou. His report contained a summary of treatment 
from July 30, 2014 through April 26, 2017. Dr. Chou noted on 
August 18, 2016, “Butrans 10 works very well for her. She has little 
pain but continues with stiffness in the neck.” On November 10, 
2016 he noted, “Continues with Butrans, uses Skelaxin PRN[.] 
Compound cream helps quite a bit.” On April 26, 2017 he noted, 
“Stable with Butrans[.] She is able to get out and go for walks with 
the pain controlled.” 
 
Johnson submitted the July 19, 2017 report of Autumn Allgeier, 
APRN, who works in Dr. Chou’s office. She noted Johnson has 
decreased her pain medication to its lowest level possible over the 
prior two years, which allows her to function independently. 
Johnson currently uses a Butrans patch once per week, providing 
predictable and continuous relief of pain over a seven-day period. 
She takes Skelaxin only as needed, with one prescription often 
lasting a complete year. 

 
Regarding the compound cream, Ms. Allgeier noted the cream 
enables Johnson to be maintained on minimal doses of narcotics 
and muscle relaxants. Use of the cream is safer than increasing her 
pain medication and/or muscle relaxants. Johnson’s exercises and 
the current medication regimen have allowed a reduction in the 
dose of opioid analgesia over the past few years. Ms. Allgeier 
indicated the medications are necessary for Johnson to maintain 
independent function in her activities of daily living. 
 
The ALJ first considered the reasonableness and necessity of the 
Butrans patches, compound cream, and Skelaxin: 

 
The burden to prove the Skelaxin, the Butrans 
patches and the compound cream are unreasonable 
or unnecessary is upon the defendant/movant. In the 
opinion of the undersigned, Dr. Ballard’s opinion(s) 
fall short of those standards of proof. Here, Dr. 
Ballard has examined the plaintiff on one occasion. 
Significant to the undersigned is that Dr. Ballard 
gives an opinion that the Butran Patches and the 
Skelaxin are reasonable if given in different doses. 
She also opines that a TENS unit, exercise and 
Skelaxin occasionally, should allow the plaintiff to be 
weaned from all narcotics. While this may very well 
be a reasonable medical treatment, that is not the 
issue – the issue is whether Dr. Collis’ medical 
treatment is unreasonable or unnecessary.  

 
Dr. Ballard’s statement that the compound cream 
“have no proven efficacy” cites no specific study and 
certainly no specific application of that general 
statement to the plaintiff’s situation. She also states 
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that the compound creams are “not FDA approved 
and the cost of [the] compound cream outweighs the 
benefits that they potentially provide.”  
 
That statement is not supported by any study and is 
not consistent with the findings in the office chart of 
Dr. Collis. While the compound cream is expensive, 
that alone is not a sufficient reason to find them 
unreasonable or not necessary – see the Tipton 
case above.  
 
I find that the defendant/movant has not proven that 
the contested medications are unreasonable or 
medically unnecessary for the “cure and relief” of 
Ms. Johnson’s work injury. I find that the medical 
treatment provided by her treating physician and 
APRN are reasonable and medically appropriate. 
These providers are in a unique position of 
observing the plaintiff – and have a professional duty 
to attempt a “cure and/or relief” for the plaintiff’s work 
injury. I find that they are doing so in this challenge. 
The medical dispute is found in favor of the plaintiff. 

 
2. Issue: Does an APRN meet the definition of a physician as 

described in KRS 342.0011(32)?   
 
3. Holding: No, an APRN does not meet the definition of a physician 

as described in KRS 342.0011(32) and is therefore not authorized 
to offer medical opinions. She is qualified to offer factual testimony 
regarding aspects of Dr. Chou’s medical records such as the history 
contained therein, and the frequency and doses of medication. The 
Board noted that Cardiovascular Associates never objected to the 
introduction of Ms. Allgeier’s report. 

 
F. East Bernstadt Cooperage, Inc. v. Linda Darlene Stigall, Claim No. 2016-

76290, Rendered: 04/20/2018, Status:  Final 
 

1. Facts: Stigall filed a Form 101 on February 21, 2017 alleging 
injuries to multiple body parts occurring on July 11, 2016 while 
working for East Bernstadt. Stigall completed the tenth grade and 
has no specialized vocational training. 

 
Stigall testified by deposition on May 19, 2017, and at the hearing 
held August 31, 2017. Stigall was born on November 26, 1957, and 
is a resident of East Bernstadt, Kentucky. She continues to work for 
East Bernstadt, where she began her employment in 1997. She left 
for one year, in approximately 2000, to work at a commercial 
bakery; however, she subsequently returned to East Bernstadt, 
which manufactures whiskey barrels. On July 11, 2016, her glove 
became entangled in a drill she was using in the barrel 
manufacturing process. A co-worker released the drill to free her 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47659
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47659
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hand, and Stigall’s supervisor advised her to seek medical 
attention. 
 
Stigall received TTD benefits while she was off work recovering 
from her injury. She stated her medical bills were paid, and she 
currently takes only over-the-counter Tylenol or Ibuprofen. She 
returned to light duty work in November 2016. She was eventually 
released to unrestricted full duty work. She received a pay increase 
when she returned to work but worked less overtime than before 
the accident. She continues to work in the barrel manufacturing 
process. Stigall testified that despite the removal of her restrictions, 
she continues to have some difficulty with work. She has less 
strength in the right hand and continues to experience pain in her 
right hand and two fingers. She also experiences finger swelling 
and needs assistance with operating the saw. She does not believe 
she can perform all of her previous job duties for a full eight-hour 
day. 
 
Stigall also filed the Form 107-I report prepared by Dr. Madden who 
evaluated her on behalf of her attorney on April 20, 2017. Dr. 
Madden noted Stigall sustained a right wrist injury while working for 
East Bernstadt when her glove became caught in a drill. Dr. 
Madden incorrectly noted the date of the accident was July 7, 2016. 
He also noted Stigall returned to work in November 2016, but stated 
she is unable to perform all of her previous job duties. He diagnosed 
Stigall as status post right displaced intra-articular distal radial 
fracture with open reduction and internal fixation, status post ulnar 
styloid fracture, ulnar deviation restriction, wrist flexion and 
extension restrictions, and chronic pain syndrome due to trauma. 
Dr. Madden opined the work accident caused her injuries. He 
assessed a 14 percent impairment rating pursuant to the AMA 
Guides. Dr. Madden determined Stigall had reached maximum 
medical improvement (“MMI”) as of the date of his evaluation. Dr. 
Madden opined Stigall does not have the physical capacity to return 
to the type of work performed at the time of her injury. He restricted 
Stigall from lifting more than five to 10 pounds with the right upper 
extremity. He also opined she should avoid pushing, pulling, 
repetitive motion, overhead work, and should engage in only 
minimal bending or twisting with the right upper extremity. 
 
The ALJ rendered a decision on October 30, 2017. Regarding his 
reliance upon Dr. Madden’s impairment rating, the ALJ stated as 
follows:  

 
10. The ALJ is compelled to reference that the 
Plaintiff was an exceptionally credible witness and 
that her testimony is given significant weight herein.  
 
11. The ALJ finds that while there is a consensus 
regarding the workrelatedness of the Plaintiff’s 
condition, the findings of Dr. Madden are most 
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consistent with the Plaintiff’s descriptions of her 
symptoms and of her limitations and is therefore the 
most persuasive and convincing medical opinion 
offered herein.  
 
12. Dr. Madden assessed a 14% impairment 
pursuant to the AMA Guides and found that the 
Plaintiff was at MMI as of April 24, 2017. Dr. Madden 
also concluded that the Plaintiff did not retain the 
physical capacity to return to her prior employment. 
The Plaintiff was restricted to light duty restrictions 
with no lifting of over 5-10 pounds with right upper 
extremity; no pushing/pulling with right upper 
extremity; no upper extremity repetitive motion on 
right; no overhead work; no minimal bending/ 
twisting/reaching with right upper extremity. This 
opinion has convinced the ALJ and the ALJ therefore 
finds that the Plaintiff has sustained a 14% whole 
person impairment and that she does not retain the 
physical capacity to return to the same job. 

 
Regarding the application of additional factors, and his analysis 
pertaining to Fawbush v. Gwinn, the ALJ found as follows: 

 
13. The Plaintiff has testified that she has returned 
to a different job and that she now earns more 
money than she did prior to the accident.  
 
14. When KRS 342.730(1)(c)(1) and KRS 
342.730(1)(c)(2) both may be applicable, Fawbush 
v. Gwinn, 103 S.W.3d 5 (Ky. 2003), and its progeny 
require an ALJ to make three essential findings of 
fact, even if not specifically requested to do so by the 
parties. First, the ALJ must determine whether a 
claimant can return to the type of work performed at 
the time of injury. Second, the ALJ must also 
determine whether the claimant has returned to work 
at an AWW equal to or greater than her pre-injury 
wage. Third, the ALJ must determine whether the 
claimant can continue to earn that level of wages for 
the indefinite future.  
 
15. The Plaintiff explained that she continues to have 
problems with pain and strength in her hand and 
wrist and that she has pain daily from her hand to 
the elbow. She also said that her fingers are swollen 
from the injury and that she could return to her prior 
job duties for an eight-hour day. She explained that 
she is currently performing a different job within the 
same department but must take six or eight aspirin 
to get through her work day.  

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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16. The ALJ finds that based upon the facts 
available, that it is highly unlikely that the Plaintiff, in 
light of her continued pain and need to take 
numerous aspirin in order to continue in her current 
position, will be able to continue indefinitely. The ALJ 
therefore finds that the Plaintiff is entitled to the three 
multiplier as codified in KRS 342.730(1)(c)(1). 

 
2. Issue: (1) Did the ALJ fail to provide an adequate basis for his 

reliance on an impairment rating? (2) Did the ALJ fail to provide a 
factual basis for determining the claimant could not return to 
previous employment? (3)  Was the ALJ required to perform a 
Fawbush analysis? 

 
3. Holding: (1) No. The ALJ relied upon the impairment rating 

assessed by Dr. Madden. He determined this rating was the most 
consistent with Stigall’s description of her complaints and 
restrictions. This explanation was sufficient to support the ALJ’s 
reliance upon the 14 percent impairment rating.  

 
(2) Yes. In its brief, East Bernstadt cited to the requirement set forth 
in Shields v. Pittsburgh and Midway Coal Mining Co., supra, to 
make sufficient findings of fact in order to apprise the parties of the 
basis of the decision. The Board noted the request for additional 
findings on this issue, requested by East Bernstadt in its petition for 
reconsideration, was ignored by the ALJ in his December 20, 2017. 
The Board vacatede in part the ALJ’s determination, and remanded 
for additional findings regarding whether Stigall retains the capacity 
to perform her pre-injury work, and to provide the basis for his 
determination. The Board did not direct any particular result, and 
the ALJ may make any determination based on the evidence.  
 
(3) Yes. The ALJ determined the application of the three multiplier 
was appropriate based on the fact Stigall had not returned to the 
exact job she was performing at the time of the accident, she takes 
over-the-counter medication daily, and he does not believe she will 
be able to continue performing her job indefinitely. Because Stigall 
did in fact return to work, at apparently the same or greater wages 
in the same department, the ALJ was required to perform an 
analysis pursuant to Fawbush v. Gwinn. 
 
Clearly, Stigall returned to work for East Bernstadt earning the 
same or higher pay. As noted above, the ALJ’s determination 
regarding whether Stigall retains the capacity to return to the job 
she was performing at the time of the injury is vacated. On remand, 
the ALJ must make that determination prior to performing an 
analysis pursuant Fawbush v. Gwinn. The Board also vacated the 
ALJ’s determination regarding the application of the additional 
multipliers pursuant to KRS 342.730(1)(c)1. Once a determination 
has been made regarding whether Stigall retains the capacity to 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47625
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return to the job performed at the time of the injury, the ALJ must 
perform the appropriate analysis as set forth above. The ALJ must 
provide an adequate explanation and analysis for his decision 
regarding the application of any multipliers. 

 
G. Aisin Automotive Casting, LLC v. Heather McCowan, Claim No. 2017-

00297, Rendered: 05/04/2018, Status:  Final 
 

1. Facts:  McCowan previously sustained low back injuries in 2006 for 
which she did not file a claim. McCowan later filed a Form 101 in 
Claim Number 2013-01278 alleging bilateral carpal tunnel 
syndrome due to her repetitive work activities with Aisin, 
manifesting on May 29, 2013. Aisin filed the April 27, 2016 hearing 
transcript and the June 27, 2016 opinion from her prior claim to be 
considered by the ALJ in this claim. At the April 27, 2016 hearing, 
McCowan described her bilateral elbow and hand complaints. She 
underwent bilateral carpal tunnel releases, bilateral revision carpal 
tunnel releases, and bilateral cubital tunnel release. 

 
McCowan also testified she experiences sharp pain in her left 
shoulder, but she has no symptoms in her right shoulder. McCowan 
testified her left shoulder problems began in December 2015 and 
continued to worsen. McCowan testified she reported her left 
shoulder problems to Dr. Margaret Napolitano, who had been 
treating her wrists and elbows. Dr. Napolitano ordered an EMG 
which was normal. McCowan last treated with Dr. Napolitano in 
January 2016. McCowan returned to work for Aisin in July 2015 but 
struggles to perform her job. McCowan also testified she had back 
surgery in 2006 for which she continues to take Hydrocodone, 
Ibuprofen, and Neurontin. She stated those medications also help 
with her bilateral upper extremity symptoms. McCowan’s job 
required her to push large baskets filled with parts to her machine, 
but the wheels were typically broken. She stated she currently has 
a herniated disc in her back due to pushing baskets with faulty 
wheels and could not recall the exact day it happened. 
 
In the June 27, 2016 opinion, the ALJ stated he was most 
persuaded by Dr. Jared Madden’s opinions. He diagnosed 
McCowan with bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome/median nerve 
compression and bilateral cubital tunnel syndrome/ulnar nerve 
compression. He opined McCowan’s complaints are due to her 
work activities with Aisin and assessed a 40 percent impairment 
rating pursuant to the AMA Guides. Dr. Madden restricted 
McCowan’s activities and opined she does not retain the physical 
capacity to return to the type of work performed at the time of the 
injury. Pursuant to Dr. Madden’s opinions, the ALJ awarded 
permanent partial disability (“PPD”) benefits based upon the 40 
percent impairment rating, increased by the three multiplier, in the 
amount of $437.73 per week commencing on May 29, 2013 and 
continuing for 425 weeks. The ALJ also awarded vocational 
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rehabilitation benefits, temporary total disability benefits as already 
paid, and medical benefits. 
 
Approximately eight months after that opinion was rendered, 
McCowan filed a Form 101 on February 21, 2017, alleging injuries 
to “multiple body parts” due to her repetitive work activities with 
Aisin, and provided an injury date of August 9, 2016. McCowan has 
worked for Aisin since 2001. The ALJ granted McCowan’s motion 
to amend her claim to assert a specific left shoulder injury occurring 
in March 2016. The ALJ also granted Aisin’s motion to compel 
McCowan to further specify the body parts allegedly injured on 
August 9, 2016. In a response dated July 11, 2017, McCowan 
stated, “she has filed a claim for disc herniation to the lumbar spine 
and a collapse of the lumbar disc; recurrent carpal tunnel syndrome, 
bilateral rupture of the bicep tendons; bilateral tear of the rotator 
cuff and upper extremity problems.” Aisin filed a special answer 
asserting the affirmative defense of failure to join claims pursuant 
to KRS 342.270. 

 
McCowan testified by deposition on April 21, 2017, and at the final 
hearing held August 22, 2017. At the time of her alleged injuries, 
McCowan worked for Aisin operating a trim press in the finishing 
department. McCowan described her repetitive job duties of 
running two valve bodies through the trim press. This required 
loading, unloading, and filing parts. She also had to bend over to 
retrieve parts from baskets. McCowan estimated she worked eight 
to 12-hour shifts, six days per week, and ran approximately 2,000 
parts per day. McCowan ceased working in August 2016 because 
she was unable to use her left arm. McCowan acknowledged she 
is currently receiving PPD benefits for the 2013-01278 claim. 
 
At her deposition, McCowan testified her left shoulder began 
bothering her in early 2015, and insisted she repeatedly advised 
her supervisor, team leader, and other employees of her arm 
problems. McCowan did not attribute her left shoulder problems to 
a specific event. Her treating physician did not pursue further 
treatment of the left shoulder after testing of the ulnar nerve at the 
shoulder returned normal. Despite continuing left shoulder pain, 
further treatment was delayed until much later since Aisin did not 
“respond and send me for treatment.” McCowan eventually sought 
treatment on her own after a March 2016 event. 
 
McCowan stated that in March 2016, she tore her left bicep tendon 
when she reached up onto a top bar to pull herself up into the 
machine to clean it. She experienced severe pain, her left bicep 
appeared deformed, and she soon began experiencing spasms. 
McCowan explained she did not immediately seek treatment 
because she was unaware of the severity of her injury. However, 
McCowan’s left shoulder symptoms worsened, and she initially 
sought treatment in the Spring 2016 with Ruth Ann Combs, a nurse 
practitioner, who ordered an x-ray. In August 2016, a left shoulder 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47619
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MRI was performed, which revealed a rotator cuff tear and a 
ruptured bicep. Dr. Samuel Coy performed left shoulder surgery on 
December 20, 2016. She testified the surgery helped her shoulder 
symptoms, although the biceps tendon could not be reattached. 

 
McCowan testified that in 2006, she sustained herniated discs at 
L4-5 and L5-S1 at work requiring surgery. McCowan did not pursue 
worker’s compensation benefits for those injuries due to her fear of 
losing her job. McCowan testified that in 2014, she experienced 
immediate low back pain while pulling and pushing a basket. She 
subsequently developed additional symptoms in her leg. Ruth Ann 
Combs, the nurse practitioner, ordered an MRI and she was 
referred to Dr. William Brooks, who recommended a fusion. This 
treatment was rendered in either 2014 or early 2015. Her low back 
and leg symptoms have progressively worsened since 2014. 
McCowan takes Ibuprofen, Norco, Neurontin, and Klonopin for her 
low back, which also relieves her left shoulder symptoms. 
 
A benefit review conference was held on July 11, 2017. The parties 
stipulated McCowan allegedly sustained cumulative trauma injuries 
on August 9, 2016 and a specific injury in March 2016. In the 
October 23, 2017 opinion, the ALJ summarized the evidence, and 
noted he reviewed and considered the prior hearing transcript and 
opinion. Regarding notice, the ALJ found McCowan’s testimony 
describing the call-in procedure she used when she was unable to 
work due to her injuries and that she made her supervisors aware 
of her injuries on a frequent basis persuasive. The ALJ noted 
McCowan notified Aisin by letter dated February 21, 2017, 
presumably when she filed the Form 101. The ALJ also found 
McCowan’s “cumulative trauma injuries” manifested on April 12, 
2017, the date of Dr. Autry’s evaluation. The ALJ therefore found 
McCowan satisfied the notice and statute of limitations 
requirements of KRS 342.185. Regarding joinder, the ALJ found, 
“due to the manifestation date, the plaintiff could not have been 
expected to join the cumulative trauma claim to her prior filing.” 

 
The ALJ found Dr. Autry’s opinion most consistent with the medical 
evidence and McCowan’s testimony regarding the onset of injuries 
and her attempts to continue working over the years. The ALJ found 
Dr. Autry’s opinion that McCowan’s complaints were due to many 
years of working and his assessment of impairment ratings 
persuasive. The ALJ then determined McCowan is permanently 
totally disabled and awarded PTD benefits in the sum of $506.64 
per week commencing on August 9, 2016, and medical benefits. 

 
2. Issue: (1) Did the ALJ perform the requisite analysis when 

determining the Claimant’s injuries were cumulative and therefore, 
not barred by the statute of limitations nor the requirement to give 
notice to her employer?  (2)  Did the Claimant fail to join her claims 
in a prior claim?   

 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47617
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3. Holding: (1) No.  Although the ALJ identified the diagnoses and 
respective impairments provided by Dr. Autry in his analysis, on 
remand, the ALJ must address the nature of each injury, specifically 
the alleged low back and left shoulder. The record contains 
conflicting evidence as to whether those conditions resulted from 
acute or cumulative trauma and Aisin requested additional findings 
of fact on this issue. The ALJ provided no analysis or discussion 
addressing whether McCowan’s alleged left shoulder and low back 
injuries were caused by cumulative or acute trauma, which is 
necessary in any analysis involving notice and the statute of 
limitations. With regard to the left shoulder, McCowan’s pleadings 
indicate both an alleged cumulative trauma manifesting on August 
9, 2016 and a specific injury occurring in March 2016. McCowan’s 
testimony also indicates her left shoulder began bothering her in 
2015, and she experienced a traumatic injury to her left bicep in 
March 2016 as she was pulling herself up into the machine. Dr. 
Coy’s medical record, as well as the opinions of Drs. Corbett and 
Autry, reflect a similar history of the left shoulder. 

 
An injury caused by cumulative trauma manifests when, "a worker 
discovers that a physically disabling injury has been sustained [and] 
knows it is caused by work.” Alcan Foil Products, a Div. of Alcan 
Aluminum Corp. v. Huff, 2 S.W.3d 96, 101 (Ky. 1999). 
Consequently, “for cumulative trauma injuries, the obligation to 
provide notice arises and the statute of limitations does not begin 
to run until a claimant is advised by a physician that he has a work-
related condition.” Consol of Kentucky, Inc. v. Goodgame, 479 
S.W.3d 78, 82 (Ky. 2015). A worker is not required to self-diagnose 
the cause of a harmful change as being a work-related cumulative 
trauma injury. See American Printing House for the Blind v. Brown, 
142 S.W.3d 145 (Ky. 2004). Rather, a physician must diagnose the 
condition and its work-relatedness. 
 
On remand, the ALJ was directed to make a specific determination 
regarding whether McCowan’s alleged low back and left shoulder 
conditions resulted from cumulative or acute trauma. Only then can 
the ALJ perform the appropriate analysis regarding notice. 
 
(2) Possibly.  The Board remanded for additional findings of fact 
addressing the issue of joinder of claims, particularly in light of the 
ALJ’s failure to address this issue in the order on reconsideration. 
The Board acknowledged at the time of the previous hearing held 
in April 2016, McCowan discussed her left shoulder and low back 
symptoms but expressly denied she had any right shoulder 
symptoms. The Board also noted Aisin solely relies on this 
testimony in arguing McCowan’s low back and shoulder claims 
should have been joined to the previous claim. There are no 
medical records pre-dating the April 2016 hearing pointing to 
treatment, diagnostic studies, diagnoses, or assessments 
regarding the low back and left shoulder conditions. With this in 
mind and in light of Aisin’s petition for reconsideration, the Board 
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vacated and remanded for additional findings of fact addressing 
whether the low back and left shoulder causes of action had 
accrued and were known, or should reasonably be known, to 
McCowan during the pendency of Claim Number 2013-01278. 

 
H. Robert Thomas Cox v. Byrd’s Body Shop, Claim No.: 2016-93465, 

Rendered: 06/29/2018 
 

1. Facts: Robert worked as an auto body repairman at Byrd’s Body 
Shop, which was owned by Dennis and Debra Byrd. Robert enjoyed 
a personal friendship with the Byrds that exceeded a typical 
employer/employee relationship. Robert would pay friendly visits to 
the Byrd’s home on occasion outside of work hours, and Dennis 
testified Robert was “like a son.” On December 14, 2015, Dennis 
called Byrd’s Body Shop to speak to Robert, who was working. 
Dennis explained he needed help removing a large freezer from the 
basement of his home. Robert left work and drove to the Byrd’s 
house, where he assisted in removing the freezer. Dennis invited 
Robert to stay for lunch, but he declined. According to Dennis, 
Robert said he was going back to work at Byrd’s Body Shop and 
would get lunch on the way. Robert left the Byrd’s residence in his 
personal vehicle and was killed when an approaching vehicle 
crossed the center line and stuck him head-on. Byrd’s Body Shop 
argued Robert was not killed during the course and scope of his 
employment, because he was either performing a task outside of 
his employment or was on his way to lunch at the time he was killed. 

 
2. Issue:  Did the deceased claimant’s motor vehicle accident occur 

during the course and scope of his employment? 
 
3. Holding: An injury is work-related when it arises “out of and in the 

course of employment.” KRS 342.0011(1). It is agreed Robert was 
not killed while working at Byrd’s Body Shop, or performing work 
related to his employment there. The relevant question is whether 
an injury is nonetheless work-related when an employee is 
undertaking a task at the direction of his employer which is 
unrelated to his regular employment. 

 
General authority indicates such an injury is compensable. “When 
any person in authority directs an employee to run some private 
errand or do some work outside his normal duties for the private 
benefit of the employer or superior, an injury in the course of that 
work is compensable.” Arthur Larson and Lex K. Larson, 9 Larson’s 
Workers’ Compensation Law §27.04(4) (2013). This generally-
accepted concept is grounded in two rationales. First, the employer 
has the authority to enlarge the scope of employment at any time, 
and even to include jobs or tasks outside the normal employment. 
A second reason is that an employee should not be placed in the 
untenable position of either disregarding a directive of his superior 
or employer or forfeiting his injury coverage by complying with the 
request. 

http://www.lrc.ky.gov/Statutes/statute.aspx?id=47659
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Upon review of these cases, the Board agreed with the ALJ that 
Nugent and subsequent cases establish an injury occurs within the 
course and scope of employment, even when the employee is 
performing a task outside of his normal duties for the private benefit 
of his employer. As observed by the ALJ, the fact Robert was 
performing a task of no benefit to Byrd’s Body Shop does not alter 
this result. The ALJ also identified additional circumstances to 
support the conclusion Robert was performing an errand at the 
direction of his employer. Robert was “on the clock” with Byrd’s 
Body Shop when he went to help Dennis move the freezer, and his 
paycheck was not reduced for the time he spent away from the 
shop. Dennis acknowledged Robert frequently ran personal 
errands for him and would do “just anything I told him.” As noted by 
the ALJ, Dennis had the authority to enlarge the scope of Robert’s 
employment at Byrd’s Body Shop, and frequently did so by 
requesting he perform other errands for Dennis’ personal benefit. 
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